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P R E F A C E

This annual report of the Institut für Kernphysik (IKP) at the Kernforschungs-

anlage (KFA) Jülich covers the period from January to December 1983 . Here we

report on research activities and on technical deveiopments performed by mem-

bers of our institute and by guest groups using our cyclotron JULIC.

The Institut für Kernphysik co€ns i s ts of two experimental institutes, a theore-

tical institute, a newly created unit "Betrieb und Entwicklung kernphysikali-

scher Großgeräte", and several common support groups . The solar energy group

is included in one of the experimental Institutes.

The majority of the experimental research has been performed at the Jülich Iso-

chronous Cyclotron (JULIC), and for about 50 % of the experiments the magnet

spectrograph BIG KARL has been used as detector system . The cyclotron accele-

rates protons, deuterons, 3He and a-particles from 22-45 MeV/nucleons which

have been used in basic research as well as for the radio-isotope production

for bio medical application . About 20 % of the available beam time of the

cyclotron has been used by guest scientists and users from other institutes

of the KFA . In addition some of the experiments have been carried out at the

KFA reactors : Neutron rich nuclei were studied with the on-line separator for

fission Fragments (JOSEF), and the Aachen-IKP collaboration searched for y

-events in connection with the question about the existence of axions.

Also in the past year there was an intense scientific and technical exchange

due to guest groups at the cyclotron and many visiting scientists in the various

units . There existsan especially strong collaboration with Prof . Hagedoorn and

his groups of the Technische Hogeschool Eindhoven . Prof . Hagedoorn is tempo-

rarily here in a position as consultant.

The investigationsof giant resonances were concentrated on the charge exchange

reaction ("He,t) around zero degree to study isovector giant resonances in

heavy nuclei.

Investigations in nuclear spectroscopy showed the low lying rotational bands

in the Os--isotopes combined with low frequencies in the region of band-

crossing . Other nuclear spectroscopy studies have revealed excited nuclear

states which result from the coupling of two nucleons with one- and two phonon

octupole vibrations . In the A-100 region rotational bands have now been ob-

served systematically and Nilsson assignments have been male .



The theoretical work has concentrated an the roje of the o(3/2 3/2)-isobar re-

sonance in nuclear structure and in charge exchange reactions, investigations

of heavy-ion reactions with microscopic models, and the Coulomb-dissociation

processes at relativistic energies.

The work an the external heavy ion source ISIS has been carried according to

the time schedule . The Lest source (5 GHz) has been improved considerably to

yieid currents of 200 pA He 27 and 1 pA N"-ions.

In connection with the proposed neutron separation source (SNQ) at the KFA,

the IKP and interested scientists started to study various possibilities of

isotope separation facilities in order to investigate exotic nuciei . For this

reason a workshop was organized by our institute.

The proposal for the y-ray detector system 'OSIRIS ' was finished and presented

to an international audlence dur ing a workshop an 'high-spie states' at the

IKP.

After intense discussions, the study group 'COSY' under the leadership of

Prof . T . Mayer-Kuckuk (ilniversity of Bonn) was created, which involves scien-

tists from the universities of Bochum, Bonn, Köln, and Münster and the 1KP of

the KFA . The aim of the study group is to prepare a proposal for a cooler

synchrotron, which can use the linac of the SNQ as well as our cyciotron as

injector . In this connection the Institute also organized a workshop in the

'Physik Zentrum' at Bad Honnef .



The senior of the directors at the IKP, Prof o Dr . CLAUS MAYER-BÖRICKE, fell

seriously i11 in the beginning of the year 1982 . He retired an October 1, 1983

after having led the Institute of Experimental Miclear Physics 1 (IEKP 1) as

its director for a period of 16 yearse

lt was Claus Mayer-Böricke, who l ai d the plans for the large i soschronou s cy--

cl otron JULIC to be the main research instrument of the Nu cl ear Physics Insti-

tute (IKP) at the Kernforschungsanlage (KFA) Jülich . He planned and brought to

realization the acceleration and extraction of protons, deuterons, 3He and a-

beanis for rLaclear physics experiments, the double monochromator for studies at

higher resolution, and he initiated work an the large magnetic spectrometer

Big Karl . In order to increase the potential of JULIC, he planned and started

the installation of an ECR-source (project ISIS) for external injection of

light ionss

Claus Mayer-Böricke was the director responsible for JULIC until the year of

his retirement . Due to his constant and intense Gare ; this facility Gould be

used wich high efficiency by the research groups of the IKP, by other groups

of the KFA and by numerous guest groups.

As planned by Cl au s Mayer-Böricke, the IKP i ncl udes three i nsti tuten (IEKP 1,

IEKP 11 and Theory), gnd it is operated now as a department0

I n spite of the large burden of his du ti es as director of the IEKP 1 and re-

sponsible director for JULIC and ISIS, Claus Mayer-Böricke remained an active

scientist, and he ensured a high level research program at his institu tes Only

two of its most successful accompl i shments will be mentioned fiere : (1) the

backbend i ng effect i tsel f and its explanation by crossi ng of two rotat i onal

bands in deformed nucl e i ; (2) the discovery of the i soscal ar giant quadrupole

resonance in light nucl ei o Both of three resui ts received international recog-

nition, indicating the high standard of the scientific program of his Insti--

tutem
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EXPERIMENTAL NUCLEAR PHYSICS

1

	

NUCLEAR REACTIOMS AND SCATTERING PROCESSES

1 .1 .

	

Investigation of high lying M1 states in
40

Ca(p,p')

at Ep = 45 MeV

B . Brinkröl7..er +, G.P .A . Berg, G . Riau>atsch,

A . iAagiera, J . h"eir33vxger, D . PanZ J . R~msr,

G . Sonder rann , J .L . Tain

In high resolution proton scattering experiments l ' 2) at

relatively low incident energies (Ep = 45, 65 MeV)

several 1 + states have been identified . A particular

streng M1 excitation das been found l) at Ex = 10 .21 MeV

in 48Ca with a spin unsaturated closed f 7/2 neutron shell.

In the simple independent particle shell model no 0 hw

M1 excitation is expected in 40Ca . The observed 1 +

states3'4'5) in 40Ca indicate ground stete correlations

in the neutron and proton shells . A streng 1+ stete has

been observed in 40Ca at E x = 10 .31 MeV . Another 1+

state was seen at E x = 9 .87 NleV 5) . The angular distribu-

tion of a peak at this energy is reported to be consistent

with an unresolved doublet of 2+ and 1 + states in a back-

ward angle electron scattering experiment 3) and a 200 MeV

proton scattering experiment 4) . In addition a stete with

an 1 = 0 anguiar distribution was observed 4) at E x =12 .03

,leV with unknown parity.

To get more information about these stetes we measured

400a(p,p') at 44 .8 MeV proton energy using the high re-

solution magnetic spectrograph BIG KARL . Stetes from 8 .5

to 12 .3 MeV excitation energy have been measured with a

resolution of 14 keV at forward and 23 keV at backward

angles due to incomplete kinematic matching . A sample

spectrum of olab = 13
.2 0 of the conplete range of

measured excitation energies is shown in fig . 1 . The

excitation energies are taken from ref . 6 . Ibis was one

of the first experiments with the new multi-wire drift

time chamber7) , which allowed to measure 75 cm of the

focal plane of the spectrometer . Special care was taken

in the off-line analysis to find and correct for effects

of differential efficiency variations in the new detec-

tor . In order to show details of the states around

E x = 10 MeV, fig . 2 displays the enlarged range from

Ex = 9 .8 MeV to E x = 10 .5 MeV at three different

scattering angles . At E x = 10.33 MeV where two possible

states have been reported6) we resolve only one stete in

our measurements.

The angular distributions will be compared with DWBA cal-

culations in order to determine the transfered angular

momentum of the measured states and to identify possible

1' states .

a
Fiq .	 2 : Enlarged part of

	

Ca(p,p`) spectra at 44 .8 MeV

incident energy for the scattering angles 0lab = 7
.9°,

13 .2°, 26 .5° showing the states around E x ti 10 MeV.
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Sample spectrum of 40Ca(p,p') at
44 .8 MeV incident energy from 8 .7
to 10.3 MeV excitation energies at

Glab = 13
.2°.
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1 .2 .

	

Excitation of 1 + Stetes in 58Ni by Inelastic

Proton Scattering at 45 MeV

G .P .A . Berg, G . G G

	

••"!ei 3b rger, D . Bart ,

J .G . '1. Römer, G . Sondermann and J.I . Fair

In our previously reported
l) 58

Ni(p,p') measurements at

45 MeV incident proton energy using the high resolution

magnet spectrometer BIG KARL the 1 + stete at 2 .903 MeV

and the 1+ state at 10 .66 MeV are strongly excited.

Spectra of these measurements have already been shown

in ref . 1) . The excitation of the 10 .66 MeV state was

also reported at 201 McV 2) and 65 McV 3' incident energy.

Fig . 1 shows the comparison of the angular distributions

of this state at the different incident energies plotted

es funetion of the transfered momentuni q . For q 100 MeV/c

the cross sections are very similar for the three dif-

ferent energies . For q <100 MeV/c, however tEe observed

shapes of the angular distributions are very different.

The higher the incident energies the arger is the cross

section at very forward angles .

the excitation of this state was not observed with an

upper limit of 5 Nb/sr in inelastic proton scatteri'ng at

65 McV3) it was excited with e cross section of 15 - 20

ub/sr in our (p,p') measurement at E p = 45 MeV . Fig . 2

shows spectra including this 3 .594 MeV stete at e lab =
15 0 , 20 0 and 25° . The spin-parity assignments of the

3 .531 and 3 .594 8eV states were taten from Ref . 6 while

excitation energies, spins and parities of tEe other

levels were taken from Ref . 7.
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Fig. 1 : Experimental angular distributions for the 1 +
stete at 10 .66 MeV in 58Ni measured at various

bombarding energies in (p,p') scattering.

This behaviour has been reproduced in preliminary micro-

scopic DWBA calculations 4) and reflects the enhancement

of the z = 0 relative to the 2 = 2 contribution with

increasing energy.

We conclude that for energies 45 MeV 4 E p t 65 MeV the

cross section maxima for M1 transitions occurs at

q a 100 MeV/c while for higher energies the cross section

increases with decreasing q, suggesting experiments for

Ml investigations at E p > 65 MeV in the ener gy window

150 - 400 MeV of spin flipp excitations and extremely

forward angles.

Low energy investigations of Ml transiti'ons are limited

to states with concentrated Ml strength like the 1+ states)

at Ex = 10.21 MeV in 480a and the reported 1 + stete at

Ex = 10 .66 MeV in 58 Ni . Consequently we do rot observe

individual levels of the broad Ml (T = 1) resonance

reported around E x ti 8 .8 MeV in 58Ni at E 0 = 201 MeV.

Among the expected 1 + states there exists some confusion

about the excitation of the stete at 3 .594 MeV for which

one assumes a pure (p3/2 pl`2)1+ configuration 6) . While

00-

40 -

E

	

E

3.7

	

3.6

Ex . tatian Energy[MeV]

Fig. 2 : Spectra including the 3.594 MeV stete measured
in 58 Ni (p,p') at elab = 15°, 20 0 and 25 0 .
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Identification of the second 13/2+ state of the

octupole multiplet in 143
Nd

Ü . ++mache
+
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b ent¢o
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, Ch . ' 5arriJ' , G.F .A.

Borg, B . Brie:k öiler, G . Htacatsch, J . .1ei3btrger,

D . Paul, J .G .M . Römer, .i .i . Tain

lt has been reported recently 1) that the complete particle-

octupole multiplet in the N=83 nucleus
143

Nd has been

identified by high-resolut i on inelastic proton scattering

at E p = 25 MeY using the BIG KARL spectrometer.

Earlier (d,p) experiments2) presented evidence for a

splitting of the 13/2 + state into two levels at 1230 and

2807 keV due to configuration mixing with the 113/2 single

particle state in the major neutron shell with N=83-126 1 ' 3)

1312'

(
hw

1

.0 .2

	 15!2 '
512*

0

	

1112' 	 1312

	

912'1

	

712*
\-312 *

-0 .2+

1312 '
1312`

Fig .	 1 : Comparison of splitting of the octupole-multiplets

arising from particle-core coupling in 209
gi, 143Nd and

147
Gd . The energies have been normalized to the energies

of the corresponding core states.

In Fig . 1 the measured splitting in 143Nd is compared

with the splitting of the octupole multiplet in 209
6 ;4)

with a doubly magic core, and in
147

Gd 5) with a core of

magic neutron and semi-magic protor numbers . Both levels

have heen seen in our previous experiment l) . In the

present experiment we measured the 2804 keV stete with

Fig . 2 : 143Nd(p,p') spectrum in the energy range from

about 2 to 3 MeV .

better statistics covering the energy range up to E x ti

3 .4 sMeV . Fig . 2 shaws a part of a sample spectrum taken

with the new 90 cm long position sensitive detector6) in

the focal plane of the magnet spectrometer BIG KARL . In

this part of the spectrum the resolution was about 6 keV.

For higher and lower excitation energies the resolution

was worse by a factor of 3 - 4 because we did not yet

work out an optimized set of Ht parameters for the correction

of higher order aberrations . The measured angular distri-

butions of both 13/2 states and the 3 state in the 142Nd

core nucleus are shown in Fig . 3.

20®
300

m0

Fig .3 : Angular distrIbution of the two 13/2 + states

compared to the octupole core stete.
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Stetes at E
x
_ 16 - 22 MeV in 8Be excited in the

12C(d
66 Li)8Be and 11 B(3He 6°Li) 8Be reactions

L. Jarezyk , A . StrmaZkowski•, B . Styezer ,

G.P.N . Berg, B . Brinkn3ltmr, G . H%c^uatsch,

3 . Magiern ++, J. ;eir3bury r, t'. Oniert, B . f rasu5n,

P. von Riossen, J.G.M. Römer and J . L . _ Sr

The problem of the structure and especially of the iso-

topic spin assignment of the 8Be states with excitation

in the region 16 t19 2eV is a long standing andd still'Ei1
illin

	

to

broadly discussed probleml . The investigation of exci-

tation of this states in different cluster transfer reac-

tions starting from the various entrance chanrels can

shed light on this problem.

Two such reactions were measured using 78 MeV deuteron

and 71 .8 MeV 3He beams from cyclotron JULIC namely
12

C(d, 6Li) 8Be and 1IR( 3Ke,°Li)8Be . In both cases different

clusters (a-particle or triton) with different isospin

are transfered.

The 6 Li Ions from 12C(d 66 Li) were measured at fe•~v

scattering angles 4lab =
lo° - 30 0 using twol$E-E semi-

conductor counter telescopes for particle identification.

A typical example of the measured spectrum is shown in

fig. 1 . In the high excitation region the 16 .63/16 .92 MeV

doublet is observed . The 18 .15 MeV state is weakiy popu-

lated . A broad group of states around 19 2eV is excited

with a considerable cross section . No sigo of excitation

of the stete at 17 .64 MeV is visible in the spectra.

12C
(d,

6U) 8Be,
E ab°

78MeV

	0

	

490

	

510

	

530

ChanneEs

	Fig.	 1 : Sample spectrum of the 12C(d, 6Li) 8Be reaction

The spectra of 6Li of the I1B( 3 He 66 Li) reaction were

measured by means of the magnet spectrometer BIG KARL

for scattering angles C lab = 8° - 420 . The oE gas - E

plastic counter telescope placed behind the position

sensitive MWPC detector in the focal plane aliowed the

particle identification . In fig. 2 the spectrum between

16 and 20 MeV excitation energies measured in two runs

is shown for an angle elab = 10 ° . The different relative

transition strengths to various 8Be levels in both reac-

tions under investigation is evident . In Order to get

more information on the excitation mode calculations of

the angular distributions in the 0WBA framework are in

progress .

11B ( 3 H e
, 6 ! i ) B Be, FtC_+-71 .8 MeV
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Fij. 2 : Sample spectrum of the -1B( 3He, 6Li) 8Be reaction
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1,5 .

	

Reaction Mechanism of the
22he(d, 6Li) 180 Reaction

W . Oelert and G . P255a

As Part of a systematic study of the alpha transfer among

nuclei of the sd shell the (d, 6Li) reaction has been mea-

sured at a bombarding energy of 80 MeV Co
22

he . Angular

distributions were obtained in an angular range of 8° to

35° lab . In the framework of finite-range Distorted-

wave Born Approximation (FR-DWBA) calculations alpha-spec-

troscopic factors were extracted . Experimental data and

FR-DWBA analysis leading to spectroscopic information

were presented in an earlier report l) and will be pub-

lished 2) . Due to structure reasons and experimental

limits qualitative comparison to sd-shell model calcula-

tions 3) can be made only for the low lying states with

excitation energies less than 4 MeV . Fig . 1 displays these

results for the low lying states and shows that these nee

1-
r

r

I	
f	 t	 1

0

	

2

	

4

Exc cation Energy (MeV )
Figure 1 : Relative spectroscopic factors for the members
of the ground state band in

	

0 . The full points (solid
1ines) denote experimental (theoretical) spectroscopic
factors relative to the ground state transition, the open
point (dashed line) relative to the 20Re,16 0 a s transi-
tion.

1ative,spectroscopic factors for the 21 and 41 final

states agree to shell model calculations within a factor

of two relative to the ground state transition (full data

points, solid Iines for theory) and that the ground state

transition relative to the 20Ne(d, 6Li) lo o g s transition

is a factor of two smaller than predicted by the shell

model calculations . Since the absolute cross sections are

believed to be accurate within 20 % the factor of two

discrepancy seems to be significant at least for the com-

parison of relative experimental and theoretical results

for the investigated system.

The strong collectivity of the low lying states suggests

the neccessity of employing the coupled reaction channels

formalism (CRC) . Indeed an analysis in the framework of

CC-DWBA resulted in rather good agreement between theore-

Figure 2 : Influence of inclusion of different reaction
pathes to the one-step transition for the final 2+ stete
in 13 0.

tical and experimental angular distributions in view of

both the shape and the magnitude . Fig . 2 demonstrates the

influence of two step pathes an the final 2+ state in

18 0 . Whereas the direct one step process (dashed live)

leads to very low cross sections an increase of a fac-

tor of 20 is observed due to the contribution of the

reaction path via the ground stete transition followed

by the inelastic excitation (dashed-dotted line) . Inclu-

sion of the two step path via the transfer to the 4 '

state in
180 (solid line) leads to a destructive inter-

ference and gets the cross section down, close to the

experimental values which are indicated by the dashed

line underneath the solid line . Results of the CC-D'88A

calculations are given in Ref . 4. In extension of the

CC-DWBA calculation we tried to describe all three mem-

bers of the ground stete band in the CRC framework i .e.

to describe the 0+ , 2+ and 4+ states in 18 0 by

the solution of the Schrddinger-equation System of the

coupled channel problem ( including only

two step contributions explicitly) . Since the parameters

entering into this type of calculations are mutually

interdependent,effects of possible uncertainties are

eventually qualitatively and quantitatively more sensitive

and of stronger significance than in usual DWBA calcula-

tions . Here we only can list such uncertainties, a more

detailed discussion will be given elsewhere 2) :

a) phases entering into the calculations have to be con-

sistent among the different transfer spectroscopic

amplitudes themselves as well as with the phases of

the inelastic transition ones and, furthermore,

with conventions used in the Computer code for caleu-

lating the angular distributions,

b) absolute values of spectroscopic factors were calcula-

ted by a shell model code3) , however, the degree of

reIiability of these values is unknown,

c) optical model and bound state parameters are subject

to considerable uncertainties for the simple DWBA as

well as (because of mutual

	

interdependence even

stronger) for the case of CRC calculations.

+



For the present CRC calculations spectroscopic amplitudes
and phases viere obtained using the shell model code of
Chung et a1 . 3) ; the deformation parameters were selected
from experimental results from the literature

6-8
; the

coupled channel code CHUCK 9) was used ; employing the coup-
ling scheme as shown in Fig . 3 ; and optical model and bound
stete parameters were employed as in the FR-D'WBA . calcula-
tions l ' 2) , changing the radius parameter of the bound stete
from 1 .56 A1/3 fm to 1 .65 A l/3 fm . The radius parameter of
the deuteron optical potential was lowered to 1 .15 fm accor-
ding to the results of the analysis of scattering experiments l0).

Figure 4 shows the results of the calculations and demon-
strates that the experimental angular distributions for
the 0+ , 2+ and 4 + state in 180 are well described in
amplitude as well as in shape using the CRC formalism.
However, two changes of parameters entering into the
calculations were made : i) the phases of the spectrosco-
pic amplitudes leading from the 2 + state in 229e to final
states in 180 were multiplied by -1 and ii) the potential
depth of the real volume part of the °Li optical poten-
tial for 6Li - 18gg s was lowered by 12 % (not for the
other states of

	

0) . Both changes might have some
physical justifiaction, which has to be investigated by
further studies an the saure and an different systems . In
spite of these questions we may conclude : Employing the
rather complex CRC analysis good agreement between ex-
perimental results and theoretical predictions is ob-
served . The spectroscopic factors predicted by shell mo-
del calculations prove to be very reliable in the Sense
that any significant change of one of the individual
transition strength did worsen and not improve the simul-

taneous description of the data for the three members of
the ground stete band in the final nucleus 180 .

4 @
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Figure 3 : CoupIing scheme used for the CRC calculations.
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Figure 4 : Experimental
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angular distributions of the (d, 6Li) reaction leading to final states in 18 0 compared to CRC caicu-
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Excitation of K r = 2 Band Stetes in
20'22se

via

the (d, 6Li) Reaction

G . Pä1Za anä k' . Oelert

Rasant analyses (preceding contribution and ref . 1) ) have

shown, that the strong collectivity of the low lying

states makes recessary to empioy coupled channels (CC)

formalism in the interpretation of a-transfer reactions

an sd-shell nuclei . In general both, ore- and two-step

processes feed a stete contributing coherently to the

reaction cross section and their interference effects, the

magnitude and the shape of the angular distributions.

The 2n ' 26Mg(d, 6 Li)20 ' 22Ne reactions leading to the low

lying members of the K=2 rotational band were analyzed

by using a coupled channel (CC) DWBA method (code CHUCK 2 ).

Experimentally the J7 = 3 states (5 .61 MeV in 20Ne and

5 .91 MeV in 22Ne) were strongly populated, the transi-

tions to the unnatural parity 3 7 = 2 - (4 .968 MeV) and

J = 4- (7 .004 MeV) states have been found to have medium

yields in 20Ne (in 22Ne they were not resolved) 3) , even

1fthough the excitation .. these l a.-tLt ~ ~• transitions are to.'r-

bidden via direct a-transfer in a zero-range approxima-

tion . Since the B(E2) transition strengths between the

3 --2 - and 3 --4- states are lange the excitation of these

states Ufere assumed to proceed primarily through multi

step pathes.

The coupling schemes used in CC calculation are shown in

the Fig's . Existing no strong inelastic coupling between

the members of the ground stete and K=2 bands, in this

calculation the K=-2 band is included explicitly only,

the n-transfer transitions to the g .s . band members have

been taken into account through the imaginary potential

and have been investigated separatly in a CC-analysis l) .

For the «-cluster 2N;-L=7 was used for the transitions to

-r = - states with (sd) 3 (0p) -1 configurations . The trans-

fer form factors were calculated in a zero-range approxi-

mation applying finite range correction and proper zero

range normalization . Potential parameters used are the

same as in ref . 4) . The deformation parameters für the

g .s, band were taken from inelastic scattering analysis

and scaled according to NR . For the

	

= 2 band 25 %

larger ß2 values were used 5) . The angular distribution

results are presented in fig . 1 and fig . 2, the spec-

troscopic factors in table 1 including a corresponding

SU(3) prediction 5) . The experimental spectroscopic factors

E

Transition

E

w tr

I
S/5

g 's'

3

SU(3)
6

CCBA
2

D''BA

24
Mg;20Ne

0 {e3 3 2 .65 3 .05 3 .81

2+}2- 3 0 .35

2 } -+4 3 -1 .1

2
+
-}4- 5 0 .25

26 .
g-22Ne

Oyi3 3 0.50 0 .5 2 .44

0 e-5 5 0.99 -0.99 <0 .2

2}e-3 3 -0.17

Figure 1 : CC calculated and experimental angular distri-
butions für negative parity states in 20Ne.

deduced by CC calculation are related to that of the

ground stete arising from CC analysis regarding the g .s.

bandl) . The results prove the justification of the assump-

tion of a multi step reaction mechanism.
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Proton-Hole States in Co-Isotopes Observed via

the (d, 3He) Reaction

4 . 3rarfnov , G .P .A . Berg, J . Bojowatd, S . Gopaf ,

G . HZawatsci2, S .A . °art-in, C . Pater-Böricke,

J . Mei!3Lurger•, W . Celert, D. Paul, J .G .M. Rc1er,

Rogge, J .D . Fair, P . Terek,

	

Zem. g:o, B .B .M.

%logg +, P. w . . GlaudemanS+ , 3 . wrant++ ,

	

Paar++ ,

Ar. VoukT+ , V . Lopac
++

The structure of the cobalt nuclei is interesting from a

theoretical point of vi ew , since, on the basis of the

simple shell Model_ they a re characte rized by nne proton

hole structure in the 1f712 Shell . Therefore, we investi-

gated the (d, 3He) reaction on Ni-isotopes leading to fi-

nal states in Co. Experimental results of the
62

Ni(d, 3He) 610o reaction were presented earlier l ' 2 . Here

we compare these data to theoretical predictions . The

analysis of the
58

Ni(d 3Ha) 57Co reaction is in progress .

Preliminary results are available in the Sense that the

high resolution data taken with the magnetic spectrometer

BIG KARL in the angular range of 3° to 25 0 are analyzed.

The measurements of the Same reaction in the scattering

chambe, are planned for the near future . The .9E-E Counter

telescope technique is complementary necessary to obtain

energy spectra over a wide excitation energy range and

to ensure the absolute normalisation for the cross sec-

tion measurement.

In the present analysis of the 52Ni(d, 3He)61 0o reaction

at Ed = 78 8eV we in particular consider the importance

of the finite range effects on the validity of the DWBA

calculations at high energies . At first, zero range cal-

culations with the finite range effects taken into

account by means of a local energy approximation haue

been performed using the code DWUCK4 3) with a value of

0 .77 fm for the finite range correction factor and deu-

teron optical potentials as extracted from the global set

of Daehnick et al . 4) . 3 He potentials (H1, H2 and H3) were

derived from Hyakutuke et al . 5) (which are all shailow

potentials with VR ti - 108 MeV) and (H4) from Shepard

et al .° ) (a deep potential with V R = - 160.13 MeV) . Two

bound state parameter sets (PI and P2) were tested with

these 3He potentials . Details on the individual parame-

ters are given in Ref . 2 . Figure 1 shows some examples of

DWBA calculations employing the various potential combi-

nations . It seeins that the zero range approximation, with

finite range effects Laken into account by the local

energy approximation, cannot reproduce all the tested an-

gular distributions . Exact finite range calculations haue

therefore been performed using the code DWUCK5 3) . Results

of these calculations for Tour states are shown in Fig . 2,

usin g a shailow potential (H1) as well as a deep poten-

tial (H4) for the 3He partieles . It is demonstrated that,

by using the deep potential for the 3He particles, it is

now possible to reproduce all of the Tour selected experi-

mentalangular distributions for the final levels in
61

0o

quite nicely . Full finite range OWBA calculations haue

therefore been performed for the excited states analyzed

in mir work, using the DWUCKS program and the deep poten-

tial for the 3 He particles .

L

Figure 2 : Results of Full finite range DWBA calculations
together with a selection of experimental angular distri-
butions . H1 and H4 are Shallow and deep 'He optical poten-
tials, respectively.

Shell-model calculations for the system ° Ni-° 2Co were

performed in the model space:

62pY . .
f 16r6 } f15r7

	

61Co- f
15 r 6

	

fi4r 7
i

	

7

	

7

	

7

	

7

where f7 d enotes the 1f 7/2 orbit and r stands for any of

the orbits 2p3/2 , lf5/2 and 2p172 . Both terms of the wave

function of fi1 0o contribute to f7/2 pick-up, whereas the

first term only contributes to pick-up of an r particle.

The interaction has been obtained empirically from a fit

to experimental excitation energies of A=52-60 nuclei 7) .

Excitation of one f 7/2 particle into the upper fp-shell

orbits is assumed in the Model space . Figure 3 compares

the experimentally observed level schere to the shell mo-

Figure 1 : Results of zero range DWBA calculations together
with a selection of experimental angular distributions .



Using PTQM wave functions of the low-lying states in s1Co

and the TQM wave function of the ground state of 62Ni we

calculated the spectroscopic factors for the reaction

o2Ni(d, 3 He) 61Co . The sums of the spectroscopic factors

as functions of excitation energies are presented in

Fig . 5 . The spectroscopic information has been collected

!=3

	

o[

	

=

2r

	

0 L

	

a0

r

	

--

	

0

	

7

	

2

	

3

	

L

	

5

	

6
Excitetion Enerayit1eV1

Figure5 : Experimental (solid lines) sum of spectroscopic
strength versus excitation energy plotted for t = 3, 1, 0
and 2 transfers, com pared to the predictions of shell-mo-
del calculations (dashed lines) and of the PTQM calcula-
tion (dotted lines).

for the individual e-transfers only, since experimentally

a j-dependence is not detectable . For k = 3 the shell mo-

de- predictions are too small relative to the experimental

values whereas the PTQM calculations show a very good

agreement . Quantitatively the saure is true für the

	

= 1

results, where the shell model calculation falls to pre-

dict the observed occupation of the p 3/2 orbit.

For x = 0 and Q = 2 transfers the shell model calculations

are not suitable to predict strength because of the trun-

cated model space . The agreement between experimental data

and PTQM calculations is also very reasonable, but obvious-

ly some additional states outside the configuration space

of the present calculation appear for the e = 2 transfer

strength in the energy range considered.

For x = 5 the PTQM calculations predict very small spec-

troscopic factors for the first excited theoretical

states 11/2 and 9/2 which lie at ebourt 1 .5 MeV . The

corresponding experimental states have not been detected

most likely because of very low Grass sections ; however,

preliminary results of the 58Ni(d, 3He)57Co reaction reveal

in this energy regiert two relatively weakly populated

states excited by s = 5 transfer . Especially interesting

theoretical challenge is posed by the fact that the ex-

perimental spectroscopic factor of the first 3/2 state

at 1 .028 MeV excitation energy is sizeably (spectroscopic

factor s = 0 .17) larger than those of higher-lying 3/2

states (3/2 stete at 1 .953 MeV : s = 0 .014 ; 3/2 stete

at 2 .313 MeV: s = 0.017) . The admixture of the high

lying p 3/2 quasiparticle stete into the first

3/2

	

wave function is naturally small ; in

	

our

PTQM wave function the ij, n1 ; J> = !p 3/2 , 00 ; 3/2> com-

ponent (the quasiparticle j and the n-phonon stete of an-

gular momentum I are coupled to the total angular momen-

tum J) .amounts to lass than 2 t . Taking into account low

E

P

	

s

S- Shell mcdel E, Present experirrent P:Porticie quadrupole phonon coupling

Figure 3 : Calculated (shell mode]), experimental, and
calculated (PTQM) energy spectr1m of "Co for 7/2 - , 5/2
and 3/2 - , 1/2 - final states . Levels denoted by + have
a very small spectroscopic strength . The experimental
states are tentatively assi gned to the theoretical levels.

del predictions together with further theoretical predic-

tions of the particle-quadrupole phonon coupling . The

association of the theoretical predicted levels to the

experimentally observed ones is not unique and has been

mode an the basis of : excitation energy, known and/or de-

termined spin and parity assignment and predicted versus

observed spectroscopic strengths.

The calculations for the energy spectrum of 610o i•ere per-

formed by coupling a proton quasiparticle to the anharmo-

nic quadrupole vibrational core, employing a Hamiltonian

characterized by the SU(6) symmetry : the core nucleus

62 Ni is described in the 5U(6) quadrupole phonon model

TQM, which is equivalent to the weil known IBM, and b1Co

is described in the SU(5) particle-quadrupole phonon coup-

ling model PTQM, which is equivalent to IBFF . An explicite

description of the evaluation of the energy spectrum of

6lCo is given in Ref . 2) and in references cited teerein.

The negative and positive parity spectra of 610o obtained

by diagonalization of the PTQM Hamiltonian are presented

in Fig . 3 and in Fig . 4, respectiveiy.

P

	

E

	

P
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E

	

P
0	

E : Present Experiment

	

P : Partlcie quadrupole phonon coupling

Figure 4 : Experimental and calculated (PTQM) energy spec-
trum of " 10o for 1/2+ and 5/2 + , 3/2 + and 11/2 - , 9/2- final
states . Levels denoted by + have a very small spectrosco-
pic strength . The experimental states are tentatively
ass:igned -to the theoretical levels.
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occupation probability of the p3/2 stete (ti 0 .1) the

spectroscopic factor due to this component would re-

sult in a spectroscopic factor Sp3/2 i 0 .002 ; which is

two orders of magnitude below the experimental value.

However, due to further tenns in the PTQM transfer Opera-

tor, we get a sizable contribution to
5P3/2

from the do-

minant component if
7I2°

	

`
1 2 ; 3/2>, this one phonon mul`i -

plet component amounts to 90 % of the norm of the wave

function.

On the other hand, due to more scattered components in

the wave functions of higher-lying 3/2 states (as in the

neighbouring nuclei) the total contribution to S

	

sp3/Z i

smaller.

Thus, PTQM in a physically transparent way accounts for

interesting pattern of the spectroscopic factors of 3/2

states, which et the first sight contradicts to the par-

ticle-core concept.
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Inelastic two-step processes in single-nucleon

transfer reactions

G . Poiltc, ,I. Celert, A . Dja?ceis, P .

	

ahoi

L . Zerr o

The role of two-step processes in single-nucleon trans-

fer of different type, namely, neutron and proton trans-

fer in both of pick-up and stripping reactions an 28Si

target is revealed. A coniplete measurement is in progress

undertaken concerning the reactions 28Si(d,x),

x = d,d',a,t ; 2°Si(-,Y), y

	

, `,d,c, and 2OSi(o,z),

z = a,a',T,t, which should offen an excellent possibili-

ty to show the importance of the higher-order transfer

processes involving inelastic transitions of quadrupole

nature preceded or followed by a transfer step . The data

are analysed in the framework of the coupled channels

reaction theory, the spectroscopic amplitudes needed in

analysis are calculated, using the code CHUCK 1 and the

SM-code from Chung et a1 . 2) , respectively.
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Observation of the 1 .6 MeV level in 9B

A . Djalaeis, J. Bojoaaald, G . Paice, and B . Artol--

7cov ~e

In spite of numerous experimental endeavours l-5) to mea-

sure the parameters of the 9B stete analog to the first

excited 1/2+ Ex = 1 .68 MeV level in 9Be, its existence

has so far not been clearly demanstrated 6) . Although

anomalous structures have been observed in the right

region of 9B excitation, it was always possible to ex-

plain the features in an alternative manner, and not as

e state - '
L1'1

This is mainly due to the fact that the

searches are generally based an the analysis of inclusive

spectra where the continuum yields due to three- and

four-body breakups may add to the discrete spectrum and

could in principle obscure the stete in question.

Details of the experiment and some preliminary results

have been presented previously 7) . Figure 1 shows a 'clean'

1000
°Be( 3 He,t) 9 B

1 E3 H e =90MeV

{1 eLob = i°

	

1j

w z
Z
Q
z
U

4 5001
z

v

Figure 1 : 'Clean' triton spectrum (i .e . after subtraction
of a linear background from the 5 Be( 3He,t) 5 B reaction at

90 MeV . The dashed, dotted-dashed and dotted curves re-
present, respectively, the 1 .6, 2 .36 and 2 .79 MeV peaks
as obtained by the fitting routine.

spectrum (after subtraction of a linear background) at

GLab = 7°
. The existence of two peaks, one an each flank

of the 2 .36 MeV level is clearly demonstrated. The clean

spectrum was subjected to an automatic fitting program.

In•this procedure, the respective centroid positions E c

of the states at Ex = 2 .36 and 2 .79 MeV were fixed from

the known energy calibration . The observed width r o of

the 2 .36 MeV state was assumed to be given by the experi-

mental resolution r eXp , taken to be equal to the observed

width of the ground-state peak . The other three quanti-

ties (i .e . Ec and ro of the 1 .6 MeV and ro of the 2 .79 MeV

state ) were treated as free parameters and determined

from the Optimum fit by the fitting routine.

From the analysis of spectra taken at 7°, 8 .5° and 100

the extracted centroid position and natural width r (where

r2 .= .r2-r2xp ) of the 1 .6 MeV state are 1 .65 ± 0 .03 MeV and

1 .0

	

0.2 MeV, respectively, while the width of the

2 .79 MeV level is found to be 0 .66 ± 0.06 MeV . It shouid

be noted that the quoted errors are considerably larger

than the estimated uncertainties introduced by assuming

different background shapes in the analysis of the

9Lab - 7
0 spectrum.

The centroid positions of the peaks are corrected for

the shift introduced by the fact that the Breit-Wigner

shape of the resonance is affected {according to the

Fermi's Golden Rule) by the phase space of the particu-

lar multiparticle final stete to which the structure of

the stete belongs . The analytical expression Fee- the

shift (for a resonant state measured via a reaction

channel involving a threebody finalstate) has been given

by Delbar 8) . Assuming a p+ 8Be (da-c0 structure of the

9B 1 .6 MeV level, the shift (calculated in accordance

with the theory for the analog 9Be state9) is found to

be -36 keV, bringing the resonance energy of the first

excited level of 98 to E x = 1 .61 ± 0 .03 8eV . The

width of the level remains r = 1 .0 ± 0 .2 MeV since this

is not significantiy affected by the correction . The po-

sition of the stete, as extracted from the present ex-

periment is very dose to those determined in earlier

attempts l-5) judged inconclusive so far . The width for

the 2 .79 MeV level is in excelient agreement with that

quoted in Ref . 6.
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Relative contribution of a-particle and
4H-

like fragment transfers in 118 4 3 He systems

L . Jcxczyk
+
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+
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44

, J . i eissb rger, W . Oe7_Grt,

3 . trraeWm, P. v. Rossen, J .0 .

	

Römer and

J.L. fair

Observation of 7Be and 7 Li reaction products from the

transfer reaction in the 11B + 3He system allows to study

the relative contribution of different clustering modeis:

the a- or 4H-Cluster transfer as shown in fig . 1.

7 Li

Fig .	 1 : Possible reaction channels in 11 6 + 3 He : o- or

1,11-1--cluster transfer, left side, respectively right side

The experiment was performed at the cyclotron JULIC using

the 3He beam at E
lab = 71

.8 MeV . Detection of the emitted

7 Li and 7Be nud ei by means of t'ne BIG KARL magnet spec-

trometer allowed the separation of the ground stete

transition from that leading to the first excited states

of 7Li or 7Be. Identification of 7Li and 7Be partid es

in the foul plane of the spectrometer was performed

using a AE(gas) - E(plastic) telescope placed behind the

l`1WIP0 Position sensitive detector . For some angles the

transition with the simultanecus excitation of both nuc-

lei was also observed although with much lower cross sec-

tion . An example of the measured spectra is shown in fig .2.

"B ( 3 He, 7 Li) 'Be Elan 71 .8 MeV

60

	

80

	

100

	

120

Cho.nnels

Fig .	 2 : 7 L1 spectrum of the 11B( 3 He 77 Li) 7Be

The preliminary results for the measured angular distribu-

tions in a wide angular region (up to ti 80° for 7Li and

60° for 7 Be) are presented in fig . 3 for the ground and

the first excited state . The absolute cross sections were

determined using the h1B + 3He elastic scattering data

for the normalisation.

+ Institute of Physics, Jagellonian University, Cracow,
Poland
on leave from the Inst . of Phys . Jagellonian University,
Cracow, Poland

As expected it was found that the cross sections for the

a transfer are by about an order of magnitude langer than

for the transfer of the
4

fragment . The results will be

analyzed in the coupled reaction channeis (CRC) formalism

as single step transfer or sequential and simultaneous

two subduster transfer.

.
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Fig . 3 : heasured arggular distribution in the
11
6(°He, 1 Li) 7 Be

and 5I B( 3He, 7 Be) 7 bi reactions

Besides being interesting on its own the investigated

reaction is one step of the possible two step transfer

processes into which the
12

C(d, 7 Be) 7 Li reaction l) could

be split as seen from fig . 4.

Fi(g . .4 : Possible two step transfer in 12 C(d, 7 Be) 7 Li

The spectroscopie information on this analysis will be

used in the CRC calculation to normalize this contribu-

tion to the two step proeesses of the 5 nucleon transfer

in 12C(d, 76e) 7 Li . The 3He energy of E lab = 71 .84 hiev was

zhosen to match the deuteron energy Elab = 78 MeV in the

12C(d, ' Be) Li experiment in order to obtain the saure

center of mass energy in the exit channel of the 116 + 3He

system.
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High Lying T=3/2 Analog States in
13C

via the

14C(3He,a) 130 Reaction

J .G.M. Römer, G .P.A . Berg, 3. Brinkvb'ilar, F. Hin-

terberger+, G. BZawatsch, A . M^gier¢, J. Meiss-

burger, W . Oelert,

	

Paul, D. Prasuhn, P. von

Rossen, J .L . Tain

In order to explore the rather unknown region l) of exci-

tation energies above the first T=3/2 analog state at

Ex- 15 .10 MeV in 13C, we started an investigation of the

spectrum of T=1/2 states in the region of this lowest

T= 3J2 state in
13

and tOt!3er [ =3/2 states . üiie to the

relatively long lifetime, the widths of the T=3/2 states

are very narrow compared to the T=1/2 states.

The experiment was performed using the high resolution

magnet spectrometer BIG KARL 2) with the variable disper-

sion set to 14 .8 cm/% . The dispersion of the beam line

operated in dispersive mode was matched to the spectro-

graph's dispersion . This allowed to open the beam line

siits and to obtain the relatively high beam current of

40-50 nA, which corresponds to about 5% transmission

through the monochromator without loosing resolution . The

solid angle was ob = 1 .6 msr limited by a strong R
346

term of the spectrograph. The possible correction of this

term, which would have allowed an opening angle of 2 .5

msr, was not carried out since this would have taken one

day of beam-time. For position detection, angle measure-

ments and particle identification, independent detectoos

were used:

1. In the focal plane a 0 .8 cm thick multi-wire drift

chamber (M'kDC) 3) with an active area of 90 cm x 8 cm

was used for position measurements horizontally and

vertically.

2. A 3 .5 cm thick üE gas-counter for energy-lass signals.

3. At a distance of 18 cm behind the first counter, a

second MMDC for horizontal position measurements

allowed to define the angle of the particle track in

the focal plane.

4. A 0 .5 cm thick 3E-plastic scintillation counter4)

provided light Output signals.

5. An E-plastic scintillation counter was used as an anti-

coincidence counter to suppress the high background

from 3He break-reactions.

Single charged 3Hel+
particles were suppressed by a

stripper foil inserted between both dipoles of the spec-

trograph.

With this arrangement we measured an angular distribution

fromv
lab

= 13 0 to 46 0 in the excitation energy range

Ex=14.5 - 20 MeV at an incident energy of 68 MeV . A typi-

cal spectrum is shown in fig . 1 . Special care was taken

to correct for nonlinearities of the MAC and its drift-

time calibration . Energy calibration was done using 12C

and 2851 targets . The data analysis is in progress . Ve

acknoledge the fabrication of the 14 C target by H .J . Maier

from the University of Munich .
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Measurements of electron capture and stripping

cross sections for Al, Ni, Ag and Au targets at

68, 99 and 130 MeV 3 He beams

1 .

	

++

	

+++

	

aya_wa G .P .A . Berg, G. Gaul,

	

.asa

B . BürllimanJ, S .A . Martin, J. :z"eiAburger,

:~ . Ge lert, M . Rogge, A. Petz, J .G .M . Römer,

J .L . Bafn and L . Zemlo e : •

In our previous work l ' 2) we have shown:

1) electron stripping cross sections a s -for 3 He i+ of 68,

99 and 130 MeV in C, N and Ne are well exlained by

Giliespie's Born approximation caiculation,

2) the projectile velocity dependence of cs for Ar,
}

however, Shows the systematic deviation 2 ' from the calcu-

lation and

3) electron capture cross sections s c for 3 He 2+ of the

same energies in C, N, Ne and Ar are close to the calcu-

lations by the present electron capture theories, but

the velocity dependence in the region of v 1 = 30 - 40 vo

(v l : 3He projectile velocity and v°_ ve l ocity in atomic

units)cannot be ex p lained by any theorie . Ne measured

° s ( 3 He1+ r 3He 2+ ) and o (3He1+ 3 3He2+) an Al, Ni, Ag

and Au targets of different thicknesses at 6S, 99 and

130 MeV 3He energies using the beam of the cyciotron

JULIC focussed °n a target in the scattering chamber of

the magnetic spectrograph BIG KARL S) . Details of the

beam transport and geometry of the experiment have been

described in ref . 1) . The 40 targets viere mounted an a

multiple target drive 4) and remotely controlled to change

the position one by one . A 242 Th a source and a Si sur-

face barrier detector were mounted just above the beam

position so that we could measure the energy loss of

6 MeV a particles in the target foils without breaking

the vacuum . The thickness of the carbon backings an which

most of the targets were evaporated was determined by

measuring the elastic scattering yield of the 68 MeV 3 He

particles at elab = 8° where the carbon elastic li'ne is

clearly separated from Ai, Ni, Ag and Au lines . Using

energy loss caiculations the thickness of the 40 targets

was determined . The results show a good agreement mithin

10 1 with those from target weighting method . The 3He 1+

yield from the targets was analyzed by the magnetic spec-

trograph BIG KARL at o lab = 0° . The beam current was

monitored using another Si surface barrier counter.

As a typical result of present experiment the thickness
l~

dependence of the
z
"He

	

yield from Ag is shown in fig .

	

1.

The curves are fitted by a least square fit to y e y o (t e )x
e °st + N(o o /as )(1 - e-0St ), with y o (t o ) the 3 He l+ yield

from the carbon backing and estimated from previous

resultsl) , t° the thickness of the carbon backing, N the

beam intensity and t target thickness . The results for

C s at E3 He = 130MeV as function of the target atomic

numberZt are shown in fig . 2 . The present results are

quite well explained by the Gillespies calculation for

C, N, Ne, Al and Ar . Ne observe

	

deviations for Ni,

Ag and Au which are according to Giilespie° ) due to in-

accuracies of the wave functions .

Ag th ckness(p /c 2 )

Fig . 1 : 3 He 1+ yield in units of nanoseconds (n0) as func-
tion of the thickness of the Ag target

=4O (13OMieV 3H e=)

	1	 1	 I	 1	 1	 !

	

f

20
Fig . 2 : Stripping cross section os as function of the

target atomic numberZt at 130 MeV 3 He

Preliminary experimental results for the electron capture

a c are shown in fig . 3 . The projectile velocities of

30 - 40 v o are not sufficiently high to expect K shell

capture in 3He atoms from Ni, Ag and Au atoms . These

dato will be compared to current theoretical models.

1 0'-'1
0

Lt



v

60	 1	 1	
Zt

0 10 20 30 40 50
Target atomic number

Fig . 3 : Preliminary results of the measured and calcula-
ted electron capture cross sections uc for
varicus targets with atomie number Zt . For the
calculations see ref . 2 .

1 .13 . The 90Zr(3He,t) 90Nb reaction and the Samos-Teller

strength

J.L . Tain, G .P.A. Berg, B . Brinlm~ller, G.

Blawatsah, A . Magiera, J . MeißB re ger, W. 0elert,

J .G .M. Römer and G . Sondermann+

There exise a considerable amount of experimental Infor-

mation an the localization of the Gamow-Teller (GT)

strength in medium and heavy nuclei mainly from the

(p,n) charge exchange reaction . In 9CZr a discrepancy

exists between the (p,n) reaction l) and the ( 3He,t)

reactionz) where the structure of the bump above the

isobaric analog state (IAS) is seen to be composed of

two parts . The lower Part is identified as GT from the

shape of the angular distribution and has an excitation

energy considerably smaller than reported in ref . 1.

To clarify this discre pancy we measured the
90

Zr( 3He,t)

90Nb reaction using the highest ineident beam energy

E3He = 135 MeV from the cyciotron JULIC . In Order to

measure at small scattering angles with good energy

resolution we used the magnetic spectrograph BIG KARL.

The position spectra of the momentum analyzed particles

weremeasured with the 30 cm multi-wire proportional

chamber (M'WPC) . A dispersion of D e -4 cm/% was used to

obtain the large energy range of L8 x = 12 MeV . The reso-

lution of 180 keV was mainly limited by the target thick-

ness of 4 .2 mg/cm 2 . A sample spectrum is shown in fig . 1.

®- 99 MeV

1

0

ob

w

300

90 Zr( 3 He,f) 90 Nb
E3 He .135MeV

e[ub' 7a

700 -
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Fig .	 1 : Triton spectrum of the 90Zr(3He,t) reaction at 7 0 .

Spin-parity and excitation energies of some identified

peaks a're indicated . The dashed line represents the

extracted linear background under the GT bump.

The broad bump above the strong IAS and some of the los

lying (rg9/2
vgV2)

states are clearly seen . Although

there is saure structure in the bump it ts not clean,

that there are two parts with different angular distri-

butions in the measured range from
olab = 3° to olab = 9°.

The centroid of the broad structure is ti 8 .3 MeV and the

width is

	

4 .5 MeV in agreement with the result of ref . 1.

The measured angular distribution is shown in fig . 2

together with the angular distribution of the low lying

1 + , 2+, 3+ states and the IAS . The similarity between

the angular distribution of the broad structure and the

low lying l+ state confirms that it contains mainly GT

strength.
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The reaction mechanism of the ( 3He,t) reaction is rot

fully understood. Knock-oh exchange 3) and two-step

contributions4) are assumed to be important . A better

understanding is essential if one wants to use the

(3He,t) reaction as an effective spectroscopic tool,

Therefore we were also interested in studying the reaction

mechanism at the present ircident energy of 135 MeV.

The 9OZr target is well suited für such studies since the

structure of the strongly populated states is simple.

Hehe we assumed the configuration (71g 9/2 mig 9 1 2 ) while

the GT resonance is ( .̀ rlg 7 / 2 uig9/2 ) . Nie used a microscoplc

OWBA description with a 3He-nucleon folded type inter-

action . Calculations were carried out with the code

DWBA83 5) . Optical model potentials were taken from

Djaloeis et a1 . 6) . The shapes of the calculated angular

distributions were sensitive to the cheice of the optical

potential . The best fitswere obtained with the shallow

potential family with volume absorption of ref . 6 . The

effective 3 He-nucleon interaction was taken from ref 4.

The results are shown as solid curves in fig . 2 and are

normalized to the data . The normalization factors N (N =

aexp/ocalc
.) needed are : illAS = 4, iN 2 + = 2 .5, N 1 + = N 3 + _

0 .6, NGT = 1 .4.

Fig . 2 : Experimental and calculated an gular distributions

for the GT bump and some of the measured states . Theore-

ttcal curves are normalized to the experimental points.

For the meaning of the different curves see the text .

For the natural parity states another more realistic

effective central interaction was also used . It was

obtained by folding the Paris effective nucleen-nucleon

interaction 7) with a Gaussian 3-nucleon wave function.

The folding was done ana1ytically by converting the

Yukawa ty pe Paris interaction into an equivalent Gaussian

interaction . The calculations are shown as dashed curves

in fig . 2 . The renormalization factors are N
IAS = 3

.7,

v 2 + = 2, similar to those with the simpler interaction.

The effects of the approximate inclusion of knock-on

excban.ge are under investigation.
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We have completed our study l) of giant resonances in

208 Pb in small an g le n scattering in the angular range

1 .5 - 8° using the magnetic spectrometer BIG KARL . The

spectra reveal a rather complicated structure of giant

resonances with excitations of quite different multipo-

larities . The resulting multipole strength distributions

for even multipolarities are given in fig . 1, detaiis are

diseussed in ref . 2.

Figure 1 : Multipole strength distributions for even multi-
'polaritiesin 205 Pb obtained from our analysis in compari-

son with a (a,a ' ) spectrum . The odd multipole strength
is located mainly between Ex = 15 and 25 MeV.

Further, we have investigated the experimental conditions

for

	

measurements in BIG KARL . Since for giant re-

sonance experiments 2) a smali dispersion is used

(2-3 cm p/I00 %o tp) it is not possible to let the primary

beam completely through the spectrometer system because

the last quadrupole is strongly defocussing in Y direc-

tiün . We have tested whether it is possible t° catch

the beam on a carbon block between the two dipole mag-

nets . We found experimental conditions under weich the

last cross Quer is rather close to the place where we

stop the beam . Measurements an I2 C and 208Pb targets have

shown that we can cut the inelastic spectrum at excita-

tion energies

	

4 MeV without much distdrbing the

higher energy spectrum . We expect that the remaining back-

ground can be cut by retracing the particle trajectories.
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Study of the ( 3He,t) charge exchange reaction at

E 3He = 135 MeV

N .P . Morsch, P . Lecomski, G .P .A . Berg, J .L . Tairc,

M . Rogge, P . Turek, L. Zemao,

	

Neißburger and

J .G .M . Rbrnor

We continued our efforts l) to study the ( 3He,t) reaction

an heavy nuclei . The main aspects of this investigation

are a) excitation of the isobaric analog state (IAS),

b) study of the Gamow-Teller (GI) resonances and c) iso-

vector giant resonances at higher excitation energies.

Experiments were performed at triton angles 0 0-5° using

the magnetic spectrometer BIG KARL . At 0° the primary beam

was stopped an an aluminum plate inside the first dipole

mannet of the spectrometer . { 3He,t) spectra for
f20

Sn and

2°8Pb taken at 0° are shown in fig . 1 . The excitation of

the IAS and the underlying GT-resonance is clearly seen

on top of a continuous background.

(3He,t) E3 He=135MeV

eLab-
0o

a) Excitation of the IAS

This is related to the study of nuclear densities, in

particular of the neutron excess density in heavy nuc-

lei . Information on neutron densities has been recent-

ly extracted from 0 .8 and 1 GeV proton scattering 2-5)

and also from a scattering. More detaiis on proton-

neutron density differentes may be obtained in a reac-

tion in which only the neutron excess contributes.

Further this reaction should have a different sensitivi-

ty to nuclearinterior and surface parts . Both of these

requirements are fulfilled in the { 3He,t) charge ex-

tXLMe y i

	

Ie

	

lU

Figure 1 : 00 spectra of the ( 3He,t) reaction on 1255m and
z P

	

ackground and GT resonance fits are indicated.

=0-6 multipole strength distributions in 208Pb
1

+ 208Pb

Ec =i72 MeV
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Study of giant resonances in small an g le o scatte-

ring experiments
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Figure 2: Differential cross sections from the ( 3He,t)
reaction exciting the IAS in comparison with DWBA calcu-
lations . Solid lines : best fit description, for 206 Pb
this is identical to the use of the neutran density of
ref . 3 ; dot-dashed lines : P n(r)=Pp(r) and dashed lines:
older Los Alamos neutron densities from ref . 2.

ehenge reaction exciting the IAS, Arguiar distribu-

tions for
120

Sn and 208Pb are given in fig . 2, they

show the strong cross section rise at 0 0 typical of

L-0 excitation . The data have been analysed within a

DWBA approach using folding type form factors, For

the effective isospin interaction a Gaussian form with

a range of 1 .68 fm was used . The strength is obtained

from the (p,n) reaction at the same energy per nucleon

of 45 McV 6) . The data could be well described by use

of microscopic and macroscopic transition densities.

In the microscopic approach the absolute cross sec-

tions were found to be strongly dependent an the ra-

dius parameter ro of the bound stete potential . Good

fits are obtained using ro = 1 .22 fm for 208Pb and

1 .23 fm for 120Sm, the other bound state parameters

were V so = 6 MeV, a = 0 .65 fm and V o fitted to repro-

duce the experimental binding energies . In the macros-

copic approach the transition density p TR(r) may be

related to the neutron excess density Lo n (r)-o p (r)i by

Q
TR

(r)
~,

G(r
La (r) - pp (r)1 . The correction furc-M=Z

tion G(r) takes into account the face that the IAS

transition requires a neutron-proton transition densi-

ty rather than a neutran excess density . lt includes

Coulomb effects as well as effects from the different

binding of protons and neutrons . In a consistent des-

cription of microscopic and macroscopic densities the

date are weil described (solid lines in fig . 2) . For
208

Pb these results are very similar to the cross

sections obtained using the neutron density of ref . 3

derived from the Los Alamos 800 MeV proton scattering

date. The older Los Alamos results2) yield in both ca-

ses ( 3He,t) cross sections larger by about 50 5

(dashed lines in fig . 2) . To demonstrate the strong

sensitivity of the ( 3He,t) cross sections to the neu-

tron excess density in fig . 2 cross sections are also

given for P o (r) = 0 2(r) which are smaller by a factor

of three . In the case of 208Pb discrepancies in the

extraction of trnp -- <r >~

	

- <r 2>ß'2 exist bet-

2 ween the800 MeV Los Alamos (er

	

e 0 .14 - 0 .16 fm) and

1 GeV Gatchina and Saclay resultss 4 ' 5) (Arno ti 0 .05 fm).

Our results support the Los Alamos results yielding

ernp e. 0.13 - 0 .20 fm in agreement with theoretical

studier.

b) 1+ GT resonance

This excitation which has been studied systematically

in the (p,n) charge-exchange reaction at proton ener-

gies up to 200 McV 7) can be used to determine the spin-

isospin Part of the effective nucleon-nucleon inter-

action . Using a transition density for
2082b

from the

dominant (ri
I1/2

)
(vi13/2)

	

and (Th
4/2

)-(eh
11/2

)-1

components and adjusting the L=0 strength to repro-

duce the GT peak in the high energy (p,n) data 7)

(35-40'e of the GT sum rule 3 (N-Z)) the cross sections

in fig . 3 are well described by V

	

8 .5 MeV which

corresponds to a ratio V QT/Vo of about 0 .5 in good

agreement with the study of 1 + stetes in 45 11eV ( p , n ) 8).

In fi g . 3 contributions due to the nuclear tensor forte

are added characterized by L=2 angular distributions.

These are adjusted to the cross section minimum at

3-4 0 .

Figure 3 : Differential cross section for the ( 3 He,t) re-

action exciting the GT resonance . The dashed and date
dashed lines represent microscopic OWBA calculations for
central spin-isospin and tensor interaction, respectively.

c) Excitation of isovector giant resonances

After a detailed investigation of isoscalar giant re-

sonances in a scattering l) the primary motivation für

the study of the ( 3He,t) reaction was the possibility

to investigate pure isovector giant resonances in this

channel . As the spectrometer BIG KARL has a limited

momentum bite of about 10

	

to investigate the con-

tinuum features in the ( 3He,t) reaction one has to run

with different field settings . This requires a careful

correction of efficiency changes in the spectrometer

and the detection system . Efficiency corrected spectra

are given in fig . 4 for triton angles of 0 0 and 3 0 .

Apart

	

from the IAS peak the spectra indicate giant

208 Pb ( 3He,t )20881

3 135 MeV

\\

	

o+ IAS
E =15 .2MeV

t\
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LAS ofd

:\' i! /-\ \ LAS
1~ "1 1
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)~ l f
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Figure 4 : Efficiency corrected spectra for the reaction
2 .:8pb(sEe,t) 2 ° ßBi taken at triton angles of 0° and 3°.

resonance structures which are significantly broader than

in the inelastic channel . This can be explained by the

fact that in the charge exchange channel mainly (T-1)

components are excited which have sarge spreading

widths . The IAS and GT excitations show the strong for-

ward peaking whereas at higher energies a pronounced

structure is observed which has the largest yield at 3°.

This indieates L=1 excitations containing the antiana-

log excitation of the giant dipole resonance and e dipole

spin-flip resonance 7) . At higher excitation energies the

angular dependence suggests L=2 excitation.
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Study of momentum transfer, mass distributions

and total kinetic energies in the reaction
238U(a

a'fl
f2 )

P. Decowski, H .P . Morsch, L . Zemso, Ah Dogge,

P . !uxek, G . HZv,atsch

In
238

U(a,a'f lf2) coincidence experiments the parallel

momentum transfer deduced from fission angle measurements

was found to be signifieantly smaller than obtained from

two-body kinematics l) . In order to obtain more complete

information an the momentuni transfer and also an the pro-

perties of the fission decay in a scattering we measured

angle and velocities of the fission products using paral-

lel plate detectors discussed in sect . 13 .4 . . From these

data momentuni transfers parallel (p') and perpendicular

(p') to the beam direction tigere deduced as well as mass

distributions and total kinetic energies of the fission

fragments . Average momenta pm , and p relative to two-

body kinematics (missing momentum transfer) as a function

of a' energies are shown in fig . 1 . The results for pl

100'

U

41 0

0-
- 100

100

0

ei o
i

-100

-20D
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80

	

100
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E MeV)

Figure 1 : Average missing momentum transfer parallel (p fb`)
and perpendicular (p-) to the beam axis as a func-
tion of a ' energy .

m
The solid lines indicate calcula-

tions assuming fast emission of uncorrelated partioles.

are consistent with those in ref . 1, they indicate a

sizeble missin g of momentum transfer to the fissioning

nucleus for lawer e' energies . For all a' energies the

average value of p- is consistent with zero . Fig . 2 shows

the distribution of p 1 ` for different bins of a' energies.

The experimental observations can be weil understood by

assuming emission of a fast prefission nuclean . Calcula-

tions have been performed for uncorrelated emission of

fast particles . Such a process describes the damped com-

ponent seen in the (a,a ' p) correlation experirentl) . In

such a case the yield is peaked in beam direction and is

described by the angular distribution of emitted nucleons

taken from the singles (a,p) data 2) . The calculations re-

produce the distributions of p1.1 in fig . 2 and the centroids

11

	

.pmof pand

	

in fig . 1 rather well.
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Figure 3: Fission Fragment mass distributions for two
biss of a' energies.

FRAGMENT MASS

1

	

1

	

_

Figure 2 : Bistributions of momentum transfer parallel to
the beam direction (p l ') for , different birs of a' ener-

gies . The arrows indicate p'' in two-body kinematics.

Mass distributions are given in fig . 3 for excitation

energies around the fission barrier and for Karge ne-

gative Q-values of about -80 MeV . Even for the lowest

energies measured in our experiment the mass distri-

bution shows a sizable asymmetry with a ratio of asym-

metrix to symmetric fission yield of about two . This may

indicate that in the fission induced by inelastic a scat-

tering the excitation energy of the fissioning nucleus

is not exceeding about 40 MeV even at Karge energy trans-

fers of ti 80 MeV . The average total kinetic energies

changes in the .whole a' energy region measured by about

20 MeV.
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Three-body versus four-body contributions in a

break-up on 58 i

Ä. Siebert, ? .P . 1orsen, P . Deco-oski, ~+.`. Rogge,

ne ei<

Direct break up of the projectile gives an important

contribution to the reaction cross section of fast a par-

tices scattered on medium and heavy nuclei l ' 2) . In the

Interpretation of this process in general a three-body

mechanism is assumed . This concept may not be always

realistic since in a hard collision it should be as

easy to knock out a part .clc Fron the target . ln order

to study details of the break up of a into 3He and neu-

tron and to investigate nucleon knock out from the target

we measured the reactions
58Ni(a, 3He p) and 38Ni(a,a'p).

For the detection of the protons we used plastic de-

tectors described in detail elswhere (sect . 13 .5 .) . In

the (a, 3He) singles spectrum (fig . 1) the a break up

58N i ((& 3He p)

Ece=172 MeV
nn

03He
=ae

€ i .3-

50

	

108

	

E 3 He (MeV;

Figure l : Comparisen of normalized 3He spectra from the

singles (a, 3He) and the (a, 3He p) reaction.

peak is quite pronounced. Also is shown 'a 3He spectrum

coincident with emitted protons normalized to the

singles (a, 3He) spectrum . As the three-body break up

e -e 3 He + n does not involve the emission of protons the

detection of coincident protons indicates four-body con-

tributions in which in addition to a break up a nucleon

(proton) on the target is knocked out . This contributes

to about 35 7 of the total 3He rate, ehich gives the pro-

bability to knock out a nucleon in the e ., 3 He + n break

up reaction . In comparing 3He-proton and a-proton coinci-

a + 58 Ni

80-

	

Ea =172 MeV

ec ; 3He =11 .3°

50-

Figure 2 : Proton spectra coincident with outgoing a' and

JHe particles.

dence yields one can get information an the a break up

probability in the proton knock-out reaction . Proton

spectra coincident witha ' and 3He particles are given in

fig . 2 . They have rather similar distributions indica-

ting a similar origin in both casas ; this is confirmed

by the saure 3He and e' velocity distributions in the

knock out channel . The relative yields are 4 : 1 indi-

cating a break up probability of 2O

	

The faut that the

probability of three to four body break up is similar to

the projectile break up probability in the knock-out

channel indicates that apart from structure effects there

is no distinction in the mechanism of break up and knock-

out processes.
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Investigation of light nuclei at high excitation

energies with three-body break-up reactions

R . franke H. F`¢clmer, B . Sreinieeer K . Wingen-

der and W. von ivüseh
5

Various three-body break-up reactions resulting from the

bombardment of 7Li with 120 MeV 3He have been measured

simultaneously in a kinematicaily complete experiment.

Reaction products were detected and identified by means

of four AE-E telescopes and coinciden events recorded an

magnetic tape.

The main aim of the experiment was the search for highly

excited states in light nuclei . In particular, the hope

was that a comparison of the reactions 7Li( 3 He ; 3 He,t) 4Hem

and 7 Li( 3He ; d,a) 4Hem might reveal the existente of a

state with T = 2 in 4He since its formation would be iso-

spin allowed in the 3He+t channel but forbidden in the

d+m, channel . The excitation energy of the lowest T-2

stete in 4He has been estimated to be 38 ± 2 McV I) . No

clear evidence for such a state has been found (fig, 1)

although there is some evidente for a relatively narrow

peak near 47 MeV .

0

	

5

Em1IMeV)

Figure 2 : Missing mass spectrum of the 7 Li( 3He ; 3He, 3 He) 4 H

reaction. The fit is explained in the text, P,S . is the
contribution fron simuitaneous four-body break-up.

1000-1

	

°He

i:c
w

4 He

v

z

0
ca 200

Figure 1 : Missing-mass differente spectrum
7Li( 3He ; 3 He,t) 4He minus 7Li( 3 He ;d4 4 He.

In 4H , a strong transition to the ground stete was ob-

served in the 7Li( 3He ; 3 He, 3He) 4 H reaction which is weil

described by the P-wave phase shift ä'] j alone (fig . 2),

using for the yield Y 1 the expression2 ) Y 1 =sin2 g 1 /P 1 ,

.:here

	

is

	

..th° r

	

n esonant phasehase shift C. .	,. aicul'timed from the~-

total phase shift 3)

	

a +sf, P, is the Breit-Wigner

penetrability (for

	

= 1), and `P the hard sphere phase

shift . No evidence for a T = 2 stete is seen here which

would be expected to lie about 12 MeV above the ground

state of 4H . In comparison, the ground state of 4Li is

populated mach more weakly in the analog 7Li ( 3He ;t,t) 4 Li

reaction.

In the reaction 7Li( 3He ;d,3He) 5He the well established

narrow state at 16 .8 MeV as well as a broader one at

20 MeV (fig . 3) are strongly excited in 5He while the

same stetes are not seen in the analog 7Li( 3He ;d,t) D Li

reactions . This can be understood if 3He is viewed as

Figure 3 : Missing mass spectrum für SHe . The curve is a

sum of the phase space distributions for simultaneous
break-up into n + d + 'He + 4 He and d + d + t = 3He;
break-up into more than four particles has not been Laken
into account.

(d+p), with the proton picking up two nucieons from the

2
P3/2 target ; the 2-neutron transfer leading to the

	

4
5 3 2 stete in 5 Li (16 .7 MeV) would then be 5-forbidden ).

The same is true for the D-wave interaction around 20 MeV

excitation energy . In both reactions, there is evidence

for a peak (width approximately 4 MeV) at 36 MeV and

34 .5 MeV, respectively.

In 6He, investigated through the reaction 7Li(3 €He ;p, 3 He) 6He,

a broad peak was observed at 16 MeV excitation energy

which might consists of two or three narrower states

(fig . 4) . lt is explained as being due to the knock-out

of als proton from 7 Li . Corresponding structure was found

in the7Li(n,d) 6He and 7Li(p,2p)6He reactions (ref . 5 and

refs .ltherein).

- 2 2 -
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Light Particle Correlations

-23 . -2 3 -

6 He

Figure 4 : Same as fig . 3 but for the residual nucleus °He.
Ihe phase space distribution is for p + t + t + 3He only.
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H . !eschner

To study the nuclear continuum up till now mainly excita-

tion functions of spallation products and inclusive ener-

gy spectra of secondaries have been measured . lt is only

recently that more exclusive data have been produced l) .

To explain these data the generalized exciton model has

been extended 2) . During the equilibration cascade more

than one fast particle may be emitted . The dynamics of

the process is governed a set of master equations for the

occupation probabi .lities P(n,^,t) and Q(m,n,t) of the

composite system and the residual system after one par-

ticle emission, respectively . The starting condition is

P(n,0,t) = S(n,n o )A(n 0 ,s?)Q o

	

(1)

for the primary process with n o being the number of ini-

tially excited excitons, A(n 0 ,2) the direction of the

scattered fast nucleon and o o the absorption cross sec-

tion . The transition rotes between exciton states are

those of ref . 4. Then the cross section für a particle

consisting of n i excitons is

2 (

	

--

	

t 9

0	
p w .; ).

=

	

£

	

f(n,i)Wi(nE) f P(n,2 i ,t)dt
d da

	

n=no

4n=2

B i (n,E i ,B,
,

i )

	

0

	

( 2 )
n=n 0

An=2

with

	

the exciton number characterizing statistical equi-

librium. W . is the emission rate and ff(n,i) an isospin

mixing factor.

Because in the generalized exciton model there is no way

to distinct between the strack and the scattered nucleon

in a residual interaction, one has after one collision

two 'fast" particles . We therefore assume that hadron num-

ber conservation is sufficient 3) to give the initial condi-

tion for the secondary process:

Q(m ,

	

,t=0)-8(m,mo=n-n i )B i (n,c i ,E,

	

)

	

(3)

The cross section is thus independent from the linear mo-

mentum already carried away by the first particle . The

second chance Cross section into the direction 22 i is then

d2o ( gf , ; )

	

n

	

n

	

E-B teq

=

	

) au f Qi m ,3fi ,t)dt
±d2

	

n=no m=mo (n) o 0

An=2 Am=2

x f(m,J)W i (m,z i eU)A(m-rn i' 2 5 ) .

	

(4)

We can then calculate the coincident cross section accor-

ding to

d 2 m(tI
1

)

	

d 2 o(

	

,a )

de .dr,de .d2 .

	

dedni

	

o ds 3 ds,
J

d	

	

(5)
ds j dn i a ode i dn i
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Search für nuclear structure effects in continuous

spectra

Sen wonga2, H . "~0Y-rer, P . T r i, ,, . tollte,

M. Rogge an_. P . Derek

Although the models for pre-equilibrium decay l) are more

or lass phase space models they reproduce a wealth of

dato extremely well 2) . However, it is of great interest

to now at what extend nuclear structure Gentributes to

pre-equilibrium decay.

To study this question we have started a series of experi-

ments in which angle dependent energy spectra of fast

charged particles from nuclear reactions with target

nuclei and 100 MeV a-particles will be measured . The

target nuclei chosen are 24
'25 ' 26 Mg , 27A1 and 28 si . We

can therefore study the effects of charging neutron num-

ber and proton number as weil.

t9'p=-150°

10

	

20

	

30 0

	

i0

	

20
£ (MeVI

Figure 1 : Coincident proton Grass sections from the in-
dicated reaction are compared with model predictions for

= 103 ± 9 .5 MeV.

In the figure data l) are compared with calculations . The

free model parameter for complex particle emission - the

coalescence radius P o (ref . 5) - has been adjusted to the

inclusive dato . There is no further adjustment.

The calculations presented in this contribution predict

coincident cross sections peaked in beam direction . This

is in contradiction to two Body kinematics . However, the

dato support this prediction.
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Figure 1 : Angle integrated cross sections for the
,e , e5 , 2hMg(a,p)X reactions at E a = 100 11eV.

In the figure preliminary dato of angle integrated cross

sections for the
24,25,26M9(a,p)X

reactions are shown . A

dominant odd-even effect shows up which is also to be

seen in the other particle channels . The investigation

will be continued.
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Study of the fragment-mass-distribution of 4 He-

induced fission

Ä . Bvttkewitza, E.H. r.v7s:*, E. Machner and

sa . Strauß

In continuation of a studv of 3He-induced fission on

1°9Tm (E3He = 42 MeV) we measured a-induced fission at

E = 140 MeV on Gold, Halmiman and Silver . Two silicon
C

deteetors of 30 mm diameter we re used to determine the

fragment energies . Figure 1 shows the two-dimensional

energy spectra of fission products from Au, Ho in a

symmetric left-right counter Position relative to the

incident beam and two spectra of Silver in a symmetric

(75 .5°/75 .5°) and an asymmetric position (62°/900) Un-

fortunatley the Silver spectra show considerable back-

ground from pile u p . Preliminary mass spectra are shown

in fig . 2 . The mass spectrum of Silver is of particular

interest since the fissility parameter x- 7 2 /(50,13•A) is

rather close to the critical Businaro Gallone point l '2)

x = 0 .4, where asymmetric mass fragmentation may occur.

The obtained mass spectrum for the Silver target shows

only symmetric fragmentation . lt should be considered,

however, as a very preliminary result because of back-

ground problems already nrentioned and energy and angle

cutoffs . We intend to continue the experiment using a

position sensitive ionization chamber . Figure 3 shows the

measured cross-seetions together with a data compilation

given by Moretto 3) .

Figure 2 : Mass spectra of the fission products.

Figure 1:
Iwo--dimensional energy spec-
tra of fission products from
the target nuclei studied . The
deteetion angleshas been
symmetric to the beam axis.
One asymmetric case for silver
is also shoWn. (down right).
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Figure 3 :Fission cross section for the three target nuclei studied in comparison to lower energy da-
ta 2 ) . Also shown is the cross section for 3He induced fission at lower energy from a previous experi-

ment.
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Fast Nucleon Emission from Heavy Ion induced

Reactions

Mac 'rre

lt has become very popular to parametrize spectra of

fast light isotopes emerging from heavy ion bombardement

of nuclei in terms of moving equilibrated sources . How-

ever, it is hard to believe that projectile energies of

a few tens of MeV/nucleon can lead to a clean cut fire-

ball geometry . Another possibility is to invoke models

which have been extremEeiy successful in reproducing light

Ion induced reactions ] ite the exciton model t) .

After a first target-projectile interaction the system

equilibrates via nucleon-nucleon collisions . This pro-

cess is described by a system of master equations 2) :

dP(n,s2,t) =
~,
+ ( n 2, ' ,E}P(n 2,2 ' ,t)

+ x_(n+2,2',E)P(n+2,2',t)

-[a+(nE)+x_(n,0,E)+tc(n,0) (n,c,t)

	

(1)

with P being the occupation probability of a stete with n

excitons (n e partic]es + holes) with respect to the

Fermi surface and 2 e (s7, t} the direction . The transition

rates for exciton-exciton interactions

	

and for emis-

sion into the continuum a c are those from refs . 3 and 4.

Since heavy Ions are ]arge objects compared to light Ions

some modifications in the mode] are expected to occur . In

light ion induced reactions data analysis suggests an

initial Ip + 1h excitation in the tar get nucleus leading

two nuclei have . From such a picture two conjectures

emerge:

x will be an increasing number with increasingbombardingenergy,

- x will not be a function of the target mass as long as

Ap«AT .

To Lest these conjectures we have analyzed data 5 ' 6) with

n o = Ap + 2x

	

(3)

By varying x it turns out that x is a well defined quan-

tity because spectral shape as well as absolute height

are strongly depending on x.

The data analysis is in agreement with the conjectures

stated above . As an example for the quality of agreement

between model calculations and data we compare both in

figure 1 . In addition to the high energy part an evapora-

tion calculation using the code JULIAN is also shown.
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( 2 )

Here, in a first phase nucleus-nucleus interaction may

lead to a xp+xh excitation depending on the overlap the

Figure 1 : Neutron multiplicities measured at the indicated angle in coincidence with evaporation residues (ER) are com-
pared with compound nucleus (low energy part) and exciton model calculations (high energy part).
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How does the optical potential depend an nuclear

excitations ?

H . Machner

With the appearance of medium energy heavy ion reactions

the question how nuclear properties depend upor tempera-

ture has been becoming an important one . In this contri-

bution only the temperature dependence of optical mode]

parameters and the corresponding absorption cross sec-

tions will be discussed .

mitted waves (nuclear Ramsauer effect) these correspon-

ding fluctuations the cross sections are washed out at

high temperatures . This is shown in figure 2 . It is ob-

The mean free path n of a nucleon in nuclear matter is

A = 2ly'
(1)

with v being the asymptotic nucleon velocity and W

	

0

the imaginary part of the optical potential . The classi-

cal relation is

A = (per)
-

	(2)

with o the medium density and

	

the cross section . For

infinite nuclear matter should be replaced by <o> ,

the cross section including effects of the Pauli-prin-

ciple . To derive at such a quantity we make the ansatz l)

00 in

0 O 0
in

0
o00

~ 1, 00000

(3)
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The function f(p) is the Pauli blocking function which

can be derived under the assumption 2 ' 3) that in momentuni

space only states with momenta k f larger than the Fermi

momentum k F are alloaed as final states . The exponential

weakens the influence of the Pauli-blocking at high tem-

peratures T, because in a highly excited nucleus a large

fraction of states below k F are not occupied . The resuits

of Collins and Griffin 4) are reproduced for a value

A = 0 .02.

For a real potential depth V = 50 MeV and assuming an

effective mass m C ti 0 .5 m the imaginary part of the opti-

cal potential derived by Bohr and Mottelson5) for only

volume absorption is approximately reproduced l) . In fig . 1

Figure 1 : Imaginary Parts of the optical potential as
function of the incident neutron energy and for different
nuclear temperatures T.

the temperature dependence of W is shown . 0bviousiy, only

for smail erergies there is a strong temperature depen-

dence . From these imaginary potentials together with real

parts and geometry from ref . 5 we can calculate absorp-

tion cross sectios . White at zero temperature there is a

substantial interference between the incident and trans-

0 0

Figure 2 : Absorption cross sections for low energy neu-
trons and an A = 100 nucleus are shown for the indicated
temperatures.

vious from this figure that for high temperatures the

common practice to approximate the cross section for

time reversed reactions by ground state absorption cross

sections to calculate the compound nucleus decay is not

justified.
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Mean angular momenta involved in the preequili-

brium charged particle emission

3 . Bochev, T . Kutsarova,

	

Ltiecier, T .-r . Dz'de-

Sea anal T . mror2k

The central collision models such as promptly emitted par-

ticles l) , exciton 2) and coalescence 3) models were used to

interprete the emission of protons 4 ' S) , deuterons and

tritons6) in alpha induced reactions at E a = 45, 75 and

110 MeV studied in this laboratory . Furthermore it has

been shown 7) that peripheral callisions, e .g . break-up

fusion may contribute to the cross sections at least for

deuteron and triton reaction channels . An important In-

formation about the reaction mechanism and hence about

the applicability of a given model can be obtained from

the angular momentum Balance . In the following we shall

present some estimation of the angular momenta involved

in the reactions 159Tb(a,charged particle xny) et

E = 45, 75 and 110 MeV.
c

the projectile nuclei and b the impact parameter . The

input angular momentum is shared between the angular mo-

menta taken away by the ejectile I e , the emitted neu-

trons Ixn , and the gamma ray cascade I . lt is known 8) ,

that the emission of a fast (preequilibrium) particle

takes a time which is shorter than 10 fm/c, while the ro-

tational time is Tonger than 100 fm/c . One can expect,

therefore, that the preequilibrium charged particle is

emitted from the Same impact parameter b . Therefore, we

can express l in in a form independent of I e as

T

	

.. T
I .

	

xn

	

. y

Jp e (E u
'	 - B0) '

,lT,(ECM
	B )

with EeM being the ejectile energy in the CM System . The

quantities
ue

and Be are the reduced mass and Coulomb

barrier for the system ejectile-residual nucleus, respec -

tively .

( 2 )

The input angular momentum is defined as

Iin =

	

J/2 0(ECM-B)

	

,

	

( 1 )

where , is the reduced mass, E CM the beam energy in the

CM system, B the Coulomb barrier between the tarnet and

Channe~ i

	

a, ny a,p2ny) a,d , a dn a,ty a,tn

M 8±1 9±1 10±1 9±1 10-2 6±1 9±1

ly 10±2 I

	

12-2E
14±2

i 10±2
E

14±2 6±1 10±1

I Y 7 .5-2 .5 t!

	

- '

	

8 .0±0 .5 - 7 .2±0 .6 5 .7±0 .5 -

I Y mI S 12 .0±2 .7 12 .5±1 .0 - 11 .7±1 .0 10 .2±1 .0 -

	

i

Table 1 : Comparision of the angular momenta released by the whole gamma ray
cascade I y for the 155Tb(a,ch .part .xnT) reaction at E, .- 45 MeV and particle
detection angle of 450 with I Y + I . The yrast spins Ci are deduced from the
particle-gamma coincidence data and the side feeding spin 1 S = 4 .5±

	

0 .9 is
taken from an experiment using the 1o0 Gd(a,4n ,~) reaction at E a = 45 MeV
(ref . 12) . l4 is the measured multiplicity .

Considening for a given reaction channel the peak region

of the cross section 4) the charged particle take away so

euch excitation energy that the subsequent neutrons are

evaporated . Hence, the neutrons have very small kinetic

energies of 0 .5-2 .5 MeV (ref .4)

and carry away an angular mo-

mentum of the Order of 1 xn = 2'h
(ref . 9) . To deduce ly , the

x ray multiplicity My has been

measured at E n = 45 MeV, where

the different reaction channels

are well separated 10) , The

values of M together with the
Y

associated angular momentum

Iy = 2 (M -3) (ref . 11) are

listed in table 1 . The angular

momentum released by the whole

y-ray cascade 1 can be ex-

pressed as the sum of the mean

observed yrast cascade spin I Y

and the y-ray side feeding spin

IS . The yrast spin I Y for the
159Tb(a,ch .p .xny) reaction at

E = 45 MeV and the sum i +I S

are showr in table 1, where the

side feeding spin I S has been

taken from ref . 12 for the reac -

tion
160

0d(a,4n) 1600y at

Ea = 45 MeV . One can see an

agreement of I
y

and 1 Y + I S for

the channels (a,p2ny) and (a„py).

This comparison shows that I S

in the channels (a,pxny) is

.lose to that of the (a,xny)

reaction in agreement with the

conclusion of ref . 13 . A good

(MeV) 45 75 110

d5/d:1 1 E do/do lY I ° e	d51d0 11'1
Chennel (MeV} (,i/sr) (1 (9eV) (i) (MeV)

	

(ub/sr) ((l)

(a,py} 39.00 .5 200a20 18 .1 .3.6 59 .2x0 .5 11 .L3,0 1 6 .532 .0 23 .3.4 .0 92 .2-1 .0

	

2 .S .l .ll ~ x.30

(a,Pny) 22 .5 .0 .5 2040.87 18 .8.3,0 ili
(a,p2ny) 14 .4.0 .5 8250x80 16 .3x2.541 .6 .0 .5 1930 .731 7 .7 .1 .3 23 .3 .2 .8 73 .0 .1,0 219x15 9 .7 .3 .028 .5x5 .7

(a,P4ny) 20.5x0 .5 7282x67 1

	

8 .4 .0 .6 20 .5 .1 .7 51 .5 .1 .0 ; 4264 .83 10,5 .1 .1 27 .9+2 .6
(a,p6ny) 27 .5x1 .0 1 8737 .73 9 .230 .7 1 23 .1x2 .0

' (a,p4ny) f _

	

'.10 .5 1 99 83 .100 8.8.1 .4 1

	

w19
1

	

{a .dy) 24,0.1 .0 279 .43 21 .3.4.3 I i E€
(a,cny) 18.5 .1 .0 2320x33 17,9x3.4 45 .6x1 .0 433x32 7 .5=1 .9 32 .2 .5 .2 77

	

.2 275 .25 8 .5 .3 .0 38 .9 :8 .5 i
{a,d3ny) ' 26 .3 .1 .0 2020 .35€ 8 .3x0 .7] 25 .4x2 .2 56

	

x-2 .51 1513 .60 10 .1 .2 .0 35 .7 .5
ta . as± y) 1

f3
.0_1.0 :85 E

	

7 .5 .1 . [

	

8 .9 .2 . 7
'

35

	

-2 .5 3299 4.70 0 .1 .0 .9 r27 .5±2 .5
(a,d7ar) 1 € k f 15

	

.2 .5 1121.45 7 .9 .1,7 20 .7 .2 .7

i

	

(a,tr) 28.6 .I .0 930.22 [25 .1 .4 .I 57,0 .L0 162.30 5 .6x1 .7 '30 84

	

±2 220.30

	

16 .3.1 .5 x41

(c .tny) 16,8.1 .0 550 .50 19 .5x3 .7
(a,t2ny) 35 .6 .1,0 866x72 7 .5.0 .9 35 .4x4,0 67,5--2,01 1070=50 8 .5x1 .3 51

	

.6
(c .t4ny) 16 .0.1,0 518.30 7 .5x1 .2 21 .6--2 .4 45

	

x2 .5 1580.50 7 .9.0 .9 35 .2-3 .4
(5, t6ny) E 21

	

.2 .5 980--30 . 7 .9-1 .0 24 .2x2 .4
<I{c,Pxry )>! 16 .8

	

21 .I .24

-

	

-1 <i(a,dxnylx
<I(o,txny)>

21 .4

	

26 .3

	

I

23 .6

	

30 .2
I

28.9
37

4'lim 20 .5

	

26 .2 ..

	

31 .6
R 0 .82

	

0 .81 .

	

. :':

	

0 .78
P

R d
. .

1 .04

	

1 .00 0 .92
R t 1 .11

	

1 .15 1 .17

agreement can be also seen forTakle2 : Input angular mc±nta I{n as calculated from eq . (2) for the l5± T5(a,ch .part .xny) reaction channels at £ a = 45,
-75 and 110 1±V, man angular .omerta .1x and the ratlos R.
a) 1 y is taken from table I ; b) 1 y is celculated as 1141 5 with 1 5 = 5 .7 t 1 .131 (ref . 12), exce7t for the (a,ty) channel, the Major deuteron channel

where I S 4 0 ; c) I . is celculated as I Y e I5 with IS = 5 .6 s 1 .3-h (ref. 12), except -for -the (a,ty) channel, whera I S = 0. (a,dny) . For the (a,ty) channel I Y



is lower than for all other channels and it is dose to I
Y

suggesting a smaller value of the side feeding spin 1 S

than anticipated . Because of the lack of better data we

shall use the side feeding spin IS deduced for the re-

action 160Gd(a,6ny)158Dy
12)

to estimate the angular mo-

menta 1 removed by the y-ray cascade for all reaction

channels at E = 75 and 110 MeV except for the ( ü , t•r)

channels . The calculated input angular momenta I in are

shown in table 2 . The mean angular momenta <I> weighted

by the cross sections do/da have been calculated and com-

pared with the limiting angular momentum
klirr

for complete

fusion 14) at a given beam energy . The ratlos

R = <I(a,ch,p
.xny)> are included in table 2 . Several

klim

interesting features can be observed:

1) The input angular momentum I in is a decreasing func-

tion of the number of emitted neutrons . This is due to

the dncreasing ejectile energy which overbalances the

effect of angular momentum release by the neutrons.

2) The ratlos R for a given ejectile are independent an

the beam energy . From the value of Rp ti 0 .8 it seems

that the proton emission occurs predominantly at me-

dium impact parameters . Such a result supports the

applicability of the central colIision modeis for the

description of nonequilibrium protons . On the other

hand the angular momentum ratlos R d h, 1 and Rt ti 1 .15

indicate more peripheral character of the interactions

followed by emission of deuterons and tritons.
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Simulation Experiments for Planetary Spectros-

copy: Neutron-Induced Gamma-Rays from Thin Targets

P. rcler

	

3 3'e'rn n

	

,w- a u .in

Reedy
+f

One of the important goals in planetology is the determi-

nation of the chemical composition of planetary surfaces,

which can provide important clues on their origin and

evolution . Such information can be obtained from gamma-

rays emitted from the extraterrestrial bodies by meats of

orbital remote sens ing gamma-ray spectroscopy l) .

cascade particles produced by the interaction of the ga-

lactic cosmic radiation with extraterrestrial matter, and

here especially neutrons, are important for the produc-

tion_of gamma-rays . Nonelastic scattering and neutron

capture reactions produce many characteristic gamma-ray

lines of discrete energy, which can be used to determine

the abundances of the elements from which they are emit-

ted . Proposed missions to Mars, Moon, comets and aster-

oids suggest simulation experiments which should lead to

a better understanding of the production of gamma-rays by

energetic neutrons, both in the planetary object observed

itself and in the observing spacecraft . This will be use-

ful for planning as well as for interpreting spectra ob-

tained front such missions.

To investigate the gamma-rays induced by neutrons, experi-

ments were carried out with 14 8eV neutrons . A character-

istic spectrum of these irradiations is presented in fig-

ure 1, which shows 0 .1-4 .1 MeV gamma-rays from an Al-tar-

>0.

02'
1 .1 MeV

2 .1!4eV

	

it._._ _
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o ca
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j
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get irradiated with generator-produced neutrons 2) . Neu-

tron energy spectra and neutron fluxes at the target la-

cation were roughly calculated from threshold monitor re-

actions3) A r eidurable flux of neutrons between 1 and

14 8eV was found, however, the majority had thermal and

epithermal energies . Fron the linear generator-target-de-

tector-arrangement, the closeness of concrete Walls and

shielding with Paraffin, an extreme degree of thermali-

zation was expected at the target location . Therefore it

is not surprising that neutron capture reactions produced

most of the gamma-ray lines 2) . The ratlos of the fluxes

ef the strongest neutron capture lines from Fe, Al, Mg

and Si-targets agreed well with the ratlos of measured

yields for the capture of thermal neutrons . Background

torrectians were made for all lines and the flux of each

live from a target was corrected for absorption in the de-

tector shielding.

. ii MeV

-30-



As expected, a broad 4 .439 MeV gamma-ray peak made by in-

elastic scattering reactions with
12C

and a flat-topped

peak at 0 .478 8eV caused by the 10Be(n,ay) 7Li reactions

in shielding components were observed in all spectra . How-

ever, 5 wide asymmetric peaks between 0 .5 and 1 .1 MeV were

unexpected . These peaks were generated in the detector

and gase a rapid drop at the lower energy side, bot a very

slow drop at the higher energy side . The energies at the

lower edges correspond to various Ge-isotopes : 563 keV in

76Ge, 596 keV in 74Ge, 691 and 834 keV in 72Ge, and 1040

keV in '°Ge . These broad peaks were made by prompt

processes, tirhich occur rohen an energetic neutron excites

a Ge nucleus in the detector to a level that rapidiy de-

excites . The energy from this deexcitation is often in-

creased in the detector by the addition of energy from

the recoil of the excited nucleus 4) . Fortunately, these

background peaks occur in energy regions where there are

not expected to be many gamma-ray lines of interest from

a planetary surface . The 844 and 874 keV inelastic scat-

tering gamma-rays from Al and Fe could be affected by

serious interference with the tail of the relatively weak

Ge-peak at 834 keV.

A more realistic simulation of the conditions in plane-

tary surfaces was expected from irradiations with neutrons

of higher energy produced via the Be(d,n)-reaction, a

better neutron source-target-detector arrangement and less

detector shielding . By positioning the targets and the

detector closer and at angles of 45° and 90° with respect

to the neutron source the necessary paraffin shielding

could be reduced considerably, This led to a reduction of

the neutron capture background, but did not affect the

occurrence of C, Pb and Ge inelastic scattering gamma-ray

lines . Another advantage is that the total neutron flux

can be estimated from Faraday cup measurements . Prelimi-

nary results from a developmental run with a current of

0 .5 nA of 78 MeV deuterons on Be for a Fe-target are pre-

sented in table 1 and compared with the 14 MeV results 2) .

1

	

normalized peak areas

1 Energy Reaction at max .

	

neutron energy

keV 39 MeV (6) 14 MeV (2)

846 .7
56

Fe(n,ny) 1196 8.1

931 .2
56

Fe(n,2ny) 126 0.31

1238.3
56

Fe(n,ny) 225 2 .3

1316.4 55Fe(n,2ny) 85 0 .22

14 0 7 .7
5°Fe(nnv) 106 0 .32

1810,9 56Fe(n,n-,,) 61 1

	

0 .04

2112.9
56

Fe(n,ny) 27 0 .11

6609.1
55Fe(n,v)

	

d 1 .2 1 .4

7120.1
55

Fe(n,y)

	

s 2 .3 1 .7

7631 .1
56

Fe(n,y) 1 .5 1 .1

6623 .5
56

Fe(n,y)

	

d 1 .7 1 .8

7134 .5
56

Fe(n,y)

	

s 1 .4 1 .4

17645 .5
56Fe(n,y)

s - single
d - double

1 .0

	

I

escape peak
escape peak

1 .0

Table 1 : Comparison of in-beam gamma ray-spectra from
iron target .

Background, absorption and neutron flux corrections were

applied . The peak areas for the inelastic scattering,

(n,2n) and neutron capture gamma-ray lines are normalized

to the 7645.5 MeV 56Fe(n,y) line . As expected, scattering

and (n,2n) gamma-rays dominate the spectra taken during

the 39 MeV maximum n-energy irradiation of Fe . The mea-

sured fluxes exceed those of the neutron capture gamma-

rays by 2 to 3 ordere of magnitude . A direct comparison

with results from the 14 MeV maximum n-energy irradia-

tion2) makes the effect of the higher energy neutrons ap-

parent.

As medium and high energy-neutrons contribute considera-

bly to the secondary particle fluxes in the moderator-

free planetary surfaces down to 150 g/cm 2 5) , the experi-

ments with neutrons between 22 .5 and 45 MeV maximum ener-

gy will improve knowledge of gamma-ray production in plan-

etary surfaces and so heip to develop tools for the In-

terpretation of gamma-ray spectra obtained from such

bodies.
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Measurement and Hybrid Model Analysis of Integral

Excitation Functions for Light Particle Induced

Reactions

R . Michel +, M. Galas; F. Peif fer +, R. Stück

In Order to extend our earlier studies of p- and a-in-

duced reactions an medium weight elements (e .g . 1-3) to

other projectiles we measured integral excitation func-

tions for the production of radionuclides (44

	

A

	

61)

by 3He- and 2H-induced reactions on cobalt for energies

up to 45 MeV per nucleon . The experimental data were com-

pared with calculations using the computer code "OVERLAID

ALICE'4) combini. ng the statistical theory of Weisskopf and

Swing with the hybrid model of preequilibrium reactions.

For 3He-induced reactions an nnambiguous choice of the

initial exciton configuration was possible using the reac-

tion 59Co(3He,n) 61Cu (fig . 1) . White an initial exciton
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Figure 1 : Experimental cross sections and theoretical

p
redictions of the excitation function for the reaction
9Co( 3He,n) 61Cu.

configuration of n o = 4(1,3,0) exclusively described the

experimental data for this reaction, for other reactions

partially extreme discrepancies between theory and experi-

ment were observed . Exemplarily this is shown in fig . 2
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Figure 2 : Experimental cross sections and theoretical pre-
dictions für the reaction 59Co( 3He,3p)' 9Fe.

for the reaction OOCo( 3He,3p) 59Fe . For energies above 40

MeV the calculations underestimate the experimental data

up to a factor of 5 . For nearly all reactions of the type

i( 3He,xpyn), x = 1,21 the experimental cross sections are

considerably higher than the theoretical ones in their

high energy parts by up to one Order of magnitude . For the

expianation of the observed discrepancies break-up of the

incoming 3He-particle as well as double stripping may be

assumed . Moreover, contributions of preequilibrium a =emis-

sion were to be seen giving rise to discrepancies between

theory and experiment in the low energy part of the exci-

tation functions . All the results 5) indicate that the ini-

tial states of 3He-induced reactions are more complicated

than assumed by the present forms of preequilibrium theo-

ries, as it was also stated earlier for a-induced reac-

tions 2 ' 3}

In contrast, the theoretical predictions of integral exci-

tation functions for 2 H-induced reactions on cobalt° ) were

in mich better agreement with our new experimental data

than for 3He- and 4He-induced reactions 2 ' 3 ' 5) . An example

is given in fig . 3 for the reaction S9Co(d,p2n)
58m+g

Co .

1tl

11
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Figure 3 : Experimental cross sections and theoretical
predictions for the reaction 5°Co( 2H,p2n) 58m+9Co . For the
work of other authors see references in 6 )

In genegal, the {(d,xpyn) x = 0-7, y = 0-81-reactions are

well described by the calculations and the agreement bet-

ween theory and experiment is similarly good as observed

for p-induced reactions earlier l) . Only very particular

reaction types, e .g . ( 2H,p) and ( 2H,2p) are affected by

direct reactions, resulting in discrepancies between theo-

ry and experiment.

Furthermore, we started to measure integral excitation

functions for the production of radionuclides from lute-

tium by p-induced reactions between 15 and 45 MeV . Lu is

of particular interest, since it is supposed to be useful

as a flux monitor in medium energy experiments for the

evaluation of primary and secondary nucleon fluxes . Up to

now, integral excitation functions for {(p,pxn), x=1-41

and {(p,xn), x = 1, 3-5} were mearsured . Also these ex-

perimental cross sections were compared with calculated

ones based, however, on the new version of the computer

code for the hybrid model "ALICE LIVERMORE 82 117) . The

particular advantage of this new code is the inclusion of

multiple preequilibrium emission and the use of experi-

mental mass data, in spite of those from mass formulas

over wide mass ranges . Although these investigations are

not yet finished, a preliminary data analysis showed that

for Lu the theoretical cross sections are not as good as

for the light elements l) . In post cases, the predicted

values were too Small by a factor of 2 . A detailed analy-

sis of the experimental data will be necessary, however,

before final conclusions can be drawn.
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The calculation of the potential energy surface yields for
74

Se a prolate but not very pronounced minimum and y-soft-

NUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPY
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Study of 75 Se by Neutron Capture and SU(3) - SU(5)

Transition in Quadrupole-Phonon Representation

1' . Tokunaga, H. Seyfarth, 0 . W.B . Sefrar Lt, S. Erarzt ,
+

V . Paax
+

, D. rat rax' , H .G. bauet
++

, G . Barreau
++

++

	

+±
H . raus-5 , Cri . Hofineyr , K . Schreckenbach ++

K .A . Ide2der

The y- and e spectra following thermal neutron capture

in 745e were studied with curved-crystai, 13, and pair

spectrometers . Precise energies haue been obtained for

the transitions and levels at low energies l '2) . Two

primary E2 transitions were found . The neutron separation

energy for 75 Se was determined as 8027 .6 keV . Precise y

energies following the electron capture decay of
75

Se

were also measured, resulting in precise level energies

in 7 As.

The calculation of the energy levels in 75Se has been

performed in the SU(6) particle-vibration model (PTQMi)

and 27 theoretical states haue been tentatively assigned

to the experimental levels . The spectrum of the core nuc-

leus 74Se has been calculated in the SU(6) quadrupole

phonon mode] (TQM) . The structure of theoretical states,

the relation to 50(3) and SU{5) limits and potential

energy surface are discussed 3) . Also, an overview is pre-

sented to theoretical explanations of the 1=j, j-1, j-2

anomalous triplet emphasizing the rule with shell-model

classification corrected for quadrupole phonons.

The level schere of 75Se and the information on the ob-

served states and their mode of decay derived directly

from the obtained (n,y)-data haue been given in a contri-

bution in the last Annual Report 4) . In the present contri-

bution the emphasis will be on the theoretical calculation

and the com p arison with the observed level energies.

Theoretically the levels in 75Se are described by coupling

a quasi-neutron to the anharmonie quadrupole vibrational

core 74Se, which is calculated in the truncated quadru-

pole phonon model 5 ' 6) . The TQM Hamiltonian

HLQM = h
l N + h2 {(b+b+)o (N-N)(N-N-1)[ 2 + H .C .}

+ h 3 {(btb
+

73'
) p

(N ,x)
1/2 + H .C .} +

+

	

h4L {(b+b+)L (6b)L2
01-e

	

1-

is diagonalized 3) in the basis ln v i), where n is the

number. of quadrupole phonons . With N=8 the anharmonicity

parameters h l , h2, h3 , h4L haue been obtained from a fit

to the levels of 74Se . These parameters car now be com-

pared with what is expected in the 5U(5) limit (h l should

be large and h 2 = h 3 = 0) or in the SU(3) limit, where

four linearly independent relations between the parameters

yield only two to be ehesenes free parameters . It turns

out that the fitted h l is large3) and h 2 and h 3 are quite

Small, indicative of SU(5) character of 74 Se . On the

other hand, taking the fitted h 3 and h4L as Input values

for the SU(3) scheme, one obtains a set of parameters

which agree in sign with those obtained in the fit . This

suggests a SU(3) - SU(5) transition .

ness.

The levels of 75Se are calculated in SU(6) particle-quadru-

pole phonon mode] PTQM6) with

H PTQM = HP + H TQ14 + H PVI'

where the last term is the SU(6) particle-vibration

interaction3 ' 6) . Only the strength parameters r o , no and

Ao and the occupation probability v2 g 9/2 were fitted to

ehe experimental levels3) . The calculated PTQ1M wave

functions 3) show complete breaking of the weak-coupling

classification . The largest quasiparticle-phonon compo-

nent of 19/21> is 0 .64rgg /2 , 46 ; 9/2) which contains 4

phonons cou p led to 1=6 . For the wave functions of the

low-lying states a systematic shift of the largest com-

ponents is seen towards the middle (n ti N/2 = 4) of the

phonon space . This is characteristic of the SU(6)

quadrupole phonon wave functions in the SU(3) limit 6) .

However, the wave functions for 75Se exhibit pronounced

leading components which implies that the 5U(5) character

is still present.
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Fig, 1: calculated and experimental levels in 75 Se . The

assignments of the calculated levels are tentative.
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The 75Se(n,y)76Se Reaction and the Low-Lying

Level Structure of 76Se
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The 75Se(n,y) 76Se reaction was studied through consecu-

tive neutron capture with the use of pair and curved

crystal spectrometers l) . The high-resolution data have

allowed construction of a very well established level

sc heine incloding many new levels above n: 2 .8 FleV excita-

tion energy2 ' 3) . The resulting neutron binding energy,

11154 .0 + 0 .3 keV, is lower than the value given in the

mass table 4) . The 75Se(n,y) cross section was determined

to be 330 + 100 b . The level scheme and branching ratlos

were compared with results from IBM calculations.

These calculations were carried out both in IBM-1 5) and

in the framework of IBM-26) which treats protons and

neutrons separately . In this mode], which has some connec-

tion to the Shell mode], we have tried to keep as dose

as possible to microscopic formulas for the parameters of

the hamiltonian ehich have been derived by Otsuka, Arima
7\

and Iachello'' under the simplifying assmuption of a de-

generate major shell . The calculations have been per-

formend systematically for
72-80Se

and
74-82Kr,

trying

to give a description with few constants only . By using

the microscopic formulas only teo parameters had to be

fitted to Bach nucleus, while three more parameters

could be determined without fitting . However, it turned

out8) that this program can be carried out only if one

does not attempt to describe the 02 excitation in any of

these nuclei . Hence we assumed that this stete is an

intruder . Of course, in this way we cannot prove that it

is not possible to reproduce these states to the IBM.

This is rather a consequence of the requirement that the

mode] parameters should vary smoothly and regularly . Had

we used more free parameters in the calculations, we

could have obtained agreement at least for the level

energies . 14e have to show, therefore, that in this case

we obtain poor wave functions for the excited 0 + statu:.

This has been dune by means of an IBM-1 calculation with

all 6 parameters of the model hamiltonian varied freely.

If the mixing of the noncollective degrees of freedom of

the Oz stete with the collective space is streng, IBM-1

could even work better than 1BM-2 . Both attempts rely an

rather crude assumptions, and it is not clear a priori

that any of the standard collective models is suited for

the description of the selenium isotopes . The branching

ratlos measured in the (n,y) experiments and B(E2) values

and quadrupole moments from other measurements served for

testing the mode] wave functions.

Further details about the calculations are given eise-

where 3) . The models reproduce the level energies quite

well (see Fig . 1) . 1BM-1, with more parameters fite

better only the 0 states . The other levels agree better

with 18M-2, which falls to explain the 0+ levels . This

suggests that the structure of the excited 0T states

contains a signi. ficant fraction of noncollective degrees

of freedom . This is obvious also from the fact that the

modele cannot explain satisfactorily the measured

branching ratios 3) .
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Fig . 1 : Comparison of the experimental level energies
with energies calculated in the framework of IL,M- l and
1BM-2.
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Low-lying levels of 77Se studied through thermal

neutron capture and evidence for a new term in

the E2 operator of TQM(IBM)
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A high resolution study of the
76Se(n,y) reaction was

carried out with curved crystal spectrometers at the

ILL, Grenoble, and with a pair spectrometer at Jülich.

Also conversion electrons were measured at the ILL

following slow-neutron capture . The resulting data l

yield very precise level energies and allow a detailed

study of the decay scheme2) . Spin and parity assignments

were obtained for most of the levels, and their decay

modes couid be clarified . The neutron Separation energy

of 77 Se was measured as 7418 .85 keV . The calculation of

the energy levels irr 77Se has been performed in the

SU(6) particle-vibration model (PTQM), by using 76Se es

a S5(5) vibrational core and the same particle-vibration

interaction strengths as in the PTQM calculation für
75

5e.

In this frame there is evidence for a An = 2 term in the

E2 operator . This term has not been included so far in

TQM and IBM calculations.

A short report on the experimental results has been

given elsewhere 3) ; also the obtained level schere has

been presented in this report . In the present report the

emphasis is on the comparison of the experimental data

with the PTQM4) . The TQM calculation of the 7ESe core

was performed in the SU(5) limit . In the PTQM calcula-

tion for 775e we have used BO5 quasiparticle energies

and occupation probabilities obtained by solving the

BCS gap equations . These values were assumed to be the

same as in the previous calculation far 75Se . Also the

same particle-vibration strengths have been taken as for

75Se : Ao = 0 .1 r1eV, ro = 0 .4 ReV, :S o = 24 .35 ReV and

IX.- - J7/2 . In this way no parameters were fitted, the

only differente being in the cores, 76Se being close to

SU(5) and 74Se being between SU(3) and SU(5).

Thus the phonon distributions in the wave functions of

the 5/2+, 7/21 and 9/21 states of 77Se are rather

narrow 5 but more spread out in the non-SU(5) nucieus
75

Se.

Wave functions with a narrow phonon distribution pose an

intriguing problem in describing transitions . Namely, if

the singularly large components in the initial and final

states differ by two phonons, there emerges the possi`bi-

lity to have coherent and sizeable contributions to the

matrix elements of an = 2 operators;

been included so far in IBM-IBFM and

tions.

The E2 operator of PTQM reads

MPTQM(E2)

	

M5 1' (E2) + MT Qi (E2) .

Here, M P(E2) is the standard single-particle (quasi-

particle) E2 operator and M QhI (E2) is the quadrupole

phonon E2 operator of TQM:

MTQM (E2) = e v lb2/ + 3N-N b r + x(b+6 ) 2,u ] ,

with conveniently defined effective Charge e v =

3
VIB (eRo ) 23 e

	

.

However, using RPA for quadrupole phonons of TQM and

including diagrams up to the second order there arises

the following corrected form of E2 operator 6 :

MC TQM (E2) = MTQM (E2) + MTQM
' An-2

(E2).

Here, M
TQM (52) is the standard E2 operator of TQM and

the additional term of an = 2 type reads

MTQ '
n-2 (E2) - evx'f(b+b+)2/(N-N)(N-N-1) +

,/(N-N)(N-N-1) (bb)2
u1.

In the microscopic derivation the new, an = 2 term

arises in the same diagrammatic order as the standard

An = 0 term'%(b + b' ) 2u , giving a hint that this additional

term has to be included in the E2 operator of TQM/IBM.

In this light, it will be interesting to reinvestigate

the calculations for E2 properties in IBM and TQM per-

formed so far.

The new term gives sizeable contributions to the E2

transitions with large An = 2 overlaps between the wave

functions of the initial and final state . Such a case is

the 5/21 - 9/21 E2 transition in our PTQM calculation

for 77Se; the an = 2 contribution amounts to more than

99 % of the overlap between the wave functions of 5/21

and 9/21 states . Therefore, B(E2, 5/21 e- 9/21) is very

small (10 5 ) if one employs the standard E2 operator of

PTQM, which is contrary to experiment (0 .09) . On the

other hand, including new an = 2 term in the E2 operator

we get sizeable coherent contributions (0 .11).
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Rotation-Lite 5/2 + Bands in Odd-Mass A ti 100

Nuclei as Coherent-State Structores of Quadru-

pole Phonons in PTQM

P .A . .eeyer +, V. Paar++, S . Brant ++

Recent investigations of nuclei far from stability have

pointed to the possibility of odd-mass symmetric-rota-

tional nuclei in the medium mass region of the nuclear

chart (70 s A s 120) . Among the odd-proton nuclei, a

5/2+ ground state (g .s .) band with members to 19/2 + has

been found l ) tor 99'Y60 and similar bands (with a smaller

number of identitied members) have been observed
4)

in
101y , 101Nb and 103Nb . These bands have been discussed

within the context of a 1422 5/21 Nilsson band l ' 2-5}

Here we investigate them within the PTQM 6) .

This quadrupole phonon nadel employes a spherical repre-

sentation (particle-phonon coupling) . The PTQM Hamiltonian

which is a particular (SO(6)-type) anharmonic quadrupole

phonon model and particle-vibration interaction is dia-

gonalized in a standard particle-vibration basis . The

calculations have been performed for 99 Y which is taten

as typical for this region . The TQM vibrational core has

been determined in Order to reproduce the low lying levels

in 98Sr . The maximum number of quadrupole phonons is N=7,

the particle-vibration interaction strengths were fitted

to 99Y and are with R = 0, r = 0 .477 and

	

= 4 .77

close to the values uosed 7) for
10

2Mo59 .

The low lying spectrum is presented in fig . 1 together

with Part of the experimental level scheme l ' 8) of 99 Y.

The ground stete band is well reproduced and several

side bands are predicted . Candidates for members of these

bands are available8) . It should be pointed out that K

has not the conventional geometrical meaning in PTQM but

is defined quantum -mechanically 9) .

In the quadrupole-phonon representation, a deformed rota-

tional stete appears as a quantum-mechanical coherent

state with the number of quadrupole phonons N-} m . The

coherent state has a Gaussian-type distribution of quadru-

pole phonons centered6) around n ,, -234 . The phonon distri-

bution is the same for all states of the g .s . rotational

band.

In the odd-mass nucleus the PTQM analoge of Nilsson bands

exhibit a similar type of phonon composition which can

be interpreted as a supersymmetrie pattern 10) .

The phonon compositiors of the states of the "K" = 5/2

band are shown in fig . 2. There is indeed an apparent

similarity to the quantum-mechanical coherent state with

the maximum at n ti - 7- 5 . The concept of a true

static deformation which would correspond to N -›=s is far

from being realized.

lt is interesting to note the differente in the phonon

compositions for
99y

and for 345e41 , which is also shown

in fig . 2 . Für the latter the n shifts to lower N and is

more strongly peaked although 75Se is a unique parity

g9/2 nucleus with a 5/2 + ground stete . lt apparently

dcesnot . belongto .the SU.(3) class of nuclei .
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Fig. 1 : Comparison of calculated and measured levels in

99y

Fig . 2 : Quadrupole phonon composition of the PTQM wave

funotions of the states of ' K " = 5/2 band . PTQM wave

function of the state IJ K > in the standard particle-

vibration basis reads:

J
l3 K> =

	

z . v1 Ij, nvl ; J>
jnVT

.7

There, in the basis state j, nvl ; 3> the single-particle

stete of j and the n-phonon stete of angular momentum 1

are ccupled to the total angular momentum 3 ; the quantity

gjnvl denotes the amplitude of the basis state Ij, nel>

in the wave function
IJK>

. a) In the 99 Y calculation

there is j = g 9/2 , n s N = 7 . For each we present the

phonon cumposition given by

`1 1

	

2
'Aar) = tI (F 9/2 , nuI

}

99y
39 . 6o
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AsAs far as its energy is concerned the new 0 + level is a

good candidate for being the head of a ß band . The further

analysis of the results from the experiments at TRISTAN

will show whether other members of this band are present.

Shell model caleulatians 7) an the shape transition in the

heavy even Zr and Mo isotopes could reproduce the drop of

the 0+ levels between 92Zr and 100
Zr as well as the

existence of three excited 0 + levels in 98Zr below 2 MeV.

Ft would be of interest to see whether this type of celcu-

lations could also explain the existence of the new 03

level in 100 Zr.
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New Excited 0 + Stete in 100 Zr
,Sistemich, R.F. Petz , J.C. HiLI , F .K.

Wohn + , R.L . GiZI +++, h% ti'ac1!_++, A . P: :otrcwski
+++

The nucleus
14ÖZr60

has very remarkable features . It is

the First heavy Zr isotope which shows rotational pro-

perties l) while its immediate even-even neighbour 04gZr 58

has shell-model character 2) {E 2 1 = 1223 keV) . The first

excited 0+ stete of 100Zr has been observed at 331 keV

which indicates an asymmetric nuclear shape 3) . This level
cannot be the head of a ß band.

In order to get more information on the level scheme and

thus on the structure the nucleus 100 Zr has been rein-

vestigated through the ß decay of
10°Y

at the fission

product separator TRISTAN 4) at the High Flux Beam Reactor

of the Brookhaven National Laboratory . Many new y transi -
tions in 100 Zr have been observed and the construction of

an extended level scheme is in progress.

A first result is the evidente for the existence of a

second excited 0+ level at 830 keV . A y-y angular correla-

tion measurement has been performed using a four-Ge detec-

tor setup 5) . The result is shown in fig . 1 . The carrela-

tion pattern of the 617-213 keV cascade is the same as the

one for the well known 0 -2 +-0+ cascade of 119-213 keV.

The depopulation of the 830 keV level only by the transi-

tion of 617 keV into the 21 stete is consistent mith the

assignment of 0 + for the spin and parity of this level.

(It should be pointed out that the existence of the 617

keV transition had been observed already in recent investi-

gations

	

at the separators 0STI5 6) and JOSEF .)
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Fig . 1 : Preliminary result of the yrangular correlation

measurements. The inset shows a partial level scheme ai

100Zr.
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Angular correlation measurements on
100
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The determination of the angular momenta of the excited

states is of importance für the understanding of the

onset of deformation at the neutron rieh nuclei with

A ,, 100 . In particular, the identification of Otlevels

provides crucial probes for theoretical- description of

the chape transition in this nuclear region Fig . 1

shows a partial level schere of the nucleus 100Mo.

c
w
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0 0°

100v
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To study the seins of excited states of 100Mo y,y-angular

correlation measurements have been performed at the

fission product separator JOSEF I , An arrangement of

three Ge(Li) detectors, one being movable, on a gonio-

meter-table was used, which is similar to the one des-

cribed in ref . 2 . The analysis of the data has been

carried out and the first results show an I = 0 assign-

ment to the state of 2035 keV . The data were normalized

with the well known angular correlation of the 0-2-0

transition of the 159-535 keV cascade, measured simul-

taneously . Fig . 2 shows the 0-2-0 angular distribution

for the latter (left) and for the 1500-535 transition

(right hand side) . The dotted curve gives a fit to the

experimental values and the solid curve the theoretical

pattern for a 0-2-0 cascade (solid angle corrections of

the detectors have been taken into account),

The measurements indicate also I = 0 for the stete at

2085 keV . Recent TQM calcul.ations of Paar et 01 : 3) on

10Oao give a 0+-stete at 1720 keV and another one at

2250 keV . Probably the experimental I

	

0 states can be

assigned to theee predicted Ot levels . To gei more In-

formation about the
100

Mo-structure, it is of interest

to proof the parity of the 1 - 0 states and to look for

bands built an them.
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Fig . 1 : Partial level scheine of
100

Mo

Fig . 2 : Angular distribution for the

535-159 keV caseade (left) and for

the 1500-535 keV cascade (right) .
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Nanosecond-Half-Lives of Nuelear Levels near

A = 100

G . Lhersonnacv., T. Seo
t

, H . L z 7n, G . Mo .sen

K . 5istemich

The study of the properties of deformed odd-mass nuclei

around A e 100 which is currently performed at JOSEF,

makes the knowledge of the half-lives of the lawest

levels of these nuclei desirable. Therefore a systematic

search for delayed y-y coincidences was undertaken usiog

two intrinsic-Ge detectors with surfaces of 19 cm 2 and

a Ge(Li) diode with a volume of 61 cm3 .

The half-lives in the ns region have been deduced from

the measurements with the centroid shift method . The

determination of the centroids for prompt coincidences

as a function of the y-ray energy was obtained from

simultaneously measured y-y cascades of fission products

with known level-lifetimes . Especially the y radiation

of 97 Zr, Ref . 1), and of 99Nb, Ref. 2), with energies

between 50 and 200 keV was used . Between these experi-

mental points the centroid vs energy curve was inter-

polated with a simple smooth function.

For each y-y cascade which was used for the determina-

tian of an unknown level-half-life, two time distribu-

tions were obtained by starting the time-to-amplitude

converter with each 7 ray. After subtracting the in-

fluence of the y-ray energy the difference of the cen-

troid positions of these two distributions is equal to

twice the mean-lifetime of the level which is fed and

depopulated by them . An exemple for two such distribu-

tions is shown in Fig . 1.

The resuits for the Mo isotopes are given in Table 1 as

examples . They are in Part average values out of the data

for more than one y-y cascade . The uncertainties include

statistical as well as estimated systematic errors . The

t1/2 values for 100Mo and
104

Mo agree well with those of

other authors 3) which shows the reliability of the

applied procedure . The value for the 103 keV level of

103
Mo is considerably smalier than the result of Ref . 4)

which points to a considerable deformation of this nuc-

leus, see separate contribution to this Annual Report.

Also the present half-life for the 95 keV level of
105

Mo

is smaller than the one from an earlier measurement 5) .

Since the uncertainties almost overlap, the discrepancy

is not as pronounced as in
103

Mo, but also hehe the new

value indicates a stronger deformation (e = 0 .29(6))

than the one weich corresponds f to t 1/2 = 1 .1 ns

(e = 0 .21).
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Table 1: Measured half-life values

Isotope Level
(keV)

t1/2

	

(ns)
present work previous work

103Mo
103 0 .45(16) 1 .7(3) (4)

105 Nio 95 0 .54(25) 1 .1(2) (5)

100Mo 695 1 .81(23) 1 .7(2) (3)

104
310 192 1 .05(15) 0 .91(3) (9)

Time (channei number)

Fig . 1 : Measured time distributions for y-y cascades
in 1°3 3,1o
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Fig . 1 : The proposed l) ground stete band of 103Mo
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The Deformation of
142

03Mo
61

T . Seo
+
, G. £8aasonnen ii . Como, R.A . Meyer++ ,

G . Menzen, K. Sistemich

In a recent publication 1) it was shown that the lowest

levels of 103 Mo (and of 105Mo) fit into a rotational

band which shows fingerprints of a ,,;[411 3/2'1 Ni1sson

configuration, see Fig . 1 . The half-life of (1 .7 + 0 .3) ns

of Seli g et a1 . 2) was used to deduce the reduced transi-

tion probability B(E2) of 44 spu for the 102 .6 keV

ground-state transition and the intrinsic quadrupole

moment of lQ o = 1.92 barn as well as the deformation

parameter of Ic ti 0 .17 . It was pointed out that these

values are small compared to the corresponding quantities

for the neighbourirg even-even nuclei and that the value

for t112 (102 .6 keV) of Ref . 2 has to be considered as

an upper limit.

In order to clear up this apparent discrepancy between

the rotational pattern of the levels and the low values

of the above-mentioned quantities, the half-life of the

102 .6 keV level has been re-measured at JOSEF . The expe-

riment is described in the preceding contribution to

this Annual Report . The result of t 1/2 _ (0 .45 + 0 .16) ns

deviates indeed, considerably from the old value . The

latter one had been determined through measuring the

time behaviour of the emission of the 102 .6 keV transi-

tion with respect to the fission events of 2 ° 2Cf and it

might have been contaminated l) by y radiation which feeds

into the 102 .6 keV level.

The new result leads to values of

B(E2 : 103 keV) = (176 + 63) spu

Qo	= 3.9(0 .7) barn

E

	

= 0 .3(0 .05)

which are consistent with a strong deformation of
103

Mo.
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Band structures in 14INb60
+

	

++
A .-M . Sc c itt ,

	

Seo H. Ahrens
+++

, J.A.

Bocauet

	

Kaffrei? , N . Lowin, G . Lhersonneau,

R.A. Meyer , K. Shi~Woa , K. Sie g ch,

G . Tittel+ ,

	

1?~Q1' .t(';amr+

It has been observed recently that the level schemes of

neutron-rich nuclei with odd masses in the region of

A

	

100 contain well developed rotational patterns . An

outstanding exampie is 9g Y with a ground stete band of

eight members l) . Evidence für band structures (or defor-

mations) has also been reported for 37 Rb
50 , 38Sr61 ,

1G1

	

103 ,

	

105
4DZr61 , 42 f'o 61 , 42

.263, and single partic7e configura

tions could be assigned to the individual band heads in

accordance with the Standard Nilsson-model calculations.

Here and in the following contribution to this Annual

Report it is shown that also the odd-mass Nb isotopes

with 60 or more neutrons can be interpreted in this frame.

The level scheme of
101,`6

has been studied through the
n

0 decay of 10lZr with the fission product separators

LOHENGRIN at the high flux reactor of the Institut Laue-

Langevin in Grenoble and JOSEF at the reactor 0100 of

the Kernforschungsanlage Jülich . The experiments have

been described in ref . 2) and a level scheme has been

proposed in ref . 3) . The iow lying levels up to 593 keV

can all be grouped into three ban:ds as is shown in fig.

1. Tentative Nilsson assignments are proposed for the

band heads in agreement with the orbitals which are

available near the Fermi surface at

	

0 .3, see fig . 1

of the contribution on
103

Nb to this Annual Report.

The attribution of the individual levels to the bands is

based on the fact that the energies Show a 1(1+1) depen-

dence with the proposed values of K and on the fast that

all the expected intraband transitions have been observed.
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Fig . 1 : Band structures in
101

Nb . Level energies and
Nilsson-orbit assignments are"given . Numbers below the
levels indicate energies relative to the band heads.

Fig. 2 : Excitation energies of the band members vs . 1(I+1).
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Rotational Bands in 1 41 Nb 62
T. 3eo +, A .-M. 3chmitt++, H . Ahrens

+++,

J.P. Boecrvef, V . af reZZ++, ° . La.win,

G. Lharsonneau, H .A . Meyer*''', K. Shizvr, ;c. " "',

K. S2sterr3eh, G. Tzttni ,

	

Trautmar.r

As has been stated in the preceding contribution to this
Annual Report, the observation of deformed structures in
heavy isotopes of Rb, Sr, Y, Zr and Mo has initiated the
search for rotational patterns in the neutron-rich Nb
isotopes . An extended level scheiTie of 103

i
h
vD has beeil

obtained and the croperties of the 3evels have been
inspected with regard to their possible affiliation to
bands.

The studies of 103 Nb were performed at the fission pro-
duct separators JOSEF and LOHENGRIN through the ß decay
of 103Zr . Gamma-ray singles and y-y as well as X ray-y
coincidence spectra were determined in experiments des-
cribed in Ref . 1 . At JOSEF the half-lives of individual
levels have been measured with delayed y-y coincidences 2) .
(A first level scheine from the results of LOHENGRIN has
been given in Ref . 3 .) Almost all of the levels below
750 keV can be placed in three rotational Bands, see
Fig . 1.

The energies of the band members show a linear I(1+1)
dependence if the values of K = 5/2, 5/2 and 3/2 are
assumed for the band heads at 0, 164 and 248 keV, respec-
tively . All expected transitions inside the bands have
been observed.

The Nilsson orbitals which are available 4) at the Fermi
surface are depicted in the inset of Fig . 1 . Since de-
formations around

	

= 0 .3 have been observed for the
neighbouring even-even nuclei the probable proton confi-
gurations for the band heads in 103Nb are [422 5/21,

[303 5/23 and [301 3/2], respectively . The ratlos

(g K - 9R)/Oo which can be deduced l) from the relative
intensities of the intraband transitions al"ow a sensi-
tive test for the proposed configurations : Assuming
Clc f 3 .6 bare {for E ti 0 .3) and g R ti Z/A the values of

g K have been determined for the different bands . As can
be seen from the boxes in Fig . 1, they a gree well with
the theoretical estimates for the proposed Nilsson confi-
gurations.

Further support of the proposed interpretation of the low-
lying Levels in 103Nb is the tact that trie measured2l

half-lives of the band heads at 164 and 248 keV agree
well with the Nilsson-model estimates 4) (including pairing),
see Table 1.

Table 1 : Measured and calculated half-lives of levels in 103 Nb

Assignment

	

!
t 1/2(exp) t l/2 (W)

	

t 1/2 (N)

	

tp /2 (N)

	

F (,,

	

F N

	

FP

(ns)

	

(ns)

	

{ns)

	

(ns)

	

[303 5/2] [422 5/2]

	

4 .7{5)

	

7 .0 . 10 -5	2 .8

	

20

	

6 .7 . 104	1 .7 0 .24

	

[301 3/2] [422 5/2]
	 1

2 .0(6)

	

2 .0 . 10 -5	0 .13

	

4 .7

	

1 .0 . 10 5	15

	

0.43

t1/2 (w), t 1/2 (N) and t /2 (N) are the Meißkopf, Nilsson and Nilsson-with-pairing estimates,

respectively.

Fw - t l/2 (exp)/t 1/2 (H), F N = tl/2(eXp)/tl/2(N), FP = t l/2 ( exp)/ tP/2( N )

Level
(keV)

164
248

l c 0 .43(20' 1
1T 0 .3.6	 1

c%)	 733

158f
r £ O .O5t311

T =5
I
E 0 .23{1311

0.27

( 7121

	

533

1 5551

	

355
12O

( 31-2 1	 248

(301, 3hl 20ns

( 7121 314

	

'A'21	 285

1512 #	 164

(303, SnI
4 .7ns

	

1 912%

	

125 ,

t~z 1

	

0

( 422: 3+2}

1t.1Nb62

( 4l2k

	

502

	

11112x %	 504

i338

Fig . 1 : Band structures in 103 Nb . Level energies and
Nilsson-orbital assignments are given . Numbers below the
levels indicate energies relative to the band heads . The
boxes contain the experimental (E) and calculated (T)
values of 1(g K - g R )/Q o l '
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The level scheme of 134 Cs

Bogdanoviä +, H . Seyertn

The odd-odd
134

Cs with 55 protors and 79 neutrons is

situated near to the closed shells Z - 50 and N = 82.

Its knowledge therefore offers the possibility to study

the interaction of protons and neutrons in the field of

the spherical (or only weakly deformed) vibrating core.

The law-lying states of
134

Cs have been previously studied

by means of the 133Cs(n,y) reaction using thermal and

resonance neutrons l) , In addition
133

Cs(d,p) 134 0s and
135

Ba(t,4 134Cs reactions have recently been studied 2) .

The present measurements an the
133

Cs(n,y) 134Cs reaction

have been made at the High-Flux Reactor of the ILL in

Grenoble with the bent crystal spectrometers GAMS1 and

GAMS2/3, the magnetic beta spectrometer BILL and the

pair-spectrometer . The additional experiment with the

y-y coincidence spectrometer has been performed at the

WWR-M reactor of LNPI in Gatchina . At the Brookhaven Na-

tional Laboratory 5,9 eV and 22 .6 eV resonance neutron-

capture has been investigated . The
133

0s(d,p)
134

Cs reac-

tion has been studied with the Q30 spectrograph at the

tandem accelerator of the University and Technical Uni-

versity at München.

A careful analysis of all available experimental data

has led to the levels with spin and parity assignments

collected in table 1.

Table 1 : Energies, spins and parities of the
134

Cs

levels

Level

	

energy
(keV)

Level

	

energy
(keV)

0 4+

11 .2445(18) 5+ 434.1737(31) 6

	

,7 -

60.0296(13) 3+ ,4 + 450 .2371(22) 5 +

138.7437(29) 8 - 451 .4241(17) 3 + ,4 + ,5+

173.7938(15) 2+,3 + ,4+ 454,0870(22) 2

	

,3

	

,4

176 .4047(16) 3 - ,4 - 483.6571(29) 2

	

,3

	

,4

176,6409(29) 1+ ,2 + ,3+ 502.8410(29) 3+ ,4+ .5+

190 .2626(28) 3+ ,4 + ,5+ 519 .3151(48) 3+ ,4+

193.5156(20) 4 539 .8731(56) 4

	

,5 -

197 .7812(16) 2 + ,3+ ,4 570 .8259(27) 4 -

209 .5450(17) 4+ 579,1314(37) 2+ ,3+,4 +

234 .3332(18) 3+ ,4+ 584,1795(26) 2+ ,3 + ,4 +

257 .1074(23) 6 - 613 .0199(54) 3 - ,4

	

,5

267 .6616(25) 4 - ,5 624.0069(31) 5

271 .3482(15) 2+ ,3+ ,4 + 643.9636(28) 4

	

,5 -

290 .9670(20) 2+ ,3
+,4 4

684 .5039(49) 2

	

. . . .5

344 .3593(25) 7 - 688.6202(44) 2 4 ,3+ ,4+

377 .1020(20) 3
+ ,4+ 693 .8371(52) 2

	

,3 + ,4+

382 .9832(24) 6 701 .9983(27) 3

	

,4

Level energy
(keV)

Ir Level

	

energy
(keV)

I

715 .8220(37) 2

	

,3 - ,4 948.1386(46) 3 - ,4

720 .7100(51) 2+,3+,4+ 976 .3094(37) 3+ ,4 +

743 .2755(33) 3+,4 + 991 .8764(57) 4 - ,5 -

752,7016(30) 4 - 1014 .346

	

(13)

801 .2353(79) 2

	

. . . .5 1043 .5253(77) 2 + . . . .5 +

821 .6104(78) 2+,3+ ,4+ 1088.4214(46) 2

	

,3 - ,4 -

831 .6822(40) 4 - ,5 1094 .5535(44) 2

	

. . . .5

835.7113(45) 2 +) . . .5 (+) 1100 .3376(87) 3

	

,4 -

839 .8136(35) 2

	

,3

	

,4 1142 .8627(49) 3

	

,4 -

880.3468(38) 3+ ,4+,5+ 1162 .481

	

(11) 3,4,5

912 .5989(68) 3
+ ,4+

1239 .467

	

(12) 3,4,5

916 .1778(76) 3 - ,4 - 1254,2028(54) 2

	

,3 - ,4

937 .6296(48) 1266.1642(75) 3 - ,4 -

942 .025

	

(21) 2,3,4

The spin assignments given in table 1 allow more ambi-

guity than those given in ref . 1 and our preliminary

assfgnments 3) which were by part based on .those of ref . 1.

The spin assignments to the 60 .0 and 176 .6 keV stete are

of crucial importance for spin assignments to other states

on the basis of transition characters . In spite of 3 + and

1+ , respectively, being strongly favoured for these twa

states, no direct experimental evidente excludes the

alternative spin assignments to these states which are

given in table 1, too, and then allow a wider ambiguity

in spin values of other states.

For the interpretation of the present level scheme beyond

an earlier attempt4) a model is used 5) which couples

quasiproton and quasineutron to a vibrating core via ex-

change of one quadrupole and one magnetic dipole phonon,

In this lowest-order approximation the multiplet energy

splitting is equivalent to that resulting fron bong range

singlet and triplet two-body residual interaction 4) . lt

can be written°' 7) as

6E(, p ,,i n , J pn ) = + P 2 (x) -

	

' x

2

`' pn (Jan	
+ 1) - i p ( i p + 1) - j n ( j n + 1)

2 • (jp(jp + 1) • j n (jn + 1)) 1/2

The parameters bZ and a/c are determi. ned 7) by the quadru-

pole and magnetic dipole interaction . The sign of the

Legendre polynomial refers to quasiproton and quasineutron

being of the same (-) or opposite (+) particle-hole

character.

In figs . 1 and 2 the calculated energy Splittings of the

lowest multiplets with negative and positive parity are

shown together with the Splittings of the experimental

excitation energies of those states which are interpreted

as members of the multiplets . These assignments are based

on the energetic positions and in addition an the branching

ratios of E2 and M1 transitions and spectroscopic factors

which have been calculated within the model 8) , too.

Besides an overall agreement fig . 1 Shows an odd-even

where x =



staggering pattern . This pattern cannot be reproduced

by including higher order terms in the particle-vibra-

tion coupling, one has presumably to use a short range

residual interaction which contributes higher multipoles 8) ,

The coupling constants which are fixed by the multiplet

splittings of figs . 1 and 2 can be used to predict those

of the
1'97/2

h
11/2' ''

''d
S/2

vd
3l2' 7g7(2 vs1[2 and

rd 3/2 vs l/2 mUltiplets . The energetic positions and

decay patterns of the experimental states 7) indicate

considerable mixing not included in the present simple

model.

3	 b	 5	 7'
400

	

r
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	Fig.	 1 : Least-square fit of a second-order polynomial

(eq . 1) to the experimental energies of the -frä12
vh 11/2

multiplet states . The fit yieids b2 = 267 keV and

a/c e 0.14,

Fig . 2: Least-square fit of a second-order polynomical

(eq, 1) to the experimental energies of the -g ;32 vd
3/2

multiplet states . The fit yieids b2 = 223 keV and

a/c

	

0 .66 .
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In-beam study of the odd-odd nuclei in 134La and

136La

7323.5

T . Mores, H . 3euscher, 3 . Bochev, T . Kutsarova,

ir. Lieder, M . 3 i1er-Veggian and A . askakie

The level schemes of the nuclei
134,136La

have been stu-

dies by means of in-beam -ray spectroscopic methods

following the (y,3n) and (p,3n) reactions . The beams Iwere

delivered by the Jülich isochronous cyclotron JULIC . 5ince

little was known about the level schemes of
13,136La

ex-

tensive excitation funetion measurements and cross bam-

bardments have been carried out . To establish the level

schemes and to determine spins and half lives of the le-

vels y-y coincidences, •r-ray angular distributions and

time spectra in the ns- and ms-regimes haue been mea-

sured . The resulting partial level schemes for 134,13ä La

are shown in figs . la, lb and 2a, 2b . The low-spin parts
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of the level schemes are shown in figs . la and 2e . Lang

living isomers with half lives of 29 ;3 s and 115 ms exist

in
13a,136La, respectively . A spin of 7 or 8 was tente-

0
tiyely assigned to the 115 ms isomer in

136
La . The level

sequences shown in figs . lb and 2b are considered to con-

sist of high-spin states since they are much more strongly

populated in the o',- rather than the p-induced reactions.

It has been assumed that they are to be placed an the

29 Ms and 115 ms isomers in
134,136La, respectively . In

136La furthermore an isomer with a half life of 17 ns was

established and a spin of 3 was tentatively assigned to

it.
Low--lying levels of odd-odd nuclei are usually treated in

terms of proton-neutron configurations deriving from the

lowest single-partiole orbitals . lt is known from the

neighbouring nuclei that the lowest-lying proton orbitals

6

3 ::3

(3}
119 m, \

	

1 1

	

'

	

5 5.51	 W

	

!_
T

	

0 T

4	 1,24

957 2 .E. 154,2 213

	

- 17577 7722

3s La

Figure 2a : Partial scheme of low-spin levels in
135

La.

of 134La and - 36La have 2d 5/2 and 1g7/2 shell model con-

figurations .The lowest-lying neutron orbitals have

2d3/2 , 3s 1/2 and 1h 11/2 shell model configurations . The

following configurations may arise from the coupling of

12)

	 4253
I3

35123 1

	

2112

3*
2*

	33.3
21 .5
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one proton and neutron :
-1

	

-1
d5/2vd3/2' -rd5/21/2' r97/2 vd3/2' 797/2vs1/2' r,d5/2 vh 11/2.

The levels arising from Bach of these configurations are
degenerate if independent particle motion is considered
but they speit due to the residual interaction between
the proton and the neutron . To interprete the experimen-
tally observed states of 134,136La simple calculations
were performed for the above configurations in which the
matrix elements of the proton-neutron interaction was
assumed to be a ä forte using the formalism of Sasaki ).
Sasaki l) applied the formalism only ta odd-odd nuclei
with one particle or hole outside the closed neutron and
proton Shells, respectively . Since the nuclei 134,136 La

have several particles outside the closed shelI, calcula-
tions using his formalism are not expected to reproduce
the level energies but a correct level order may result.
As result the relative excitation energies of the multi-
plets resulting from the proton-neutron configurations
eent.i0ned above are plotted in f ig . 3 as a fÜllcti011 of
the mixture parameter

	

which characterizes the residual
proton-neutron interaction.

The lowest-lying levels in 134'136La result from the
-1(rd5/2 vd3/2 ) and {ed5/2 vs 1/2 ) configurations . In both

nuclei the ground stete has a spin and parity of 1 + . In
the calculations only one level with a 1 + configuration
was found being the lowest-lying member of the (rd 5/2 vd3/2 )
multiplet . The {7d5/2vd3/2)2+ and (7d5/2vs 1 /2 ) 3e configu-
rations may be assigned to the 21 .8 and 44 .3 keV levels,
respectively and the (rd5/2vd3/2)3+ configuration to the
172 .0 keV stete . The 140 .0 keV level can be interpreted:
as .having a(ud5/2vd3/2)4+ configuration .

Figure 3 : Theoretical calculations of excitation energies
of proton_n n utron muitiplets using the formalism of
Sasaki") . The excitation energy is plotted vs . the mix-
ture parameter e which characterizes the residual proton-
neutron interaction.

The two isomers in i36 La may be as well interpreted in
the framework of the calculations discussed above . Both
isomers result probably from the saure multiplet and a
high-spin configuration has to be involved, viz . the

_3

vn11/2 configuration . Therefore the rd5/2vh11/2 configu-
ration is taken into consideration . However, since the
nucleus 136 La lies 7 protons above the closed shell the
rd J 1 2 vh 1 1 /2 tsio-hole configuration may be regarded as
grell . The calculations for these configurations are in-
cluded in fig . 3 . The (-d5/2 h-d. 2 ) configurations of

= 7 and 4 or the (ed 2vh1j /2 ) configurations of
1 " = 8 - and 3 may be assigned to the 115 ms and 17 ns
isomers, respectively . Bott assignments may alloe to
understand the decay pattern of the 17 ns isomer . The
21 .8,140 .0 and 172 .0 keV levels, which are populated by
the isomeric decay, result all from the { d 5/2 s0d 3/2 )
multiplet . Therefore, the orbital angular momentum chan-
ges by om = 3 for the isomeric transitions which causes
the retardation . However the decay to the 44 .3 keV level
of (rd5/2 os 1/2 ) configuration is prohibited since Am= 5.

It is resonable to assume that also the 29 s isomer in
134 La is a high-spin member of the (7d6/ ehll/2) multiplet.

Reference
1) K . Sasaki, Nucl . Phys . 71 {1965) 95

11. 4)

339.1

2906

20..6

	

v f 2EC.5

02,1

	 äl	
Ias La

Figure 2b : Partial scheure of levels probably based an the
115 ms isomer in i36La .
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2 .13 . Interaction between Neutron Particle-Hole

and Octupole Core Coupled Stetes in N = 83

Nuclei

R .A . .Weyer+ , K. Heyde
++

, P. 'Jan Isackar++,

. . iyarocvier++, J. NoreauT , arg J .L . Wood

For the N=83 odd neutron nuclei, the natural parity

states have negative parity and the low-lying levels can

be described as resulting from the neutron single-par-

ticle excitations, i .e . 2f
7/2 , 3p3/2 . . . and their

coupling to the low-lying J7 = 2 + quadrupole state of the

even-even h=82 core nuclei . Recently, there has been a

growing body of experimental evidence for a number of

positive-parity states below E x = 3 MeV in the N=83

nuclei . Two distinct mechanisms can give rise to such

states : (i) particle octupole core-coupled configuratiors

(I2f7/2

	

3 - ; 1/2'	13/2v>), (ii) 2p-lh intruder

states, described by a neutron excited from the filled

neutron orbitals below the N=82 closed shell into the

unfilled orbitals above N=82 . Because the octupole state

steadily decreases in energy as i46Gd is approached, the

two types of configurations will occur at approximately

the same unperturbed energy in the Z > 60 nuclei . Thus,

we can investigate the extent of their interaction pro-

vided we have detailed experimental data for 145Sm and

147
Gd .The energy spectra of 14%m have been known only to a

limited extent even though early studies revealed a num-

ber of levels below E x ,, 3 MeV . The properties (such as

J 7 , etc .) of these levels has not been known even though

a number of low-energy conversion electrons, originally

measured by Avotina l1', could be associ'ated with intra-

lavel transitions . Unfortunately, these transitions have

been discarded in data compilations because their counter-

parts in y-ray studies have not been found 2) . In our

studies we have produced mass-separated sources of
145

Eu

and measured high-statistics Ge(Li) singles and Ge(HP)

Compton suppression spectra.

Analysis of these data,particularly the Compton suppression

data, have revealed over a dozen previously urobserved

y-rays of low energy (E„

	

0 .9 11eV) which in conjunction

with the conversion electron data of Avotina et a1, 1)

provides multipolarities . These transitions can be placed

among levels up to E x 1, 3 MeV, and as shown in fig . 1,

provide a J '' determination for levels below Ex ti 2 MeV.

In the present study, the particle-(hole)-core coupling

calculations are carried out in each subspace separately.

The coupling between the N=(82+particle) and the N=(84+

hole) configurations is obtained by using the simplifying

assumption that the core states in the N=84 nuclei speci-

fied by the collective quantum number (R'), are connected

with the corresponding core states in the N=82 nuclei,

specified by the collective quantum number (R), via the

two-particle shell-model wavefunction . That is, the J =

O
+

N=84 and N=82 ground states, are related by:

N

	

84(R')> = E d (j 2p ) ;0 + ) IN = 82(R) > SRR "
j p

Here, the summation j p runs over all available single-

particle states in the N=82-126 valence space .

Fig . 1 : Comparison of the results of the particle(hole)-

core coupling calculations with the experimental data for

positive parity states in
145

5m and 147Gd.

In fig . 1 we compare the experimental results with the

calculations for
145

Sm and
147

Gd, The experimental data

for
147

Gd are from the recent results of refs . 3, 4, For

145
Sm we calculate a large mixing between the 2p-1h and

the 2f7/7 (D 3 ; J 7> core-coupled states for the J 7 = 1/2+,

3/2+ and 13/2+ levels . The influence of such mixing for

the J ` = 13/2 + levels has already been discussed in detail

before . In this same figure octupole-core coupled states

are observed to follow rather well the centroid value

11, 3 as obtained from the J = 3i excitation energy in

the adjacent even-even nuclei . The single-hole states,

an the other hand, cannot easily be connected to a single

J 7 level, but show a large fragmentation . The interaction

between 1/2+ states need to be, an the average, a factor

of ti 3 stronger than the 3/2 + configuration mixing matrix

elements in order to reproduce the experimental data.

In comparing the relevant reduced matrix elements

<3s1/2 HY 3 H2f7/2 > and 2d3/2 Y 3 1[2f7/2 > the former is a

nonspin-flip matrix element thus accounting for the

differente in a simple way.

T Here R and R' represent all collective quantum numbers

(N g Rq , N o Ro)R defined in the N = 82 and N = 84 nuclei,

respectively . The indicesq and o denote quadrupole

and octupole phonons, N-:the number and R the angular

momentum.
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The 10+ Stetes of vhll12 and ~h11L2 character

in the N = 80 Nucleus 142Sm

6, Lach, J. Styczen , R. Beuscher, P . Kleinheinz,

J . Blomgoisr
;; ..

In the N = 80 isotones 168Ce and 1 50Nd, isomers of

(vhll17 ) 1N + character have been firmly identified
l-3)

at - 3 .5 MeV excitation from in-beam y-ray- and g-factor

measurements . In the isotones above Z = 64,
1660y

and

1

6

8Er, the 10 + isomers lie 4 ' S) at much lower energy,

= 2.9 MeV, and they are naturally interpre}ed as h 2
11[2

two-proton excitations . The l^ st 10+ stet e
in 16404

a

145 ns i:somerat 3.433 McV 6) , has been shown 7) to be a

eh 11/2 excitation, and we have recently 8) identified the

1440d (vh11/2)10+ state 264 keV above, at 3 .697 MeV . In

the 162Sm80 nucleus the Situation was so far not clear.

Eariier studies 9 ' 1D) and more recent experiments 2) with
24

Mg and 1S F beams could observe a long-lived isomer at

3 .662 MeV, but its half life and spin parity could not

be firmly established from these data . Also an attempt 2)

to measure the g-factor remained unsuccessful since the

main yrast v-ray cascade bypasses the state.

We have now investigated
142

Sm through the (a,4n) and

( 3He,3n) reactions . These reactions often provide more

detailed level scheine information due to their lower

angular momentum transfer to the compound nucleus . As a

6090
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r ~ ,.~ ~ '6

	 " q	 d	
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Fig .	 1 : High spin states in
142Sm

as observed in the

present (a,4n) study . The two transitions labelled with

italice were only seen in the ( 3He,3n) spectra .

10'

200

	

4y WS)

Fig .	 2 : Half life measurement for the 7 - (2 .372 MeV) and

10+(3.662 MeV) isomers in
142

Sm.

result the main side-feeding intensity populates the

energy levels in the 1 = 9 to 16 region which therefore

can be investigated more completely . In the experiment

we used > 60 MeV a-particles and 32 to 50 MeV 3He beams.

For both reactions the y-ray excitation furctions and

angular distributions were measured, and detailed four-

parameter yy-coincidence measurements with 140 ns sepa-

ratem beam bursts were carried out.

These data establish the 142Sm level scheme up to 6 MeV

and I = 16 (fig . 1) . Firm spin-parities could be assigned

far most of the levels below 4 .8 MeV excitation . Our data

tonfirm the eariier tentative 9'10) assignment for the

3 .662 MeV isomer and we identify a second 10 + state

164 keV higher in energy, at 3 .825 MeV . The previously

unknown isomeric half life was determined from the tyy

data (fig . 2) as

T1/2 (10 , 3 .662 MeV) = 480 + 60 rs;

the same data give for the lower-lying 7 Isolier

T1/2 (7 - , 2 .372 MeV) = 175 + 5 ns

in dose agreement with the earlier
11,10)

result . We

also tonfirm the short-lived isomer9 ' i0) at 4 .547 MeV.

A tyy centroid shift analysis involving exclusively events

with full-energy absorption in both detectors gives

T112 (13

	

4 .547 MeV) = 2 .6 + 0 .6 es.

The two 10+ level energies are in good agreement with the

systematics of the N = 80 isotones, but since they occur

dose in energy additional evidence is needed to deter-

mine their configurations . The present results clearly

characterise the lower (isomeric) 10+ stete as the

vhll/2 excitation . The strengths of its three isomeric

transitions are listed in table 1 and compared to iso-

meric transition strengths in other close-lying nuclei.

5417

5224

4547

4294

3974

3825

3662

3387
3326

3113
3003
2911

2420
2416
2372
2349

1791
1784 -

12 .

4 {



-Fable 1 : Selected Isomeric Transition Strengths in 142Sm and in Neighouring Nudel

Nucleus Ey
(keV)

Multi-
polarity

B hf Ex Initial

	

and

	

final

	

stete ref.
configurations

142 2

	

-1

	

-1
623m8062

1290 .3 E3 0.18(2) 3662
(vh ll/2 ) 10+

	

(''h ll/2 d 3/2 ) 7 -
this werk

336.0 E2 1 .3(2) . 10
-3

3662
(vhll/2)10+ } '0 ' d5/2 87/2)6+

	

(vj 2 ) 2+ this werk

-
275.1 E1 7 .0(1 .0) . 10 -9 3662 (vh2

llr2)10+ + (ch11/2 g7/2 ) 9 -
this wank

146 0
66 '80

127 .0 E3 0 .32(4) 2936
( ' n 11/2 ) 10+

	

(Fh11/2 °3/2 ) 7 -
4

149 0
66 y83

110,4 E3 0 .32(2) 2661
(7h 11/2 vf7/2 ) 27/2 -

	

(nh 11/2 d3/2 vf7/2 ) 21/2 +
12

1
1 58Ce80 430 .0 E2 1 .08(6)•10-2 3538

(''°11/2 ) 10+

	

(ad 5/2 g 7/2 ) 6 -

	

(v j 2) 2
1

In our interpretation the 1290 keV E3 transition connects

the (vhl1/2)10+ and (vh 1 1/2 d 2 ) 7_ neutron hole configu-

rations . This transition has not beer observed in other

nuclei in this region, but the analogous E3 for proton

particles,
(ah21/2),0+

to (
'rh ll/2 d3/2)7-, is known

4 ' 12)

in the Dy isotopes with 80 and 83 neutrons and found to

have comparable strength . A muck higher E3 retardation

for the 1290 keV transition would be expected for the

alternative (nhZ1/2)10+ isomeric state assignment.

Additional evidence for the proposed 10 + configurations

comes fron the Teeding transitions . In 144Gd it was

found 8 ' that two higher-lying 11 + and 12 levels exclu-

sively decay to the (7`hil/2)10+
stete through transi-

tions of 711 and 1018 keV . We interpret these levels as

the yrast members of the
(ah_1/22)10+

x (v +2 ) 2 + multiplett

which is expected in that energy region . In 42Sm,

analogous y rays, with 716 and 920 keV, connect 11 + and

12+ levels to the higher-lying 10 + state which therefore

Taust be the
nh2

ll/2 excitation since analogous 11 + and 12+

levels cannot occur with the two valence neutron holes
2

in (vh 11/2 ) 101.

A surprising result is the extreme retardation of a fac-

tor 10 3 für the 336 keV 10+ T 8 isomeric E2 transition.

Such a lange hindrance requires high configuration-for-

biddenness, which suggests a (42
g 7/2 ) 6 # x (vj 2) 2 +,

v = 4 assignment for the 3 .326 MeV 8 + stete . In agree-

ment with expectations a corresponding 8 + stete was not
144

found in

	

au in this energy regnen . Further Support for

this

	

= 4 8+ assignment comes from a study l) of the

N = 80 1 ° 8Ce nucleus, where the 3,538 MeV (vh ll/2 ) 10+
isomer decays through an analogous 10+ } 8 transition,

but due to the unexpected lange retardation (cf . table)

the authors hesitated to adopt E2 multipolarity and

positive parity for the 3 .108 MeV 1 = 8 level in 138 Ce.

In summary the present study has completed the systema-

tics for 10+ excitations in the N = 80 isotones from

158Ce to 168 Er . As one would . expect the .(vh
11/2 ) IOk

excitation, now known from Ce to Gd, lies at rather

constant energy, whereas the
(chl1/2)10+

state drops

consptcucusly when crossing Z = 64 and stays constant

for the nuclei above.

Institute of Nuclear Physics, Cracow, Poland

"" Research Institute of Physics, Stockholm, Sweden
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High-Lying Yrast Stetes in
145

Eu and its Mass

B . Rubio, R . JuZin, A . Erean, P, KZeinheinz,

J.L. Tain, G .P .A . Berg, G . BZawatsch,

J . ..ei Kurger,

	

Paul, J .G . Römer and

J . Blomgvisi

The nnclear shell model relates the energies of multi-

par t ole states to the pertinent one- and two-particle

excitations observed in neighbouring nudlei, and to the

ground state masses . Such analyses are particularly

applicable for maximum aligned multiparticle yrast states

which are well separated in energy from other levels with

the Same spin and parity and therefore expected to be

little affected by configuration mixing . These states

might therefore be used to deduce specific ground stete

masses if the interactions are known from experiment l) .

In the N-82 nucleus 145Eu one expects a 27/2 ' yrast stete

at _ 4 MeV of the configuration -hi113 g71i2 which is well

suited for such an analysis . Previous 145Eu in-beam

studies
2-41

gave firm results only up to a 19/2 level at

2.836 MeV, but for the level scheme above this energy the

transition orderings and the level parities remained

unclear due to severe spectral complexities . Ne haue

therefore carried out additional measurements using the
144

5m(a,p2n) reaction with m 50 8eV

	

particle beams . The

excitation function results of fig . 1 clearly specify the

orderin g of the four yrast transitions above the 2 .836 MeV

19/2 stete es shown, The lange negative A 2 values (Table

1) and intensity balance suggest M1-character for the

three iow-energy y-rays and El multipolarity for the 794

keV line has been firmly established from canverston elec-

tron measurements4) . The new data for the transition

muitipolarities give firm spin-parity asstgnments for the

associated yrast levels . In particular the 4123 keV level

has I" = 27/2+ and we interpret it as the (uh
ll/2 g7/2

)27/2+

state mentioned above . The 25/2 member of this configura-

tion is calculated to lie .1 MeV lower in energy, and the

3977 keV level is identified es this stete . lt might hoa-

ever admix with the (71h .
1112

d52)25/2+ stete expected .3

MeV above the 27/2 r level, and we therefore will not con-

sider it in the analysis below . The 3183 keV 23(2 - stete

is the fully aligned member of the
ah11/2

d2
g71/2

con-

figuration.

Table 1 : Properties of four high-iying yrast transitions

in
145

Eu measured in the (a,p2n) reaction at 45 MeV.

Et Ir ) A2 A 4 Multipolarity

75.2{2) 12{1) -0 .23(3) 0 Ml

146 .5(1) 15(1) -0 .30(8) +0.03(10) M1(+E2)

271.9(1) 59(3) -0 .50(4) +0.09(6) M1+E2

793.7(2) 42(2) -0 .42(5) +0 .03(7) E1 6) (+M2)

a) normalised to 100 units for the 386 .7 keV 11/2 > 7(2+

M2 transition

b) from

	

measurements of ref . 4

1= ig . 1 : Gamma-ray excitation functions of Tour hi g h-iying

yrast transitions relative to the 387 keV 11/2 + 7/2 +

transition in
145

Eu, and the resulting
145Eu

level scheine.

Above 55 MeV, the 272 keV live is confused by a 143 Eu

transition.

A shell model reduction of the 27/2+ state involves the

(rh1112)10+
level in 4''0d, the { - h

11/2 g7/2)8 and 9

states in
144

Sm, and the
(h11/2)11/2-

and (g 712 )7/2+

single proton states in
145

Eu and
143

Pm With the experi-

mental energies for these levels the analysis gives for

the cambination of the four ground stete masses

Scalc = M(146Gd) - 3M( 145
Eu) + 38(144Sm) - hl(

143 Pm) =
27/2

-4924(50) keV.

Another decomposition, for the 17 yrast state s) of
146

Gd

at 7165 keV gives

Scalc 2Scalc
17 _27/2 = - 9822(100) keV,

in good agreement with the above result.

The ground stete masses of 1445m and 143Pm are primary

mass values in Wapstra ' s tables 6) ; the
146

8d mass was

recently measured in three independent two-nucleon

transfer experiments
7-g)

. Using these mass data and the

above S-value we obtain

Mcalc(145Eu) - - 78034(14) keV,

which differs by mpre than four Standard deviations from

the tabulated° ) value.

In order to clear up this discrepancy we carried out a

direct mass determination with the
144

5m(3He,d)
145 Eu

single proton transfer reaction using the magnet spectro-

graph Big Karl . Calibration reactions were performed with
208

Pb and 58Ni targets . The sequence of spectra taken

for the 145 Eu mass determination included several measure-

ments with the Sm target runs always sandwitched between

runs with the two calibration targets . Independent deter-

minations were carried out at two laboratory angles, 15 .5°,

and 21 .3? For all runs the magnet settings were kept un-

altered.

A particular probiem was the accurate determination of

the reaction angle . lt was extracted from cross-over

measurements of the 13 8 ground state and the 3 .118 MeV
209

Bi stete populated in the ( 3He,d) reactions an 12 0 and
208

Pb.

123
IL6.5 Ml

;77	 25,2 '

793.7 E

3153 ---2312- _hn,r as:a 6,Z
27 .9 " M=I

2911
2836

77 ' 7171

	

2112
19i2



Examples of deuteron spectra are shown in fig . 2. The

excitation energies calculated from these spectra for

the
145

Eu lines with the Wapstra 6) masses and the cali-

bration function are 59(4) keV lower than the known real

values, which requires a corresponding 59(4) keV correc-

'" Sm1 3 He,d) 15 Eu

	

E 3 =6"i2MeV

Eig . 2 : Examples of deuteron spectra for determination

of the
145

Eu mass with the ( 3He,d) reaction . Peaks with

excitation energies given in parentheses were not used

in the analysis.

Fig . 3 : Proton spectra for determination of the
146

Eu

mass with the ( 3He,p) reaction (of. caption to fig. 2) .

tion to the ground state Q-value . Combining our result

with the tabulated 1445m mass the new value for the
145

Eu

ground state mass defect becomes

M(145Eu) = -77995(7) keV,

which differs by -59(17) keV from the Wapstra value but

lies somewhat closer to the result derived from the shell

model analyses discussed above, from which it differs by

39(16) keV.

Since the 14°Eu mass was not yet measured by transfer

reactions we used the saure 'He beam for a
144

5m( 'He,p)

experiment at o - 12.3 0 . The ( 3He,p) reactions an
2O7

Pb

and
209

Bi targets provide suitable calibration Q-values,

Examples of spectra are given in fig . 3 . The energy reso-

lution of the proton peaks is ti 30 keV fwhm . Of crucial

importance for identification of the
146

Eu peaks was the

knowledge of the excitation energies für the low-lying

145Eu energy levels which only recently were determined
10)

through in-beam ,,-ray studier . Although the cross sections

are rauch smaller for these two-nucleon transfer reactions

it was possible to extract the l-value as Q( 146Eu) = Q
(3He,p) exP - Q( ., He,p)

Napstra = +8(12) keV, giving the
146

Eu mass defect as

M(146Eu) = - 77119(13) keV,

apparently in near agreement with the Wapstra value

77111(11) keV.

¢ AFI, Stockholm, Sweden
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Study of Particle-Hole Multipletts in 146Gd

through (a,2n) in-beam Measurements

S. v'. Yates, ? . Kleinheinz, R . Jv7tir, W. Stt
fl +

T+l
Henry', L . Mann'- , D . Decman , J . nlomaviet

Energy levels h the
146

Gd closed core nucleus so far

were investigated throughg' (a,5n) in-beam measurements
l,2f

and in decay 3) of 146Tb. The (a,5n) studies specified

the yrast levels up to

	

9 MeV excitation'; the ß-decays

selectively proceed to specific particle-hole excita-

tions via allowed GT transitions . From these studies one

knows that the proton particle-hole multipletts lie in

the 2.6 to 3.8 MeV region, whereas the neutron particle-

hole states occur at somechat higher energies (> 3 .4 MeV).

These energy levels provide basic input information for

shell model analyses in this region, but so far only for

one configuration,
7h1112

	

the complete multiplett

is identified . The yrast experiments, in addition, loca-

ted the :rh 2j
--2

10+ state and the 9- and 8 - members of the

7h 1112 g73i2
configuration, and in ß decay three neutron

particle-hole states are populated.

To identify additional multiplett members we used the

(2,2n) reaction et low beam energy which is suitable to

populate levels above the yrast line . Detailed excitation

function measurements, carried out at the MNI Heidelberg

Tandem accelerator, suggested a number of nec ` 4°Gd non-

yrast transitions, as well as their approximate location

in the level scheure which could be deduced from the exci-

tation funotion thresholds (fig . 1) . These data suggested

25 .8 MeV as an optimum bombarding energy for an (a,2r)

study to locate non-yrast levels in
146

Gd . At this energy

the (2,2n) and (ct,n) reactions have comparable cross sec-

tions, whereas other exit ehanneis are quite weak . In

collaboration with the LLNL Nuclean Structure Group

extensive in-beam experiments were carried out with a-

particle beams from the LANL Tandem Accelerator . From

extensive 3-Parameter yy-coincidence data (108 events)

many new 1460d transitions could be identified and placed

E e, 1MeV

Fig . 1 : Selected (a,2n) excitation functions for yrast

and above-yrast transitions in
146Gd

. The 997 keV i47Gd

ground stete transition is inciuded.

in the level scheure, and firm data were obtained for

transitions as weak as 0 .3 `ii of the ( 2 ,2n) exit ehanrel.

Transition multipolarities have been deduced from angular

distribution data, also taken at 25 .8 MeV, and fron con-

version electron measurements where many of the nerv

transitions are observed . These electron spectra were

measured with a superconducting solenoid operated in

swept-current Jens mode.

The Jeve: scheine resulting fron these data is given in

fig. 2, with the yrast decay known from the earlier studies

showm to the left . The nerv' 146Gd y-rays are quite weak,

in general < 5 ii of the (a,2n) channel, but due to the

high quality of the coincidence data most of the levels

could be firmly located . In many cases the level spins

and parities could be characterised from the transition

Fig . 2 : Level scheure of 146 Gd
observed in the (2,2n) reac-
tion at 25 .8 MeV . The pre-
viousi ,y krro 'w Er yrast-decay is

shown to the left ; the inten-
sities in the right part of
the figure are drawn five
times thicker than the yrast
y rays to the left.

2. 5d o,
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Fig . 3 : Two-proton multipletts in
146Gd . Non-observed

muitiplett members are drawn at their estimated energies.

Known neutron excitations, and selected v = 4 levels are

also included .

properties ; feeding intensity arguments have also been

considered . Many levels however are specified through

only one y-transition and a number of 1 assignments

for such monopode levels remain tentative.

The proposed configuration assignments are given in

fig . 3 where all known
146

Gd levels below 4 .8 MeV exci-

cation are inciuded . These assignments are primarily

based an energy co

2

nsiderations . The figure includes all

v - 2 ;' r1
1, rj o and

	

2jö2 multipletts provided by

the five proton orbitals between 50 and 82 . Yet unobserved

multiplett members are drawn at estimated energies . It is

apparent that the (a,2n) experiment located levels up to

1 MeV above the yrast line ; knowledge of higher-lying

low-spin states remains still limited . Neutron particle

hole multipletts are expected above 3 .4 MeV excitation.

Included in the figure are only the 3 known e+' v 1 states,

and the neutron pairing vibration observed in a recent 4)

(p,t) experiment . A few v = 4 states expected below 4 .8

MeV which involve the 3 octupole phonon are also shown.

Of these, the (3 tl X / )10 and (3- x 5
-

)
Oo aSSigniierit5

are reasonably firm, whereas the (3 - x 3-)5 + identifica-

tion is still highly tentative.

LLNL Livermore, Ca ., USA

* AFI Stockholm, Sweden
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Single- and Double Octupole Excitations in 148
Gd

S. Lu'n_ardi, P . Kleinheinz, M. Piipwiinen,

i$. Ogme3n, J . Blomgvist+

The study of particle-phonon coupling phenomena in nuclei

provides the basic understanding for the vibrational an-

harmonicities, which in turn are of crucial importance

for the properties of two- phonon excitations . A number of

recent in-beam studies have provided First results an

particle-octupole coupling for the neighbours of 146Gd

which has a 3- first excited stete at 1 .6 MeV . Of ehe

vf
7/

x 3 septuplett in 147 Gd one knew l) so far the

13/2 member which occurs as low as 1 .0 MeV due to the

interaction with the close-lying
gi13/2

single-particle

state. In a recent2) experiment five of the remaining nix

multiplett members were observed, all within < 180 keV of

the 1 .58 11eV core phonon energy . These results evince

that here the of7/2 x 3 coupling is weak, comparable
209

to

	

Bi, where the Splitting of the 7h072 x 3 septu-

p1ett 3) is < 250 keV.

We have now studied the coupling of two f7z2 valence par-

ticles to the 3 phonon . In the nucleus 14öGd such exci-

tations should occur not far fron the yrast line and we

could show that they are populated in (e,xn) reactions.

In these experiments we have also observed two further

two-phonon octupole states, which involve the stretched

coupling of valence particles and core phonons, analogous

as in the known 4) 19/2 two-phonon octupole state in 147Gd.

We had eerlie^ 5) investigated 148 Gd with the (e,4n) reac-

tion, but due to severe spectral complexities only incam-

plete information was obtained an the level properties . We

have now performed additional ( 3He,3n)y and e experiments

v2

	

v ` xßefupote

	

v~xn+1 r 1

	

v2 ., 7, 2

Fig. 1 : The energy levels of
148

Gd arranged according to

their structural configurations as shown above . Transi-

tion multipolarities derived from conversion electron

data are given .

which completely specify the 14ß Gd high spin states up to

18 + and 6 MeV excitation . In fig . 1 the 148 Gd levels are

arranged in four groups of different confiqurational charac-

ter as labelled an top of the figure . The two groups to

the right are high-spin shell model excitations involving

the two valence neutrons coupled either to proton particle

hole core excitations or to the
(>h11/2 j

2
)10 core ex-

cited stete . Fiere we consider only the levels shown to

the left, vz the pure two valence neutron states l" T 72,

J = 0, 2, 4, 6 + , and of7/2
" 9/2 , d = 8+ ), arid the coupling

of these states to the 1 6Gd octupole phonon.

Ten octupole states were observed and are given in the

second group in fig . 1, including the T 1/2 = 17 .5 ns 9

isomer at 2 .694 MeV which decays to the 6 + stete through

an E3 transition with 55 (6)
B .

The octupole nature of

the 8 - , 11 - , and 12+ levels is deduced fron

	

decay

branching Tatios which strongly suggest that these levels

cannot be of multiparticie character as the levels shown

to the right . The highly selective decay of the two high-

lying 14+ and 15 states also suggests octupole nature,

bot the upper one has no parity assigned yet and is there-

fore not considered in the discussion below.

For calculating the f1 /2 x 3 energies in 148 Gd we first

consider the one-particle x phonon spectrum observed in

147 Gd which also specifies the coupling of two f 7/2 neu-

trons to the 3 phonon (fig . 2) . In the calculations we

diagonalise the strong interaction of the (of 772 x 3 -)l3/2+

septuplett member with the
vi13/2 single particle stete

using the matrix element
<i13/21Hcoupllf7/2

x 3 - , 13/2> _

.8 MeV and the
','i13/2

single particle energy of 2 .1 MeV.

In contrast to the one-particle case of 147Gd, where the

113/2 excitation affects only one multiplett member, the

analogous mixing in the two-neutron case of l4B Gd involves

the 3 > 1

	

9 members of the . f 7/2 113/2 two-neutron

multiplett which lie high above the 148 Gd yrast line and

have not been observed . For the calculation we assume

3029

	

2995

	2694 2660
	2553 __-

2223
	7üffi~	
1913 /2133

659
	1273 !

997
37, 8,

	

2.0	

146 64	147 Gd

	

14601

Fig . 2 : Observed vf2/2 x 3- octupole excitations in
148

Gd

compared with calculated results . Empirical input data

used for the calculation are shown to the left.
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that the 4 s I

	

9 vfi states lie 2 .1 MeV above the
(vf7 /2 )6 + level, and that the vfi 3 state is 600 keV
lower . These assumptions fully specify the diagonal ener-
gies for calculation of the vf x 3, vi interactions in
the vf2 x 3 multiplett ; the rauch smaller anharmonicities
of the vf7/2 x 3 couplings with 1/2 < j < 11/2 are in-

cluded es a perturbation . We diagonalise the interaction

matrix within the basis states j(fz)J 0,2,4,6 x
3-11

and

(fi) I , where in each rase the appropriate geometrical
factor is taken into account for the off-diagonal i

13/2
coupling matrix element as well as for the perturbation
cnntributions to each diagonal element . The fig. 3 ohowe

the complete results of the diagonalisation . Numerical

results are given in fig . 2 . So far only high spie mem-
bers of each f2 x 3 group were observed, hut we note

that their energies are well reproduced, and also that

the calculated relative energy shifts within each J-
group agree excellent with experiment in the two cases

where more than one group member is known.

To the 9

	

6 + E3 strength two ccmponents contribute,
vz the core octupole £3 and the vi13/2 -- vf7/2 single
particle EB transition . The latter can be extracted es
8 .5(4 .5) B w from time observed 44(6) B w of the 997 keV
transition in 147 Gd and the known core strength of 37(2)
B1 ,, . With this result, and the 9 - wave function obtained

above, the 9 e- 6 + BE3 value becomes 49(8) B ll in good
agreement with the observed 55(6) Bw.

The 11 - level at 3 .701 MeV is assigned as a stretched
one-phonon octupole excitation bunt an the (vf7/2 h 9/2 )8 +

stete . The ceupling of the (vhg/2 x 3 - )13/2 + level to

the
313/2

single neutron stete will be very weck since

the v i43/2
r

vhg/2 E3 transition involves a spin-flip.
The 11- octupole state energy should therefore be com-

pletely analogous to thevf
7/2

x 3 excitation in 147 Gd.
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Fit . 3 : The complete vf /2 x 3 energy spectrum calcula-

ted for 148 Gd . Also shown are the two-neutron states

from the vf7/2 i13/2 configuration . Observed octupole

states are included .

3

4

3

vf7;2 x od

	

v f7x7 hg,2x od.

Fig . 4 : Single- and double-octupole excitations in Gd-
nuclei with 82 to 84 neutrons compared with calculated
results.

The observed 1008 keV 8 + to 11 energy separation in
148Gd fs indeed in close agreement with the 997 keV
13/2 + energy in 147 Gd (fig . 4).

We assign the 12 + and 14 + levels at 3 .980 and 5 .167 MeV
es the stretched two-phonon octupole excitations bunt
on the aligned (vf7 /2 )o and (vf7/2 h 9/2 )8 + two-neutron
states . Their energies can be predicted from the experi-
mental information 4) on the (f7/2 x 3 x 3 - )19/2 - two-
phonon octupole level in 147 Gd . The fig . 4 gives a
synopsts of the three observed double octupole states.
The unharmonfcities for the 147 Gd 19/2 excitation have
been discussed4) in a recent article, where it was shown
that a 0 .41 MeV upwards shift for the 6 + two-phonon
stete arises from Pauli-blocking of the dominant ° te il/2
d5/2 amplitude of the 3 - phonon . This shift, as well as

the associated Pauli-reduction of the BE3 value, are

taken into account in the calculated results of fi g . 4.

In the calculation of the 14 + two-phonon stete of 148Gd
we again ignore the presence of the h 9/2 spectator neu-

tron . The 14 + energy is thus evaluated analogous as for

the 19/2 two-phonon state4) in 147Gd, giving E x = 5 .184
MeV for this vf7/2 h9/2 x 3- x 3 - double octupole state.

In the (vfi /2 x 3 - x 3 - )12¢ state, the presence of two

f7/2 neutrons causes non-stretched contributions . The

configurations present in that 12 + level are vf 2 x 3 x 3,
vfi 10 x 3, vfi 9 x 3, and i 2 . We diagonalise the inter-

action with the fi-states within this 4 x 4 matrix and
again include the Pauli blocking shift as well as the

pertinent contributions due to the anharmontcities from
the (f x 3) j < 11/2 couplings by perturbation . Both cal-
culated two-phonon level energies are in nice agreement

with experiment (fig . 4).
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Search for Rotational Band Members in 152
Eu

P.T. Proko ; jev , L.I. Si onova , H . Matthe5,

F . ,Sorcmel-Ston o, J . Stycsen, A. Ercan.,

P . Kleinheinz

Originally it wes thought that botb deformed as well as

spherical shapes occur among the low-lying levels of the

doubly odd 163Eu89 nucleus, but the results of very de-

tailed (n,y) studies supplemented by single-nucleon

transfer reactions suggest l) rotational bands with

A "' 11 keV and thus a stably deformed n«clear shape . Since
t

however the
152Eu

capture state has t the roter low spin

of 3{ it was not possible to observe more than two rota-

tional excitations for each band, except for the ground

band where a third rotational stete with 1 " = (6) - was

tentatively assigned.

The
152

Eu energy levels can also be populated in the
154

Sm(p,3n) reaction where = 10 11 are transferred to the

compound nucleus . At this moderate angular momentuni In-

put the y-decay is not yet sharpiy coneentrated along the

yrast line and it might be possible to extend the known

near-yrast bands towards higher spin . Our results shcw

however that this is very difficult in a nucleus with

very high level density like
1O2

Eu, The (p,3n) measure-

ments were carried out with proton beams from the IKP

cyclotron and a 4 .9 mg/cm2 thick seif-supporting 98 .7 ö

enriched
154

Sm target. Gamma-ray excitation functions

were measured from 26 to 35 MeV proton energy, the angu-

lar distributions were determined from measurements at

six optimally spaced angles rangin g from 90 0 to 1650 ,

and four-parameter two-detector yy-coincidence measure-

ments were performed with 120 ns beam burst Separation.

Planar Ge detectors of 20 cm 3 and 30 cm 3 with

	

750 eV

fwhm at 122 keV were used in all measurements . The

optimal beam energy was found to be 29 MeV, where _ 55 %

of the compound nuclei lead to formation of
152

Eu . The

(p,4n) exit channel at this energy is about twice as

strong as the (p,2n) channel, but due to the higher y-ray

multiplicity in the deformed
153Eu

nucleus the transitions

from the two odd-A Eu nuclei were equally strong in the

coincidence projections . Of the known
152

Eu transitions

the unresolved 89 .4 and 89 .6 keV ground stete transition

doublett strongly dominated the spectra ; the second

strongest
152

Eu line was > 10 times weaker . This quite

unusual observation in an in-beam y-ray experiment is

eiearly reiated to the high 152 Eu level density and re-

emphasizes the difficulties to study this nucleus through

the (p,3n) reaction.

The figure one shows a fraction of the
152

Eu level scheme

which .could be extracted from the coincidence data . Clean-

out results were obtained for the K = 3 ground band,

although it is extremely weakly populated in the (p,3n)

reaction. In the tyy time distribution measured with the

89 .6 keV doublett no prompt contribution due to the 89 .6

keV ground state transition is apparent, and one can con-

clude that its contribution to the coincidences is < .7 %.

However, three ground band transitions, 110 .0, 131 .8, and

156 .3 keV, clearly occur in the coincidence spectra when

set for the t y -f and
t .yRF

time parameters . A 193 keV y-ray

could possibly be the Hext higher ground band transition,

but this could not be ascertained since in the neighbourirg

153Eu nucleus an interne 193 .1 keV line is also in coinci-

dence with transitions of 111 .6, 131 .6, and 156 .1 keV ( :).

The properties of the
152Eu

ground band transitions extrac-

ted from the singles spectra are listed in Table 1 . The

measured negative A 2 values are consistent with 111 cas-

cade transition character. Our 131 .8(1) keV 6 -> 5 y-ray

energy is clearly higher than the 131 .16 keV line tenta-

tively assigned in the (n,y) study.

The coincidence spectra give tentative evidente for two
l

further bands, built on a known U 3
i
' stete at 221 .2 keV,

and on the 384 ns 4 + isomer at 89.8 keV . The proposed

h532HI5054. 1K = 3 ' configuration assignment is in

accord with the regular rotational spacings and the A-

parameter of = 8 .2 keV . We have here however reinterpreted

the I = 4 stete as a rotational stete, whereas in the

(n,-1) werk it was assigned as a K7 = 4 - bandhead . The

proposed new band built on the a1513svI402 :IK = 4+ 384

ns isomer has strongly staggering rotational spacings,

indicative of a significant

	

651± ; admixture. Bands

with this i13/2 neutron orbital in
134

Eu show similar

energy spacings . Since however y-ray angular distribution

and intensity data are not yet available,these two band

assignments raust remain tentative.

Table 1 : Ground band transitions of
152Eu

observed in the

(p,3n)

	

reaction at E

	

= 29 MeV

E

	

(keV) Iy

- 56.7

. appropriately sharp prompt and in-beam gate settings were

A 2/A O A4/AO EX II>I

89 .86(6) a 1000 a } .00(1) a - .03(2) a 89 .61(0) 5 4 - a-3, -

111,0

	

(1) 10.5(7) - .13C5) - .09(6) 200 .75(0) 5 5 7 .-4 7

131,8

	

(1) 7 .8(6) -,14(4) - .00(5) 332 .55(10) 6-e-5 -

156 .5

	

(3) 3,2(5) -.17(18) - .02(20) 489 .05(1.4) 7 --6 -

152
S , EU 59

Fig . 1 : Selected rotational bands in
152Eu

observed in

the (p,3n) reaction . Energies labelled with

	

are taten

from the ._ (n,y) workl.)

Reference

1) T. vonEgidy-et al .•Z . Phys . A286(1978) 341

LatvianS8R Academy of Sciences, Institute of Physics,

Riga
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Study of the band structure in the odd-odd nucleus
180

Re

Te . 'ienkooa, B . Bachea, W. 0aef T, Kutsa2'ova,

E .M. Lieder, T . -'oreiC and G. Siei. L2's?

The investigation of crossings bands in 1800s showed l)

that the second crossing has a different characteristic

frequency for negative- and positive-parity bands . lt has

been demonstrated` ) that this frequency shift is caused

by e configuration-dependend residual interaction bet -

ween quasineutrons and quasiprotons . In order to learn

more about the residual interaction the study of the odd-

odd nucleus 180Re has been started . In this way the

features of bands containing one quasiproton and one

quasineutron can be studied, the simplest system to in-

vestigate residual proton-neutron interactions . The odd-

odd nucleus 7°Re
105

has been produced by means of the

181 Ta{,5n) i "Re reaction using a 62 MeV a-beam from the

isochronous cyclotron JULIC . Measurements of the y-y coir -

eidenees were carried out using four large Ge detectors

and a multiplicity filter consisting of four 3"x3" bis-

muth germaniate detectors . A large member of discrete y-

Ines have been observed giving Fise to a complex , -ray

spectrum .

rays and the time
tybeam

which elapses between the Forma-

tion of the nucleus and the deexcitation of its levels.

A partial level scheme of 180Re is shwon in fig . 1, inclu-

ding those bands, which definitely belang to 180Re . They

are of strongly coupled nature . The remaining four bands

are of rotational alignment character . Marc experiments

are necess ary to proof that they belang to
180Re

. Before

an interpretation of the bands can be given their spins

and parities have to be determined involving the clarifi-

cation cif their decay to the ground stete and the measure-

ment of y-ray angular distributions . Corresponding experi-

ments are in progress.
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A careful analysis of the y-y coinciderce spectra was

necessary to establish the level scheme . Seven rotational

bands have been identified . In order to establish their

deexcitation to the 1 n5/2 + f-. 4027:t-v7/2 - L5141 ground

state of 180Re 3t , which invoIves iow energy y-transi-

tions four-parameter y-y coincidence measurements have

been carried out using a large (60 cm 3 ) and a planer

{20 cm 3) detector . The parameters were the two yeray

energies, the time t

	

between the emission of two ,-
mt

312a5
'618.3.3

180

Figure 1 : Partial level scheme of 1 0Re.
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Investigation of band structures and crossings in
1810s

~ .

	

Lieder, A. Neskakis, G . 8iette2and J .D.

Garret?

In the investigation of high-spin states in 1800s nine

bands have been observed . Detailed information about six

of Ehern has been pubiished previously l) . They have the

following features:

1) Two crossings exist in the bands which are caused by

the rotation alignment of a pair of i 13/2 quasineu-

trons and 119/2 quasiprotons, respectively.

2) The second crossing has a characteristic frequency

which is 60 keV smaller for the negative parity bands

than for the positive-parity bands, probably due to

residual interactions depending either an the configu-

ration or an the number of quasiparticles.

3) The bands (-,0) 2 and (-,1) 3 (the labelling (n,a) n in-

dicates the parity n and signature a of each band and

the number n is used to distinguish various bands),

which have the saure configuration, Show a significant

signature splitting not being expected in the frame-

work of the axially symmetric cranked shell mode].

4) The (+,0) 0 band forming the yrast sequence at low

spins is crossed by the (-,1) 3 band at a spin of I=19.

In order to obtain additional information an these fea-

tures the neighbouring nucleus
1810s has been investiga-

ted . lt was produced by bombarding a 167Er target with

81 .5 PIeV 180 Ions delivered by the FN Tandem accelera-

tor of the Niels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen . A y-y coin-

cidence experiment has been carried out with 5 anti-Comp-

ton spectrometers . The angular distributions have been

measured with an anti-Compton epectrometer consisting of

a lange Ce detector and a cylindrical suppression shield

mode of bismuth germanate . A partial level scheine resul-

ting from this investigation is shown in fig . 1 . In total

13 bands have been observed . The previously known 2)

(+,=) 1 , (-,±) 2 and (-,+) 3 bands (for odd-mass nuclei the

signature is a = ±

	

here the abbreviation e = -

	

is

used) have been exterded up to a spin of 61/2 + . At least

one side band has been found for each of these bands

consisting of a few members only . Of special interest is

the side band feeding into the (-,+) 3 band . It represents

most likely the missing ( - , - ) 3 band which i s shifted con-

siderably upwards i n energy because of their 1/2 5211

configuration.

For the most prominent bands the aligned angular momentum

is plotted in fig. 2 as function of the rotational fre-

quency . All bands show two crossings . They are caused,

es in
180

0s, by the rotation alignment of a pair of

.113/2 quasineutrons and h 9/2 quasiprotons,respectively.

Of special interest is to compare the characteristic

Figure 2 : Plot of aligned angular momentum vs, rotational

frequency for bands in ' 51 5s . A diabatic reference has

been used . The parameters of the Harris expansion were
obtained by fitting the g band in ' 840s.
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frequencies of the second crossings in
1810s and °

80
0s.

They are w c = 0 .32 MeV and nm c = 0 .38 MeV, respectively,

for the negative- and positive-parity bands in 1$00s

(rief . 1) and lw c = 0 .32 MeV and -i ;,; c = 0 .37 MeV, respec-

tively, for the
(-,±)2

and (+,-) 1 bands in
1810s

. Not

only the absolute values but also the frequency shifts

are ä
i
,u:

	

b"GThis result allows tomo ust the same in both cases..

rufe out that the frequency shift depends an the number

of quasi-particles involved in the configurations of the

bands since in
1810s

all the second baokbendings result

from the crossing of three- and five-quasiparticle bands.

It may be concluded, therefore, that the residual inter-

action, causing the shift, is configuration dependend.

Since the configurations of the (-,z) 2 and (f,±) 1 bands

in
181

0s differ by a 7/2 - 1514 ; quasineutron it may be

assumed that the residual interaction between this con-

figuration and the 1/2 I541I quasiproton configuration

produces the frequency shift.

Another interesting feature is the signature splitting

between the (+,+) 1 and (+,-) i bands in l~ Os . it is very

similar to that of the (-,0) 2 and (-,1) 3 bands in 1800s

which are considered to have the configurations

l(+,-) 1 (x) (-,+) 2 and 1(+,+) 1 (x) (-,+) 2 1, respectively.

lt is, therefore, reasonable to assume that the signa-

ture splitting is due to the (+,e) 1 configuration . In

order to find an explanation for the signature splitting

calculations have been carried out in the framework of

the axially asymmetric cranked shell model 3) . In fig . 3

at which the experimental value of the signature splitting

is se' = 0 .15 MeV . lt can be seen that the calculated

signature splitting depends strongly an the y deformation.

Already a small y value of y = -8 0 is sufficient to ex-

plain the experimentally observed signature splitting.

A

	

deformation of this order of magnitude is expected

for the Os nuclei since they lie at the border of the de-

formed region.
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Figure 3 : Plot of the quasiparticle energy vs . deformation
parameter y for ii3/2 quasineutron configurations as cal-

culated in the framework of the axially asymmetric cranked
shell model.

the quasiparticle energy is plotted vs . the deformation

parameter y . In the 'Lund convention (ref . 4) used bare

for the definition of the deformation y an angle between

0° and -60° means a change from a prolate to an oblate

shape, for which the nucleus rotates around an axis per-

pendicular to the symmetry axis . The calculations have

been carried out for a rotational frequency of 1iw = 0 .2.18 MeV
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Search for the two photon decay of tight

penetrating bosons with the use of a

rotatable detector arrangement

7i . .Bechtelese	W.Erwer, H.?aissnese?.R . doch,

O .W.B.Schult, H .Seyfarth, R .Yogesh oe ++

The question of the existence of light penetrating

bosons (LPB) and their emission by excited nuclei

is of fundamental interest . A search for their two-

photon decay at the FRJ-1 reactor (2erlin) was per-

formed with a improved rotatable set-up shown in fig .l.

Fig .1 : Rotatable unit installed at the 10 MN iight-
water reactor FRJ-1 and located within a conventional
tight shield . The NaI(Tl) detectors A and B (5" dia x 4")
serve for the Observation of the two y quanta which are
expected from the decays occuring in the 352 mm lang
decay region . The whole rotation unit is covered by
the veto counter C . The monitor counter S (2" dia x 2")
serves to detect any anisotropy of the background
within the stationary shield .

tion of the veto-counter C beiow the total top cover

of 150 mm lead results in an increase of the veto-effi-

ciency against cosmic-ray induced coincidences by a fac-

tor of 2 (the ratio ABC/AB decreases from 0 .29 to 0 .14)

Beasurements were performed in 4 different positions:

9 = 00, 90°, 180°, 270° . Only in the 0 0 position the

simultaneous detection of the two decay photons is

possible . In the other 3 positions, conservation of

transverse momentum would not allow the two photons to

hit directly the two detectors and to be registered as

a decay event . Measureoents

	

the effect position (0 0 )

and tn the 3 non-effect positions (90°, 180°, 270°) were

performed at both reactor ON and 0FF conditions permit-

ting an empirical background subtraction.

Systematic changes of the coincidence rate Show a

correlation with the atmospheric pressure in agreement

with our previous experiment l ' 2) . The measured rates

were corrected with respect to atmospheric pressure vari-

ations.

Fig . 2 : 2f-Feet of atmospheric pressure an the measured
no acidence rates and their correction (50 keVr

	

E A ,E B
3 Met! , explanation see text).

5
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Compared to our preceding experiment l ' 2) the two Nal(Tl)

detectors A and B noe are inciined with respect to each

other . By this and the reduction of the minimum-distance

between both detectors the detection efficiency for the

two photon decay of a tight particle (assumed Test mass

250 keV/c 2 ) was improved by a factor of 2 .9, with respect

to the earlier set-up . The energy spectrum of the nuclear

transitions, which served as input for the Monte-Carlo

calculations, was assumed to be directly proportional to i

the reactor y -ray spectrum3 ' . In the earlier experiment` ' 2

the veto-counter C had been positioned between the

top cover of the rotating inner 100 mm lead shielding

and the stationary 50 mm lead top cover . The installa-

As an example, Figure 2 demorstrates the effect of this
f..r.,

	

0 C̀	„,I

	

ndl . T ., r ; ..

	

O . :-L. ecorrection reactor time

dependence of the original counting rates N o (p) is

plotted. lt is correlated to the atmospheric pressure

p (Fig .. 2b) . The systematic changes in N o (p) are reduced

after correction (Fig . 2c) . The corrected counting rates

are normalized to 760 mm Hg.

-60- .



In Fig . 3 all mean coincidence rates for the different

angular positionswithout and with pressure correction

are collected together with the reactor ON-OFF differences.

WITHOUT P• CORRCCTIg WITH P-CORRCCTIOH~

R .ON

°

I_
l

R . OFF

.ON~

~
V

R.OFF

R. ON ° R. OFF
iY

R.ON - R . OFF

V'

	

9O

	

0

	

270 '

	

E 0

	

]0"

	

180'

	

270 '

Fig . 3 : Mean coincidence rates for the different angular
positions at reactor ON and OFF conditions and their
differences (50 keV

	

EA,EB , 3 MeV) . An example for the
atmospheric pressure correction is given in fig . 2.

To minimize time dependent systematic effects, e .g.

changes in the coincidence rates due to atmospheric

pressure variations, the angular positions were changed

after a preset time by an automatic driving System.

Table 1 shows the mean differences deduced from the

coincidence rates which have been measured at subsequent

effect (0°) and non-effect (180°) positions . Mean dif-

ferences are given which result without and with correc-

tion for variations in atmospheric pressure . Table 1

also contains mean differences which are determined using

mean coincidence rates measured at subsequent non-effect

positions 90 0 , 180° and 2700 .

Table 1 : Mean differences between effect and non-effect

coincidence rates (50 keV a. EA,E B . 3 MeV, all rates in

events per minute) .

R .ON

Differente Rate without p-corr .

	

Rate with p-corr.

0°-180° 0.072+/-0.015 0.082+/-0.015

0°-(90,180,270) 0.030+/-0 .011

R .OFF

0.030+/-0.011

0'-180° 0 .020+/-0 .020 0 .040/-0 .021

0'-(90,180,270) -0.009+/-0 .014

R .ON -

	

R .OFF

0 .014t/-0 .015

0 ' -180° 0 .052+/-0 .025 0 .042+/-0 .026

O°-(90,180,270) 0.039+/-0.018 0 .016+/-0.019

The coincidence rate differenee of (0 .016 t 0.019)/min

yfelds an upper limit of 0 .054/min (95 % confidence

level) for the coincidence rate due to two-photon decay

of LPB.

This upper

	

can be interpreted in the framework of

standard axion theory 4) . An overall 15 contribution of

Ml transitions to the total spectrum of nuc l ea r transi-

tions in the reactor 3) is assumed superposed by a 2 .4 %

Ml contribution from the (n,p)-capture line at 2 .23 '1eV.

From the measured coincidence rate Ryy .e 5 .4

	

10 -2/min

and assuming 250 keV axion rest mass we deduce

a/ry ~< 3 • 10 -8 for the ratio of axion to y-ray emission

wi dths .

A new experiment is being set up at the nuclear power

station Bibiis . This experiment has a superior detection

efficiency.

One of us (H .B.) is grateful to the Minister für Wissen-

schaft und Forschung, Düsseldorf, for support.
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The Spectrum of y Radiation Emitted in the FRJ-1

(Merlin) Reactor Core and Moderator Region

E. 3echteier+, H. Faissner+, H. $eyfar th,

R. rageshaar
++

Nuclear reactors might be strong sources of light, pene-

trating bosons l) which have been suggested by some theo-

ries l ' 2) unifying strong and electroweak interactions.

A crucial issue in the Interpretation of experiments,which

search

	

for the decay of such particles at a nuclear

reactor 3) ,is

	

the energy distribution of the

nuclear transitions,which could lead to the emission of

these particles instead of y radiation . In earlier papers

(e.g . ref . 4) the total y-ray spectrum emitted in the

reactor has been approximated by the spectrum of

prompt fission y•rays 5) . The y rays from ß decay of

fission products, radiatioe neutron capture and inelastic

neutron scattering'nad been neglected . However, they

contribute about 50

	

to the total reactor y-ray spectrum

es is shown in the prevent nute.

In a horizontal cut fig . 1 shows the set-up of

the core region of the 10 MW th research reactor FRJ-1

(Merlin) of the KFA JUlich within the H 20 tank and the

biological shield . The reactor core consists of 28

standard fuel elements (F), each containing 264 g 23' u

enriched to 80 %, and 4 absorber/fuel elements (A) . Fach
r

of them contains 192 g of
235

u, and adriits for the fork-

shaped absorbers,which are alloys of 80 ii siIver, 15

indium and 5 % cadmium, During a standard 30 day reactor

period their mean position is 70 7 outcore . Three posi-

tians (P) are reserved for incore irradiations . Three

sides of the core surface are covered for the most part

by steel irradiation bars (St) . Neutron-flux bridges

made of aluminium (Al) prevent the decrease of the neu-

tron flux towards the thermal columns which are situated

within the biological shield in -X and +X direction . The

experimental set-up,

	

used to search for the two-

photon decay of light, penetrating bosons,is situated

outside the ciosed biological shield in +X direction at

a distance of

	

5 m from the reactor core.

Fig .	 1 : FRJ-1 reactor core and moderator region

(explanations see text) .

The total energy release per thermal-neutron induced

fission of
2360

except antineutrino energy amounts to

192 MeV/fission 5) (kinetic energy of fission products

and neutrons, (3 and y radiation of fission products).

To maintain a .thermal reactor pawer of 10 MW, 3 .25 x 10
17

fissions/sec are necessary . The average number of neu-

trons emitted after tiermal-neutron induced fission of
236U

( v = 2 .47 6) ) yields the total neutron source

strength of 8 .03 x 1017/sec . Of these 3 .87 x 10 17 /sec are

absorbed by 235 U in (n,f) and (n,y) processes . The total

y-ray spectrum per neutron absorbed in 2360 (including

y rays following ß decay of the fission products) has

been measured 7) and yields in total (13 .6 + 0 .3) y quanta/

neutron.

The distribution of the neutron flux density in the set-

up of fig . 1 has been calculated with the Monte Carlo

program KEN08) which follows the life history of neutrons

through 53 neutron energy intervals (14 .9 MeV . . . .10-5 eV),

and 186 geometrical regions,into which the reactor core

zone and its surrounding has been divided according to

the distribution of materials . The thermal and epithermal

neutron flux densities,together with the neutron capture

cross sections 9),and the spectra of ,, radiation emitted

after neutron capture (1ow and high energy lines plus

intermediate quasi-continuum, e .g . ref . 10) yield the

local contributions of the different materials to the

y-ray spectrum . As an example fig . 2 shows the distribu-

tion of the (n,p) capture rate (i . e . the source strength

of the 2 .2 1IeV y rays) along the Z axis (fig . 1).

Fig . 2 : Distribution of 2 .23 MeV y-ray source strength

from n-p capture along Z axis (aZ = 1 cm)



Table 1 gives the neutron capture rates in the different

materials,and their contributions to the total y-ray

source strength,at 10 MW reactor power.

Besides the materials aiready mentioned the fission pro-

ducts
135

Xe and 149Sm with extremely high neutron capture

cross section yieid smail contributions . The sum of

6 .95 .. 1x17 neutron absorptions per seco nd only covers

87 7 of the full emission rate (8 .03 1017/sec) . This

may be explained with neutron leakage from the regarded

volume.

Table 1 : Contributions to the total neutron-absorption

and y-emission rates at 10 MW thermal reactor power

(FU--1)

235U
( n , f )

neutron absorption
(10- 7 n/sec)

3.25

Y-ray emission
(10 17 photons/sec)

52,63
235

U(n,y) 0 .62

2 38U
0 .05 0.25

H2 0 1 .42 1 .42

Al 0 .47 1 .37

Fe 0 .57 0.90

135
xe 0 .28 1 .21

149
Sm 0 .06 0 .24

Ag 0 .10 0 .51

in 0 .04 0 .22

Cd 0 .09 0,33

Total 6 .95 59 .08

In fig. 3 the y-ray spectra from neutron absorption in

235U and from neutron absorption in the other materials

(table 1) are shown together with the total spectrum . The

first spectrum drops above the neutron binding energy of

236ü (Bn = 6.65 McV10) ) . The second one shows prominent

peaks from ß decay of 28A1 (1 .78 MeV) and from neutron-

capture fn 1H (2 .23 MeV), 27A1 (6 .10, 7.27 MeV), and

55
fe (7 .28, 7 .63, 7.65 MeV).

The total spectrum n(Ey) = 5 .60 x 1018 ä e -0 .956E Y

photons/(sec 1 MeV 10 MW),

	

for Ey in McV ; lies

higher than that which results from the prompt fission

y-ray spectrum a as 3 .0 K 1018 x ,-' . ' 4 'Y photons/

(sec 1 t1eV 10 MW).

To predict the energy spectrum of the emitted bosons,

enalysis of the total transition spectrum into its multi-

poie components has to be performed . A rough preliminary

estimate using experimental data an prompt fission

y-rays
11)

and those from 3 decay of fission products 12)

yieids an overall (20 + 5) % M1 contribution in the y-ray

spectrum . This estimate lies appreciably higher than an

earlier one (1 %) which only had been based an general

considerations an transition probabilities 4) .

Fig . 3 : The total y-ray spectrum emitted i .n the FRJ-1

reactor core and Mode ra tor region (dark upper histogram)

is approximated by N(Ey) = 5 .60

	

1018 exp(-0 .956 Ey).

The•lower full-line histogram shows the contribution

from n capture in
235u (fission, radiative capture and

ß decay of fission products) and is approximated by

N(Ey) = 5 .81

	

1018 exp(-1 .1

	

Ey) . The dotted histogram

represents the contribution from n capture in other

materials except hydrogen . The dashed bar gives the inten-

sity of the 2.23 MeV line from (n,y) capture, which

amounts to 2 .4 % of the total spectrum.
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NUCLEAR STRUCTURE

3 .1. Quasiparticle RPA Calculations for 154Gd82 with

Effective Forces Including )leson Exchange Poten-

tials

C . Conci, V. Klee, J . Speth

The first application of our computer code ll , which al-

lows the microscopic description of spherical superfluid

nuclei, was meant for the nucleus
146Gd and its neigh-

bouring nuclei.

The theory we have used for this study is the quasipar-

ticle random-phase approximation (QRPA) 2) , which gives

the possibility to treat collective and non-collective

states of elosed subshell nuclei mithin the same frame-

wo rk.

Our choice has been suggested by the fact that, even

though there are some similarities between. 154Gd82
and

the doubly-magic nucleus 2 Pb126, there exists however

a qualitative difference between them: while the Z=82

and N=126 energy gaps are !arge enough to make negligi-

ble the nucleer pairing effect, the Z=64 gap is sign ifi -

cantly smaller and consequently a relatively strong ef-

fect of proton pairing is present in the nucleus 146Gd.

The ground stete of a elosed subsheil nucleus, for which

the pairing effect plays a significant rote, corresponds

to the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer {BCS) ground state 3} .

,de have calculated the BCS wave function fron a Woods-

Saxon potential using a large single-particle basis and

assurling pairing correlations between protons oniy.

The BCS-equations have been solved using a realistic

pairing force like a density-dependent s-forte . The same

force has been used es residual particle-particle inter-

action in the solution of the QRPA-equations.

As for the residual particle-hole interaction we have

considered, in addition to a density-dependent zero-

range forte of Migdal type, also explicitly the finite-

range contribution due to the one-pion and one-rho ex-

change potentia -1st°.

In this way we have studied the spectroscopic proper-

ties, viz . the excitation energies and the eleetric and

magnetic transition probabilities of the doubly even nu-

cleus 146Gd, for which in recent years there have been

extensive investigations 5) . The proton and the neutron

leveis for
1468d near the Fermi surface we used in the

present calculations are drawn in Fig . 1.

The energy gap for protons is 3 .4 MeV and for neutrons

3 .7 MeV. Since the n1h1112 level lies closer above the

Z=64 gap than the neutron high-j leveis above the N=82

gap, one expects that proton particle-hole excitations

will form the yrast states of 146Gd.

The measured 146Gd yrast states are . .. in full accordance

with these expectations and so are the calculations

which -we . present in Table 1 and in Fig . 2 .

The comparison between experiment 5) and theory is done

for the excitation energies and, in three cases, viz.

31, 2+ and 02 also for the transition probabilities. In

all cases the agreement between theory and experiment is

good.

Fig . 1 : Proton and neutron leveis for 146Gd . The dashed

line 3ndicates the Fermi surface, which for protons is
smeared out due to the pairing correlations . The full

and empty circles represent a particle-hole-like and the
two half-full circles a quasiparticle-like excitation.
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Table 1 : Excitation energies and transition probabili-

ties of the low-lying states in 146Gd . {The B{EJ)-values

are given in upits of e frn2J and the B(MJ)-values in

(n
m) 2 fm2(J-1) lü2J . ß(EO) is dimensionless .)

The schemes of Fig . 2 indicate that the calculated level

sequence agrees with the experimental one up to 9 - , but

co

-2 .5

-5n

-1.5 8
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the levels from 5 - up to 9 - lie 300-400 keV higher than

the experimental ones . Re argue that these energy shifts

are due to the face that in the present calculations the

residual Coulomb interaction has not been included.

Fig . 2 : Experimental and theoretical level scheues of

the nucleus 146Gd up to about 4 MeV . The second level

scheme is calculated in the framework of the QRPA-theory

with the inclusion of the r- and p-exchange potential.

Considering recent RPA-calculations performed for 208
Pb

taking into account the contribution of the Coulomb

force 6) , we estimate that this effect leads to an at-

tractive particle-hole and to a repulsive particle-par-

ticle interaction, 4~'hose erder of mnignitude in 1469d is

around 250-350 keV . Applying these conclusions to the

second level schone of Fig . 2, we see that the agreement

with the experimental one improves significantly.
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Spectroscopic Study of Low-Energy States of the

N=82 Isotones 1üNd, 1 Sm, 1ggDy and 1 REr in

the Framework of the QRPA-Theory

C . Conci, V. Klemt, J . Speth

Within the formalism exposed in Ref . 1 and in the previ-

ous contribution to the present Annual Report it is pos-

sible to caiculate also the spectroscopic properties of

the even-even N=82 isotones around
146Gd, changing only

the proton number.

We haue only to add or to take away two or four protons

and to solve again the BCS- and the QRPA-equations = ' for

the corresponding particle number.

Fig. 1 :  Quasiparticle energies E and occupation probe-

bilities v2 , obtained solving the BCS-equations using a

realistic pairing force, for the N=82 isotones with

60sZs68 .

';:5m,

	

'äGd„

	

'JD%

	

'm Ers

Fig . 2 : Comparison between the experimental and the cal-

culated excitation energies for
15

hhe even-even nuclei

142Nd, 144Sm, 146Gd, 1480y and 150Er. All the measured

levels up to about 4 MeV are represented.

In Fig . 1 it is shown ho'n the occupation probabilities

v2 and the quasiparticle energies E change by increasing

the proton number from .Z=60. in142Nd to Z=68 in 150Er ...

for fixed neutron number N=82 . Here we did not change

the single-particle energies . The quasiparticle level

sequence, which in 142Nd is d5/2-g7/2-h11/2-s1/2-d3/2 is

reversed in 150Er to s1/2-h11/2-d3/2-d5/2-g7/2 . This can
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be interpreted as a support for the good closure of the

Z=64 subshell . Fig . 2 gives a complete overview of the

results concerning the five N-82 isotones 10pNd, 162Sm,

1 4Gd, 1646ây and 16ßEr.

The nuclei
142

Nd and
144

Sm have four and tau protons

less in the 2d5/2-1g712
subshell with respect to the

doubly closed nucleus 146Gd. The min configurations

which will contribute to the yrast levels are the proton

two-hole configuration (r2d5/2)-2, k197/2)-2 and
((n2d 5/2-1g7/2 ) -2 . In both nuclei they give rise to the

sequence of positive parity states ; 2+ , 4 + , 6+ . For

these states the agreement with the experimental val-

ues2,3) is less than 300 keV . In the
142Nd the only neg-

ative parity states which has been measured experimen-

tally is the 3 - at 2084 keV with a B(E3)-value of

6.3x104 e2fm6 2j . For this stete we calculate an energy

of 2501 keV and a B(E3)-value of 2 .0x104 e2fm 6 .

The sequence of negative parity states with spin 3 to 9
1445„,, whic h has been in,estigated a few years age3) ,

is analogous to that of
146

Gd and is quite weil repro-

duced in our calculations . In both nuclei the proton mo-

nopole pairing vibration state 0t 2 ) is reproduced, par-

ticularly well in
1443m.

In contrast to early calculations 4) , we have now also

calculated the negative parity states up to Jn = 9 and

find good agreement with experiment for these . A few

years ago the two proton nucleus 66Dy82 was investi-

gated5) and its level scheme up to 4 MeV was estab-

lished. Since the 1h il 2, 3S1/2 and 2d 8/2 proton orbit-

als lie dose together and are the only orbitals between

the Z=64 and the Z-82 energy gaps, one expects that ex-

citations involving the
rr1h11/2

level would form the

complete sequence of the yrast states in 148Dy . Gur re-

sults reproduce the fact that the (n1h 1A/2 ) 2 two-par-

ticle configuration contributes to all the positive par-

ity states 2¢, 4}, 6¢, 8 ¢ , 10 + and that the 10 + is the

fully aligned (n1h11/2 ) 2 stete.

Very recently two different groups 6) have determined the

yrast states of the nucleus 1 g8Er82 up to 3 MeV. The

positive parity spectrum of 150Er up to J T' = 10 ¢ is de-

scribed in our calculations as the sequence of the

(rr1h11/2)4 seniority two-configurations . The 10+ to 8¢

and 8+ to 6+ spacings agree well with experiment, which

is in accordance with the experience that the fully and

nearly fully aligned members of a j 2 multiplet are well

reproduced by a d-force, which we use for the particle-

particle interaction . On the other hand, we calculate

the 10+ :to 2 + and 10 ¢ to 0 ¢ spacings about 300-400 keV

langer than experiment, which corresponds to an over-

estimaed coliectivity for these levels . In 1480y the 3 -

lies higher than in 146Gd, because the Fermi surface is

shifted upwards by adding two protons. This tendency

continues in the four valence-proton nucleus 150Er,

where the octupole vibration has still a dominant

( .2 11/2-2d5
-/2 ) component .

Fron Fig. 2 we can observe that apart from
146Gd, where

the agreement between the experimental and the theoret-

ical values is very good (see previous contribution to

this Annual Report), one immediately observes that the

calculated energy levels for all other nuclei lie sys-

tematically between 100 and 600 keV too high . We ascribe

this effect to the sinplicity of our choice for the par-

ticle-particle interaction, which is a density-depen-

dent d -force . This choice doesn`t impair the results

for 146Gd, because here most of the states are dominant-

ly of particle-hole structure . However, in the neigh-

bouring nuclei, because of the added valence particles

(or holes), the energy levels are more strongly domi-

nated by particle-particle (er hole-hole) configurations

and therefore their description demands a more realistic

particle-particle interaction . The introduction of fi-

nite-range terms also in the particle-particle force

will be one of the first tasks we intend to face in the

future.
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On the Nature of the 1 ¢ Stete at 3 .48 MeV in

88Sr

C . Conci, J . Speth

In the nucleus $ Sr 50 the partially occupied shell be-

tween Z-38 and Z=50 is made up by three negative parity

states, 1f5/2 , 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 and by the positive pari-

ty stete 1gu2. Because of the characteristic of semi-

magicity of O°Sr, which has a closed subshell for pro-

tons at Z=38 and a closed shell for neutrons at N=50, in

order to study the spectroscopic properties of this nu-

cleus we have made use of the quasiparticle random-phase

approximation l) .

Starting from a Woods-Saxon single-particle basis we

solve the 8CS-equations only for protons (see Fig . 1).

Ne show in Table 1 the BGS-solutions,

	

the energy

gaps 0 and the occupation probabilities v 2 , for the full

configuration space we use in our calculations . The en-

ergy gaps are different for each level because our pair-

ing force is a density-dependent 6-force which has, un-

like the schematic pairing force, matrix elements that
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Fig .	 1 : To the left are represented the proton single-

particle energies obtained from a Woods-Saxon potential;
in the middle the corresponding quasiparticle energies

obtained after the solution of the BCS-equations and to

the right the experimental energies from Ref . 4.

Orbit a s fsa)a

	

(Mai)
~~

r 2

15 1/2 -35,90 -35.93 1 .44 0.9993

	

.

12
9/2 -29 .93 -29 .98 1 .55 0 .9966

17 1/2 -28 .35 -25 .41 1 .52 0 .9985

10 5/2 -23 .05 -23 .15 1 .66 0 .9966

193/2 -19 .60 -19 .72 1 .62 0 .9944

	

°

251/2 -19 .01 -19 .14 1 .63 0 .9937

15 7/2 -15 .45 -15 .68 1 .74 0 .9833

16 5/2 -10 .25 -11 .07 1 .70 0 .8121

22 3/2 -9 .66 -10 .64 1 .57 0 .7188

27 1/2 -8 .22 -7 .16 1 .59 0.3039

209/2 -7 .26 -6 .49 1 .76 0.1600

285/2 -1 .63 -1 .51 1 .33 0.0082

3'1/2 0 .57 0 .64 1 .11 0.003;

10 7/2 1 .09 1 .24 1 .71 0.0072

1 11/2
1 .42 1 .56 1 .71 0.0067

28 3/2 1 .59 1 .77 1 .31 0 .0038

21 7/2 6 .38 6 .41 0 .97 0 .0010

38 3/2 7 .25 7 .26 0 .64 0 .0004

3 P1/2 8.16 8 .17 0 .54 0 .0003

22 5/2
9.88 9 .89 0 .71 0 .0094

4 '1/2 10.41 10 .42 0 .30 0 .0001

11 13/2 10 .45 10 .52 1 .55 0 .0016

Table	 1 :  SCS-solution for proton states in 88Sr : quasi-

particle energies e(op), energy gaps A and occupation

probabilities v 2 .

are not constant l) . The quasiparticle energies are cal-

culated as L a = /(sa-a)z+1 ; where ; is the chemical po-

tential . From these we obtain the quaatities
e(gp)a

tab-

ulated in Table 1 in the following way : 6 (gp)a = ¢L a+a,

where the positive s1 gn is tok,.en i,f ., .a,..the corresponding

single-particle stete a is a particle stete and the neg-

ative sign for a hole stete.

Using the Same parametrization that we haue used for

1466d (see previous contribution to this Annual Report)

for the particle-hole and for the particle-particle

forte, which wa need to solve the QRPA-equations, we can

describe quite well the low-lying energy levels of the

nucleus 88Sr. Because of the big interest awaked recent-

ly for the l nuclear magnetic transitions and the corre-

sponding observed quenching 2) , we haue addressed our

special interest to the results concerning the 3486 keV

1+ stete . . From our caiculations lt turns out that the 1 +

is almost completely (-90 %) the proton spin-flip con-

figuration
(r2p1/2-2p2)

with a small admixture (-9 %)

of the
(elf5/2-2p312)-

two-hole configuration . In addi-

tion we obtain an excitation energy of 3361 keV and a

B(M1 ;0+el + ) = 0 .32 p . This value is smaller than half

the experimental value, which is equal to 0.92+_0 .15

pti 3 ) . ge interpret the reduction of the tleoretical

B(M1)-value with respect to the experimental one as

mainly due to the effect of the pairing coefficients

Y = (ua v b -v a u b ), which enter the matrix elements of the

magnetic multipole operator:

‹,MM3H0) = -

	

{(Z db+Z
ab )*

aale

={-)J{Z
ab-Zab )c}(MJ) ab (ua v b -v a u b )

The value of this coefficient for the main configuration

(v2p1/2-2p3/2) can be easily calculated from the occupa-

tion probabilities given in Table 1, obtaining a value

of 0.41. lt means that the transition matrix element of

this configuration is reduced. by a factor of 0.41 and

that the corresponding reduction of the 5(M1)-value,

given from:

B(MJ;J+0) = lj+l CJMMJ :o> 2	{2)

is of the Order of 0 .41 2 = 0 .17.

lWe check this assumption calculating the B(M1)-value by

taking into account only the particle-hole configuration

(o2p1/2-2p2) for tseb different values of = : 0.41

(with) and 1 {without pairing correlations). The ob-

tained B(M1)-vaiues were respectively equal to 0 .61

and 3 .56

	

giving a reduction factor of exactly 0 .17.

This is only a rough estimate of the reduction effect

due to the pairing coefficients, but the situation is

mach more complicated ehen we use the fall configuration

space.

Recently, L.T . van der Bijl et a1 . 2) , discussing the

electron scattering form factor of the 1 + in 88Sr, haue

reported that caiculations performed in the tau broken

pair scheme give a B(M1)-value equal to 1 .91 pN, which

is twice the experimental value. They argue that non-nu-

cleonic degrees of freedom Ilke A-hole polarization are

needed to explain the reduction of the Ml-strength at

1ow q . Unfortunately, we did not haue the possibility to

compare in detail our caiculations with those quoted in

Ref. 2.

Our hext task will be the calculation of the electron

scattering cross section with our QRPA-wave functions,

to verify whether our reduction factor is enough to ex-

plain the experimental quenching or whether it is neces-

sary to introduce subnucleonic degrees of freedom.
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A Model to Include 2p2h as well as lAih States

for the Magnetic Response of Heavy Nuclei

D . Cha, B . Schwesinger + , J . Speth and J . Wem-

bach ++

It is now estabiished experimentally l) that at low mo-

mentum transfer spin flip transition strength is stron g

-ly suppressed. Theoretically two mechanisms have been

proposed for this quenching : one is the a-hole effect

and the other a conventional nucleonic 2p2h effect.

Since both may be of the same Order of magnitude, it is

desirable to include them simultaneousiy in a model of

magnetic strength functions . We extend the 2p2h for-

maiism for the nuclear eiectric response by Schwesinger

and Wambach 2) to allow for the fact that magnetic iso-

vector excitations can also couple to a-hole excita-

tions.

Following the notation of Schwesinger and Warnbach ?) , we

Write the response S Q (w) of a nucleus to a weak external

fieid

Q( w ) _

	

(Q + e irot +Qe -iwt )	(1)

as

S Q (w)

	

-

	

Im(<Q + (w-H+mo+1n) -1 Q1) -(w+in) -1 1R[Q H } .

(2)

H is the hamiltonian governing the dynamics of the sys-

tem and E o the energy of the exact ground state () . Now

we introduce the ipih vectors QN and Q the component of

which is given by

QN,a

	

`1p1h,aIQJO)

-

	

<1plh,alQi2p2h,B)<2p2h,61h
1 V NN

I0)	(3)
s

(Ipih,alQIlalp2h,y X1a1p2h,Yj(Ma -M
N

)-1V aN (0>
Y

Q
a,Y = (laih,Y Ql0>

	

(4)

Here H has been spiit into a one-body part t plus a two-

body potential V acting among nucleons and isobars

H =
t N +V NN +t a +V a +V N +V aN

	

( b )

and f0) is the Hartree-Fock ground state . h N denotes the

HF mean fieid to tN+VNN-E, and Na, M N are the masses of

an isobar and a nucleon respectively . Note that we have

inciuded some effects of ground state correlations in

the definition of Q N . The diagramatic representation of

eq . (3) is given by the first three graphs of Fig . Ic.

The approximation implied by negiecting higher order

terms in eqs . (3) and (4) .leads to a projeeted response

function S Q (w) onto the ipih- and 1dih-subspace .

(0)

(c)
Fig , 1 : Diagrams iterated in the effective lplh opera-

tor (w t +in) and the effective nucleonic transition
operator QN . Group (a) summarizes the conventional nu-
cleonic interactions, (b) polarization effects in the
effective hamiltonian from isobars and (c) renormaliza-
tion of the nucleonic transition matrix elements.

The submatrices CAB (w) stand for the one baryon-one hole

matrix elements of the operators CAB (w) defined by

C NN = t N
+V NN

+V NN P(w-t N -V NN +E o + in) -1 PV NN
-E o	(7)

w-tN-VNN+Eo+in)-1PVNü

	

( 8 )

	

C ua = t a +V aa +V aN P(m-t N -V NN +E o +in)-1PV Na -E o

	

(9)

where P is a projector an to npnh-states with 01:

p =

	

p(n) =

	

), inpnh,B)(npnh,Sf

	

(10)
n)1

	

n)1 S

Since the loch diagonal elements of t-E 0 are mainiy

given by the isobar-nucleon mass differente (300 MeV),

we can neglect terms of higher order in the isobar nu-

cleon propagator (w-C aa+in) inverting the matrix in eq.

(6) . This gives

We continue with following approximations .As the leih

diagonal elements of t a -E o are of the order of 300 MeV,

we may neglect all other terms in C aa of eq . (9) which

are of the order of one MeV. For the same reason, the

frequency dependence of the leih Operator in eqs . (11)-

(1 3 ) may be ignored for low energy excitations . Further

with the effective operators

QN+CNa(w C aa+in) -1 Q

A ('3-C A
+i)-1CaN

S Q (m)

( C NN +ifl

	

-C Na

	

( Q N

-C oN w-C ha+in

	

Q a
} (6)

= V V Piva

	

NL Nie



more, we believe that it is a fairly good approximation
to eqs . (7)-(9) to put

P(w-t N -VNN +E 0 +in) -1 P e P (2) (w-hN +i6) -lp(2)

	

(14)

where the finite 8 replaces the residual interaction
among 2p2h-states and their coupling to even higher con-
figurations.

To summarize, we propose to calculate the magnetic re-
sponse function S Q (w) for w«300 MeV by a matrix Inver-

sion of an effective hamiltonian 8NN in the nucleonic
subspace as

S Q (w)

	

Im{ N(m-zNN +in) -1 N;

	

( 15 )

where ' and t are given by

2)N = Q N - M o
1
_M N C NA Q %

I NN

	

C NN 11 -N,1 1 Na 1 AN

In the zero frequency limit for the lalh propagator, b=1
if backward going graphs are included . Truncating at
2p2h, C NN and C oo are approximated by the one baryon-one
hole matrix elements of the operators

INN = tN+VNN+VNNF(2)(w-hN+i8)-1P(2)VNN-E.

	

(18)

C No = VNO+VNNP(2)(w-hN+ie)-i (2)VP;a

	

(19)

The diagrams iterated by this model are shown für Illus-
tration in Fig . 1.
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Isobar-Hole and 2p2h Effects on the M1-Strength

in 90Zr and 208Pb

D . Cha, B . Schwesinger + , J . Speth and # . Wam-
bach ¢ `

Since both 90Zr and 208Pb are non spin-saturated, we ex-
pect a Iarge amount of M1-strength . In 90Zr the indepen-
dent particie model (IPM) predicts a neutran g9/2 eg 7/2
transition with a strength of 15.4 p` and in 208Pb two
transitions : proton h11/rh9(2 and neutron i13/rill/2
with B(M1)+ values of 25 .6 p N and 22 .1 p respectively.
Experimentaliy, there has been some strength reported in
208 Pb 1 ) and about 40 % of IPM strength in 90Zr has been
identified recently by high energy proton scattering 2) .
As can be seen from Table 1, most of the transition
strength is purely spinflip . Convection current contri-
butions are absent in 90Zr and very small in 208Pb.
Therefore, we expect that effects of isobar-hole mixing
are large, giving rise to a streng reduction of the
transition strength.

We have performed RPA calculations by the matrix Inver-
sion technique which includes both the 2p2h and o-hole
elfec~S	In 3]

LI ° contrast to the GT transition where RPAd I CLL

correlations are iargely blocked, those have to be in-
cluded in the other isospin branches . The incluslee of
other correlations is summarized in Table 2 . E c denotes
the centroid energy of the mein peak and the percentages
are obtained with respect to the IPM . In 90Zr the re-
sults can be compared directly with experiment 4) . The
amount of theoretical integrated strength in the vicin-
ity of the peak verlas between 38 % and 22 % depending
on the additional zero-range coupling 8gö - . Our theoret-
ical resuit has to be compared with the experimental one
of 40+5 % . lt favours somewhat the chelee Sgo = 0 but
in view of the theoretical as well es experimental en-
certainties it does not preclude the larger lfllh mixing.
In 208 Pb experiment is much lese decisive . Definitely
8.5 p, i .e . 17 .4 % of the IPM strength have been lo-
cated fragmented between 7 and 8 MeV 4) . Another tenta-
tive 8.5 p2N are located between 8 and 9 .5 MeV increasing
the percentage to 35 %. Our caleetatlee yields centroid
energies between 7 .5 and 7 .2 MeV depending on the lolh
coupling strength with integrated transition strengths
of 42 % and 26 % in the vicinity of the peak respective-
ly . Like the GT strength, also the M1 strength functions

(16)

(17)

configuration

	

spin p
N

	convection p~2y.

	

B(M1)e pll

90Zr 15.4 0 15 .2
v9 9/2 +vg l/2
others 0 .7 0 .02 0 .5

15 .7

"h i1/2 "`h 9/2 40 .0 1 .6 25 .6
208pb

vF>vi 22 .4 0 22 .1
13/2

	

1.1/2
others 1 .6 0 .05 1 .1

48 .8

Table 1 : Independent particle model Ml transition strength in 90Zr and 208 Pb.



90Zr 2fl8 Pb

E c	MeV

E't

	

12 MeV

B(M1)t

	

MeV fraction E c	MeV

E c 11 MeV

8(M1)1

	

py fraction

5 .57 25 .6 52.5 %
IPM 6 .02 15 .7 100 %

5.85 22 .1 45.3 %

Iplh

	

(RPA) 6 .73 12 .9 83 .7 % 6 .7 42 .1 86.3 %

lplh+2p2h 8 .0 10 .17 66 .0 % 7,6 37 .79 77.4 %
(TDA)

lplh+2p2h 8.1 7 .99 51 .8 % 7,6 27 .91 57.2 %
(RPA)

lplh+2p2h 7.9 5 .84 37 .9 % 7 .5 20 .39 41.8 %
+lelh

	

(RPA)
dg'* = 0

O

lplh+2p2h 7.7 3 .44 22 .3 % 7 .2 12 .43 25.5 %
+lelh (RPA)

dg 6* = 0.5

energy and in 208Pb below 11 MeV excitation energy.
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Isobar-Hole and 2p2h Effects an the M2-Strength

in 40Zr and 208P6

Table 2 : M1

xp.

strength in

10

Enerov CMeV7

Fig .	 1 :  M1 strength distribution in 90Zr and 208Pb. The
Full line denotes lplh+2p2h TDA results, while dashed

and dotted lines include RPA and leih correlations for
dga* = 0 and 0,5 respectively.

exhibit long teils extending up to more than 50 MeV ex-

citation energy (see Fig . 1). This naturally leads to an

increase of the total energy weighted aus rule . In 90Zr

we have integrated the theoretical distribution tip to 45

MeV and find 64 % more than the IPM vaiue of 110.6 p h

MeV neglecting RPA correlations while including them

gives 42 % enhancement . In these numbers isobar-hole ad-

mixtures are not included. lncluding those

	

elds

quenching of the EWSR . Relative to the 2p2h (RPA) value

of 157 .5 pl MeV, we get 19 % reduction while dg * = 0

and 6 % reduction for dgö

	

0 .5 respectively .

D . Cha, S . Schwesinger+, J. Speth and J . Warn-

bach -"-

Experimental evidence for M2 resonances in 90Zr and

208Pb comes from (e,e') experimenta l) . In contrast to

the M1 case, where contributions from the orbital oper-

ator are negligible, the orbital part of the M2 operator

gives 1/5 of the total M2 strength 2) . Theoretically this

orbital operator is of special interest because it ex-

cites a twisting oscillation

	

the nuclear density

called the "twist mode 23) ,

We have performed RPA calculations by the matrix Inver-

sion technique 4) . The new feature of our calcuiation as

compared to previous ones 5) is the Combination of 2p2h

and leih effects . As expected the addition of leih

states to the lplh+2p2h calculation in 208Pb reduces on-

ly the spin strength . Therefore the relative importance

of the twist peak at 7 .9 MeV is enhanced with increased

coupling to leih states . This is displayed in Fig . 1

where the bottom graph gives the respoase of 90Zr and

208
Pb to the spin Part of the M2 operator, the middie

section to the orbital part and the upper to the total

M2 operator.

Table 1 gives the amount of M2 strength present in

208pb below 15.6 MeV as compared to the total sum rule.
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Fig .	 1 : Distribution of P12 strength in 9DZr and 208Pb . The upper part gives electromagnetic, the middle Part twist

and the lower Part spin strength distributions . The full live denotes lplh+2p2h TDA results, while the dashed and

dotted 1iines inciude RPA and lolh correlations für Sgo* = 0 and 0 .5 respectively.

elm

	

pNfm 2 twist

	

p tifm2 spin

	

p fm 2

1plh+2p2h

	

(TDA) 2.9x10 4 0.7x10 4 1.9x10 4

lplh+2p2h
+161h

	

(RPA) 2.4 x

	

104 0 .7x10 4 1,4x10 4
ögo*=0

tplh+2p2h

*iAlh

	

(RPA) 2.1x10 4 0 .7x10 4 1.1x10 4

3g'* = 0.5

total

	

strength 3.9x10 4 0.8x10 4 3 .1x10 4

Table 1 :_M2 strength in 208Pb within

Three cases, electromagnetic, twist and spin operators

are considered . As may be seen the coupling to 2p2h

states has already pushed larger amounts of spin

strength up to higher excitation energies, whereas al-

most all twist strength is kept . On the other hand, the

spin strength is strongly affected by the lalh admix-

tures . Be,ow 10 MeV in
208Pb there is only .7x10 -4 p ilfm 2

of the spin strength left, if lAlh is included with

sg
*

= 0. Nom orbital strength accounts für 50 % of the

total M2 strength below 10 MeV . The peaks to the twist

and the spih response below 10 MeV are fairly weil

the energy interval from 0 to 15 .6 MeV.

separated, the low-lying .one between 7 .5 and 8.5 MeV

being due to the twist . These statements are in

quantitative agreement to earlier findings 5) .
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Isobar-Hole and 2p2h Effects on the Spin-Dipole

Strength in
90
Zr and 238Pb

D. Cha, B . Schwesinger¢, J . Speth and J . Wam-

bach++

In connection with the first forbidden ß¢ decay, the

distribution of isovector "spin-dipole" transition

strength

Q

	

r[aYl]0-'1-'2-

is of importafrce . The t --branch has been investigated

experimentally via nedium energy (p,n) reactions l) . The

t o -branch has not been identified so far, but there are

indications from 319 MeV {p,p ' ) data in
90Zr for sub-

stantial spin-flip strength at higher energy 2) . The

r + -branch is accessible via (n,p) reactions but little

is known up to now.

10

Fiere we have investigated the spin-dipole strength dis-

tribution in the parent nucleus (T o-part) using the ma-

trix inversion technique of Ref . 3 which inciudes both

2p2h and lolh effects . Fig . 1 summarizes the results in

90Zr (left part) and 208Pb (right part) . With increasing

J the centroid moves to lower energy partly because the

decrease in the average iplh energy bot also the average

interaction matrix elements are reduced because of the

momentum dependence of the spin-isospin forte . The ef-

fect of iolh mixing is depicted by the dashed (&go * = 0)

and dotted (6g (') = 0.5) lines in Fig . 1 . While the f -

and 2" strength distribution is quenched for all cases,

we find little effect on the 0 - for sgO = 0 . In 90Zr

the strength is even slightly enhanced . This can be

understood by remembering that spin-isospin response can

be separated into a longitudial and transverse part ex-

cited by the operators

2 020 r
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5
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1
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Fig .	 1 : Isovector spin-dipole strength distributions in
907r lieft Part) and

208Pb (right part) . The full line

denotes lplh+2p2h TDA results, while the dashed and dotted lines include RPA and lach correlations for 8gö* = 0 and

0 .5 respectively.
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A
4 Rg =

	

0( i )° 4
i =1
A

Rtr =

	

c(i )xq e iq'r(i) z(i )
i =I

Ingitudkne:

c=2 .0 [r'm '.

part) and 208Pb

(2)
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Isobar-Hole and 2p2h Effects an the Gamow-

Teller Strength in 40Zr and 208Pb

(3)

	

0. Cha, S . Schwesinger l- , J . Speth and J. kam-

bach ¢4

10

	

20
Eoergy CMeV]

	

Energy CMeV]

Fig . 2: Momentum and energy dependence of the 0 - longitudinal response functions in 90Zr (ieft

(right part) normalized to the total strength at each momentum transfer . The fall lines denote the Iplh+2p2h results

without 1Aih admixtures while they are included in the dashed lines (Sg .* T 0).

respectively. Due to the tensor piece in the n and p ex-

change potentials both modes propagate quite different-

ly . The longitudical piece is driven by

v£g = vicentral k 2vtensor
eep

	

eep

	

ee0

which is strongly momentum dependent while the trens-

verse part propagates according to

vtr = vi central - vtensor

eep

	

eep

	

eep

für which the momentum dependence is auch weaker . For 0 -

which is not excited electromagnetically, the motion is

purely longitudinal or °plan like" and a strong momentum

dependence of the response function is expected . Fig . 2

shows the energy distribution of the 0 - longitudinal re-

sponse functions for variousq . With increasing q trans-

fer,
VT+p

becomes strongly attractive shifting strength

to iower . energies . The lA1h mixing indicaed by the

dashed lines in Fig . 2 also exhibits a q dependence be-

coming more important at higher q.
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Only recently, (p,n) experiments at intermediate ener-

gies have mapped out the spin-isospin resonse of nuclei.

Particularly, the forward angle spectra are dominated by

GT transitions es concluded from the AL=O shape of the

angular distribution charactcristic ., .r pure spin flip.

A measure of the total observed transition strength is

provided by the nadel independent Ikeda sum rule Sß -Sß +

= 3(N-Z) 1) . In large neutron excess nuclei, Sß - are

largely Pauii biocked and small . Experimentally only a

fraction of the sum rule (on the average 65 %) is ob-

served up to excitation energy of 40 MeV 2) .

Re have studied the GT strength distribution in 90Zr and

208Pb employing the matrix inversion technique of Ref . 3

which includes both the 2p2h and o-hole effects . For the

two-body interaction, we take a combined one-pion and

one-rho exchange potential vu4p where the short range

part has been cut out by a two-body correlation func-

tion . For numerical reasons, we approximated the cou-

pling interaction to 2p2h states by a zero-range equiv

alentforce teking both the direct and exchange terms.

But an . antisymmetr.ized zero-range nucleon-isobar transi-

tioninteraction vanishes identically . Thisfeature is

not present in the finite range potential . ke investi-

gate the ;importance of these couplings by taking direct

part of the additional zero-range forte for the transi-

tion .interaction. Our results will distinguish the two

Gases
Sgc;

	

0 and 0 .5.

In theindependent particie modei, theGT response in

90Zr is . particularlysimple with only two peaks of the

transition from the 19 912 -neutron holes to 1g 9 / 2 - and

19 7 / 2 -proton particles . The energy :separation is deter

mined by the spin-orbitpotential (upper left part of

(4)
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90Zr

	

208 Pb

	

g0 Zr

	

208p b

	

90Zr

2p2h (TDA)

	

63 %
2p2helolh (Sgö* - 0)

	

53 %
2p2h+lalh (Sga* _ .5)

	

38 %

68 %

	

77 %

	

84 %

	

4 .5
54 %

	

53 %

	

66 %

	

4 .2
39 %

	

47 %

	

49 %

	

3 .4

energy window

	

0-25 MeV

	

0-40 MeV

Table 1 : Amount of non energy weighted sum rule strength
strength of the two peaks in 90Zr.

Fig . 1) . Because of the larger neutron excess, more sin-
gle particle transitions are possible in 208Pb with the
largest carrying enly about 20 % of the total strength.
As the interaction U,+p is turned an, strength is pushed
up to higher energies producing collective states in
bot11 30L1- and 208 Pb . Colmpar-ed to experi lrlent (indicated
by the arrows in Fig . 1) the theoretical energies are
too low . In order to reproduce the empirical centroid
energies, sizable repulsive contributions have to come
from second order (see right side of Fig . 1) . Almost the.
entire contribution in second order comes from the ph
linked diagram with a ph pair exchanged (bubble), the
perturbative equivalent to the "induced interaction"4) .
The s.trong second order item provides an explanation for .. ..
the 2d hoc Parameter 6g

*
used ..in Ref . 6 to describe Ml

transitions in 480a in a lplh space only .The inclusion

of 2p2h-effects reproduces theempirical energies very
well . Also the cross features of the measured (p,n)

3(N-Z) . The last column gives the ratlos of integrated

cross sections are reproduced . In 90Zr the integrated
strength ratio of the two peaks is 4 .4 experimentaily . A
pure lplh caIculation gives 4 .2, whereas the inclusion
of 2p2h increases the theoretical result slightly to 4 .5
without lolh admixtures (Table 1) . Including isobars we
get 4 .2 and 3 .4 for ög* = 0 and 0 .5 respectively . Botte
the GT strength functions in 90Zr and in 208 Pb (right
part of Fig . 1) exhibit lang tails due to the 2p2hmix
ing . Isobar-hole excitations, indicated by the dashed
(ögö* = 0) and the dotted (Syö

	

0 .5) lines, quench the
neeleonic transition strength (full line) almost uni-
formly over the whole energy Tange . The amount of GT sum
rule strength which resides between 0-25 MeV and 0-40
MeV is listed in Table 1 . Experimentally the sum rufe
fraction between 0 and 40 MeV has been deterrnined by Ra-
paport 2) . On the average, he obtains 60+10 % . Our calcu-
lation indicates that 2p2h alone are not abie to account
for this value and ldlh-mixing is needed . lowever, it

*ö
*

seeins difficult to pin down 5gö . The two . extremes
Sg



= 0 and 0 .5 give values comparable to the experimental

uncertainties.
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Meson Exchange Current Effects in Heavy Nuclel

J .S. ©ehesa+, 5. Krewald, A. Lallena + and T.W.

Donnelly
++

In light nuclei, very clean evidence for meson exchange

current (NEC) effects is available . In heavy nuclei

(i .e . A 4), however, our knowledge of nuclear structure

suffers from uncertainties which are in general too

large to allow unambiguous conclosion concerning MEC ef-

fects to be drawn . Nevertheless, one may argue in a

qualitati ve may that at ?arge momentum transfers, the

NEC will become , ertant even in heavy nuclei , hecause

as two-body operators, the meson-exchange currents are

able to accept iarger momentuni transfers than the elec-

tromagnetic one-body operators . The present lower limit

of experirrentally detectable cross sections in complex

nuclei of 1o -37-1o -38 cm2/sr does permit an exploration

of this interesting high momentum transfer region.

One of the major obstacles in evaluating NEC effects in

heavy noclei is contained in the treetme nt of the mean

fieid. At the momentum transfers of interest for meson-

exchange effects, the cross sections are very sensitive

to small deviations in the mean fieid . So far, however,

the mean fieid had to be approximated by a harmonic os-

cillator potential . In Ref . 1, a new method is suggested

which permits to deal with selfconsistent mean fields.

q . e Ifm' ]

Fig .	 1 : Electroexcitation cross section for the 12 -

state at 7 .05 NeV in 208Pb; pure one-body Operator

(dashed line) and pure one-body operator plus meson-ex-

change currents (solid live).

As an application, we present the effect of meson-ex-

change currents an the electroexcitation of the 12 -

state at

	

06 n,,,.}r . ., 2080, «a„ 1) . The MGr

	

e found

to produce a smooth enhancement of the one-body cross

section of the order of 10 % in the vicinity of the

first maximum . At momentum transfers at 3 .1 fm
-1

(second

maximum), the cross section due to one-body currents is

expected to be enhanced by a factor of 1 .8 due to NEC.
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Description of Odd-Even Noclei in the A=130

Region level

	

neutrons

	

protons

6 . Hammaren, K .W . Schmid + and F . Grümmer

After it has been shown that the MONSTER is a nuclear

structure model which provides wave functions that are a

good approximation to the exact shell model results l) ,

we planned to use the füll power of the MONSTER com-

puter-code for the description of many nuclei in one

mass region . We chose the A=130 region out of the fol-

lowing reasons . First of all many interesting experimen-

tal dato have been obtained here rer_ent ly- Sc ondly this

mass region contains nuclei, which are known to be well

deformed rotors but also sott nuclei requiring a strong

y-deformation in a phenomenological description . Thus

the ability of the MONSTER to describe all those nuclei

can be tested . Finally the single particle basis which

has to be used in these nuclei is not as large as for

example in the rare earth region . Consequently the com-

puter times to be used in the A=130 region will be not

too large for a systematic study.

The single particle basis we use consists out of the

087/2, 14 5/2 , 14 3/2 , 2s 1/2 , O1111/2, Oh9/2 and the 1f7/a

states for both protons and neutrons . This means we as-

sume an inert core consisting of 50 protons and 50 neu-

trons . For this single particle basis we have to define

effective single particle energies and effective two

body matrix elements . For the latter are use an effective

G-matrix which will be explained in more detail in the

next report dealing with the even-even nuclei . The know-

ledge of the correct effective single particle energies

is known to be very essential for the description of ef-

fects like the backbending in rotational bands which oc-

curs in many of the nuclei under consideration . Since we

cannot afford to fit the s .p . energies to the experimen-

tal dato known in the mass region we have to try to fix

them in such a way that some sensitive dato are satis-

factorily reproduced . This can for example be the 10w-

lying states of the odd-even nuclei.

In the framework of the MONSTER odd-even nuclei are de-

scribed by diagonalizing the effective hamiltonian in

the space of spin- and number-projected one quasipar-

ticle states with respect to the HFB-field of a neigh-

bouring even-even nuclaus.

p ;Imm o Zo > = P 1 Qh Q Z a,"iHFB)
o

	

a

This model definitely excludes the proper description of

backbending and other band crossings in odd nuclei, but

it should be sufficient for the description of band

heads and low-lying states.

A good overall agreement of all spectra of the odd nu-

clei in the A=130 region is obtained with the single-

particle energies iisted in Table 1, Fig . 1 shows some

bands for 129 8a comparing the MONSTER resuits to the ex-

perimental data2) , One realizes that the band heads and

their relative positions are rather well reproduced .

25 1/2
1d 3/2
1d 5/2

09 7/2
1f 7/2

Oh a/2
Oh l1/2

Table 1

Figure 1

Keeping in mied that the description of the odd nclei

does not include 3 q .p . states also the moments of in-

ertia and the general structure of the different bands

are in reasonable agreement with the experimental dato.

That the agreement of the energies is not an artifact of

the model but reffiects the correct structure of the

states, can da seen in Fig . 2, where the spectroscopic

amplitudes for the one particle transfer reaction
130Ba(d,t) 129ßa are shown as a function of the excita-

tion energy of 129 Ba 3) .

EXC!TAT ON ENERGY (MmV)

Figure 2

One can re produce the strength distribution for all loc-

lying states rather well (nette that the 7/2-level re-

quires an 1=4 transfer, which is strongly suppressed in

the (d,t)-reaction and can hence not be disentangled

from the streng 1 =J-transfer to the 1/2-ground state).

Jnfortunately above 300 keV experimental spin assign-

ments have not been possible up to now and above about

1 .8 . MeV no dato at all are available.
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Summarizing one can say that low- pying states in odd nu-

clei may be rather well described with the MONSTER for-

malism and that tha study of the spectra of the odd nu-

clei turns out to be very useful in order to fix the ef-

fective single particle energies.
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Description of Even-Even Nuclei in the A=130

Region

K.W . Schmid ¢ , E. Hammaren` and F . Grümmer

During the last decade a ]arge amount of experimental

data has been obtained concerning the high spin states

of deformed nuclei in various mass regions, Not only the

yrast bands haue been established up to very high angu-

lar momenta, but also various excited bands haue been

measured. In addition recently also data about the mo-

ments and transitions within these bands haue been ob-

tained.

Theoretically the data may be partially understood in

terms of phenomenological models like the cranking mod-

e], the interacting boson mode] or particle rotor cou-

pling models. The major probler of these models is the

fact that they are all limited to a certain c]ass of

phenomena and that they do not haue a sound microscopic

justification . A mode], which goes beyond those limita-

tions is the MONSTER-mode] . It is a fuliy microscopic

model, which may be used in any mass region provided an

appropriate effective hamiltonian is known . The effec-

tive hamiltonian is diagonalized in the space of the

spin- and number-projected HFB-mean-field

JA) := O ;IMN OZ 0 > = ° QN,	Z f

	

0
jHFB)

and the projected two quasiparticle excitations with re-

spect to this fieid.

IA) :_ Iuv ;IMN 0Z0 = PA QNo
QZo

ae a+IHFB)

This leads to the matrix equation

n

	

IM ;N Z
S {(A IH1B> - E 'No oz <A]B>}fs

	

o o = 0

which yields the energies ENp7o and the wave functions

characterized by the sIti ;N©Z0 ,
`B

The single particle basis we used for the study of the

A=130 region is described in the previous report about

the odd-even nuclei, where also the procedure to obtain

the single particle energies is discussed . The effective

interaction tue empioyed In our calculations is a Brueck_

ner G-matrix (G=V}G} which has been derived for nuciear

matter starting with the Bonn potential 3) as the bare

nucleon-nucleon interaction V, and using a parametriza-

tion in terms of Yukawa-functions of the Brueckner

short-range term G 4), Since this force has been calcu-

lated for nuclear matter it has defin€tely to be renor-

malized in order to be used in finite nuclei and a fi-

nite single particle basis space . lt was seen immediate-

ly in HFB-calculations performed with tha original G-,ma-

trix that it does not provide enough pairing correla-

tions . Thus we added an attractive short range force of

Gaussian shape with a range of p = 0 .5 fm, which con-

tributes only to the proton-proton and neutron-neutron

matrix elements . This part of the force influences

strongly the alignment behaviour and thus the band

crossing phenomena . lt turned out that a good choice for

the strengths of the two Gaussians is V pp = 80 MeV and

Vnn =50MeV .

? ;i5)

Figure 2

Fig. 1 and Fig . 2 .show the results obtained with this

force for the nuclei 128Ba and 130Ce . In both figures

the energies of the lowest states for each spin are

- 7 7 -



plotted as a function of I(1+1) . The experimental data

are represented by open circles and dashed lines 2) ,

while the full date are the theoretical results . In case

of 128Ba one obtains e very good agreement with the ex-

perimental date . The moment of inertia for the low spin

states is reproduced very well and the backbending is

theoretically expiained by the crossing of a band with

two aligned h11/2-neutrons . The second nearly degenerate

band above 1=12 cannot be quantitatively reproduced by

the theory, the only candidate for this band being an-

other h1112-neutron quasiparticle band, since the proton

bands turn out to be too high in energy . In case of

130Ce (Fig . 2) the backbending is clearly caused by the

crossing of a h11/2-proton quasiparticle band, which oc-

curs a little too early in the theory. The moment of in-

ertia of the low spin states is again very well de-

scribed . Some finetuning of the forte parameters and the

calcuiation of the other even-even nuclei in this region

is still in progress . We hope that the results will help

us in understanding the various experimental date avail-

able for excitation energies, g-factors and BE2-transi-

ti ons.
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The Spin Dependence of the HFB-Mean Field

for all states to be described and the truncation of the

configuration space to 2-q .p . configurations . This will

cause problems if one wants to describe nuclear states,

which :ere known to be essentially projected 4-q .p. exci-

tations with respect to the ground stete . Also all cases

where the collective properties of the nucleus change

rapidiy and strongly within a band will cause difficui-

ties.

A way to overcome those difficulties would be the use of

a spin dependent mean field . Then the yrast stete and

the excited states for e given spin will elways be de-

scribed with respect to the optimal HFB-field for this

spin. Since this HFB-stete may be any mang-quasiparticle

excitation with respect to the intrinsic mean field wave

function such a description will also include 4-q .p.

states like they are for example necessary for the de-

scription of the second backbending in yrast bands of

heavy nuclei.

The problem of calculatingg an optimal HFB-wave function

for given angular momentum and particle number can be

solved by a technique known as projection before the

variation, which has been discussed already long ago but

has been practically performed only in simple cases or

with major approximations. We have developed a method,

which performs a variation of the HFB-transformation af-

ter the projection onto good agnular momentum and par-

ticle numbers, the only approximation being the restric-

tion to axial symmetric Siater determinants.

According to the generaiized Thouless theorem any HFB-

wave function may be expressed with respect to another

one es

HFB> = o

	

exp( 1/2) oüva a rm} 1 HFB)

uv

ti

F . Grümmer and K .W. Schmid +

In the last years the MONSTER, a powerful code for the

microscopic description of nuclear structure in large

model spaces has been developedl) . The idea of the un-

derlying model is the use of a HFB mean field es a ref-

erence stete with respect to which the additional corre-

lations in the nuclear states may be described by two

quasiparticle admixtures . In order to avoid spurious ef-

fects it is important to project the HFB wave function

as well as the 2 qp states onto good angular momentum

and particle number before one diagonalizes the mang Bo-

dy hamiltonian in this basis . lt was shown that this ep-

proach is e very good approximation to the exact sheil

model configuration mixing (SCM) method . Also effects

like the backbending in heavy deformed nuclei, which is

known to be a single particle effect, which may be de-

scribed essentially by intrinsic two quasiparticle exci-

tations with respect to the groond state, are rather

well reproduced with the MONSTER in its present ver-

sion l) .

The two major approximations used in the present version

of the MONSTER are the assumption of a fixed mean field

where d is an antisymmetric matrix . We assume here that

IHF3> is an axial symmetric stete and that the matrix d

doesn`t mix k-values, so that the inatrices d span tne

space of all axial symmetric HFB-wave functions . The

problem of projection before the variation now reduces

to the problem of minimizing the spin- and number-pru-

jected energy
~•~, nnl n

IM

	

HFBIHPM Q N0 (1, 0 IHEI>

EN 0 Z 0 'd) {H[BIH0No Qz u-FB)

as a function of d. In order to perform this minimiza-

tion efficiently we use the derivatives of E .IiMZo (d) with

respect to the matrix elements d

a ' N Zl

	

= (Q T g 0 s,,,

Here g denotes the local gradient represented by the

projected H2U-matrix

g yv

eFB I NPmQN
QZ

a av FHB )
ENh1Z < H

6 j PlQN
l
Z a0a

v
IHFB>

	 0	 o e	 0	 0

<HFB I PM1 f~ N QZ I NFB>
0 0
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and Q is a matrix which orthonormalizes the HFB-trans-

formation of WB> for a given d. It turns out that a

simple steepest descent method is able to find the mini-

mum of Erozo (d), but the process is very slow since one

has to use very small stepsizes . This is due to the fact

that the projected energy depends more or less sensi-

tively an different parameters of the HFB-'wave function.

A significant improvement is obtained by the use of a

variable metric quasi Newton-method for the minimiza-

tion .
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Figure 1

For the purpose of testing the program we applied it to

the ground stete band of 22Ne. With the s-d shell as

single particle basis and a modified surface delta in-

teraction 2) as effective hamiltonian the results ob-

tained with different models can be compared to the ex-

act shell-model result . In Fig. 1 one sees the exact

ground stete band in the middle . To the left are the re-

sults of models using only one Slater determinant for

each stete . The band denoted by HFB results from the

projection of spin and particle number from the intrin-

sic HFB-wave function . The energies differ by typically

1 MeV from the exact values . The band denoted by HFBP

shows the result obtained with the new model, that means

for each spin the optimal HFB-wave function has been

calculated with the method described above . One finds a

significant improvement of all the energies compared

with the HFB result . To the right of the exact spectrum

the results of two different MONSTER calculations are

shown, one based on the intrinsic HFB-field while the

other "i cul•

	

different mean fields for each

angular momentum . One sees that both spectra agree quite

weil with the exact one and with each other . It should

be noted here that for the O +-ground stete the HFBP-

method yields a better energy than the MONSTER based on

the intrinsic field. For the other states the MONSTER is

still superior because of the mixing of different k-val-

ues, thus going beyond axial symmetry.

As a result one should stress that the HFBP-method to

find an optimal HFB mean field gives a clear improvement

of the usually used method of projection after the vari-

ation . In the case of 22Ne the use of the optimal wave

functions for each spin in a MONSTER-calculation doesn't

improve the results of a MONSTER-calculation based on a

fixed mean field very euch . However, we knoc that in

heavier nuclei and for different nuclear states this im-

provement should be an essential one.
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On Averaging in Iterative Hartree-Fock Solving

Procedures

Vilmar Klemt

It is well known that iterative methods for the solution

of Hartree-Fock (HF) equations do not always converge.

It may turn out that the density p+l) ( r ) calculated in

the iteration step number v+l - may be farer away from the

true HF density than the density a (v) (r) of the v-th

step . In many cases, however, using, instead of
pv+l (r),

the average of the v-th and the (v+1)-th density for the

calculation of the respective (v+1)-th mean field leads

to quick convergence.

In some cases this method does not seem to be directly

applicable however . If we represent the HF single-par-

ticle orbits in form of an expansion into harmonic os-

cillators (v = iteration number),

M
zJ(r)

	

n~=1
cn ; ) (ntj)R nz (r) ,

	

( 1 )

the HF-equations reduce to those for the expansion co-

efficients C~v (nSj):

jin l z o Jo jtln2 z o jo>
n2

+

	

+1

	

C (u) (nkj)C (v)*(nzj)
nzj

	

ZJ
Jo

	

ngnT

	

3

	

a

x
(n 1 R0j e (n

2 £ c j0

))

-1 ,OlVIn 3 zj(nazj) -1 ,0>

( e+1 )

	

( Va-1 )

	

= 0 .- E nozojo & n1n2 }C n2

	

( n o S O j o)

Here t is the Operator of the kinetic energy . V is the

effective nucleon-nucleon interaction, whose particle-

hole matrix elements, coupled to 0 +, appear in the

equation. The sum

	

runs over all the occupied HF or-

bits. The advantage~of this method, which also has its

drawbacks l) , is that one can calculate a set of 0+ par-

ticle-hole oscillator matrix elements in principle once

and for all (typically a 300x300 to 403x400 matrix for

heavy nuclei), Stare them on a permanent data set and

use them forarbitrarily many different HF-program runs.

In this way realistic finite range forces (central and

tensorial) can be used, whose matrix elements consume

mors computing time than the more schematic forces

applied usually . On the other hand the nucleon density

- 54 G5
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never appears directly in eq . (2) (except in density de-

pendent forces which have to be recalculated in each

iteration step), bat only indirectly in form of the ex-

pansion coefficients C `. ) (ns.j) . Therefore the question

arises how an averaging procedure between two successive

iteration steps can be carried out for the expansion co-

efficients . how a transition from one Basis (iteration

number v) in a space Spanned by oscillator wave func-

tions to another one (iteration number v+1) is always

described by a unitary transformation U, which can be

regarded as a generallzation of a rotation . Therefore it

suggests itself to assume that the procedure of aver-

aging between the v-th and (v+1)-th iteration should be

related to a reduction of the "rotation angies " of that

unitary transformation . lt is well known that a unitary

matrix can be transformed to diagonal form by a unitary

transformation, what is equivalent to saying that the

left-side and right-side eigenvectors of a unitary ma-

trix are identical, and that the eigenvalues are of the

form exp(iD k ), rohere the D k 's are real numbers . The re-

sulting equation reads

(Umn-e'nkbmn)<<Iy(k)> = 0 ,

	

(3)
n

where the ;nJ`i(k)> are the eigenvectors of the unitary

matrix U specified in an arbitrary (in our case oscil-

lator) basis In> . Let the iteration step (number v, say)

change the momentary HF basis lu ;> (i=1,2, . . .M according

to eq, (1)) into the new basis Iv i >, then the respective

unitary matrix U that effects this is
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On a Relativistic Hartree-Fock Description of

Magic Nudel

Vilmar Klemt

In recent years the intarest in relativistic Hartree-

Fock (HF) theory for nuclei has grown since thera is

good evidente new that relativistic effects can no long-

er be considered small 1) . A relativistic HF-treatment of

nuclei encounters many more problems with respect to its

significance and justification 1 ' 2) as well as cancerning

its numerical feasibility . While in nonrelativistic HF

calculations rather schematic forces

	

those of the

Skyrme type are frequently used, in a relativistic cal-

culation one certainly has to tope with more realistic

potentials that can be derived from meson exchanye pro-

cesses . Potentials of the latter kind however, especial-

ly their exchange (Fock) parts are much more difficult

to handle analytically es well as numerically.

A nonrelativistic HF-code developed by the author (See

another contributio, of the author in this report) has

made use of the oscillator expansion method, which al-

lows to compute the relevant oscillator-space matrix

elements only once, sture them an a permanent data set

and use them arbitrarily many times in subsequent HF

runs.

lt is tempting to examine how this method can be ex-

tended to relativistic HF calculation . The first dif-

ference is that the orbits of a relativistic HF Slater

determinant consist of Dirac spinors of the form

ign£J(r) YRJm(2)

= 1yn .Zjm(r)

	

f nu3 ( ' )

	

Y'tidm(u) /

(1)u

	

( 4 )

or in our osciIlator basis:

Umn = Z «mlv i u i ln)
i

Averaging between two iteration steps is achieved by

multiplying the D k 's by a factor r with 0 r 1 . Instead
u(r)

(r)

	

(k)

	

irD k ~~(k
u(r) =

	

< rltf

	

) e

	

n>
k

U (r) leads from a basis lu;) to a basis k r)> with

vz r » = u (r)
lu i )

	

(7)

The respective expansion coefficients are then

c(v+l,r) = <mlv1r))
= i u r1)<nlui)

	

a(rn )c r(I U,r)

	n

	

n

Practical experience shows that this procedure is numer-

ically fast (due to the small dimension of the matrices

U, which is 8 for heavy nuclei) but not accurate enough

numerically since the errors of the successive iteration

steps accumulate. This problem can be easily cured how-

ever by reorthonormalizing the basis after each itera-

tion step.
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where the yijm are Pauli spinors and gn2i and fnuj are

the radial wave functions of the large and Small compo-

nents, respectively . The Operator Q•~ (with r r›- /r) has
the property of changing the quantum number of the or-

bital angular momentum:

~•r
't'j± .l/2 , jm(2) = 'f'j * 1/2 ,jm (sa)

	

(2)

By considering the radial Dirac equation for a one-body

Dirac Hamiltonian

- /m-U(r) äsp
H

ä•p

	

m+U{r)

for Small arguments r one finds that the appropriate ex-

pansion of the radial Dirac functions into harmonic os-

cillators is

Ma

9 n ,J± 1/2 .,J (r)

	

.) 1

and

ib

fn,J±i/2,1(r)

	

). b m ( n ,J- 1/2,J)R n 5 ic t 1/z ( r )
m=l

(5)

of U we get then the unitary transformation wich

(5 )

(8)

(3)

n , jT 1/2> j ) Rn s + 1/2 (r)

	

(4a)

(4b)
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i .e . the small components f nRj correspond to a differ-

ent k than the large g n .ej°

The two-particle interaction, which in general consists

of many different parts (scalar, vector, pseudoscalar,

pseudovector etc .) now not oniy combines large with

large and small with small components to a resulting

meaniean fieed of 0¢ type (sec another cantrlbuti an of the

author in this report) but also large with small and

small with large components leading to a mean fieed of

0 - type:

<n l z oj o lU n 2 x0 --I,i o >

1

	

! Q ° Q

	

!' v,e <n1~'o'o(n2'~o{ljo)'0-`(
Ps

	

(5)

? a ,n3 ( n2j ) b n 4 ( nQj )f n 3 R j( n 4 Rtr1j ) -1 , o-i
nsn4

x LC e/2j¢1
nuj

	

i 9

	

L

	

h

	

(noj) .

	

(noj)En_ ._	. e±1ll(n
v-
vj)nsn+ _n3

	

_ n4 . .

	

. .~
- '7

where the sum nj runs over occupied Dirac orbits and

the + in front of the

		

refers to the respective
n n4

parts of the forte (V v for vector and V ps for pseudo-

scalar) . The extension to a relativistic HF thus leads

to an approximate doubling of the dimension of the ma-

trices ta be diagonalized, which should not be prohibi-

tive numerically, even for heavy nuciei.
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A Microscopic Look at the Nuclear Twist

B . Schwesinger+

A microscopic description of nuclear excitations is used

to tonfirm semiclassical predictions l) an a collective

twist motion . To this end specific properties of the ex-

citation have been derived from Landau theory and are

shown to persist an a microscopic level.

The micrascopic calculation applied is a procedure which

is equivalent to a diagonalization space of lp-lh and

2p-2h states 2) .

The mein resuit is that 208 Pb shows twa very sharp reso-

nances in response to the twist operator which are lo-

cated at 7 .2 MeV and at 7 .9 MeV . The Position of these

stetes is entirely fixed by experimentally measured sin-

gle particle energies because the residual interaction

does not affect the Position of transverse zero sound

modes.

According to the microscopic caiculation 90Zr is not

heavy enaugh to exhibit e twisting motion.

The possibility of detecting the twist experimentally

through electron scattering is also investigated . De-

spite this overwhelming contribution to the M2 sum, the

competing spin flip 3) mode is so heavily fragmented that

it cannot obscure the resonance peaks of the twist in

(e,e ` ) scattering experiments.
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Effective Quasi-Particle G-Matrix interaction

K. Nakayama, S. Krewald, J . Speth, and W .G.

Love +

In the last decade considerable effort has been devoted

to deriving an effective particle-hole interaction from

a microscopic point of view . The main ingredient of such

an interaction is the particle-hole irreducible kernel l)

which is usually approximated by the Brueckner G-matrix.

This seems to be a reasonable approximation since - 85 %

of the experimental binding energy is already explained

by the Brueckner , rratrix . In addition to its t ra d i t*

	

-

al role in calculating ground stete properties of nu-

clei, a Brueckner G-matrix ( pion- and rho-exchange po-

tential folded with a short-range correlation function)

has recently been successfully applied to the descrip-

tion of magnetic states in nuclei 2) . In fast, a simple

analysis of the Landau parameters derived from the

Brueckner G-matrix shows qualitatively haw the different

components of an effective interaction influence the

properties of the low-lying excited states . However, a

more complete analysis of the Brueckner G-matrix and its

momentum and density dependence are essen t ial for unde r -

standing more quantitatively the properties of nuclei.

Using the method of deriving the operator structure 3) of

the Brueckner G-matrix, an effective interaction (opera-

tor), based an a G-matrix in nuclear matter, derived

from a one boson exchange potential, has been extracted.

Once the operator structure of the Brueckner G-matrix is

obtained, its analysis is substantially simplified com-

pared with the methods used so far . Effects of the

short-range correlations have been analyzed, showing

that they are largely restricted to I S, and 3S 1 -3D 1

states and affect predominantly the central components

of the G-matrix interaction . The tensor forces are not

affected by correlations due to the fact that the

correlation functions in 3S 1 - 3 0 1 (L=L'=0) and 3S1- 3D1
(L=0,L'=2) states have opposite signs and therefore

their contributions cancel each other almost exactly.

The spin-orbit components are also weakly influenced by

correlations (- 10 %), since L=0 states cannot con-

tribute tu these ehanneis . The non-locali ty of the G-ma-

trix interaction has been explicitly verified . Although

the short-range correlations introduce a very small

amount of non-locality, the scalar-isoscalar channel is

strongly nonlocal due to the w- and o-meson exchange pa-

tentials which have already such a behaviour. The densi-

ty dependence of the G-matrix interaction has been

mapped out using the local density approximation . A

fairly simple density dependence is found . Based an

these analyses a simplified momentum transfer and densi-

ty dependent G-matrix interaction has been constructed.

For further convenience, this interaction has been para-

metrized in terms of Yukawa type expressions

	 A
q2+m£

	

( 1 )

which reproduce the exact values within 0 .2 % in the

range of 0-2 fm -1 of the momentum transfer . Also a sim-

ple functional form for the density dependence has been

suggested based an the analysis of an analytical G-ma

trix, which gives an excellent quality of the fit (with-

in 1 %) in the range of the density of 0 .35 p oapspo .

The results of these parametrizations are shown in Table

1 . There, SO(SE) and TO(TE) denote singlet-odd (even)

and triplet-odd (even) channels of the G-matrix interac-

tion, respectively . TNO(E) denotes the tensor-odd (even)

component and LSO(E) the spin-orbit-odd (even) forte . m

is the mass of the effective mesons exchanged and A its

coupling strength. The density dependence is fitted with

an expression of the form

	 1
l+a(kF-kF)+5(kF-k )

where kF is the Fermi momentum and k- = 1.35 fm -1 . a is

the Gutoff parameter of the form factor given by
n2_ m2
Az¢gz

	

for the tensor forces only.

ae hope the momentum transfer and density dependent G-

matrix interaction as constructed above may be used as a

main ingredient of the feil particle-hole interaction to

describe the low-lying excited states of nuclei.
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(2)

channe1 m l 4 .0 fm -1 1n 2 ..

	

2 .5

	

'r.-1
m3 ..

0 .71 fm-1

SL a

	

8 A 8 A` .9

	

(Re6

50 3489 .8578 - -1072 .6901 0 .40738 1195 .3360

SE 1332 .2011 -0 .21537 -0 .61972 -1809 .5155 -0 .15600 -0 .65536 -398 .4453

TO 1253 .1275 0 .35298 -914 .8167 0 .45308 132 .8151

TE 2006 .6900 0 .82068 0 .13303 -2627 .8311 0 .82708 0 .06749 -398 .4453

090 355 .0412 79 .9680 -132 .8151 960

TKE 356 .9312 -475 .3378 398 .4453 960

L50 181 .4617 - 135 .5124

L5E -852.9600 - 202 .6745

OPEP, which has been added explicitly (not fitted).

Table	 1 :  Fitted parameters . Coupiing strengths A are in MeV fm 3; a in fm and ß in fm 2 .
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The Effect of Nuciear Polarization an the

Isotope Shift in Electronie Atoms

B . Hoffmann, G . Baur, and J . Speth

The Isotope shift in electronic atoms is calculated in

second order perturbation theory l). He consider multi-

pole orders X = 0, 1 and 2 for Z 20-82 nuclei . The in-

fluence of the shape of the nuclear transition density

an the polarization shift is investigated and found to

be Small . This can be seen in Fig . 1 . in this figure,

the contribution of different transition densities

0tr

	

r n {n=0,2,4,6) (r<Ro ) to the quadrupole polariza-

tion energy is shown . To a good approximation, the po-

larization contribution is directiy proportional to the

electronic density at the nucleus . We study whether the

polarization effect modifies the extraction of 6<r 2 >

values from Isotope shift measurements and find it to be

sma11 . It may not always be negligible, especially in

the cases where very accurate optical measurements ex-

Ist . He estimate the effect for the example of the Sm=

isotopes, where a strong change of deformation occurs in

the series of isotopes, which

Fig .	 1 : Influence of the form of the transition density

Ptr an the quadrupole polarization as a function of the

intermediate electron energy.

causes changes in the quadrupole polarizability . In a

recent paper by Bernabeu and Fricson 2) the effect of the

dipole polarizability in electronic atoms was considered

in the unretarded dipole approximation.
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Fission Berner Calculation for Rotating Nudlei

J. Nemeth+, J .M . Irvine++ , J . Okolowicz++*

Recent experiments concerning the fission of light rare

earth nuclei l) and the discovery of the "fast fission "

phenomenon 2,3) made it important to reexamine tne fis-

sion barrier dependence an the rotational angular momen-

tum of the nuclei . We calculated the fission barrier of

a rotating 144Nb nucleus in constrained Hartree-Fock

calculations, constraining the angular momentum and the

quadrupole momentum values, and oompared the results

with the drop model calculation of Cohen et a1, 4). The

results can be seen in Fig . 1 5) , The fission barrier

decreases with increasing angular momentum more rapidiy

than predicted by Ref . 4, in good agreement with experi-

mental observations l) . On the other hand, the maximum

angular momentum for which the nucleus is still stable

5:1100 -

12201-
1

0
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120
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Fig . 1 : The H .F . fission barrier as a function of the
quadrupole constraint for L x = 0, 30, 50 and 60 h.

against fission is about 60-80 % smaller than expected.

This fact emphasizes even more the importance of the

fast fission phenomenon, and makes it necessary to cai-

culate the fission barrier for asymmetric rotating nu-

clei as well.
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High Energy Proton induced Fission of Rare Earth

Nudei

J . Nemeth l- , J .M . Irvine_
+

High energy (500-600 MeV) protons can induce fission of

rare earth nuclei, while in the case of 200 MeV energy

protons the fission probability of the same nuclei is

practically negligibie l ' 2) . Since the fission barrier

even for nuclei of mass number 150 is only about 50

MeV 3 ), this fact cannot be explained by energy consid-

erat i on s only . To examine the phenomenon in detail, it
is useful to perfor m modified time de p endent Hartree-

Fock caleulations . To solve the TDHF equations one has

to start from an excited wave function, the exd tation

can be vibrational, rotational or thermal . However the

usual TDHF equations Gennot lead to fission, because

there is no mechanism to change the filling order in a

mean field approximation . To avoid this diffieulty one

has to introduce either unnaturally big pairing for-

ces 4) , or modified TDHF equations tan be applied 5) to

change the oceupation probability of the levels and thus

simulate the two-body dissipation . in case of 144 Nb giv-

IIg tS5.Ie nucleus TVieu	MeV excitation either as 'vibrationa400
V

or as thermal energy we got no fission within 19 -20 sec.

Giving the same amount of energy, but a part of it es

rotation, the nucleus is fissioning in less than 10" 21

sec . The reason for this is that high (L x	30h) angular

momentum deformes the nucleus . Since this deformed shape

is already dose to the saddle point deformation, the

nucleus can fission easily . Proton induced fission, of

light nuclei occurs in peripheral collisions with big

impact parameters, and in our opinion the high energy of

the protons is needed only to transfer high angular mo-

mentum to the nuclei . In fact there is experimental

evidente that high angular momentum states can be ex-

cited with some probability in such collisions 2) .
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Effective Mass in Nudel and the Level Density

Parameter

M . Prakash ¢ , Z .Y . Ma } and J . Warnbach

In generalizing the Thomas-Fermi approximation to finite

temperatures, Barronco and Treiner l) have given an ex-

pression for the level density parameter a involving lo-

cal ground stete quantities iike the particle density

ho (1i' ), the local Fermi momentum k F (i) and the local ef-
fective mass m*(r) . In terms of these fundamnentai quan-
tities a is given by

a = T 2/4 i ; 2p›)m*' (r)/m 2kF(r))dr

	

(1)

The summation index distinguishes protons and neutrons.

In the large A limit in which the r-dependences disap-

pear we get the familiar expression from Fermi liquid

theory

a = r1 2 2m * A/(,f lk )

	

(2)

Using m tm -m and the equilibrium nuclear matter vaiue

k F = 1,36 fm-l a A/15 much smaller than experiments in
finite nuclei indicate for which on the average a - A/7.

The deviation is solely due to the presence of the sure

face which acts as a static boundary as well es a dynam-

ical variable adding extra degrees of freedom to the

System.

To study the influence of these neu degrees of freedom

we have attempted to determine the volume, surface and

curvature coefficients of the level density parameter a,

expressed as

a =e
V
A-~aA2/3 +a

C
a l/3

p

from empirical knowledge of the nuclear mean fieid

which in general is nonlocai and frequency dependent . In

finite nuclei it furthermore depends on the c .m . coordi-

nate r of two interacting particies . To arrive at the
local quantities needed in (1) we expand

	

around the

Fermi surface determined by the Fermi energy e F and the
local Fermi momentum k E (r) . First order is sufficient to

determine the quasiparticie properties near the Fermi

surface and therefore to specify the entropy . To this

order the seifenergy

	

is given by

( r , k , w ) _ zo(r > k F
() F),( w - E F)(ai/ aw

r ( k2 - k ))( a l ak2 ) k 2 =k 2
F

The zeroth order term determines the local Fermi momen-

tum k F ()

k
F

()/2m + .L ( ; ,kF(('),EF) = E F

	

(5}

and the effective mass is given by the derivatives with

respect to

	

and 'w as

(3)

Im=

	

(4)



~(r,k,s F ) -1

	

m/m(r) _ [1+2m	
ak ,

	

[ k 2=42

aF(r,k F (r),w)

	

°
[1-	

aw

	

]weeF

Rather than deriving the mean field from an underiying

two-body interaction we choose to parametrize ~o by a

Woods-Saxon potential . The first derivative of 1 with

respect to k 2 is proportional to the non-locality

length a of the optical potential which has been deter-

minedreu ciiipi r i cai1 ~y . The w-der i .,.	e of , is 1e55 knorm,,,	

but can be obtalna^d.. in principle ~ fromfr^,,

	

..th a .., ,.-dflp ..e ..na_ e- .n oe.--

of the absorptive part of the optical potential or

equivalently from the spacing of single particle leveis

near eF . To finally obtain the level density parameter

the one-body density p o is determined from the solutions

of an equivalent Schrödinger equation which includes the

selfenergy

	

up to first

	

order.

$1-1 2 /2m * (m + 0(r)}0) = e v bv (r) (7a)

d(r)

	

m/m* (r)	)o(,kF(),eF) (7b)

In terms

	

of these

	

solutions

	

one

	

has

(8a)po ( r ) i

	

nvv (r)O v (r)

(

v

1

	

,: v <e F

n v = (8b)
6

	

ev >e F
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A

Fig. 1 : A-dependence of the level density parameter . The
Grosses indicate results using expression (1) in 40Ca,
90Zr and 208Pb. The straight live utilizes expression
( q ).

We have calculated the level density parameter for the

three closed shell nuclei 40Ca, D°Zr and 208Pb (indi-

cated by the crosses in Fig . 1). To obtain the general

A-dependence (3) we extracted from (1) the surface-,

volume- and curvature coefficients deriving a general

expression for a in terms of e F , p (o), a and a param-

eter ß characterizing the w-derivative of ) . The result

can be expanded as

a = m 2/(4e F )AL(1-a)+3{ao/r o )voA
-1/3

	

( 9 )

+ S(ao /r o ) 2 {v 1 -(1-v.)z 2 /6}A_
2/3

+ . . .]

Here ao denotes the diffuseness of the Woods-Saxon po-

tential and ro = 1 .2 fm ° The coefficients vo and u l

emerge from the analytical integration of (1) and are

linear combinations of Fermi integrals . The A-dependence

depicted as the solid live in Fig . 1 is close to experi-

mental findings indicating that both frequency depen-

dence in the mean field and curvature terms in a, usual-

ly neglected, are important.
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Fragmentation of Nuclear Strength Distributions

by Two-Particle Two-Hole Excitations

J. Warnbach and B. Schwesinger +

The microscopic understanding of damping of nuclear cal-

lective motion has attracted " theoretical interest in the

Aast few years . For s,mall amplitude v i brations two damp-

ing processes can be identified:

(1) pure mean field damping which gives riss to a

spreading of lplh-transition strength due to shell

structure ("fragmentation width " ) and a broadening above

the cantinuum threshoid due to prompt particle emission

("escape width " ) and is not described by mean field the-

ories-

(2) damping from residual two-body collisions, which

couple the 1p1h-doorway states to nuclear compound

states ( "spreading width").

Since both are of comparable importance especially as

the frequency of the oscillation gets large, a proper

many body theory of vibrational motion has to go beyond

the mean field, i .e. the RPA-treatment . Based on linear

response theory we have proposed an extension l) which

treats the lplh- and 2p2h-subspaces explicitly and

higher compound states on the average. Within the re-

stricted mode] space all diagrams to order V 2 are iter-

ated, ehere V denotes the residual interaction

(H = Ho +V) ..

Implying thet a one-body external field

i~(t) =1/2(Qe
-iwt+Q+eiwt

	

(1)

couples only weakly to the 2p2h-space, the response to

the perturbation Q, which in general is given by the

ground stete expectation value

S Q (w) = - n~o
r j<IQy(w°H+in)-1Q~ _

	 1CQ1I)12i
( 2 )w+n

Gar, be approximated as

5Q(w)= n

	

nm CI Q
+ Piw-H0

-y+E o +in

+ v(1-P)(w-H o -V + E o +i n) -l ( 1 ° P ) V } -1PQ1)

(6)

(3)
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fiere P denotes a projection operator onto the ipih-space

P =

	

Ilplh>l(lplh)

	

(4)
ipih

The Operator 1-P projects of course onto the complemen-
tary space containing npnh-states . Since V is a two-body
interaction it couples the P-space only to 2p2h-states
which therefore act as the entrance channels for the
compaund decay . They are treated explicitly and all
higher configurations are included an the average by
making rl finite in the 2p2h-propagator .Furtherlmcre V is
neglected in this propagator.

We haue applied the above model to 90Zr and 208 Pb by
prescribing the ,ean fiele H Q phenomenologically
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H o

	

_ i 2 /2m*v 2 + U(r)

	

(5)

Here U is a Woods-Saxon potential and the effective mass
m* an adjustable parameter . The residual interaction was
approximated by zero-range density-dependent antisymme-
trized terms

v(r r» = {Voo[p[+Vol[p]-t '} 1/2 [i-P6 ]3(r-r') (5a)

V e (p) = v"e (R) + v e ( 1 -P( R ))

	

(5b)

p(R)

	

(1+exp(R-R o )/a) -1 ; (R _ (r+l.2)I2)

	

(5c)

Fin 1 : nna rir ole rncn_nse in 90Zr (left part) and
Pb (right part) . The dashed live give the ipih-

response function alone while the full lines include
coupling to 2p2h-states.

and the parameters adjusted to a few known resonances.
As a typical example isoscalar and isovector transition
strength distributions are displayed in Fig . 1 . Fiere the

dashed lines indicate a pure mean field (i .e . lplh-re-
sult) while the full line incorparates two-body colli-
sions resulting in 2p2h-coupling . In general we find
that isovector resonances are highly fragmented . Iso-
scalar modes suffer much less dispersion since large
cancellations between the attenuation of the single par-
ticle motion (seifenergy insertions) and ph-iinked pro-
cesses (bubble diagrams) occur .
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4 . MEDIUM ENERGY PHYSICS
13 1-

4 .1 . A-Isobar Effects an M2-Strength
208Pbin

151-

We have

D .

	

Cha and J .

	

Speth

studied the M2-strength distribution in 208Pb
14

within

We want

the framework of the RPA including

to ciarify the influence of

a-hole states.

the A-resonances an
1n h

the M2-strength . This is of special interest because the

M2-strength in
208Pb has a considerable contribution

from the nuclear convection current in contrast to the

M 1 -strength where the nuclear spin current dominates l) _

For the residual p•h'-interaction we take a realistic one

which includes the one-pion and one-rho meson exchange

potential in the a -channel explicitly with a two-body

correlation function to account for the effects of the

other mesons . In addition, we take phenomenological

spin-dependent and spin-isospin-dependent zero-range

terms, 8go and 8g~ suggested by Suzuki et a1 . 2) .

The M2-strength distribution between E x = 6-8 MeV in

208Pb has been n asured by Frey et a1 . 3} . Fight promi-

nent states aere found sharing the total strength of

EB(M2)i = 8500±750 pMfm2 . 0ur theory gives good agree-

ment with the experiment as can be seen from Fig . 1. The

L

i.0

	

7 .5

	

8.0

Ex i MeV ]

Fig .	 1 : M2-states between E x = 6 .28.2 MeV in 208Pb.

Theoretical states are obtained by the RPA including
the A-hole states and experimental states are quoted

from Ref . 3.

predicted total M2-stren gth within the rmasured ex-

citation energy range is EB(M2)+ = 10808 o Nfm2 when we

include the a-hole states and EB(M2)" = 11273 ' Nfm2 when

they .are not included . Therefore, wo obtain in this

energy range a quenching due to A-hole admixture of only

4 % . (If we use the bare g Q factors, the theoretical

strength including the A-hole effects is reduced

to EB(M2)1. = 8975 v Nfm2 .)

To study this in more detail, we constructed histograms

of the M2-strength by AEx e 1 MeY bins in Fig . 2. The

Full columns illustrate the strength from the nuclear

spin current only . The streng concentration of the un-

perturbed strength (Fig . 2a) which is dominated by the

nuclear convection current in the E x - 7-8 MeV bin is

due to the proton
i13/2h11/2

single particle excitation,

which has morethan 40 % of the total unperturbed

8

6

5
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15

	

20
Ex i MeV 1

Fig . 2 : a istograms of the M2-strength in 208Pb by

AEx = 1 MeV bins.

strength . This state mey be interpreted as the "twist

mode " of Ref. 4. The strong repulsive interaction in the

spin-isospin channei introduces two major effects : one

is a reduction of about 20 % of the total stren gth which

comes from ground state correlations and the other is a

theft of the strength to higher energies . However, one

can see that only the spin strength is removed from the

lower excitation energy (below 8 MeV) into the higher

energy region, while almost all the strength remained at

low energies is from the nuclear convection current.

That is because the ph-interaction is dominated by the

repulsive spin-dependent component . We can also observe

from Figs . 2b-2c that the strength below 9 MeV, which is

mostly from the convection current, has been hardly

affected by the A-hole admixtures (only 5 % quenching)

while the spin dominated strength above 9 MeV has been

significantly quenched {31 %) . From our results we

conclude that the renormalization of the nuclear spin

current is not responsible for the quenching of the

observedM2-strength belom 9 MeV in 208Pb 5)
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Fph = C
o (f o för•T'+g•ß'+gQa•a'z•T')

	

(2)

with the constant Co = n2_ = 302 MeV fm3. In the isobar

sector one has

	

F

(
Fph )A = co EgoAN •Q ' T•T ' (3)

Table 1 :  Landau parameters (in units of C o = 302 ccv
fm ) in both nucleon (f o ,f,go ,g) and isobar (gö),~ N
sector based on HEA potential . The experimental value

(f*/f) = 2 was used . The row G denotes the G-matrix re-
sults, while Fph (N+A) includes a selfconsistent coupling

between isobars and nucleons.

The results of the generalized version 4) of eq . (1),

which couples isobars and nucleons, are displayed in Ta-

ble 1 . The major effect of the induced interaction in

the nucleon sector is to stablilze the Parameter fa ,

since all induced contributions (renormalizations coming

from the other channels due to the exchange term) add

coherently to compensate the attractive G-matrix centri-

bution . In all other channels, however, the induced

pieces cancel to a large extent . lt introduces e .g. in

the spin-isospin strength g,; a correction of about 20 %.

In the isobar sector, however, the Situation is differ-

ent for two reasons:

i) The isobar has to be excited via the spin-isospin

channel . Therefore the erancellation of the induced

pieces, which occur in the nucleon sector, does no long-

er exist.

ii) Since the induced interaction contributes oniy to

the exchange term, the factor 1/4 (due to the exchange

term), which reduces the induced pieces in the nucleon

sector, does not occur, since S•a'P u = S•o ' . Therefore

the induced interaction causes a dramatic enhancement

(=60 %) of the isobar-hole coupling strength (g)AN by

screening out the exchange term in the interaction.
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Medium Polarization Effects : A Crucial Ingre-

dient in the A(1232)-Nucleon Interaction

K . Nakayama, S. Krewald, J. Speth, G .E. Brown

The A(1232) isobar has been suggested to play an impor-

tant role in the reduction of spin-isospin strength in

nuclei, espec i e lly after the experimental discovery of

the Gamow-Teller giant resonance . The magnitude of the

reduction of magnetic strength due to isobar-hole admix-

tures in the nuclear wave function depends strongly on

the isobar-hole coupling strength . Here we present a mi-

croscopic derivation of the isobar-hole interaction for

vanishing momentum transfer.

Due to the fact that nucleons carry spin and isospin

1/2, while the isobar has both spin and isospin 3/2, the

two interacting nucleons must have total isospin T=1

and, in the spin-isospin channel, total spin S ei in or-

der to end up with isobar-nucleon in the final stete.

This implies that all even relative angular momenta of

the interacting nucleons are suppressed in the spin-iso-

spin channel, while in the isovector tensor channel all

even or odd relative momenta are suppressed according to

spin S being odd or even, respectively . This fact has an

immediate consequence that the direct term of the iso-

bar-hole interaction is largely cancelled by the ex-

change term if one approximates the full particle-hole

interaction by a G-matrix . Therefore, Arime et al . l)

conciuded that the isobar probably plays only a minor

hole in explaining the reduction of magnetic strength in

nud ei.

Now we would Ilke to point out that the G-matrix is only

a pari of the full quasi-particie quasi-hole interac-

tion . It is well known that employing the G-matrix as a

residual particie-hole interaction leads to an instabil-

ity in nuciear matter . Therefore one has to go beyond a

simple Brueckner approach. It has been shown by S,jö-

berg2) that the inciusion of screening effects in the

so-called "crossed channel" reduces strongly the attrac-

tion of the G-matrix, e .g. the contributions are strong-

ly repulsive . Therefore one expects also an additional

repulsion in the spin-isospin channel . A general feature

in many-body systems, and one which we shell shcw here,

is that when an interaction is strongly repulsive (here

that in the a•a `T=T' channel), then the exchange term in

the particle-hole interaction is strongly screened,

whereas the direct term is unaffected.

The full ph-interaction can be written as 3) :

Fph = Kph + Finduced(Fph)

	

(1)

The so-called direct interaction K Ph may be approximated

by an antisymmetrized G-matrix . The induced interaction

Finduced(Fpn) sums all ph-bubbles in the crossed ..channel

and thus makes the equation nonlinear.

The major effect of eq . (1) can be studied in the Landau

limit, where the ph-interaction has the form
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A Deformable Chiral Bag

J . Warnbach and Z .Y . Ma¢

In connection with the difficulties of the nonrelativ-

istic quark model to obtain the nucleon axial vector

coupling constant gA Glashow has speculated l) upon in-

trinsic deformation of the nucleon ground state . Subse-

quently, it has been noted 2) that the Chiral Sag Model

(CBM) of hadrons provides a mechanism for such deforma-

tions . The pseudo-scalar coupling between quarks and pi-

ons et the bag boundary adds a Pressure term to the MIT

bag model which is inhomogeneous across the surface . Mo-

tivated by these ideas we have developed a method to

systematically study the question of hadron deformations

in the CBM-framework.

The dynamics for arbitrary bag shapes is specified by

the following Lagrange density (gluon fields are ne-

glected)

y' (x) - 1 (x) + 4(x) + ,(x)

q (x) _ L 1/2 v a v .,3l e ( R - r )	l /2vVnunu s(r- R )

	

(?b)

T(x) = 1/2 (2u )28(r-R)

	

(1c)

l (x) _ - i /( 2f r )wt 5i v d(r-R)

rohere
4

and

	

correspond to the free field quark and

pion Lagrangians and

	

to the coupling term . The plan

field has been linearized . Requiring the action

S = 1 d4x Z(x)

	

( 2 )

to be stationary (dS=0) with respect to arbitrary varia-

tions of the fields and the boundary leads to the equa-

t i ons of moti an

	

r<R (j; ce)

	

(3a )

	

r>R( V)

	

(3b)

and to the boundary conditions

nY = (1+iy 5Ti/f,r )v	r=R(15

	

( 3c )

i r 'i5 , t
r/(2f r l .

r
i~

	

n=R/„5u

	

(n,il
r

	

' r

	

-'=l

Here time independence of the Nag shapes has been im-

plied . Note that the surface normal is angular depen-

dent . To arrive at dynamical deformations we use the

propagator methods of Chin 3) which starts with the free

field solutions for which quarks and pions decouple

(i .e . f r - .. ) . The free fields obey the boundary condi-

tions

The solutions to (4a) and (4b) are used in a perturba-

tive expansion of the full propagators . We are interest-

ed in the minima of the energy surface with respect to

the deformation parameters and therefore have to compute

corrections to the unperturbed ground state energy E o

which is deformation dependent due to the y 5-coupling . A

denotes the pion propagator which can be expanded in

terms of the stationary solutions of (4b) as

dki* (r)ö Er')

o(r, `,w) = j dteiwta(r r . t) = 1

	

kw2-kz+1

	

(6)n

The solutions of the Dirac- and Klein-Gordon-equations

(3a) and (3b) subject to the boundary conditions (4a)

and (4b) are very difficult to obtain in general . Fon

ellipsoidal cavities (characterized by two shape param-

eters R and 0), however, they can be expanded in the an-

alytically known MIT quark field solutions and the hard

sphere wave functions for the pion field with the expan-

sion coefficients easily obtained froh matrix diagonali-

zation. The deformation dependence of the losest quark

eigenenergies and mixing coefficients are displayed in

Fig . 1. With the aid of the free

	

solutions we can

project onto the two component Pauli space to obtain

qEo 2) ( R , D ) _ < i ttj 1 Z Vii(w)Jfl	 r	 1>/

	

( 7 )

N'ere 1,...> denotes symmetric combinations of Pauli

spinors in ordinary and isospin space and Vij is a fre-

quency dependent two Body interaction

	

= 1/(2f 2R3 )

	

k L M ( 3 , w )
L,L ,m

T* (°)T, „(ii .)c,i.
-1

	

j1^-J

	

LM "i i M j

	

1 J

which is also deformation dependent . The calculated de-

formation dependence of LEo 2) for the nucleon (depicted

in Fig. 2) indicates that indeed the ground state is in-

trinsicaliy deformed.
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which always has a

in D1 one has

E (2) = 1/(8f 2 ) J

spherical minimum . To second order

dt drldr 2 6(r 1 ,r 2 ,t)

(5)

Cv

	

(x l ) i Y_ }w(x l )v( x 2 ) i Y S T ( x 2 ) 6 ( r l -R)6(r 2 -R )( o >

(8)

nvm=0

(4a)

(4b )
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Quantum Variational Approach to the Chiral Bag

J .N. Urbane, K. Goeke

A quantum variational approach l) to the chiral bag is

formulated, in which the pinn field is described by a

quantum mechanical coherent stete

h(0 = P; exp( f d3k tj(k)a;(k))I0%
j

The wave function of the bag of the nucleon is obtained

by eliminating the quark degrees of freedom in favour of

the colourless baryonic states assumed as a mixture of a

proton and del lte with z-components equal 1/2

IBN (e» = cose N 1-1 ¢ si na ip '1i2

The total Hamiltonian of the system is given by

H = HMIT y Hr, + H coupl

where the Hcoupl is taken from the linearized version of

the cloudy bag mode1 2) . The stability of the nucleon is

achieved by taking into account the finite extension of

the qQ-component of the pions in the cloud . This leads

to an effective coupling constant depending on the radi-

us

	

= 0.17 fm of the plan and on the radius R of the

bag :

3eNN

	

geff (R)

	

9 N8~
1 ~ 1 .2 lßz ) 2 )

-3/2

The variation of the total energy

E(t,u) _'BN (a)ICn(4)1HIrn()>IBN(a)>

with respect to the pion field amplitude yields for the

variational solution

	 p(k)	
J 2(2ee(k)) d geff(R) G(a)

kZ d jZ

where p(k) is the pinn source and G(a) is given by

G2 (a) = cos 2 e + 3 12 since cosa + 5 sin2

The states IBN(a),a{t)> da not possess the proper spin

and isospin quantum numbers . However, they can be pro-

jected on them by Peierls-Yoccoz techniques involving

rotations around the angles 11 and 6 in spin and isospin

space around the y-axis . This yields for the pinn field

r(Z,a) = exp{) f d 3k j{k,gg}a~(k}}j0)
J

with

e j {k,B(3' ) =

	

( R 2{ä)) jj

	

j .(Ry-l(a)k)-

The actual calculations Show that the average number of

pions and the selfenergy, the bag acquires due to its

coupling to the plan cloud, are strongly dependent an

the mixing angle a and, of course, an the bag radius R.

The projection itself increases the number of pions in

the cloud up tu a factor of four in case of the nucleon

quantum numbers . Thus both, a proper intrinsic wave

function and quantum effects due to projection, are nec-

essary ingredients for a stable nucleon solution 3) of

small radii R

	

0 .5 fm since there the pinn field is

strongest.
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Effect of the Quantum Fluctuations of the Pion

Field an the Chiral Bag Energy

J.N. Urbano ¢ and K. Goeke

As is well known, natwithstanding their remarkable suc-

cess in predicting hadron properties, present day ap-

proaches to chiral bag models are still confronted with

some difficulties . Indeed, either they use semiclassical

niethods to deal with the pion field or, if properly

quantized, they are based an perturbative expansions,

the validity of which relies an the assumption thet the

bag radius is fairly !arge (R

	

0.8 fm) . In any case,

seems that sage fundamental i ngredient is missing

fron the very foundation of the models, since the bag of

quarks collapses under the effect of the plan pressure.

Recently, a proposal was made to stabilize the Chiral

Bag by taking into account the quark substructure of the

pions themselves l7% . As a consequence, the upper Limit to

the MIT-bag-nadel parameter B could be raised, and mini-

ma for the bag energy could be found for bag radii

R < 0.5 fm. Unfortunately, this interesting work is not

free the above indicated difficulties, a fact thet is

particularly annoying in a context ahen one is dealing

with very small radii . In this contribution we cover the

saure ground as the authors of Ref . 1, but we use a fully

quantized variational approach.

Our starting point is a field theoretical Hamiltonian

describi,g : qa r k s confined in an MIT-bag, free pions,

and an interaction between quarks and pions . In this in-

vesti -e•ation we haue considered, for the Bake of simplic-

ity, the linearized version of the Clowdy Bag Model Ham-

iltonian 2) . The second ingredient of our approach is a

trial wave function consisting of a linear combination

of properly chosen three-quark MIT-bag colourless con-

figuretions, multiplied by a coherent stete of pions.

For Bach set of values of the bag radius and of the lin-

ear combination coefficients, the trial wave function is

separately projected onto states with definite angular

momentum and isospin, using the Peierls-Yoccoz tech-

nigue3 ). The total energy is then evaluated with the

=j
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projected states, and is finaliy minimized with respect

to the plan field amplitudes 3) and to the remaining par-

ameters, bag radius included . 1n this work we have per-

formed the variation with respect to the plan emplitudes

before the projection was carried out.

Since we are interested in the iowest baryon stete, only

nucleon- and delta-bag configurations were considered.

In this framework, we find that the best advantage is

taken of the interaction's spin-isospin structure with

s peciai linear combinations of the nucleon- and dzelta-

bag conEiguratiorls 4) . With these, one heä to perform,

thrse-dimensional projections in both spin and isospin

stetes, but in this work we have simplified the calcula-

tions considering only bare bag configurations with spin

up and charge Y1 . This provides the trial wave function

with axial symmetry in both spaces.

Eheei of Praecfion on Ihn Bug Energy

Sag Rcdius [Gieß f

The figure shows the effeot of projection on the bag en-

ergy for the following set of bag nadel parameters:

B1/4 = 148 MeV, Z = 0 .244. The bare ,:NN-, eNA- and eAA-

vertex coupling constants were related using the usual

quark model predictions . The ,INN-vertex coupling con-

stant was then properly renormalized by ensuring that

one gets the experimental value at the minimum energy.

We may conclude that it is quite necessary to consider

the quantum fluctuation of the pion field when dealing

with small bag radii ; and that the possibility of having

a small bag solution is favoured by the projection.
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On the Hedgehoog Solution

J .N . Urbano +, K. Goeke

In recent years there has been frequently discussed a

special ansatz for the intrinsic bare nucleon configura-

tion coupled to a pion field, the so-called "hedgehoog"

solutionl) . This is given, in an obvious notation, by

IBN> _ 4r (I pY>-i ne))

	

( 1 )

Actually such an intrinsic nucleon stete is considered

to be compatible with a pion field, which in cartesian

coordinates can be written as

q(r) _

	

G(r)

	

( 2 )

i .e . which has a very special space-isospace structure

facilitating very much the solution of the field equa-

tions.

In a recently form+ulated quantum variational model t) of

the chiral bag this concept can be checked in a varia-

tional way : We assume for the intrinsic solution of the

bag a structure of

IBN> = k

	

~st I 5
s}E

	

t}
st

and the pion field is described by a coherent state

s
le(h,

	

- 4 expi

	

f d 3k t .(kla
¢
(k)}10

	

(4)
s e i

the total Hamiltonian of the System is assumed to be the

one of the linearized clowdy bag mode] of The"berge et

al 3) with a coupling part of the form

H coupl = i ]r d 3 k f ( k )

	

(xj(k)aj(k)-xk(k)a(k)', ( 5 )

with

'"k)

	

gONN
st

( 2 . ) ss' (7 j ) tt' ``st v s t'

Fs
rohere vst creates a nucleon in spin state 14s) and iso-

spin stete 1 1/2t> . The variation of the total energy of

the System with respect to g j (k) and to e st _vields the

following qualitative result : There is a continuous set

of degenerate solutions which minimize the energy . The

hedgehoog (1) is one of them. The selfenergy of these

minimal solutions is 3 times larger than for a pure nu-

cleon configuratian (e .g. with s-i/2and a result

which corresponds to the Eindings of Bohr and Mottel-

son 4) . The field corresponding to the hedgehoog solution

can be evaluated by

.j( r )

	

(r(c,c)1

	

i d3k a(k)a (k)a j (k)E (t,a))

	

( 7 )

and it has indeed the structure given by eq. (2). The

other solutions, being degenerate with the hedgehoog,

show Fields whose Spate-isospace structure is more com-

plicated . They are presently under investigation .

(3)

(6)
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Lquilibrium between Anisotroplc Normal and P'

Condensed Nuclean Matter

1 . Lovas+, J . N'dmeth ++ , K. Sailer+++

We investigated the properties of the plan condensed

phase of nuclear matter at finite temperatures in the

framework of a relativistic field theory . The solution

of the field equations and the expectation value of the

energy-momentum tensor were calculated in the mean field

approximation . lt was observed that the selfconsistent

set of equations for the amplitudes of the mesonic

fields obtained directly from the field equations are

identical with the conditions of thermodynamical equi-

librium . The pressure of the pion condensed phase was

found to be isotropic in thermodynamical equilibrium . In

Fig . 1 the binding energy of the nucleons c(p-m) MeV in

pion condensed nuclear matter is given as function of

the relative density p/p o and temperature . The density

of nuclear matter in its ground state is p o = 0.145

fm3 1) . The values of the wave number are : k = 2.0 (a),

k = 2.5 (b), k = 3.0 (c) . The binding energy of the nu-

cleons in normal isotropic nuclear matter is also shown

by dashed lines . The equilibrium between anisotropic

normal and pion condensed nuclear matter is indicated by

asterisks.

We studied the possibility of phase equilibrium between

p ion condensed and anisotropic normal nuclear matter.

The nuclear matter produced in heavy ion collision is

anisotropic and it is far away fram thermodynamical

equilibrium. During the collision process the anisotropy

is decreasing and the system is approaching the thermo=

dynamical equilibrium . lt was shown that non-equili-

brated plan condensed nuclear matter may have the saure

anisotropy as the normal one and they may be in phase

equilibrium during the whole collision process . This

circumstance allows us to draw the following conclusion:

if there is a chance at all for the phase transition

from normal to pion condensed phase then the anisotropy

produced inevitabely in heavy ion collision does not

prevent this t,ranmition.
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Fig .	 1 : The binding energy of the nucleons E(p-m) MeV as

function of the relative density .
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K8JCLEAR REACTIONS

5 .1 .

	

Theoretical Analysis of the Proton Decay of

Electroexcited Carbon

G. Co`, S . Krewald

The reaction 12C(e,e ' p) 11B was investigated in the giant

resonance region within a theoretical model including

final state interactions and all four interference terms

between the Charge and current operators . For details

see Ref. 1.

All the positive and negative uultipole excitations up

to 4+ and 4 - were i nc i uded . We checked that in the giant

resonance region multipoles higher than 4 were giving a

negligible contribution.

Fig .	 1 : The experimental double differential cross sec-
tions for the reaction 12C(e,e'p) 11B as measured by Ca-
larco et aL 2) are shown as a function of the angle

F between the momentuni p of the emitted proton and the

axis d efined by the momentum transfer q . The angle be-

tween

	

and the scattering plane is 49p = 135 0 . The cross
sections for f _ -45 0 are represented within the inter-

val between Pp= 180 0 and 7 _ 360 0. The symrletry of the
cross section around v = 180 0 is broken by the charge-

current interference . Note that a direct knock-out reac-
tion would haue maximal cross section at pp = 180 0 . The

solid line shows the theoretical Cross section including

all

	

ltipole modes up to J' = 4+ and 4- . The dashed

line represents the results obtained without monopole

strength . The magnituds of all theoretical cross sec-
tions are scaled by a factor a = 0 .4.
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Fig . 2 : The hotoabsorption Cross section of 120 by Ah-

rens et a1 . 3)
is compared with a continuum random-phase

calculation described in the text.

In Fig . 1 the resuit of our computations (full line) is

compared with the experimental points of Calarco et

a1 . 2) . All the theoretical energies are shifted up by

1 .5 MeV in order to compensate for the discrepancy be-

tween the experimental 3} and theoretical peak of the

photonuclear cross section (see Fig . 2).

5ince the theoretical angular distributions overshoot

the experimental data and we were interested in the

shape of the angular distribution of the emitted par-

tiale, we determined a scaling factor of x=0 .4 in order

to facilitate the comparison between the theoretical and

experimental angular distributions at the peak energy of

22 .47 MeV of the dipole resonance . At all the other ex-

citation energies the comparison was made using the Same

scaling factor which is effectively taking Into account

effects of 2p-2h degrees of freedom and branching to de-

cay modes other than proton or neutron emission, phenom-

ena which are not considered in the present version of

our modei.

The first result is that our rodel is able to reproduce

the relative magnitudes of the coincidence cross section

at all the experimenta1ly investigated excitation ener-

gies . The theoretical angular distributions are repro-

ducing rather well the experimental ones, only at the

energies of 21 .65 MeV and 22 .98 MeV the agreement is

poor . We explain this with the fact that our model, for

the already mentioned lack of 2p-2h configurations, does

not give the correct energy width of the dipole which

resui ts to be too concentrated around the peak energy of

22 .47 11eV.

The strong forward (L
p

= 1800 )-backward (3 = 0°) asym-

metry at the three lawer energies is a signature of the

presence of positive parity states interfering with the

giant dipole. Calarco suggested that in addition to the

2+ also the 0 + might be present.

in order to demonstrate the effects of 0 + strength we

repeated the calculation without monopole strength

(dashed line).

Without 0 + a series of bumps in forward and backward di-

rection is found at the three lower energies while only

the presence of the 0+ is able to reproduce the lange

forward-backward asymmetry.

The lange effect of the 0+ does not imply that the mono-

pole is a concentrated resonance.

Fig. 3 : The exhaustion of the energy-weighted sum rule

es a function of the excitation energy for monopole
(solid), dipole (dashed) and quadrupole (dotted)

strength.

40
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In Fig . 3 the energy weighted sum rule exhaustion for

0+, 1 - , 2+ is shown. One can see that the 0 + needs an

energy interval of approximately 20 MeV to exhaust its

sum rule while for the dipole only 10 MeV are necessary.

Even though the monopole excitation is not a concen-

trated resonance the interference terms between monopole

and dipole are )arge enoug h tu be Seen in a coincidence

experiment.
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Theoretical Description of Electron Scattering

Coincidence Experiments

5. Co', S . Krewald

With the advent of the new generation of electron accel-

erators (high-energy, high duty factor) it will become

very common to perform experiments in which the scat-

tered electron is detected in coincidence with a nucleon

knocked-out from the target nucleus.

One of the problems concerning this kind of experiments

is up to weich extent one can control the nuclear reac-

tion €€lechanisa in Order to get Information about the nu-

clear excitation modes.

We developed a computer code to evaluate (e,e ' p) cross

sections based an a microscopic theoretical model we

presented in the previous issue of this Annual Report.

Input of our code is the solution of the continuum RPA

equations we soived in the Fourier-Bessel formalism l)

using as residual interaction the zero range Landau-Mig-

dal forte in the parametrization of Winker and Speti~
2
~.

Fig .	 1 :  Angular distribution of the emitted proton

against excitation energy of the nucleus for the reac-

tion 160(e,e'p0 ) 15 N obtained keeping fixed the incoming

energy of the electron E i and the scattering angle ze.
The proton is emitted in the scattering plane and s is

measured with respect to the axis defined by the momen-
tue transfer direction which is, in our conventions, at

zF' = 180 0 . In the computation .all the excitation multi-

poles up to 4 + and 4- are included.

We studied the reaction 150(e,e ' p0 ) 15 N and Fig . 1 shows

the angular distribution of the emitted particle versus

the nuclear excitation energy : the incoming energy of

the electron is fixed at 100 MeV, the scattering angle

hat the value of 900 and the emitted proton, leaving the

15N in its ground stete, is detected an the scattering

plane.

From the continuum threshold up to 21 MeV the figure

shows narrow resonances typical of discrete excited

stetes lying in the continuum, from 21 up to 29 €82V

there is the large bump of the giant resonance . Then,

after 29 8eV, the angular distribution of the emitted

particle is concentrated around the direction of the

transferred momentuni (~p = 1800 in our conventions).

We interpreted the behaviour in the region beyond the

giant resonance as quasifree scattering : The virtual



photon exchanged betwaan electron and nucleus interacts

only with the emitted particle, and there is no collec-

tive excitation of the nucleus ; in the extreme situation

the particle is emitted mainly along the transfer momen-

tum direction . To test this hypothesis we performed a

computation switching off the residual interaction.

We chose two different excitation energies : 25 MeV, in

the peak of the giant resonance and 40 MeV where the

quasifree scattering, in our hypothesis, shouid take

place.

Fig. 2: Angular distribution of the emitted proton for

the reaction 160(e,e'p) 15N at two different excitation

energies. The dashed line shows the result obtained
switching off the residuai interaction (see text).

In Fig . 2 the results obtained with and without residual

interaction are compared.

Wlhile at 25 MeV the shape of the two angular distribu-

tions is rather different, then the residuai interaction

plays an important role, i .e . there is a collective ex-

citation of the nucleus, at 40 MeV the shape of the two

angular distributions is rather similar, which makes it

difficuit to distinquish a collective excitation from

quasi-free scattering in a modei-independent way . Note,

however, that the role of the residuai interaction in

this energy region is by no means negligible, since it

modifies the absolute magnitude of the coincidence cross

section by a factor of two.

Fron this analysis lt turns out that (e,e'p) is a good

tool to investigate the nuclear excitation modes in the

giant resonance region (the following report will show a

practical application) but for energies above the giant

resonance the reaction mechanism realiy dominates the

process and no information about nuclear excitations can

be extracted from the angular distribution of the emit-

ted particle.
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Microscopic Calculation of the Imaginary Optical

Potential for 208Pb(p,p) at 14 Met'

H. Oermawan, F. Osterfeld, V .A . Madsen¢

in the nuclear structure approach l) the caiculation of

the imaginary optical potential is na gle in second order

in an effective two-nucleon interacti~vn, taking into äC-

count finite nuclear effects such as shell structure and

collectivity of excited states . ?n eariier calcula-

tions 2,3,4 ), which used the density independent, finite-

range Eikemeier-Hackenbroich t operator 5) as an effec-

tive interaction and PPA transitioa densities b) to de-

scribe the intermediate stete of 40Ca, the local equiva-

lents 7) W(R) of the resulting imaginary optical poten-

tials were surface peaked like phenomenological poten-

tials but at a radius too small by about .6 fm.

he report here a similar caiculation undertaken for
208

Pb(p,p), for which the B(Ee) values and transition

densities have been weil tested 8 ) by comparison with

eleetran scattering 9). For propagation of the intermedi-

ate projectile we used a real folding potential . The ex-

change part was calculated in a zero-range pseudopoten-

tial approximation, the strength of which was determined

to agree with exchange scattering amplitudes in an exact

calculation 10 ) . Other aspects of the calculation were

the saure as has been carried out and reported in our

eariier work 2-3) an 40Ca(n,n) and 4UCa ( p ,p)-

2(7 .6,7 .6)

	

iMeV

	

fm" 3 j

0 ¢ -0.00 4 3
1 - -0.0034
2 { -0 .0436

3 -0.082
4+ -0.0358

5 - -0.0367
6 ¢ -0.0108
3-* -0.0735

Table	 1 :  Contribution of various nultipoles to the diag-
onal nonlocal imaginary potential W(r,r) at the peak ra-
dius r = 7 .6 fm. * = low-lying 3- collective stete only.

Table 1 shows the contribution of the different multi-

polerlties of natural parity states to the diagonal non-

local potential at r e 7.6 fm . The iow-lying 3 - collec-

tive state is a very important contributor to the ab-

sorption, bot, as is seen in the table, there are sever-

ai other essential contributions . Although less impor-

tant and not shown in the table, unnatural parity states

were also included in the final determination of the ab-

sorptive potential.

in Fig . 1 the equivalent local potential ri'(R) is com-

pared to the phenomenological potential ll ) . The calcu-

lated potential is surface peaked and, in contrast to

40Ca(p,o) and 40Ca(n,n) 2-4 ), the surface peak position

r = 7.6 fm is in good agreement with r = 7 .8, that of

the phenomenolgical potential . The shift in the peak

Position by about 0.2 fm can easiiy be accounted for by

a density dependent effective projectile-target nucleon

interaction 2) . This result shows that good structure
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To further test our microscopic imaginary optical poten-

tial, we used it directly to calculate the differential

scattering cross section for 14 MeV 208Pb(p,p) scatter-

ing using a newly developed
4, ' 3) program for so]ving the

Lippmann-Schwinger equation in momentum space . Angular

distributions due to a letal real potential plus the

calculated nonlocal potential W(r,r`) or its local

equivalent W(R) are compared to experimental data
ll)

in

Fig. 2. Both calculated angular distributions agree well

with the data up to 800 , but at ]arger angies the calcu-

lated cross sections are too high, indicatiag too little

absorption.
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Fig .	 1 : Comparison of the microscopic local equivalent

imaginary potential with the phenomenological potential

of Ref.

wave functions are needed for the description of the in-

ternediate excited states in order to obtain the right

form of the microscopic absorptive potential . The volume

inte g ral per nucleon Jw of the microscopic potential

amounts to 33 11eV fm 3 and that of the phenomenological

potential to 73 MeV fm 3. A deficiency of a factor of 2

was also found in nur former studies of the microscopic

imaginary potentials for 40Ca(p,p) and 400a(n,n) scat-

tering
2-4) .

Similar calculations of U(R) for 208Pb(p,p) haue been

performed by Bernard and Van Giai 12) . They used the

Skyrme interaction to generate the Hartreg-Fock mean

Field, the RPA-excited states and the projectile-target

Hutleer coupling . In their calculations they included

only inelastic natura] parity states with spin-parities

4 5 - . The resulting imaginary potential of Ref . 12 is

also too weak both in the nuclear interior and at the

nuclear surface . The volume integral of their calculated

potential is about 4 times smaller than the empirical

value, which, considering the smaller space of interme-

diate states used in Ref . 12, is quite consistent with

pur result .

208P
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Fig .	 2 : Comparison of calculated 208Pb(p,p) differential

cross sections at 14 MeV to the experimental data of

Ref . 11 . The Full line is the exact nonlocal calcula-

tion. The dashed line is the calculation with the equiv-

alent local imaginary potential.
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Caiculation of the Background below Gamow-Teller

Resonances

F . Osterfeld, A . Schulte

Recent (p,n)-experiments at intermediate energies at the

Indiana University Cyclotron haue shown that the total

Gamow-Teiler (GT) stren gth in nuclei is quenched by

roughly 40 % with respect to the model independent Ikeda

sum rufe . The accurate determination of the quenching of

the total GT-strength, however, is severeiy limited by

the subtraction of the background below the GT-reso-

nances.

We haue calculated l) this background in a microscopic

particle-hole doorway model assuming that the background

is a superposition of all cross sections of inelastic

excitations to bound, quasibound and continuum states.

The particle-hole doorway model includes the nuclear

continuum exactly bot treats nuclear collectivity ex-

plicitly only for certain selected states like the GTR

or IAS. We argue that for our purpose such a limited in-

clusion of nuclear collectivity is sufficient . Our argu-

ment is based an the fact that for aS=1-, AT=1
transi-

tions collectivity plays only a rote for low multipolar-

ities, i .e . for 0 - , 1¢ , 1 - (AS=1) and, maybe, 2 -

states 2) . This is simply an effect of the finite range

residual particle-hole (ph)-interaction in the

oS=1-, aT=1-channel 2) which is strongly repulsive for

low spin states and weak for high spin states (J ") 2- ).

Therefore states with large J " are nearly unaffected by

the residual ph-interaction.
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Fig .	 1 : Zero degree spectrum for the reaction 90Zr(p,n).
The data (thick full live) are taken from Ref . 3 . The

discrete lines are calculated cross sections due to
bound and quasibound states . The theoretical cross sec-

tions due to GTR and IAS are not plotted . The optical
parameters for the cross section calculations haue been

taken from Ref . 6.

In Fig . 1 we show the 0°-spectrum of the reaction

90Zr(p,n). The experimental data (fall curve) haue been

taken from Ref . 3. The dashed curve reoresents the cal-

culated continuous background . As in the rase for

46Ca(p,n) we sum all cross sections with multipolarities

AL=0 through oL=3 (J " = 0- ,I - ,1 ¢ ,2'"22,3 - ,3+,4 -) and in-

clude therefore at least all 34w-lplh-excitations in the

calculations . The calculated spectrum shows resonance

type structures around Q-values Q = -25 and Q = -31 11eV.

Both bumps are essentially due to (AL=2) J" = 1 + ,2+,3 +

excitations and form the building " blocks " for the GL=2

resonance . It should be mentioned that the bumps would

be appreciably smeared out if wo would also include a

spreading width in the calculations.

There is one important difference between the results

for the continuous spectra in 48Ca(p,n) and the present

one for 90Zr(p,n) . While the background calculations re-

produce the experimental data et. high negative Q-values

for 48Ca(p,n) they fall to do so for 90Zr(p,n) and un-

derestimate here the data by a factor of about 2 . The

`missing" cross section in the calculated spectrum

around Q = -28 MeV is not really missing since most °f

the cross section due to 0 - , 1 - , and 2 - states which ap-

paar in our model at lower excitation energies (the dis-

crete lines in Fig . 1) would be shifted to this energy

region if we would include nuclear collectivity in our

calculations.

The sum of 0 - , 1 - , and 2 - cross sections in Fig . 1

amounts roughly to =14 mb, from which 6 .6 mb are due to

0 - , 1 .4 mb due to 1 - , and =6 mb due to 2 - transitions

(see Table 1) . Using the results of Bertsch et a1 . 4) for

the strength distribution of 0 - , 1 - , 2 - in 90Zr we find

a maximum of about 7 .4 mb aL=1 cross section directly

below the GT-resonance . This means that also in

90Zr(p,n) we haue practicaliy no background below the

GT-resonance, i .e ., all the cross section in the Q-value

range -12aQa-20 is GT-strength . .A real problem, however,

is that the calculated continuous spectrum underesti-

mates the experimental data in the Q-value range

-32aQa-50. One could argue that this "missing" cross

section might be produced by AL=4 excitations not in-

cluded in our calculations . We haue checked this point

and haue found that these states make a negligible con-

tribution to the cross section at forward angles . Fur-

thermore, if the missing cross section would be due to

oL=4 transitions the discrepancy between experimental

and calculated cross section should increase with angle

since cross sections of eL=4 shepe give the biggest con-

tribution at larger scattering angles . This behavicur,

however, is not seen in the spectra . There is actually

just the opposite tendency in that the different between

measured and calculated cross section hecomes smaller

with increasing scattering angle . Re therefore conolude

that this "missing" cross section at large Q-values and

forward angles can only be produced by another mecha-

nism . An explanation consistent with the suggestions of

Bertsch and Hamamoto 5) is that this cross section not

described by the background calculations is actually ST-

strength which was shifted to this high excitation ener-

gy region due to the mixing of the " low-lying " lp-lh GT-

state with•high-iying 2p-2h configurations . Correspond-

ing to our•caiculations the arnount of GT-strength lo-

cated in the energy range -20<Q‹-5D could be as berge as

25 mb, One might ask. why the 2p-2h polarization effect

seems to be more important for 90Zr than for 485a . This

L
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8 ai	0 -) i a i	(1 -) i a i	(2 - ) i ai(0-,1-,2-)

	

[mb/sr] aexp

	

calc

[mbj [mb] [mb] -20›Q(p,n)›-50 MeV

00 8.8 1 .4 6 16 .2 40

4 .5 0 12 23 28 63 52

9 .5 0 10 17 21 48 38

12.80 2.7 6 .3 12 21 20

Table 1 : Sum of cross sections of all lfw AL=1 transitions with spin-parities J 1 = 0- , 1 - , and 2 - obtained for

different scattering angles e . Column 4 shows the sum of 0 - , 1 - , and 2 - cross sections whiie column 5 shows the

cross section obtained by subtracting the calculated continuous cross section from the experimental one in the Q-

vclue ran g e -20›0›50 MeV.

is probably due to a simple shell structure effect . The

damping mechanism of the GT-state due to 2p-2h states is

much more efficient in heavy than in Iight nuclei due to

the larger density of 2p-2h states in heavy nuclei.
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Caiculation of the Background beiow the Giant

Dipole (AL=1)-Resonance

F. Osterfeld, A . Schulte

Within the microscopic particle hole doorway modei l) we

have calculated the 90Zr(p,n)-spectra for angles of 4 .50

and 9 .5°, respectively . They are shawn in Figs . 1 and 2.

The data (full line) have been taken from Ref . 2 and the

dotted lines represent the calculated continuous spec-

trum. The peaks at Q-values of Q - -24 and Q = -32 MeV

are again due to the (AL=2)

	

= 1 + ,2+,3+ resonance . As

is seen from the figures the {AL=1) J = 0 - ,1 - ,2 - reso-

nance gives a large contribution to the cross section

(discrete lines in the figures) . The summed cross sec-

tion of all 1'hw 0 -, 1 - , and 2 - excitations amounts to 63

mb at the scattering angle of 4 .5° and to 48 mb at 9.5°

(see also Table 1 in the previous contribution) . Most of

the eL=1 strength will be shifted into the energy region

around Q = -26 MeV when the residual ph-interaction is

switched on . As one can see from Figs . 1 and 2 we have

now, however, a big problem since we have much more

{eL=1) cross section to distribute than the experimental

dato permit . This is especially striking for the 9 .5°

spectrum. If we subtract in the Q-vaiue range from 20 to

50 MeV the calculated continuous cross section from the

experimental one we obtain roughly =31 mb . The calcu-

lated AL=1 cross section, on the other hand, amounts to

48 mb which is by a factor of -1 .5 larger than the esti-

mated cross section above . This happens although we have

impiicitly assumed already that the eL=1 strength is
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Fig .	 1 : Same as Fig. 1 in previous contribution but for

eCM = 4 .5°.
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Fig .	 2 :  Same as Fig . 1 in previous contribution but for
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distributed over the whole Q-vaiue range fron -20 to -50

MeV. Tide latter amcents to the assumption that high-ly-

ing 2p-2h configurations 3) couple to the AL=1 resonance

in a similar way as to the GT-resonance and spread out

the qL=1 strength over a wide energy range . In spite of

this assumption we still need a quenching of about 50 p

in order to reconcile the theoretical and experimental

cross sections . Part of this quenching is certainly due

to ground stete correlations not included in our calcu-

lations . Ground stete correlations will reduce both the

AL=1 cross section and also the calculated continuous

cross section being therefore an effective agent to di-

minish the surplus cross section mentioned above . lf we

assume a reduction of =25 f for both the background and

	 f
10

0EJ=4 .5

csm
0

-99-



the oL=1 cross sections then the experimental and calcu-

iated cross sections would just agree . lt may, however,

also well be that this is an overestimate and that an

additional quenching due to admixtures of a{1232) iso-

bar-nucleon hole configurations into the AL-1 resonance

is needed to describe the data es has been repeatediy

pointed out in the analysis of 2 - states measured in in-

elastic electron scattering experiments 4} .
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The Tensor Force in ( 3He,t)-Scattering with

Exact Treatment of Knockout Exchange

T . Udegawak , F . Osterfeld

The ( 3He,t)-reaction at intermediate energies seemn to

be a very promising tool to study nt-excitations in nu-

dei l) . lt shows the samt selectivity in exciting the

low-lying nuclear excitation spectrum as the (p,n)-reac-

tion at similar energies . Moreover, hi gh energy ( 3He,t)-

scattering at 2 GeV incident energy very strongly ex-

cites the A-resonance in nuclei l). For the analysis of

these data it is very important to have a computer pro-

gram which can handle a lange number of partial waves

and which can treat knockout exchange processes exactly.

Knockout exchange describes the process where the in-

coming projectile nucleon hits a target nucleon which is

ejected from the nucleus while the originally incoming

nucleon gets stock in the nucleus . Because of numerical

complications this process has neuer been calculated ex-

actly for composite particle scattering . We have devel-

oped a method and a prograa••• wh i ch permit to calculate

knockout exchange amplitudes also for composite particle

scattering exactly 2) . Until recently only central forces

could be handled, but now we have extended the program

so that we can treat also tensor forces . Tensor forces

are very important for the study of et- and A-excita-

tions in nuclei . First results show that the tensor

farce is dominant in exciting the a . This is an effect

of the lange momentum transfer involved in exciting

states of high excitation energy of E x	300 MeV.
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5 .7,5 .7, Calculation of Proton-Neutron Coincidence Cross

Sections in 56 Mets Deuteron-Induced Breakup Re-

actions by Post Form Distorted-Wave Born Approx-

imation

G. Baur, F . Rösel 4, R. Shyam¢r , and D . Traut-

mann +

Recently measured neutron-proton angular correlations in

the deuteron-Induced breakup reactions at 55 MeV inci-

dent energy haue been analyzed l) in terms of the post

form distorted-wave Born approximation theory of breakup
5

reactions 2 ) . Comparison of the present results is made

with those of the prior form distorted-wave Born approx-

imation calculations 3) . It is found that the results of

the post form distorted-wave Born approximation calcula-

tions are in better agreement with the experimental data

than the prior form distorted-wave Born approximation

results.
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Coulomb Dissociation at Nonrelativistic and

Relativistic Energies l)

B. Hoffmann and G. Baur

Re discuss various characteristics of Coulomb dissocia-

tion et low and high bombarding energies by means of

mode] calculations . The sub-Coulomb breakup of the deu-

teron is generally quite weil understood in the DRBA

framework 2) , however, for very low energies of the

emerging protons, the experimental data of the Bonn

group 3) cannot be reproduced by our theoretical modeis.

The experimentally observed deviation of (d,p) breakup

yields for intermediate (E d - 56 MeV) energy deuterons

from the A1/3 dependence is tentatively explained in

terms of the Coulomb dissociation mechanism . In view of

the current experiments at the BEVALAC 4) and forthcoming

accelerators with relativistic projectiles, we illus-

trete by means of typical examples the various effets

arising in relativistic eiectromagnetic excitation 5) .
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On the Dynamics of the 160+1o 0e 325 Fusion

Process

0. Friedrich+, K. Goeke, D .H .E . Grass ++ ,

F . Grü ner and P .-G . Reinhard++f

For a reproduction of fusion data by means of micro-

scopic theories there are two important properties of

the interaction which have to be well described . First

the binding energies of the fragments and of the com-

pound system must be correct, and second the surface

thickness must be accurate . Both properties, to be

tested in static calculations, determine the Position

and the height of the barrier and the depth of the col-

lective potential . The presently often used Bonche-Koo-

nin-Negele interaction (BKN) does not fulf"il these re-

quirements well . This can be seen at Fig . 1 where the

relative deviations of the HF-results fron the experi-

mental data are given . One notices the improvement of

the so-called "new force" . This one has the general

structure of the BKN force, however, iahe power a of the

density dependent term is not fixed to = 1 .0. The par-

ameters of the forte, including a, have been fitted2) by

reproducing the binding energies and the electron scat-

tering form factors of
160+

160-system. The mass Parame-

ter and the heavy ion interaction potential calculated

by quantized ATDHF 3) are given in Fig . 2 . One realizes a

lower saddle at larger separation distances and a deeper

bound stete . This has a drastic effect an the fusion

cross section es one can see at Fig . 3 . The subbareier

fusion cross section, expressed by the astrophysical S-

factar is in very much better agreement with experiment

that before, where the BKN force was used . By Aeans of

5
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trajectory calculations also the fusion cross section

above the barrier can be calculated . The results are

given in Fig. 4. There the solid line gives the theory

with the new force and the dash-dotted with the BKN in-

teraction . Again only the curve with the new forte is in

good agreement with the data . It seems to be that the

dynamics of the 160+ 16 0e325 fusion process is understood

and that, maybe, one can believe the theory also at en-

ergies, which are not accessible to experiments, e .g. at

thermonuclear burning temperatures.
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ATDHF Calculation an the 4He-160 System

D. Provoost, F . Grümmer, K. Goeke

The ATDHF code l) has been extended to allow for asym-

metric configurations . The 4He- 160 System has been in-

tensely studied with use of the BKN force and a modifi-

cation of it 2 ).

The collective path in the quantized ATDHF theory is de-

termined by the following differential equation l) :

= C ( q )L H a H nh ]nhln>

	

( 1 )

The labelling q of the Siater determinants along the

path turned out to be an interesting point.

9

Quadrupole D'staue Und

Fig .	 1 :	 collective mass M and potential V for
a-16O-20i~e es a fonction of the quadrupole distance

using the BKN interaction.

Fig .	 2:  Collective mass M and potential V for

e-16 0 .2u Ne as a function of the octupole distance using

the BKN interaction.

In Fig . 1 the ciassical potential V and mass parameter M

are shown as a function of a coordinate called quadru-

pole distance whichh-ch is derived from the C'üa ,.druP :,ole mo-

ment in the following way:

R 2 = I (Q 2>/21. '	( 2 )

which ensures that R 2 is equal to the cluster distance

in the asymptotic region für separate clusters.

In Fig . 2 a transformation is made to another coordinate

derived from the octupole moment of the System:

(A 1 +a 2 )

	

R3

	

J 2 .1( A 2 -A }) ( 3

and is called octupole distance . This coordinate has the

advantage to start from zero für the symmetric 20Ne HF

ground state and is again equal to the cluster distance

in the asymptotic region . Although the curves shown are

rather different the physical content is identical . This

is explicitly demonstrated if one transforms from both

coordinates to a third one in which the mass parameter

is constant and identical to the reduced mass . Both co-

ordinates yield the Same result.

The next step of the ATDHF method consists in the solu-

tion of the collective Schrödinger equation l)

	

2

2 d

	

5( q ) - Z(q)
+ h2

£(2+1)}g£(q) = E g 2 ( q )

	

( 4 )

L takes the quantum corrections into account and the

centrifugal term has been added by hand since we do not

make an explicit angular momentum projection . The ground

stete rotational band obtained after solution of eq . (4)

is shown in Fig . 3 and compared with experiment and with

pure HF + centrifugal term.

Erp .

	

ry

	

1

	

= 0 .25

Fig. 3 : Ground state rotational band of Z0Ne . Experimen-

tal values, ATDHF caiculation with BKR interaction (a=1)

and with modified force (e=0 .25) are compared . The re-

sults obtained with 20Ne HF ground stete plus centrifu-

gal term are also given.

The agreement for the 2+-,
4+-

and 6+-state is reason-

able. The 8 + however has no longer a rotational struc-

ture, so we cannot find agreement for this stete with

experiment.

The elastic differential scattering Cross sections for

a an 16 0 are shown in Fig . 4 . The upper part shows the

comparisan experiment-BKN calculations, the middle Part

experiment-modified force caiculations, and the lawer

(3)

102 -



Fig .	 4 : Differential scattering cross sections for the

elastic scattering of e an 167 for a CM bombarding ener-

gy of 8.04 MeV. The experimental data

	

are taken from

Ref, 3 and compared with the BKN and modified force cal-

culations (a=1 and a=0.25 resp .) and with the Woods-

Saxon fit to the experimental data once with and once

without imaginary part.

part compares ex periment with the Saxon-Woods fit to the

experimental data 3) . One sees that the a-scattering data

can be reproduced without adjusting any free parameters

at least as good as the Saxon-Woods fit (without imagi-

nary part) . Further ir:vestigations in particular focused

an angular momentum properties and channel coupling are

in progress.
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ATDHF Calculations with Skyrme Interaction

R . Gissler, K. Goeke, and F . Grümmer

The quantized ATDHF theory l) allows to derive for a

given effective microscopic interaction, the collective

path {(1, Q>} associated to the lowest large amplitude

collective mode . The collective path is determined by

solving a differential equation in finite steps, thus

obtaining a discrete series of states Iv(; n 3 an the path,

labelled by the collective coordinate q n. In the numeri-
cal treatment we handle the Siater determinants ipg n) by

handling the corresponding Set of occupied single par-

title states {Iyaq,n),a=1, . . .,A} . We obtain:

~aq,n#1) = ( 1 - ES )Iv~q
, n
i

eith

S
vn4,n = (1_2){Wo(1-2P)Wo-4W1}I f4,n )

Wo and W 1 depend an the effective microscopic interac-

tion used. We use for our calculations the Skyrme inter-

action without .es-term and a direct Coulomb force . Dif-

ferently from the commonly used interactions, as e .g.

Sonche-Koonin-Regele force, the W1 does not vanish, and

Wo depends an an effective mass m*(r) and the kinetic

energy density ao(), ln detail we obtain2) the usual

expression for the mean field Hamiltonian Wo and for the

linear response operator W 1 :

1' 1 = 32 (3t 1+5t2){ q .3 i-3 . e)

Jr)(rl(~ ah Va4 ll ß )S~q()-(yagl( ß l( phVCq)( § 11= ö

	

pW'

	

r

	

r'

	

V

	

rr

t 1 and t 2 are parameters of the Skyrme forte . WQh is the

lp-lh and lh-1p part of Wo with respect to 4q >.
The calcuiations have been parformed for the .-160 sys-

tem using the Skyrme III force 3) .

Fig . 1 shows the current distributians together with the

l i nes of 10 % and 70 G nuclear matter density plotted

for three distances of the Ions in the approaching re-

gian.

The current j aliows the representation of the density

movement along the collective path. The Figures 1 and 2

shcxv the current distributions. The scales have been

chosen such that the x-component is enlarged by a factor

of 10 compared to the z-component, where the z-axis ca-

incides witht the collisian axis . The mein and interest-

ing feature is that in the approach Phase first matter

from the halo of the System fiows into the centre, then

at smaller separation distances the neck between the

Ions grows by flow in outward directions .



Fig .	 2 gives simiiar results at configurations close to
the HF-point of the 20Ne-system and in the asymptotic

egiw. with separate franmentc~a

	

~,u

	

y ..
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Extended Time-Dependent Miean-Field Theories from

the Maximum Entropy P ;rin iple

H . ReinhardtT , R . Balian++ and Y . Alhassid+T'

The time-dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) theory is sup-

posed to give an adequate description of low energy nu-

clear dynamics where the two-body collisions are essen-

tialiy suppressed by the Pauli principle . In fact, nu-

merical application of the TOHF theory reproduced satis-

factorily well the mean-values of s .p. observables bot

failed (even at law energies) to reproduce the data an

two-body correlations . With increasing energies the Rau-

principle becomes more and more ineffective in pre-

venting two-body collisions . In high energy heavy ion

reactions (Elab/A - 100 Meti) two-body collisions are so

frequent that they may lead to an almost instantaneous

thermalization of the system.

The present paper is devoted to the inclusion of the ef-

fect of two-body collisions in a mean-fieid description.

The approach is guided by the maximum entropy principle,

accarding to which the system is described by a density

matrix which maximizes the entropy under the constraint

that the mean-value of the observables of the system

which are considered es relevant are exactly reproduced.

Combining the maximum entropy principle with a recentiy

developed form t) of the time-dependent projection method

for statisti .cal systems, we derive several collision ex-

tended time-dependent mean-field (ETOMF) equations which

differ in the extent of how detailed the evolution is

described, i .e . how many observables of the system are

considered as relevant for its evolution 2 .

If all single particle observables are considered es

relevant one obtains an evolution equation for the s .p.

density matrix with a collision term where also off-di-

agonal matrix elements of the s .p. density matrix (in

the TOHF s .p . basis) enter . This equation is perhaps in-

tractable for heavy ion collisions but its linearized

form is expected to describe adequately the width of gi-

ant resonances . Furthermore this equation also serves es

a starting point to include two-body collisions into an

adiabatic time-dependent mean fieid description 3) .

A less detailed (and, hence, more practicable) descrip-

tion is obtained by considering as relevant observables

not all the s .p, observables of the time-dependent mean-

field description, but only the occupation number opera-

tors of the time-dependent mean-fieid s .p . stetes . This

yields a master equation for the occupation numbers.

A further reduction of the description is achieved by

considering only the energy and the particle number as

relevant observables . The resulting set of evolution

equations may be characterized es time-dependent temper-

ature mean-fieid theory.

The present approach, weich presents different extended

mean-field approximations from a unified viewpoint, ex-

hibits a general recipe to construct adequate but prac-

ticable extensions of the time-dependent mean-fieid the-

ory.
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ATOMIC COLLISIONS
6 .1 .

	

Inner Shell lonization Processes in Asymmetrie
Collision Systems

G . Baur, F . Rösel + , and 0 . Trautmann +

The ionization of inner shells in heavy particle induced
reactions is a basic process in atomic physics. This ef-
fect can be well described by semiclassical methods
using a Coulomb or a screened Coulomb trajectory for the
incoming particle l) . In some cases it becomes important
to include the effect of the projetiie-electron interac-
tion in tne wave function of the target electr"ons

9-' 3) .

Especially for the explanation of L 3-subshell alignment
dato it will be important to include higher order ef-
fects in the projectiie-target interaction . This is done
in a coupled channels formulation 4} .

The excitation of bound, high-lying states (Rydberg
states) with lange principal quantum number n was
studied in Ref . 5, where the scaling of the cross sec-
tion wich n-3 could indeed be verified.

A fully quantal theory of ionization induced by neutrons
is given in Ref . 5 . The semiclassical Limit treated by
Migdal 7) could be obtained as a special case . The ex-
pression for the T-matrix for this process depends an
the cn-sheli neutron-target scattering amplitudes at the
energies Ehre and E in ,-a, where d = Eei+Ebind denotes

the transferred energy . The observation and study of
this neutron induced ionization process would t .hus yieid
interesting insight into the correlation width of the
autocorrelation function of the nuclear scattering ma-
trix . This may become possible with the advent of the
n"n high intensity neutron sources 8} . In contrast to the
study of time delay effects in charged particle induced
reactions g) , where an overwhelming background of ioniza-
tion processes is present in which no nuclear reaction
occurs, such a problem will not exist in the neutron in-
duced ionization process.
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Excitation of Inner Shells in Collisions of
Charged Particles with Atoms

B . Hoffmann and G . Baur

Ion-atom collisions piay a signifieant role in plasma
physics, laser physics, physics of interstellar media
and in many other fields . The general theoretical de-
scription of these collisions is too complex to be
solved, therefore various approximations are applied.
Collisions involving many-electron ions and atoms in-
voive, düe to the moiecular effects, additional approxi-
mations, whose validity cannot be proved until the basic

assumptions are well understood . A good testing ground
for the primary approximations are collisions of charged
particles with hydrogen or hydrogen-like atoms.

One of the approximations which are quite often used in
ion-atom collisions is the semiclassical approximation,
where the movement of the projectile is described by a
classical trajectory, whereas the excitation process is
treated quantum mechanically . Full quantum mechanical
cal cul ati ons exist up to now'only in the high energy re-
gime in terms of Born approximation or Glauber theory.

In the present approach the ion-atom collision is
treated fully quantum mechanically in terms of DWBA . The
DWBA connects the regimes where the Born approximation
is good with the regime where the semiclassical theory
Works well and it may be used to test the limitations of
the latter theories . Nevertheless this DWBA approach is
a first order theory and it does not consider molecular
effects which piay an important rote for very lüw ener-
gies.

The DWBA T-matrix element for excitation of an inner
shell by a projectile with charge Z p is given by:

Ze2
Tif-<w-'-	 P	 r'

	

)

	

El)
K-r

where

v~ ¢) = 4•(r)x(1}(e).
J

	

J

	

e .

c j {i) :_ jj Er*) denotes the bound electron wave

function an

(±)()
'e i

denotes the Coulomb wave function of the projectile with
the appropriate boundary conditions.

Eq . (1) may be anritten Imre explicitly as:
2

Tif = ..E 2P+1 Wxp f d3R 4) (f)G f (R)Yl n ( )x ) (f) (2)
r

Gif is the electronic form factor for the transition
n i z imi 44 n f s.fmf and W xa is a factor absorbing all the
angular momenturn coupling coefficients.

xu

The electronic form factor Gi f is a function of the type
, -g,R

_

	

akR"e (3)

- Ios. -
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where the a k and k can be easily calculated using non-

relativistic hydrogenic electron wave functions.

ln order to compute the matrix element of Gf with the

Coulomb waves, we expand the xm in partial waves . Thera

one has to caiculate the generalized Coulomb matrix ele-

ments, defined by:

m -x-1 ' :- 1 t dr F

	

R) e	
gR

F

	

R
k i Q f	Qßf

	

i(4i

	

R ~,+1 e¢(4f )

For Small 5 i ,k f it is possible to compute these inte-

arals directly in terms of F2-functions l) . But in atomic

physics problems one needs typicaliy many ten thousands

partial waves, which can be caiculated in finite time

only by means of recursion relations.

29

	

[10 -3 rad]

Fig .	 1 : The measured differential cross section 2) for

the reaction p+H(15) p+H(2P), E p = 100 keV, is compared

to Coulomb-DWBA (full line), Born approximation (dashed

line), and semiclassical theory (dotted line).

In Fig . 1 we compare the results of this approach for

the reaction p+H(15) p+H(2P) with experimentally mea-

sured differential cross sections 2) , with Born approxi-

mation and semiclassical theory . lt can be seen that the

Born approximation drops rauch too fast with increasing

angle compared with experiment . The Coulomb DWBA ap-

proach outlined above shows better agreement with ex-

periment.

At angles not too near to zero the Couiomb DWBA and

semiclassical theory agree reasonabiy well with each

other, despite of the fast that the Coulomb parameter n

is quite small (r = 0 .5) in this case . At angles near to

zero the semiclassical theory fails . The reason for this

phenomenon lies in the fact that in deriving the semi-

classical approximation via stationary phase methods, an

asymptotic expansion of the spherical harmonics Y Qm (ti",Y)

was used, which is valid only for J greater than some

finite E .
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ASTROPHYSICS

7 .1,

	

Electran Capture in Steilar Collapse

J . Cooperstein+ and Q . Wambach

The center of a ]arge star becomes dynamically unstable

when it exhausts its nuclear fusion fuels . The mass of

the ashes of the most strongiy bound Fe peak nuciei

gross larger than that Aich electron degeneracy pres-

sure is able to support . Triggered by endothermic Photo-

disintegration, catastrophic implosion ensues on a time-

scale of 3iii iseconds, to be reversed only 'Wien the cen-

ter surpasses nuclear matter density . The abi i ity of the

shock wave produced at the edge of the central core to

succcessfuily expell the outer regions of the star is

extremely sensitive to the core's profile during the fi-

nal collapse stages . The two most important quantities

are the number of leptons per nucleon Y e and the entropy

S as was first pointed out by Bethe et a1 . 1} . It has

been demonstrated that a high lepton fraction and lon

entropy are essential if the shock is to succeed.

Both Ye and S change during the collapse entirely due to

electron capture and neutrino interactions because the

weak interaction processes are not equilibrated on the

collapse timescale . Neutrinos are emitted after capture

of relativistically degenerate electrons from the fen

free protons present in the infalling matter

p+e- } n+v

er after neutronization of heavy nuclei _

(N,Z)+e

	

(N+1,Z-1) + v e

	

(La)

Therefore the complete capture rate dY e/dt = 5e will be

given by Velo pieces

P e = ?eP +
7e H

	

(2)

where the first arises from the protons dripped out of

heavy nuclei and the second includes contributions from

all of the heavy nuclei according to their abundances.

The relative abundances are thernio dynamically prescribed

with the assumption of nuclear statistical equilibrium

with a distribution function derived from a liquid drop

mode] equation of state 2) as

0(A)40 = exp[- 1/2((A-Aa))/{aA)12] (3a)

(3b)

and

Ao

	

1/2ll surf /1' Gaul=

~ Il = A0 /3T/(W
surf

A2/3) (3c)

;
;surf =

	

290(Z/A) 2	[1-(Z/A}]2 (3d)

20

10 12

	

10 11	10 i2

p[g/cm
8 1

Fig. 1 : Mass number A, number of neutrons N and number
of protons Z for the mean nucleus es a function of mat-

ter density. The Full and dash-dotted lines correspond

to two different assumptions about the capture rates.

Here A 0 denotes the mean nucleus, Wsurf and WCoui the

surface and Coulor7 energies, Z the nuclear charge and T

the temperature . The evolutien of A,N,Z with matter den-

sity p are depicted in Fig . 1. With p(A) the total e -

-capture rate from heavy

	

.,,nuclei in the extremely relativ-

istic Limit is given by

i'e H = f 4(A)/{qo°A)

	

lf dE e G{E e ,s v ;T)k if (A,e e ;T) (4)

where G is the lepton-neutrino phase space factor and

cif the total e'"-capture cross section from state i to

stete f for nucleus A . Qif denotes the Q-value of the

reaction.

Fig . 2: Density dependence of the entropy S and the

electron fraction per baryon Y e. The dashed line in-

cludes capture from free protons only, eile the dash-

dotted and full lines include capture from heavy nuciei
es well with two different assumptions about the rates.

The total cross section z u contains Gamow-Teller (GT)

contribution arising from thermal unblocking mechanisms

in the nuclear ground stete and proceeds energetically

mainly beneath the T-0 threshold, as well as parity for-

bidden contributions particularly the 2 - "unique forbid-

den' transitions . Those are generaily of comperable

strength to the unblocked allowed transitions . We have

calculated3)
cif

for each A in a finite temperature nu-

clear single particle model and evaiuated
?eH

(eq. 4).
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Fixing the initial conditions at the beginning of the

collapse the evolution of the entropy S and Y e have then

been traced in a one zone hydrodynamical collapse model.

The results are given in Fig . 2 . They indicate that the

electron fraction at neutrino trapping densities is not

mach reduced from its initial value . In contrast to pre-

vious work, the entropy is shown to decrrease via neutri-

no cooling from belog threshold GT-transitions as well

as free protons . Heating from "forbidden transitions"

above threshold capture cannot compensate for this . The

small amount of e - -capture and entropy decrease are use-

ful in producing successful supernova explosions.
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SOLAR ENERGY
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Solar Heating Plant at Mount Zugspitze

A.J. Stele,

	

Können

The German Federal Post has installed a new radio trans-

mission station at Mount Zugspitze/Garmisch . The service

building of this station has been equipped with a solar

heating plant . . ) Me have overtaken the task of monitor-

ing the solar system, in order to get reliable data on

system performance as a basis for an Optimum operational

strategy and possible technical improvements.

The construction housing the telecommunication Systems

consists of a weather protecting cover made of aluminium

under which the well-insulated windowless service build-

ing is located . Plastic windows are integrated into the

aluminium cover . Behind the plastic windows single-glazed

solar coliector modules have been placed, Fig . 1 . The

entire solar heating system consists of an array of 48

collectors (field aperture area 53 m2 ), two storage

vessels (2,35 m 3 each), and an electrically driven heat

pump (3 to 4 kW driving power) . The whole system is

Fig. 1 : Solar heating plant in service building of the
ugsp tze radio transmission station.

filled with antifreeze 70% glycoi/30% water . The heating

system of the building is based an air ventilation in -

cluding regenerative heat exchanging with fresh air.

Back up energy is delivered via electric resistor

heaters in the ventilation system . Electric resistor

heating in the storage using low tariff electrioity is

also appiied . The solar system has two operating modes,

Fig. 2.

i) above 30 °C storage temperature heat is directly fed

into the air ventilation system,

ii) below 40 °C the he gt pump is switched on, operating

down to a storage temperature of -5 °C.

Dato taking for monitoring the solar system is per-

formed in a twofold way,

i) All energy fluxes as solar radiation, heat from the

coilector field, the storage, and the heat pump, as

well as the various electric energy inputs are meas-

ured by appropriate sensors and transmitted to numer-

ical registers centraily placed in a telltale board

showing the energy fluxes in the system . Readings

areare automatically photographed every day before mid-

night.

ii) In parallel, these energy fluxes are also recorded

by a specially developed computer-based data acqui-

sition system which records also temperatures and

system status information . Data are integrated every

10 minutes . or hourly, stored an flexible disk,and

retrieved weekiy by mailing the flexible disk, and/or

daily by telephone communication to a central comput-

erat the KFA Jülich.

The solar system together with the energy counters has

been in fuli Operation since beginning of April 1982.

The computer system for data taking has been operating

since end of June 1982 . Yearly performance data were ex-

pected to be promising due to the fast that in an alti-

tude of 2964 m these is a heating load also during the

Fig . 2 : Scheine of the solar heating system with basic
instrumentation.

summer months and a high solar radiation input all over

the year . Data based an the daily photographed energy

flux measurements gave 40 % savings in the period from

April to October 1982, Fig . 3 . in the foliowing winter

time a dramatic reduction in system performance was ob-

served . Analysing the high time resolution computer data

the reason was found to be a malfunction of fluid dy-

namics and regulation related to the twin storage system.

As a consequence the storage temperatures viere always too

high causing high losses of electrically generated heat

and low collector efficiencies . Since the simple repair

of these defects in February 1983 the system has been

operating properly . From the available data, Fig . 3, it

can be concluded that the plant has the potential of 35-

40 % year-long savings.
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ing load are back up heating energy
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weather protecting cover related to 53 m3 collector aperture area . The white bars above zero define the savings relative

to 100 % electrical heating . Values below zero describe system losses, mainly due to thermal losses of the storage.
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Methodical Developments in Solar Collector Testing

J. -D . Witz, P . Senm id t, E. J. Stein

Due to heat capacity effects standard test procedures

like DIN 4757/4 or ASHRAE 93-77 require steady state

conditions for the solar irradiation E in order to deter-

r ine the instantaneous efficiency £ of a solar collector.

The time periods for outdoor teste are, therefore, re-

stricted to clear Bunny days which do not occur very

often under middle European weather conditions.

Our atteapt to overcome this restriction is to integrate

the collector heat output Q and the solar irradiation E

over time periods which are longer than the heat capacity

time constant of the collector.

(7/e -7/ )dt

E dt
Fig .	 1 : Comparative collector test loop at University of
Ljubljana equipped with electronic integrators for the
precise determination of the mean values of collector
heat output and solar radiation input.

	 mc	 t 2
Q = t 2-t 1

1

E ^	 1

	

f2t2-tl t,

4/E

Je

tl/2

Since m and

	

are held constant by the test loop only

the outlet temperature 7/e fluctuates when the solar irra-

diation is a fluctuating function with time . Choosing

appropriate time marke for start and stop of the inte-

gration, i .e . the measured temperature differente -e-?
has to be the same at the beginning and the end of the

integration period, heat capacity effects can be mini-

mized already within integration times of lese than one

hour.

This method was successfully applied with a bilaterally

operated collector test loop at the University of Ljubl-

jana/Yugoslavia . Based an an agreement between the KFA

Jülich and the University of Ljubljana, the Institute for

Mechanical Engineering at Ljubljana l) was equipped with

a versatile test unit usable for absolute and comparative

tests of two collectors, Fig . 1 . The equipment for this

test unit corresponds to the standard IKP Lest stand con-

sisting of a loop for series connection of twe collectors,

a thermostat to stabilize and regulate collector inlet

temperatures, electronics comprizing PT 100 Aj-ampii-

fiers, electronic integrators fort Jand E signals, and

a multi-channel strip chart recorder . Two flat plate col-

lectors were comparatively tested outdoors, i .e . the

efficiency curves for both collectors were determined

simultaneously under the same climatic conditions.

Collector 1 : single glazed, black paint absorber,

aluminium rollbond absorber, commercially

available in Germany.

Collector 2 : single glazed, special absorber structure

similar to the construction of heat ex-

changers for air conditioning units, Yugo--

elavian prototype for commercial solar water

heaters.

Measured data points and fitted efficiency curves are

shown in Fig . 2 . The measurements were done in only two

days of bright sunshine by moving the Lest loop accord-

ing to the location of the sun . Data scattering is much

smaller as compared to earlier measurements under simi-

lar conditions . The advantage of electronically deter-

mined mean values of Q and E is clearly demonstrated.

A second possibility to prove the technical quality and

the methodical advantages of the KFA-IKP collector test

unit has been the temporary use of our original test

loep at the Nuclear Research Center Demokritos in Athens,

Greece . Here, Greek authorities have started activities

to build up a national solar energy test center . Our task

is to give technical support to our colleagues at Demo-

kritos 2) . Two commercially available flat plate collec-

tors have already been tested in late 1983, Fig . 3.

EFFICIENCY

= 938 51m 2
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Fig . 2 : Efficiency versus reduced temperature of two
collectors comparatively tested following the rules of
ASHRAE 93-77 . Ljubljana, Sept . 26-27, 1983.
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HFAF LOSSES

Fig . 3 : The KFA-IKP collector test unit installed at the
NRC Demokritos in Athens.

Collector 1 : double plastic cover, black aluminium

absorber with integrated stainless steel

tubing.

Collector 2 : single glazed, selective stainless steel

absorber of the two sheet type.

Due to very bad weather at the time of the tests only a

few efficiency points could be measured . Therefore, the

method of additional heat loss measurements according to

DIN 4757/4 was applied in order to get the total effi-

ciency curve . The heat loss measurements were performed

overnight under claud covered sky . lt is well-known that

outdoor heat loss curves may be parallel shifted into

the direction of higher losses caused by lang wave at-

mospheric radiation effects . This was also observed here,

Fig . 4 . The correct heat loss curve is obtained by shift-

ing the measured curve downwards until it crosses the

zero point . Fig . 5 shows the efficiency curves of both

collectors constructed from the near 'l values and the

heat loss data assuming solar irradiations of 600 and

1000 W/m 2 . It is interesting to rote that both collectors

have the Same effective heat loss coefficient . The effi-

ciency of collector 2 is higher at all operating condi-

tions due to a better conversion factor . Results of col-

lector 1 do compare very well with earlier measurements

at Jülich .

Fig . 4 : Collector heat loss versus mean fluid temperature
measured outdoors overnight . Athens, Nov . 23, 1983 . A
parallel shift of the measured he gt loss curve is ob-
served.

'1'1 1 .0

	

EFFICIENCY

Fig . 5 : Efficiency versus reduced temperature of two
collectors comparatively tested following the rules of
DIN 4757/4 . Athens, Nov . 23-24, 1983.
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Bilateral Cooperation in the Field of Collector

Testing

B . Sack, H .J. Stein

A simple test loop for comparative testing l} of thermal

performanceof solar coliectors was developed at KFA

Jülich and donated to partner institutions in severai

countries of the Third World . The aim of this project

funded by the German Minister for Research and Techno-

logy 2) is to contribute to the development of the tech-

nical infrastructure of testing laboratories in these

countries . Participating laboratories are today:

- Universidade Federal da Paraiba, UFPb, Joao Pessoa,
Brasil,

- Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, UFRGS,
Porto Alegre, Brasil,

- Egyptian Electricity Authority, EEA, Cairo, Egypt,

- SF©UE Coordinaoion Administrativa y de Apoyo, La
Paz, Mexico

Facu l ty of Electrical E ngineering, University of Split
Yugoslavia.

8ased an practical experiences during the running time

of the project, severai modifications and improvements

of measuring techniques and methodicai procedures are

underway. Since in a comparative test using a reference

coliector the temperature difference of collector outiet

and inlet temperatures is the remaining critical source

of measuring errors,precise PT 100 temperature sensors

(1/10of. DIN standards) and .electronic temperature dif-

ference amplifiers have been introduced . Instaliatiöns

of the .. test .'.loopsat the partner Institutes and compara-

tive test :results using . :the improved accuracy of e e
measurements are showninFigs .1through4.

Using calibrated instruments for the solar radiation and

the massflow rate lt is then also possible to determine

co l lector thermal performance along the recommendations
of internationaliy accepted standards . However, test

runs are still restricted to days with excellent weather

conditions . In the next step the thermal loop of the test

stand will be replaced by a newly developed apparatus

which guarantees very stahle coliector inlet temperatures

also under fluctuating solar radiation conditions 3) . This

will make possible the application of the " integratoon
method" 4} which will considerabiy enhance the availabi-

lity of testing time . Additional equipment necessary for

this purpose, like electronie integrators for tempera-

ture difference and pyrenometer Signals als well as a

pyranometer for determining the diffuse fraction of the

solar radiation is already in use in most of the parti-

cipating laboratories .
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Fig .	 1 : Test loop Installation at the University of
Porto Alegre/Brasil, Febr . 1983, and resuits of compara-
tive collector testing
- reference coliector, black paint, single glass cover,
- test collector 1, black paint, double cover (acrylic)
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Fig . 2 : Test loop installation at the University of doao
Pessoa/Brasil, Feb . 1983, and resuits of comparative
collector testing
- reference collector, black paint, single glass cover,
- test collector 1, black paint, double glass cover.
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Fig . 3 : Installation of the Lest loop at the Solar Labo-
ratory La Paz/Me xico, April 1983, and results of compara-
tive collector testing
- reference collector, black paint, single glass cover,
- fest collector 1, plastic collector (complete), single
cover (acrylic),

- test collector 2, l4iexican collector, black paint,
single glass cover.
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Testing of a Solar Air Heating Collector

T. Zakop r.

A test loop for measuring the efficiency of an industria

ly manufactured solar air heater was constructed at the

collector test field of the IKP . The loop has been opera-

tional since June 1983 . The collector consists of hollow-

bodied plastic panels . The lower absorbing side is made of

black, the upper side is niade of transparent polycarbonate

material, Fig . 1 . Simultaneously the collector can nerve

as roofing for buildings . This solar air heater has been

designed for heat pump applications or preheating domestic

hot water . In .both applications the collector will be used

in an open cycle . With the ambient air temperature always

being the inlet temperature, the collector works at low

temperature levels with Small thermal losses.

Fig .	 1 : Cross sectional view of an element of the air

heating collector consisting of hollow bodied plastic
panels . Dimensions in mm.

Fig . 2 : Scheure of the test loop.

Therefore, the test loop, Fig . 2, has been designed as

open loop in order to obtain Lest data under similar

operating conditions as in practice . Calorimetric measure-

ments of the useful energy output of a 10 m 2 collector

module were carried out simultaneously with the recording

of relevant meteorological data . Using the date. acquisi-

tiän System MADAS the following data are registered :

w = wind speed

pa = ambient air pressure

Based an a sampling rate of 1/20 s, 10-minutes mean

values are directly computed by the data acquisition

system . The useful heat output Q u of the collector is

calculated with the following equations:

( 17- )Q u

	

CP,l+x e

	

c p,l+x

	

cp,e " x c
o v

2
®:-E	 n d

	

2

mass flow rate

- flow rate number

• f( ~1 ) expansion factor

- diameter of the orifice plate

• air density at the location of the orifice plate

• absolute humidity

• specific heat of air

• specific heat of water vapour

The efficiency written in usual terms as

= Co

	

k eff E

was determined with values of E;a750 l'1/m 2 and specific

mass flow rates between 20 and 80 kg/hm 2 . Since the spe-

cific heat capacity of air and the appiied mass flow

rates are relatively low, it is advisable to use the

logarithmic mean temperature

m c p

The experimental data are best fitted wich 7o = 0 .75 and

keff = 13 .3 W/m 2K. For practical purposes it is useful to

plot the efficiency as a funotion of the specific mass

flow rate, Fig . 3.

Lr~ C0 .
1-

X

-X

x=

eta=f 7)

"gis independent of E as long as k eff can be assumed to

be constant . Considering the smali range of operating

temperatures, 0 <(-v -1)-a )<50 °C, this simplified charac-

terisat an of the collector will be sufflcient for the

intended applications.
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Collector loop:
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= inlet temperature

e

	

= outlet temperature

A p = pressure loss at the orifice plate of the air
flow meter

= temperature behind the orifice plate
30

Meteorology :

	

20

d = dry bulb air temperature

	

'I0

'Ya,w
e wet bulb air temperature
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= global solar radiation in the plane of the
collector

Ed	= diffuse solar radiation
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Fig . 3: Efficiency of the open loop air heating callec
tor es a function of the specific mass flow rate.
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Results of IFA-Task 111 Outdoor and Indoor Pyranometer Comparison

P . Arabrosstti r , H .E .B . fnd:erssoas,',, C. FräYlich*

	

?? .D. Talmi k

Five groups of pyranometers were investigated both

indoors and outdoors . Calibration constants, day-

long variability, tilt and seasonal effects were

studied . Full characterization in laboratory was

also performed for all 27 instruments.

- The experiments giere designed very euch from a

consumer's point of view . The product in question

was the pyranometer . Five groups of pyranometers

were investigated, amounting to 27 pyranometers

in total . With the exception of the K&Z CM5 in-

struments most of the other pyranometers were

essentially new . (Serial numbers are indica-

tive1)

- ~1anufacturers readily agreed to provide the

Instruments.

- The outdoor experiments were run at the World

Radiation Center, Davos, Switzerland, provid-

ing the necessary World Radiometric Reference

(AR) on site.

- Indoor measurements to characterize the pyra-

nometers were conducted at Statens Provningsanstalt,

Boras, Sweden, providing the necessary fully auto-

matized fest eguipment to tope with the extensive

measurements.

With respect to the outdoor tests in Davos, Switzerland,

a special set-up was reguired because of the large num-

ber of Instruments : twe bars of 5 m length were con-

structed and mounted an supports that allowed the In-

struments to be tilted towards the south . Four individ-

ual mounts were designed for the moving shadow bar pyra-

nometers . An absolute radiometer PMO2 (used as the World

Radiometric Reference) measured the direct radiation.

Other meteorological parameters were also recorded . The

entire system was connected to a sophisticated data ac-

quisition unit that recorded all data including the mean

of ten 1-second integrals read over a minute . The data

analysis was performed on a CDC mainframe Computer . Data

were collected for more than 130 hours over a wide range

of weather condition durin g summer and winter with the

pyranometers in both horizontal and tilted positions.

For selected clear days, an absolute reference was

available - that is the sum of the direct component

measured with the PM02 plus the diffuse component meas-

ured by the shaded pyranometer . For days with less fa-

vourable sky conditions, the arithmetic mean value of

Tour instruments (2 Eppley PSP and 2 K&Z CM1O) was used

as a reference . The selection of these instruments was

made an grounds of clear day performance.

Concerning the comparison of manufacturers and our cali-

bration constants we first checked the calibration con-

stants quoted by the manufacturers at standard calibra-

tion conditions, i .e . high irradiance, horizontal posi-

tion , small incidence angle . (Table 1)

+ 205552., 1daso

EPPLEY

20529

1
g Calibration Constanls Man51 . Callbratlcrtp yranometer Enstrurne

	

; €

	

e - '
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-- - 15'!RC Calibra!ior:Uanfacturer TYPe Number
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-2

	

'-1

	

+7

	

r2

	

3 ' . 4

	

5

EKO STAR 81901 8 .24 8.12
EKO STAR 81903 7 -85 7 .88
EKO STAR 81955 6 .85
EKO STAR 81907 7 .25 740
EKO STAR 81908 9.51 9 .62
EKO STAR 81909 7 .42 7 .45

EPPLEY [ PSP 1 480603 9.81 9 .76
EPPLEY PSPr .

	

1775003 9-15 9 .27
EPPLEY PSP 161 33503 8.78 5 .92
EPPLEY PSP i

	

2052303 9.95 9 .90
ER8LE+ PSP 20524E3 10.50 10 .01
EPPLEY PSP 2065503 10-28 €

	

10 .24

KIPP & ZONEN CM5 773656 1 1 .94 11 72
KIPP & ZONEN CM5 [

	

773992 12 .62 12-16
KIPP & ZONEN CM5 774120 13 .41 12 .60
KIPP & ZONEN Cr75 785017 10 .59 10 .35
KIPP & ZONEN CI515 785847 12_23 11 .87

KIPP 8 ZONEN Cr10 790059 5 .58

	

i 5 .65
KIPP 8 ZONEN Cr710 800119 4 .58 4 .59
KFPP & ZONEN CM10 . 810120 4 .54 4 .52
KIPP 8 ZONEN CM10 810121 4 .66 4 .62
KIPP 8 ZONEN CM10 8'0122 4 .24 4 .22

SCHENK STAR 1626 14 .26 14.49
SC

ur=r,v
.SENK

	

!
STAR5 2156

	

1 145-5 ~c
~ 5

	

5

SCHENK

	

'STAR 2209 15 .38 15 .29
SCHENK - 22117 14 .16 14.57(STAR
SCHENK

	

STAR 2221 1524 14 .97 µ

E I

Table 1 : Comparison of calibration constants (mV/k'1'!m-2)

We found best agreement for the new CM1O and P5P . The

systematic bias of the CM5s is now widely recognized.

Short term values and day-long variability of pyranometers

sensitivity are of prime interest for testing and monitor-

The study was performed as part of the IEA Solar Heating

	

ing purposes (Fig . 1 and Fig . 2)

and Cooling Program, Task 1II : Performance Testing of
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Fig. i : Calibration constants, relative performance
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Fig . 2 : Calibration constants, relative performance
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The standard methods of testing the thermal performance

of solar calleetors require the saure meteoroiogical con-

ditions as that for the pyranometer calibrations uniess

the coilectors are tested in the tilted position . A pos-

sible sensitivity change of the pyranometer under in-

clined exposure is thus of major concern in collector

testing applications . Tilt effects were, therefore,

studied . The CM10, PSP and Swissteco did not show any

appreciable chan ge of sensitivity rohen the instruments

were tilted, whereas the CM5, EKO and Schenk revealed a

decrease of sensitivity.

The characterization of pyranometers took place in Boras,

Sweden . Pyranometers of the thermoelectric type are de-

signed to respond to short wave radiation . This sensi-

tivity is cross correlated with interfering sensitivities

of a number of parameters which are assumed to haue a

small combined effect on the instrument's performance.

Many of these interfering sensitivities can be investi-

gated by laboratory experiments which are designed to

isolate a particular feature . Among those parameters

which affect their sensitivity we find a number which

are amenable to indoor measurements:

- the effect of tilt from the horizontal position (tilt

effect)

- the effect of the intensity of solar radiation

(deviation from the expected linear response,

linearity)

- spectrai distribution of the light source and the

response of the instrument (spectral response)

- the temperature of the instrument body or the ambient

air (temperature coefficient)

- the effect of transient irradiance and thermal shock

(time constant)

the effect of the angle of the incident solar radi-

ation (azimuth and altitude, cosine error)

Results from the laboratory testing : the results of the

temperature effects viere encouraging . As found also by

Dirmhirn (1979) : the temperature effect was typical for

a type or a group of instrument, the only exception being

the EKO-star instruments where each Instrument has its

individual temperature coefficient.

The groups of K&Z CM5, Schenk Star and Swissteco instru-

ments showed a "natural" tem perature coefficient while

the other g roups of instruments (K&Z CM10, Eppiey PSP)

might be classified as slightly overcompensated.

The response of the instruments with respect to varying

level of irradiance was linear to a very good degree

(+ 1 T) . For the group of Eppiey PSP, no deviations from

a linear response could be observed.

The effect of tilt is most relevant for the application

of pyranometers to solar collector testing purposes . The

tilt effect is obviously cross-correlated with the levei

of irradiance . Three groups of instruments did not show

any tilt effect : K&Z CM10, Eppley PSP, Swissteco . The

K&Z CM5, the Schenk and EKO star instruments showed a

tilt effect of comparable magnitude . lt should be noted

that these findings agree weil with the outdoor investi-

gations.

The directional response is rather unique to the instru-

ment . However, all instruments showed a marked deviation

from the ideal cosines response for angies of incidence

greater than 60 0 .

The intercomparison of indoor and outdoor results showed

a remarkable correspondence between indoor character-

ization and outdoor performance of the pyranometers.

However, this was usuaily only qualitative . The devi-

ations found for some instruments could not be quanti-

tatively accounted for by correetion derived from indoor

data.

Ne would not recommend use of pyranometers which show a

tilt dependence . However, an instrument which is known

to be tilt sensitive should be calibrated in a tilted

position on the test site.

From our results, we wouid recommend that the Eppiey PSP

and the K&Z CM1© should be used for testing applications.

The best instruments also demonstrated variability from

summer to winter in typical Lest situations (clear sky)

by + 1 - 2 % . To accourt for the uncertainties of the

calibration procedure, we claim an overall accuracy of

+ 2 .5 to + 3 K for the measurement of global radiation

under test condition for solar coilectors.

Further investigators should strive to characterize the

day-long performance of the pyranometer under study

during a typical calibration day (referenced to a direct

and diffuse measurement).

In addition, the foliowing variables should be studied

in the laboratory:

- temperature coefficient

- tilt effect (at different level of irradiance)

- the effect of irradiance level (linearity)

Ne do not recommend cosine measurements because of the

present uncertainty associated with measurement tech-

nique.
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TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT

9.

9 .1 .

H.G . _Wöge, W. Brwutigce, H . Borsch, 3. Bringe,

3. Fiedler, H.L. Hagedoorn., M. ifadarzr, I . Jannu

Aoa, H . Tnin J. Reich, A. Fetz,

	

Rotere.,

0. 5chlienkomp, H . 3cin~an, P. Wucherer

In 1983 the cyclotron ULM was in operation far 43 weeks.

The scheduied annual shut down time in the summer of nor-

mally 6 weeks had to be extended to 8 weeks because of

two reasons : As there was an increasing demand for high

intensity analysed beams at the magnetic spectrograph

BIG KARL the cyclotron had to be operated over lang times

with high internal beam power . Because of the related ra-

diation problems the maintenance and repair activities at

the cyclotron could only be started after a delay of more

than two weeks . Simultaneously a mein transformer had to

be exchanged against a bigger type to provide the power

for the companents of the ISIS-project . Therefore, essen-

tial equipment of the building was not available during

this period . The beam time distribution for 1983 is given

in table 1.

Cyclotron tuning and
beam handling 490 h 6 .8 %

_Beam an target 	 4527-h	 62 .6_`	

Beam time	 t xgerimenis	 5017_h	 69_4	
----------

Beam development
testing new companents 671 h 9 .3 %

CYCLOTRCN OPERATIONAL 5688 h 78 .7 %

SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE 213 h 2 .9

	

7

1SYSTEM FAILURES 1328 h 18 .4 1

SCHEDULED OPERATING TIME 7229 h 100 .0 %

BEAM TIME DISTRIBUTION

Guest scientists 745 h 14 .8 3

(U .Bonn,

	

U .Hanburg,

	

U .Köln,
U .Krakau,

	

U .Mainz,

	

U .Münster,
U .TUbingen, SSI Darmstadt)

Scientist of KFA
excluding IKP 575 h 11 .5

	

%
{ICHi-IME,-IRA)

Scientists of IKP 3697 h 73 .7 7

BEAM TIME FOR EXPERIMENTS 5017 h 100 .0 %

Takle 1 : Cyclotron time distribution in 1983.

Besides the routine operation and maintenance some modifi-

cations and improvements have been realized.

5everal water leaks mainly at the tuning plates of the RF

system caused severe vacuum problems . Even if the inner

surfaces of the water channels in the aluminium plates of

all dees have been coated with epoxy rersin some years ago,

it could not be expected, that the corrosion was completely

stopped by this measure . New elements consisting of copper

plated aluminium sheetmetal with soft soldered copper

tubes were prefabricated as far es possible . The total

variety .of parts is available since spring 1983 . So we

could keep the losses in beam time short by exchanging the

corroded elements subsequently against new devices . Spe-

cial care had to be taken to operate old aluminium and new

copper parts in one cooling circuit . To avoid possible

corrosion problems the copper tubes are coated with epoxy

resin too, up to the date the accelerating systems con-

sists entirely of plates with copper water tubes . - The

complete exchange is planned for the annual shut down

period 1984.

The modification of the beam line vacuum system is on the

way . A first set of six new turbomolecular pumps is in

operation since the 1983 shut down period . Pumps and the

associated measuring and control equipment perform well.

The subsequent exchange of another 10 . . .12 pumps has to

be carried on.

A protection circuit for the septum was developed and in-

stalled. Even if a septum completely made of tungsten

wires is used, which can stand approximately 3 kW in-

ternal beam power (instead of 1 kW with a septum of tung-

sten sheet metal) it is necessary to have a rapid beam

switch off when working at the upper Limits . Signals from

the phase probes are used to stop the beam in the Center

region when the current becomes excessive.

Some measurements at the cyclotron beam were done to

study the correlations between instabilities of important

cyclotron parameters and external beam quality . These in-

vestigations have to be continued in order to define the

stability of the Dee voitage and the frequency needed for

a good and reproducible beam quality from the cyclotron.

First tests proved that the acceleration of fulEy stripped

Ions in 9w-mode of operation of the cyclotron is possible.

Deuteron beams of 8 MeV could be successfully extracted

from the cyclotron with intensities of up to 100 nA (see

also chapter 9 .6).

Besides these activities related to the operation of the

cyclotron the major part of werk was dedicated to the

realisation of the project ISIS (see chapter 9 .3).

Eindhoven University of Technology, Netherlands

ISOCHRONOUS CYCLOTRON

Cyclotron Operation and Improvement
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Measurement of Transfer Coefficients and Improve-

ments in the Beam Handling System

Rogge, J . Reich., L. Zarr?o, J .G .M . Römer,

Berg, H . !~Qg2dv^O rb , G . .` Z~,%a tSC.n, H. Lr.~'i7!,

Neißbv_'ger, W. Ge liert, G. Riepe, P . v. Rossen,

Frotic, M.D. =rivcdi, r . -~src

The measurement of the beam line properties was continued l)

with a two dimensional position-sensitive Si-deteetor with

improved spatial resolution . The center of gravity could

be determined with an accurary' of about ü.05 ran . A thick

foll at the entrance siit D51 (Fig . 1) of the monochroma-

tor was used to become independent of changing cyclotron

beam properties . Essentially the dispersive plane (x-co-

ordinate) was investigated.

Figure 1 : Double monochromator System with the arrange-
ment of quadrupoles (AQ), sextupoles (SX) and slits (DS,
AS, IS).

The measurements allowed to improve the beamline mainly

in two points:

1 . The monochromator was adjusted to second order for fo-

cussing from DS1 to DS2 in the horizontal plane as

shown in fig . 2. The achieved accurary was

ax(G in ) = 0.15 mm . Here Gx(Gin ) means the steift of

the center of gravity of a pencil beam within the wor-

king range of B in = ±r 6 mrad.

The measured second order aberration was simulated in

the calculations by thin identical sextupole lenses at

the entrance of the dipole AM1 and the exit of AM2.

The upper part of fig . 2 shows the original situation.

The measured points correspond to centers of gravity

of a typically 0 .5 mm wide beam spot . The background

is calculated with the simulated sextupoles only . In

the middle part second order effects are compensated

by the sextupoles SX1 and 5X2 in calculation and

measurement . The lawer part shows the result of first

and second order Final adjustment for energies corres-

ponding to Bp-values of 698, 159G, 1913 kG•cm, respec-

tively. (In the E p = 23 MeV-curve the effect of a smali

deadjustion of the Bo-values of the dipoles AIil Ah ;2 is

demonstrated .)The strong deviations from the design

values can thus be exolained by inherent quadrupole and

sextupole components, bot their origin cannet be loca-

lized by the position of simulated lenses in TURTLE 2)

-celculations.

There is still one free Parameter in the sextupole and

quadrupole-settings of the monochromator, corresponding

to a not measured Image at IS . Concerning the second or-

der focussing all sextupole fields which follow the rela-

tion

B(5X1) + B(SX2) = C ; C

	

O .8•(Bc/2000)

give the same quality of the focus at 052 for a B(5X1) va-

riation from 0 to 100 i of 0 in the measured Bc-range . A

similar formula holds for first order focussing and all

Bn-values up to the region of saturation . Hott relations

haue been measured to be valid with the same precision

ax(9in ) = 0 .15 mm.

For the formerly used settings of the sextupoles the con-

stant G was practically zero . This explains trat almost no

change was seen before l) , if the field strengte of 5XI

and SX2 was varied simultaneously from 0 to 600 i1 of the

calculated value .

------ 	
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Figure 2 : Stepwise-improvement in adjustment of monochro-
mator focussing in comparison with TURTLE 2 1 calculations
in the background, Gin = entrance angle of the beam at
DS1, )(ou t = exit position of the beam at 052.
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Figure 3 : Influence of a small turn of the second quadrupole lens before the target an the beam profile (TURTLE calcula-
tions) . Angle of turn around the beam axis l = 0 .4° . Left side : an the target, dark area represents the beam size for p .=-0.

Right side : 10 cm behind the target .
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2. A "tilting" of the image an the target was eliminated.

After the correct first and second order focussing at

DS2 it became evident, that the "tilt" or "blow-up' of

the Image of DS2 was a first order effect . lt was tra-

ced back to the misalignment of (at least) one quadru-

pole in the beam live, which was rotated around the

beam axis by onFy 0 .4° , The extreme sensitivity to

such rotation is demonstrated in fig . 3.

At the image point the main effect is a broadening of

the Image changing the dispersion of the beam . If the

field strength in one of the quadrupoles (not necessa-

rily the misaligned one) is changed by ti 1 % the shift

of the focus point results in an apparent "tilt" of

the Image which easily can amount to 120° . The coup-

ling between x and y-coordinates transfers changes in x

to y and results in a characteristical additional

"steering".

A correction of the misalignment by a weak quadrupole

which is turned by 45 0 around the beam axis is in prir,-

ciple possible . Here a mechanical correction was .pre

ferred.

After these two adjustments the focussing from 051

through the whole beam line to the target at themag-

netic spectrometer BK was measured to be

ax(Bin ) i 0.15 mm . This is to be compared with a.

0.5 mr(monoenergetic) Image of a 1 mm aperturein ..

051 .
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Progress of ISIS

The progress of the project ISIS 1-4) (Injektion schwerer

Ionen nach EZR-Stripping : Injection of heavy Ions after

ECR-Stripping) in 1983 is described for the different

subsystems (see figure 1).

1 . ECR-Source

5euscher, W. urielZ, R. PiedZer, W. Knauss-Vogt, R .-G.

fathewe, A. Retz, U . Rindfleisch

The superconducting magnet system of the ECR-source 2) has

been delivered in July . A cold leck in the He-tank of the

cryostate had already been detected at the factory at LN 2

-temperature. The system has been set up in Jülich to test

the magnetic properties of the superconducting coils and

to determine the He losses to decide whether the He-tank

had to be repaired or not. The solenoid coils have been

energized to the full current without any quench supply-

Ing a magnetic field required for ECR (electron-cyclotron-

resonance) at 18 GHz microware frequency . The training of

the hexapole has been interrupted at 60% of the Full

current. Since the He consumption was a factor of 5 to 6

higher than proposed a search was started to localize the

cold leak first at the Institute (IKP) and later at the

BBC factory . In the meantime the leak has been found and

repaired . If another Ieak test at LN2-temperature is

successfull the magnet system will be back at the insti-

tute in the beginning of 1984.

The main vacuum chamber, which was built by the company

"Baizer Hochvakuum GmbH', has been delivered in fall.

A first plasma stage designed for an overdense plasma 5)

and a flexible extraction System are under construction.

A power supply including remote control and safety System

for a 14 GHz 2 kW Klystron (Thomson CSF) will be deli-

vered by the "Laboratorium für Mikrowellenanwendungen,

dr . Beerwald" in Manch 1984 .

ComputerComputer calculations have been started to optimize the

ion extraction from a plasma in a strong magnetic field.

First results are presented in chapter 9 .5.

The work on the Pre-ISIS test sources has been continued.

The results of the latest version Pre-ISIS 2'e are reported

in chapter 9 .4.

2. Beam Handling and Axial Injection System

W.Sri..utigolm, ~1 .Bri2Zl, R, 'ieäler, A_ .Retz, J .Reic ., U.Rird-

f ui ch, F . :'iwo.rarer• ;F Agend + , Km:u.l.u_rT, D. Reger ;;;.Y:

The magnetic elements and power suppiies for the beam

handling and axial injection system have been manufactured

by the company "Bruker Analytische McFtechnik GmbH" (ex-

cept the components LH o , LM and H, see figure 1) . Em-

phasis has been giver to watch ane accompany the various

magnetic field measurements of the elements do pe by the

manufacturer by appropriate TRANSP0RT 5 and TURTLE 7) ion

optics calculations 8) . At the end of the year the magnet-

ic field measurements and their evaluation was ceniplete.d

and the main parts of the system, the 180°-bending system

and the 90°-bending system with matching section in front,

were under assembly and adjustment on separate bases part-

ly with vacuum chambers.

Together with the manufacturer a cycling procedures has

been tested successfully for a reproduction of the mag-

netic fields within ± 0 .3 G.

After it has been confirmed that the ore-ISIS 2 w-source

(see also chapter 7 .4) is also a powerful external light

Ion source (LIS) the related beam handling and charge

analysis components have been determined to be another

solenoid (LHo) and a Wien-filter in an adjacent box (see

figure 1).

All adjustment bases and supports for the beam live compo-

nents including those for quick access to the ones in

the 4 m thick wall have been designed and are now manu-

factured.

Figure 1 : Layout of the project ISIS at JULIC : LIS-light ion source ; QS, QM, QI-quadrupole magnets ; MS, MI-dipole magnets;
LH, LV-solenoid lenses ; BR-beam rotation solenoid ; B-bunehing .system ; LM-magnetic Jens ; H-hyperboloid inflector.
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The design of the vacuum system has been revised 9) and the

logic of the process generating and surveying a vacuum of

better than 10 -7 mbar with cryo-pumps 1D) in the beam pipe

has been worked out.

The complex axial hole insert which will house the sole-

noids LV1, 2 and BR, the bunching system B, the magnetic

lense LM, the cyclotron pole insert and the hyperboloid

inflector H has been designed and given for manufacturing

by the end of the year.

The design of the strong magnetic lense LM (17 cm focal

lengE.h) has been rev sed . The glaser-type lense das been

built in the IKP.

A system consisting of two double gap bunchers built at

and für the Bonn isochronous cyclotron has been investi-

gated . The bunchers related with appropriate amplitude

and Phase shift to the first and second harmonic of the

cyclotron freguency gave a very satisfactory beam inten-

sity enhancement of a factor 6 . The Bonn cyclotron crew

will built a similar device for the ISIS project.

The formen ion source Lest magnet is being modified to

serve as a test bench at a temporary position just after

the 180°-bending system for debugging the axial hole in-

sert prior to the Installation in the cyclotron.

Prototypes of the beam diagnosis and steering elements to

be used for beam tuning ll) are being tested.

3 . Cyclotron

., .

	

Böge, W. Bräutigam, J . Briet l_ A . Hetz,

	

Rind#Leiach.,

P. Wucherer

The original h=3 RF-center region design 4) has been re-

vised and corrected using Runge-Kutta orbit ca1culations

following threedimensional relaxation to generate real-

ist-1c electric fields (see also chapter 9 .5 .) : The mechan-

ical center region desi gn requires that the minimum dis-

tance in axial direction between RF-conducting and grounded

parts is reduced considerably . Using a spacer between Dee

and Dummy Dee the electric field has been increased from

18 to 30 kV/cm . No reduction in the conditionned RF-volt-

ages has been encountered during several months of cyclo-

tron operation . The mechanical center region design also

requires that the upper and lawer magnetic pole insert

are no longer mirror symmetric to the cyclotron midplane
12).

In a first step of an iterative procedure the magnetic

field in the cyclotron center has been mapped for a first

Set of pole inserts . The evaluation of the data with re-

spect to midplane distortion is in progress.

The necessity for an improvement of the cyclotron vacuum

system becomes evident from table 1 which gives the trans-

I

	

T/A ] Transmission
Ion K

1 K 2 K !	K 6

	

6
MeV/A 5 . 10

	

mbar 2 . 10

	

mbar

20Nelt'} 22 19 .8 - - 19.8 48 74%
20Ne 10-r

44 6 .8 - 6 .8 77% 90%

20Ne7e 22 9 .1 1 .6 4.7 15 .4 56% 79%
12 C4t

22 2 .811 .99.0 13 .7 60% 81%

Table 1 : Beam transmission through the cyclotron for some
ion species and energies for two different tank pressures .

mission TR for some typical Ions from the ISIS ECR-source

at different cyclotron energies at two different tank pres-

sures p . The table has been calculated from

L
TRe-EXP(-3 .35 . 10 16 •pfa(s)ds)=exp(-K . 10 4 p)

0

evaluating the above integral from available data for three

energy regions during acceleration as K1, K2, K3 for which

the conditions o > c l (K1) and
ac«cl

(K3) hold . oc de-

notes the Cross section for an ion Charge change by elec-

tron capture, a l the one by electron lass.

Calculations and associated measurements reveal that a

figure of X2 . 10 -6 mbar can be expected if the present

pumping speed of 12 . . . 13000 1/s will be improved by the

Installation of three cryopumps with pumping speeds of

10000 1/s each . Two of these pumps have already been in-

stalled at the cyclotron and worked well during first

tests.

4 . Instrumentation

R. Borsch, W. Bräutigam, R . Brngs, X.P. Kruck, A . Müller,

2 . Rotert

The universal control module UFB '3) which mainly will

handle the manual and computer control of the ISIS power

supplies has been tested successfully. A driver has been

written for its CAMAC interfacing and tested at the same

time. A set of 30 modules for the ISIS project but also

for the external beam line is presently under fabrication.

In a factor„ acceptance test 5 power supplies different

in type have been tested 14) . The non sufficient longterm

stability of two types has been cured meanwhile.

Some of the existing hand- and software for the computer

control of the external beam line has already been extend-

ed or modified to serve for ISIS purposes, especially the

FLUKE-scanning system für data aquisition.

The newly deveioped module for beam current monitoring is

now used very satisfactorily in the external beam 1ine . A

Set of 10 modules is under fabrication.

The control logic for the ECR-source vacuum system com-

prising 4 pumping sections equipped with 4 cryo- and 2

turbomolicular Pumps has been worked out 15 / . lt is now

being implemented using the SIEMATIC 55 system (Siemens

programmable logic control system).

The automated control of the ISIS beam line vacuum sys-

tem
l6)

comprising 3 beam path sections equipped with 8

cryo- but also some turbomolecular pumps uses the Siemens

SMP-microprocessor system . The related prototype hardware

and the basic software written in PL/h1-85 have been tested

successfully at one vacuum test section . The fabrication

of the complete hardware and the implementation of the

final software is under way .

(1)
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5 . Installation and Building

H. Pahiei?, A . _Reiz, G. Sch`Liemkcmp

To provide the power for the ISIS components (400 kW con-

nected power in total) one of the main transformers has

been exchanged . The different power lines are now ready

as well as the various cable racks . The existing water-

cooling system has been extended for the ISIS purposes.

The floor plans for placing the ISIS electronic and

auxiliary devices have been worked out and the 20 racks

have been ordered.

The shielding against the expected Roentgen-radiation fron

the ECR-source has been delivered and partly errected.
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Pre-ISIS 2 e - a two stage ECR source for highly

stripped light heavy ions

R.-G . zthews, T . Beuscher, R. Fedler•, 1 . Krouss-

voa

Because of the delay for the delivery of the ISIS ECR

sourcel ' 2) superconducting magnet system the development

of the small ECR source pre-ISIS 2 3'4) could be con-

ti nued in 1983.

Based an a proposal of the Berkeley ECR source group the

easy axis of the Sm Co 5-hexapole bars inside the pre-

ISIS 2 source was turned by 90 degrees to achieve an azi-

mutal magnetization of the hexapole . In this way the

heating up of the vacuum chamber was censiderably reduced.

Replacing the so far used 0-ring gaskets, which had

sometimes been destroyed because of microwave absorption,

by copper or indium seals the background vacuum pressure

of the source was lowered to 5 . 10
-8

mbar resultina in a

better output especially for the higher ion charge stetes .

A new support structure for the extraction system gave

more pumping speed to the ion extraction area . The pro-

blems associated with neon cryopumping have been solved

by the installation of an adequate thermal Buffer plate

between the condensation surface and the head of the se-

cond refrigerator stage of the cryopump.

Tests with an overdense plasma stage at 2 .45 GHz 5 ' as an

injector stage for the pre-ISIS 2 source had failed - pro-

bably because the plasma density injected into the second

staue was above the cut-off iensity for5 GHz . The energy of

the Ions from the overdense stage was found to be well

below 5 eV, therefore the decision was made to try the

overdense plasma stage as injector for the higher fre-

quency I4-GHz-ECR stage of the superconducting ISIS

source l} . For pre-ISIS 2 a 5 GHz ECR-injector stage was

set up, which worked very satisfactorily . Figure 1 Shows

a schematic drawing of the new two stage source, pre-

ISIS 2 e, together with the axial and the radial magretic

field distribution . The magnetic resonance field for the

5GHz

Iran
p Tate

1
--45 -40 -35 -30 -25

z[cmJ
-15-20 10

	

-5 10

	

15

	

20 . . 25

Figure 1 : Schematic drawing of the pre-ISIS 2 * ECR-source includingthe axial and the radial magnetic field distribution .



injector stage was achieved by adding another watercooled

solenoid and an iran endplate to the original pre-ISIS 2

arrangement . The power consumption of the 3 main coils and

the 2 additional coils, which determine the mirror ratio

of the second stage, is about 46 kW.

The microwave power for the injector plasma stage is de-

livered by the Same 5 6Hz klystron as for the hot plasma

stage . By means of an E-H-tuner and a circulator a defined

part of the incident microwave power to the second plasma

stage is reflected and guided throu gh a quartz window into

the first stage . The reflected power from this plasma

stage is dumped in an isolator . The microwave power con-

sumption for the production of carbon, nitrogen and oxi-

gen ions was in the order of 300 W and für argon ions less

than 600 W,

The ions produced inside the injector stage - mainly

charge stete 1 - enter the second plasma stage through an

8 mm bore . There is no additional pumping needed for the

first stage.

Pre-ISIS 2$11'2- stage 5GHzl

	

Hä

	

Pre-ISIS 2e 12.stoge SGHZI
1114A

U,,, =7.0 kV

	

p ,=4.3 .10'mbar
[1Q , , - 4.0 kV

	

pre, I2 sq_170W
r,,j 04 . 10 5 mMr

	

i	 = 524A

xF [100 .2101.'
PH ; [2 st-J =19077

.720 pA

Figure 2 : Spectra of nitrogen ions from pre-ISIS 2 e with
and without plasma in the injector stage.

Figure 2 gives two nitrogen spectra from pre-ISIS 2 e

showing the improvemert by the injector plasma stage . A

remarkable increase in higher nitrogen charge states is

observed, when the first stage is turned on . In eonnec-

tion with this effect a drop of neutral gas pressure in

the second stage is found. This indicates that mainly ions

enter the second stage, which leads to a reduced probabi-

lity for charge exchange with neutral atoms . At the same

time the total ion intensity from the suuree iricreases

by about 40 % . The numbers attached to the nitrogen peaks

in figure 2 are measured currents obtained at 1 .3 m from

the source exit in a mode with strongly reduced resolving

power of the analysing system and optimized transmission.

Figs . Band 4 are typical spectra of carbon-I3 and nitro-

gen-15 enriched gas mixtures from pre-ISIS 2 s, showing

also the fully stripped carbon and nitrogen ions . The high

contribution of helium ions in the spectra is due to the

addition of helium gas to the working gas nitrogen, which

leads to a more stable and effective operation of the

source . Fig . 5 demonstrates the effect of mixing a lighter

gas to the gas to be ionized in pre-ISIS 2 . Addin g nitro-

gen to argon strongly shifts the charge distribution for

Figure3 :Spectrum of carbon-13 ions from pre-ISIS 2 +.

0`
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Figure 4 :Spectrum of nitrogen-15 ions from pre-ISIS 2 4E.
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Figure 5 : Argon charge states from pre-ISIS 2 + for diffe-
rent gas compounds.

the argon ions to higher charge states, whereas the charge

distribution for nitrogen gets worse compared with fig .2.

This leads to the assumption, that the heavier ions may

achieve a better confinement at the tost of the lighter,

more mobile ones . lt is also visible from figure 5, that

helium is less efficient than nitrogen as additional gas.

As another result it can be stated, that the accepted micro-

wave power rises with the effectiveness of the compound

gas (Ar : 160 W, Ar + He : 250 W, Ar + N2: 580 14), probably

leading to a higher average energy of the p lasma electrons.
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The energy spread of the extracted beam was investigated

for ions from the injector plasma stage and from the se-

cond plasma stage with both stages in operation . Due to

the low electron energies and the poor confinement the

energy spread for ions from the injector plasma stage is

about 2 eV . For ions leaving the hot plasma stage of the

source the energy spread was determined to be about 5 eV.

Because of the sheeth potential between the confined

plasma and the wall of the second stage vacuum chamber

the energy of the extracted ions is about 20 to 30 eV per

charge higher than given by the source potential power

suppiy. The 'vaiue for the sheeth potential strongly de -

pends upon the microwave power applied to the source.

The radial emittance of the extracted nitrogen beam after

momentum separation was measured to be2±90 = (294t45)mm mrad

14-for h , c90ö = (241±36) mm mrad for N

	

and

h90% =
(200±30) mm mrad for 8 3 with 6 kV source potential.

The emittance of the total beam from the source at 6 kV

lay mithin a phase space of `90% = (420±63) mm mrad . This

indicates, that almost the total beam out of pre-ISIS 2 m

can be accepted by the Jülich cyclotron, which has an

acceptance of 500 mm mrad due to the hyperboloid inflector.

Table 1 comprises the intensities per charge state for the

different gases obtained from pre-ISIS 2 * as a source for

light heavy ions .

For the light ions up to e-particles pre-ISIS 2 e works

best as a single stage source with the first stage sole-

noid not energized . The ion intensities obtained in this

way after momentuni separation are represented in fig . 6.

Figure 6 : Beam currents from pre-ISIS 2 * working in the
light ion source mode.

With a total power consumption of about 60 kW and a gas

consumption of less than 5 cm3 per hour pre-ISIS 2 * is

one of the less expensive sources for a-particles in the

hundreds of uA range and highly stripped light heavy ions.
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16nA

0-16 >40iA 37uA

	

36uA

	

11uA 170nA 1 (

	

)

Ne-20 >40pA 36 LA

	

12uA 2 . 1uA !340nA 15nA

Ar-40 >20uA 8nA

	

6uA

	

7u4~

	

10 ;,A 15uA

	

7uA 2 .2-0A

	

370nA 35nA

	

3nA

Table 1:
Intensities of light heavy ion species
obtained from pre-ISIS 2 e at 6 kV
after momentum separation.
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Computer Calculation an the ECR Ion Source ex-

traction

W . Krause-Vogt, N . 3euscher, d .-G . ?a hews

A computer code has been installed to study the ion ex-

traction and beam formation for the ISIS E.CR-source l) .

The code determines the ion trajectories in combined elec-

trostatic and magnetic field configurations d) .

Of special interest is the influence of the strong axial

magnetic field of the source . This field decreases in the

case of 14 GHzmicrowave frequency for the ECR-plasma from

7 .6 kG at the exit of the source to 0 .14 kG at about 1 m

downstream where the Ions erster the 180 0 bending system

of the beam line to the cyclotron 3) . If the Ions would

follow the diverging field lines of the decreasing fieid

the result would be . .a strongly diverging beam . Under such

conditions an efficient beam transport to the cyclotron

could be difficult.

Therefore the first calculations have been carried out tu

understand this influence of the decreasing magnetic field

an the extracted Ions . The results are given in figure 1.

An accel-decel extraction geometry consisting of the plas-

ma electrode, a puller and a decel electrode has been

used . Figures la) and b) show the ion trajectories along

the First 30 cm behind the source, part a) is the case

with and b) without magnetic field.

These results indicate that the fringing field has no de-

focussing effect but acts like a magnetic lens producing

a beam waist at a distance of about 17 cm from the exit

of the source in this special case . In the rase without

field (Figure ib) this waist does not appear but the ion

trajectories are steadily diverging behind the accelera-

tion gap .

For program technical reasons it was necessary to start a

second run in order to follow the beam envelope over the

full distance from the plasma electrode to the entrance

of the bending system . Because of the focussing effect of

the fringing fieid only one additional optical device,

namely a solenoid lens at z = 98 .5 cm behind the plasma

electrode has been inserted . Fi gure ic), which is the

continuation ei' figure la), shoms that the slightly diver-

ging beam can be focussed before entering the bending

system, but further calculations are necessary to investi-

gate the emittance matching of the extracted beam to the

adjacent injection line.

Another point to study is how the beam quality is deter-

mined by the geometry of the plasma electrode.
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plasma electrode to the entrance point of the
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Check of the ISIS-center-region

P . Wucherer, H .L . Flagadcora , U . Rindfleisch

The center region had to be redesigned for the project

ISIS I) . The principal physical design was already fixed

in 1980 2) , because the coordinates of the beam entrance

hole in the pole plate had to be fixed eariy for techni-

cal reasons . The details of the center region geometry,

however, can be changed more easily : e .g . a puller change

takes only a few hours to get the cyclotron operational

again . The design has therefore been perlornied in two

st.eps . For LhC First step a seif opf,imlzEng p ocedure 2)

(IONA.N) was used having a fast analytical calculation of

the orbits . This, however, reguires a simplification for

the fields : the magnetic field must be homogeneous and the

electric fieid shape sharpiy tut off at the boundaries of

the acceleration gaps . In the second step, reported

here, the electric fieid distribution in the regions of

the first and second gap is calcuiated by a 3-dimensional

relaxation code (RESEKT) and the orbits are integrated by

the Runge-Kutta method . The output parameters from

the IONAN-procedure were used as input parameters for the

Runge-Kutta Integration but with realistic electric fields.

The beam envelope of 27 particles representing a phase

space area of 160•e om•mrad and - 200 RF-phase width at

the Start (exit of the inflector) are shown in fig . 1

(upper part, rase A, hatched area) . For comparison the en-

velope of the IONAN-caiculation is displayed as well

(blackened area).

As a result of a mechanical design study 3) it turned out

that the designed puller did not match with the necessary

spatial shape of the hyperboloid inflector casing . This

fact is not yet taken into account in the upper part of

fig . 1 . The beam is off centered by 6-7 mm . The energy

gain is too 5mä]1 and the envelopes are euch broader be -

cause of a higher degree of nonlinearity for the accele-

ration in the first gaps . This has been investigated more

closely and confirmed by ]coking at the energy gain, RF-

phase, etc . as a function of gap number, geometrical

phase space, etc . Tee examples of such figures are pre-

sented . In fi9 .2, the energy gain per turn for deuterons

is diplayed vs . the number of the accelerating gaps . In

the IONAN-calculations with sharp cut off electric fields

the energy gain is tune to the maximum of 41 keV except

in the first gap (not shown in fig . 2) . Using realistic

electric Field shapes but the identical input parameters

the energy gain, is rauch toe less and oscillates mithin a

period of six gaps i .e . one turn . This corresponds with

the motion of the orbit centers in the median plane showm

in fig . 3 . The motion inside a gap is represented by a

straight live shcwing the energy gain (length) and gap

angle (direction) but the orbits do not move in between

two g aps .

	

The center of gravity of the orbit centers

of the last (six) gaps is a measure for the beam cente-

ring . The parameters of case A in fig . 3 are identical with

those of fig . 2 (case A) . The off centering of 7 mir clearly

is caused by the low energy gain in the gaps number 3, 4

and 5 but it originates already in the first two gaps from

Figure 1 : Dee-structure of the ISIS-center-region and en-
veIopes (hatched areas) of the beam for input parameters
from the IONAN-calculations (upper part, Gase A) and for
a modified geometry of the first and second gap (lower
part, case B) . The blackened areas represent the results
of the 10NAN-calcu]ations . HC-hyperboloid inflector ca-
sing.

the severe differente in the electric field shapes in

comparison to the idealized sharp cut off assumption in

the IONAN-calculations.

The necessary modification of the inflector and puller

shape (fig . 1 , lower part, case B) mainly rotates a

little the direction of the electric fieid in the region

close to the exit of the inflector . The consequence is

that the energy gain in the gaps number 3 - 5 is improved

essentially . The center of curvature of the orbit cen-

ters is shifted to a point for which mainly a rotation

of the second gap can shift it towards the machine center

(MC in fig . 3) . A rotation of only the second gap is

feasible because of a sufficient turn separation (compare

fig . 1) . The necessary angle for this was derived from



6

	

8 9 10
gap number-,

Figure 2 : Energy gain tE per gap vs . the gap number for
the cases A and 8 (see fig . 1) for RF-phases at start of
-1250 (fall lines) and -85 0 (dotted lines) . e VDEC=41 keV
is the upper limit for the energy gain E.

Figure 3 : Orbit centers in the median plane as a function
of the gap number for the cases A and B (see fig . 1).
MC = machirre center . CA and C = centers of gravity for
the last six orbit centers . Tne lines represent the action
of the gapa ; the nombers are the corresponding gap numbers.

fig . 3 . Additionally the Ididth of the second gap is re-

duced from 10 to 8 mm . The results of the modifications

in the first and the second gap are shown in the figs .1-3

denoted as aase B . The radii of the orbits now are suffi-

ciently large to avoid the hitting of physical boundaries.

The envelopes are smailer . The energy gain and the orbit

centering are nearly as good as in the IONAN-calculations.

A more detailed investigation of the optical pro-

perties of •the center region would need a lot of systema-

ticel and elaborate calculations for the first two gaps .
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First Experimental Results of an Operation in the

9w-Mode

P. Wucherer

The cyclotron JULIC originally was designed for an Opera-

tion in the 3m-mode from an internal ion source for ener-

gies between 22 .5 and 45 MeV/A.

The project ISI5 1-5) now under progress delivers heavier

ions to the cyclotron center region by means of an FCR-

sourcel ' 2) and a beam handling and axial injection sys-

tems-5} . However, for many nuclear spectroscopy experi-

ments as e .g . proposed in the project OSIRIS° 1 energies

as low es 4-5 MeV/A are favourable . This energy range

would match with that of the cyclotron if operated in the

9w-mode.

Before the external injection system becomes operational

first experiments with the internal ion source have al-

ready been performed and some basic properties and side

constraints have been discussed 7) . Basic problems being

involved with the 9w-mode operation are:

1) To extract ions with A

	

20 Q/A ti 1/4 at a beam current

of › 100 nA from the source and to transport them to

the cyclotron . The inflection into the median plane of

a compact type cyclotron requires very low injection

energies of % 0 .5 keV/A in this mode.

2) The modification of the center region for both the har-

monic numbers h=3 and h=9 . The most practicable design

would be not to change the Dee geometry . Nowever, a

puller change m ey be necessary.

3) Beam dynamic problems i .e . the proper Dee angle, trim

coil configuration (currents and setting and RE-sta-

bility) .

4) Gas stripping of the necessarily not totally stripped

ions during accelleration.

The first two problems are not yet investigated in detail

for the external injection but it has been found out ex-

perimentally that the present center region with an in-

ternal source really works in the 9m-mode . The needed RF-

amplitudes are much higher than one would expect from the

scaled orbit-philosophy in the 3w-mode . This, however,

is very heipful for the last two problems as it reduces

the total turn number and therefore the beam path length,

tob.

The very first experiments have been performed with deu-

terons to get rid of the stripping problem . By iterative

carrections of the cyclotron frequency and the trim coil

currents the beam is brought to extraction radius . For a

possible future routine operation of the 9w-mode the trim

coil settings have to be calculated from Field maps.

Since the shape of the averaged mein magnetic field (i .e.

the pole face geometry) had been adapted to a relativistic

mass increase of 4 .1% (i .e. 77 MeV deuterons) the trim

coil currents are an a high negative level for the very

low mass increase in the 9w-mode of O 0 .4% . Practically,

this means there is a lawer limit for the change stete of

the ions or an upper limit for the energy, resp . As so far

it is clear that for 4-5 MeV/A Q/A raust be > 1/4 for the

present maximum trim coil currents of 20 A.

By the measurement of the 12 phase probe signals the nor-

mally used optimization procedure (matrix method) 8) could

be successfully applied . In figure 1 the turn patterns

(upper pari) and the corresponding phase deviations are

shown (lawer part) . Only the first two phase deviations

Figure 1 : The upper part of the figure Shows the turn patterns for deuterons acceIerated in the 9w-mode far f=26 .3 MHz
(3 .7 MeV/A) and the lower part the corresponding phase history vs . .the radius of the valley probes (V Dee - 22 kV) .



are significant and further investigations will show if

they can be avoided . Since center region features turned

out to be coupled with at least the first phase signal

(e,g. necessary rf-amplitude) the problem is more complex

as that for the larger radii . The coherent amplitude is in

the normal range g 2 mm) and extraction efficiency

	

30%

i .e . not t00 far from routine operation irr the 1:-mode.

The beam loss an the first 4 orbits is about a factor of

10 and is strongly dependent an the RF-amplitude, ion

source position and trim coil setting.

The gas stripping problem was investigated wich c 'He
1+

.

The ion sources used in routine a operation have broad

extraction slits and the He-gas pressure in the cyclotron

vacuum chamber therefore rises to

	

6 . 10
-5

Torr . Already

at 1/3 of the total beam path length (1 .6/3 kn) the spill

beam of 4 He 2+ ions exeeds that of the properly accelerated

4 He 1+ ions . The beam current drops according to

1 = Io•exp(-a•p•t) (1= beam current, p= pressure in Torr,

t= acceleration time in s, a i5 a constant).

The constant is proportional to Bloss/v
(Vlosse stripping

Cross section, v = particle velocity) . This advantageous
8-9i

fall off of the Cross section

	

for this energy ränge is

demonstrated in figure 2 in which lg I/I o is displayed vs.

R 2 (since R2 ,v t) . Curve 1 is taken at a pressure of

(t, 6 . 10 -5 torr and 85% He-gas content . The constant deri-

ved fron the slope of curve 1 and the roughly estimated

turn numbers from figure 1 is a

	

1 .1 . 10 9 Torr-1 S
-1

whereas the previous figures are 5-40 . 10 9 9-10) .

10?
0

	

05

	

15[m2 1

R2

Figure 2 : The beam current vs . R 2 (R = radius of the
valley probes) is displayed on a log scale for different
gas pressures and compositions:
Curve 1

	

85% He-gas at p 11 6 . 10 5 Torr_ 6
Curve 11 mixed composition at p 8 8 . 10

	

Torr
Curve 11I 12% He-gas, ti 80% N2-gas at p

	

2 .9 . 10 ° Torr
+,x and Os, resp ., mark different measurements for tne
identical conditions (f = 23 MHz, VOee = 27 kV)

By using an ion source with a small slit the pressure was

reduced to

	

8 . 10 -6 Torr . The trim coil set was scaled

according to the magnetic field levels from that of the

deuterons (Figure 1) . This is a good guess because of the

law realivistic mass increase of both ions . By phase

optimization the final phase history was simi1ar to that

in the 1 oweVffC

	

of figure 1 . Curve 1 " n figaro 2 s

	

''.hc'wr patt of figure

	

in

	

~%rc

	

5

the resulting decrease of lg I/le vs . R 2 . So far it is not

clear why the slope is not a straight live ; presumably the

pressure p and the gas composition are not constant . By

inlet of nitrogen gas to p ti 2 .9 . 10-0 Torr the strong

decrease of curve III in figure 2 was measured and a

value of a

	

3,5•i0 9 Torr-1
S-l

is derived from the slope.

Up to 100 nA
4Hel+

could be extracted from the cyclotron

wich an extraction efficiency of 44%.

The author wishes to thank for the support of H . Lawin,

H .L . Hagedoorn and the operators of the cyclotron JULIC.
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The Cooler Storage Ring COSY

G . Berg,
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The concept of a cooler storage ring (COSY = Cooler Syn-

chrotron) has been worked out which includes recent acce-

lerator and experimental developments for future nuclear

reactions research and which will ]hake effiüientiy use of

the SNQ-LINAC . The presented storage ring allows a variety

of novel experiments and covers a large field of interests

of nuclear reaction physicists in Nordrhein-Westfalen . The

intention is to build COSY at the IKP of the KFA with the

support of the Institutes for nuclear physics of the Uni-

versities of Bochum, Bonn, Eindhover, Köln and Münster.

The three essential properties of the storage ring are:

1) 'very efficient use of the beam by internal target tech-

niques in the storage ring.

2) Energy variabiiity by RF-acceleration.

3) Extremly high beam resolution by electron cooling.

COSY will satisfy the requirements of nuclear physicists

for high resolution experiments also with polarized par-

ticles in the so called energy window of the nucleon-

nucleon interaction at 150 - 300 MeV . Other possible ex-

perimental techniques will be pointed out below.

With the existing cyclotron JULIC, the ISiS source for

light Ions which is under oonstruction and the success -

fully working high resolution magnet spectrometer BIG

KARL there are very favourable circumstances for a

successful use of the proposed storage ring.

Two ways of injection are planned:

1) Fron the SNQ-LINAC energy variable protons with ener-

gies E e	100 MeV in particular for more than ti 10 11

particles in the ring . High resolution spectroscopy

with BIG KARL up to about 500 MeV is possible . This

secondary S@Q-beam should be polarized.

2) From the cyclotron JULIC (p,d, 3 He,a with 22 .5-45 MeV/N).

Later ISIS-par= ticles (ECR source with external injec-

tion) . The external injection under construction will

also allow the installation of a polarized ion source.

Figure 1 shows the principal lay out of the storage ring.

The lattice consists of 6 unit cells with 2 quadrupole

and one dipole magnets and 2 straight sections which are

designed for the installation of the electron cooler and

the spectrometer target area . Details of the lattice are

given in another contribution to this report . It should

be mentioned that the electron cooling is a novel deve-

lopment in accelerator technology with so far unused po-

tentialities allowing extremly high momentum resolution

of Ap/pti10 -' (refs .1-3) . With COSY we want to make use

of these developments for nuclear research experiments.

For the proposed concept we assume that the frequency

of the RF-structures can be varied within a factor of 2.

This allows for example the following energy variations :

Figure 1 : Schematic view of the COSY storage ring with
the essential elements of the ion optical system, the
electron cooler, the injection and some of the experi-
mental Instruments.

-

	

protons : 10 - 200 MeV for injection of max . JULIC

energy E o = 45 MeV

-

	

protons : 100 - 500 MeV for SNQ-injection at assumed

E p = 350 MeV

-

	

particles : 20 - 350 MeV for injection of min . JULIC

energy E a = 90 MeV.

Further energy variations are possible by different har-

monic modes of the cyclotron . The cooled emittance is

expected to be as Small as 0 .1

	

mm mrad (for aB ti 1 mrad

this means a target spot of Lx ti 0 .3 mml) . For 10 9 par-

ticles in the ring the attainable momentum resolution

will be ap/p ti 10 -5 . For a revolution periode of 0 .4 };sec

(E p u' 400 MeV) the circulating current is 0 .4 mA, For

higher currents the momentum resolution becomes worse and

will be ap/p ti 10 -4 for 100 mA . The straight section in

the ring offers sufficient space for the installation of

a 6 m long cooler device, e .g . 6 m long FeniEilab design 4) .

Target stations:

In the ring one target station is intended for high reso-

lution experiments (BIG KARL) . lt should be possible to

measure reaction products at very forward scattering

angles (9 1ab e- 0 0 - 20°) . With a second spectrometer (re-

coil spectrometer) indicated in Fig . 1 the experimental

possibilities could be extended significantly, in parti-

cular because the extremely thin internal targets (e .g.

gas jets5) ) allow the measurements of recoil nuclei . The

use of gas jet or atomic beam targets is also possible in

the skort sections in the ring, also parallel with other

experiments, in particular when extremely high luminosi-

i
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ties are required, i .e . parallel cooling and measuring

on very thin targe s

	

0 .1 ug/cm 2 ).

For conventional scattering chamber experiments the cooled

beam can be extracted . This SLO'W'-EXTRACTION is already

used at LEAR, CERN 6) . For 100 mA circulating current thrre

will be available about 30 nA externaliy with a duty fac-

tor of 1 :3, i .e . in the average about 10 nA . Higher cur-

rents are possible, but one has to bear in mied that this

will deteriorate the good momentum resolution.

Beam properties:

The outlined cooler ring accelerator has the following

main properties:

Very high luminosity for experiments with extremeiy

thin targets (ti 10 17 atoms/cm 2 ).

- Variable duty factor up to 100 % (DC beam).

- Fine tuning of the primary energy (1 MeV/min) with the

electron cooler.

- Very accurate absolute energy definition by measurement

of electron energy.

- For stripping injection efficiency nearly 100 %, i .e.

measurement during injection.

- No beam stop in the recirculation mode (internal tar-

get), hence reduced background.

- As internal targets also polarized atomic beams inclu-

ding existing polarized heavy ion beams can be used.

- Target materials with high evaporation temperature

might be usable es target by sputtering techniques.

Possible experiments:

With this accelerator concept many rovel experiments

might become possible:

- Fine energy tuning for sharp resonances and threshoid

energies.

- Measurement of heavy recoil nuclei and reaction products

at lange angles.

- Tagging of secondary beams by recoil measurement (e .g.

tagged neutrons).

- Reaction measurements with extremely high resolution.

High coincidence count rate with good energy resolution

in three body reactions.

- Life time measurements (using the variable duty factor).

- Experiments with polarized atomic beams as target.

- Storage of exotic reaction products (e .g . tritons, 6He).

- Nuclear reactions and y-spectroscopy with 10w background

and very small cross sections.

- SpIII exoita ions in the energy wind°w of 150 - 300 MeV.

- Production of neutrons with good energy resolution by

7Li or 12C(p,n) reactions at 0 for (n,p) measurements.

- Low lying hole states at E p = 400 - 500 MeV.

- Polarization transfer experiments, spin-spin interac-

tions with high resolution.

- Pion production at t 33-resonance energy.

- Coherent pinn production with light ions near the thre-

shold energy.

Realization:

The construction and operation of the outlined storage

ring COSY could be realized in the foliowing steps :

1) Construction of the storage ring with RF-structures

for the correction of the average energy loss in the

target, matching and installation of the BIG KARL

spectrometer at the ring, injection fron cyclotron.

Operation of the system in the recirculation mode 7) .

2) Installation of RF-structures (frequency range ±100%).

Operation in the extended energy range.

3) Installation and operation of the electron cooler

(Ee ti 100 keV) for E p ti 180 MeV . Usa of gas jet and

atomic beam targets . Test for cooling of light ions

(d, 3He, a, ISIS-particles) . Development of new target

techniques.

4) Development and construction of an electron cooler

for proton energies up to 500 MeV and injection from

SNQ-LINAC.
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Lattice studies for the Cooler Storage Ring COSY

G . Berg, A . Magiera, S. Mort- n, B . Prasuhn

The Layout of the COSY ring is shown in figure 1 of the

contribution "The Cooler Storage Ring COSY" . The ring

consists of 6 identical unit cells and 2 straight sections.

Fach unit cell contains a set of two quadrupoles and one

60° bending dipole magnet ("combined function") . The

straight sections are telescopes with magnification f 1

in order to be invisible to the ring . At the target the

straight section consists of a combination of 2 telescopes,

providing an adjustable dispersion and beam spot at the

target position without changing the other ring elements.

The telescope in the electron-cooling section has to pro-

duce a wide and parallel beam in order to get a minimum

cooling time.

Fig . 1 shows the amplitudes of the betatron osci`llations

(betatron functions) in horizontal (ß H ) and vertical

direction (ß w ) as well as the dispersion function D = r/

(apip) es function of the position in one unit cell.

Further data are given in the following table :

Fig . 1 : The horizontal and vertical betatror functions

(fa x and ßy) and the dispersion as function of the position

in one unit-cell.

Parameters of the preliminary COSY lattice

6 unit cells of the structure 0 D 0 F 0 D 0

The "F" characterizes the horizontal focussing action of the combined function

magnet.

one telescope of 20 m length with magnification - 1

Two telescopes of 10 m length with magnification- 1

Circumference:

Dipolefield for 500 MeV protons (p = 1 .09

Free length for cooling section:

Free length for BIG KARL:

Acceptance uncooied :

	

E X = 33 , mm mrad

cooled:

Dispersion at target :

88 .75 m

12 .1 kG

9 .8 m

2.25 m

E y - 34 ,r mm mrad

Ex
= 0 .15 r mm mrad

variable : 2 - 20 cm/%

0eV

The following values correspond to the dispersion 0 = 11 cm/%

ßtarget :

ßhorizontal :

ßvertical :

Qhorizontal :

Qvevcrti4al :

0 .6 . -f-3 x X60 m

ßx = 18 .7 m

ßy = 5 .2 m

3.16

3.95

ß-function

Maxima in unit cell:

Q-values

Calculations are done using the design programs MAD T) ,

TRANSPORT 2) , AGS 3) , RAYTRACING4) , HARMON5) . Definitions

and formulas use the notation from Bovel et a1 . 6) .
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Compton Suppression array for High Resolution

In-Beam Spectroscopy
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One of the principal methods of in-beam spectroscopy has al-

ways been the study of the electromagnetic_radiation, which

is emitted from hi ghly excited nuclei . In a coded form it

contains the information abkaut the structure of the nuc-

lei . The more detailed the properties of the y-radiation

can be determined, the more of the inciuded information

can be uncoded . In the so called conventional spectros-

copic studies this has beeis attempted by measuring the y-

radiation with the maximum energy, angular and time reso-

Iution possible.

Although the Instruments used in such studies have been

continuously imp roved, a limit wams now to be approached.

It turned out, that the conventional type of spectroscopy

is restricted to the investigation of the nuclear struc-

ture in the vicinity of the yrast live . This is because

in {Hl,xn) compound nuclear reactions, which may impart

up to ti 70 t of angular momentum into the compound system

before it is disrupted by the Coriolis and centrifugal

forces, the final nucleus decays through several parallel

cascades before the yrast states are reached . Thus in

contrast to the lem spin part of the decay path, where

the total intensity of the decay concentrates an the

yrast transitions, it spreads over a large number of

parallel transitions in the high spin part . As a result

we obtain in addition to the large number a very weak in-

tensity of the individual high spin transitions, which

instead form an apparent continuum in the conventional

y-ray spectra.

Several new techniques have been developed to study at

least the gross average properties of this continuum, e .g.

large sum-energy crystals, multiplicity filtere, or large

NaI(Tl) detector systems in various coincidence arrange-

ments l) . However, while these average properties are

quite interesting, they cannot fully elucidate the physics

behind the behaviour of fast rotating nuclei . As we have

learned from our conventional spectroscopic work this

elucidation can come only with the resolution of the spec-

trum.

One year ago therefore a y-y coincidence spectrometer was

designed which combines the positive features of these

newly developed techniques with the acknowledged advan-

tages of the conventional discrete spectroscopy . It has

been named OSIRIS (COmpton Suppression array for high

Resolution In-beam Spectroscopy) . lt will be built in a

collaboration between the llniversities of Cologne and

Bonn, the Hahn-Meitner Institute in Berlin, and the KEA

Jülich . Let us brief]y recapitulate the salient features

of the present design:

1. The optimum energy resolution of the spectrometer shall

be obtained by the use of Ge detectors.

2. The rather small detection efficiency of these detectors

shall be compensated by arranging at least 12 detectors

inin two rings as close as possible around the target

(Fig . 1).

3) A reduction of the two main components of the y-ray

background shall be achieved in the following way : The

Compton background will be suppressed using an anti-

Compton shield mode of bismuth-germanate (BGO) . The

quasicontinous background arising from the statisti-

cal decay shall be reduced by an additional sum-energy

and y-ray multiplicity filter detector located in the

center of the spectrometer . lt ccnsists of 38 BGO scin-

ti l l ators .

4) The neutron background will be reduced since the employed

BGO detectors are much smaller compared to e .g . heI de-

tectors of the same y efficiency, while having about

the same detection efficiency for neutrons.

Figure 1 : Side view of the y-y coincidence spectrometer
consisting of a sum-energy and y-multiplicity filter (BGO
Filter) and an array of Ge deteetors surrounded by anti-
Compton shields (ACS) each,

Concerning the design of the physical and technical details

of the different parts of the spectrometer we started with

the anti-Compton shield (ACS) as the most important one.

With a given detection efficiency of the scintillator ma-

terial used, the suppression power of an ACS physically

depends an its shape, dimension and the system configura-

tion ; the latter shall also take into account all collima-

ting, absorbing and scattering passive material in the

system . In order to optimize these parameters, Monte Carlo

calculations using the EGS code have been carried out 2) .

Their results favoured an asymmetric configuration of the

shield, in which the y-radiation enters the Ge detector

from the Side . In this configuration the front face of the

ACS has a square shape reflecting the rectangular side view

cross section of the Ge detector (c .f . Fig . 1).

The technical realization of such a BGO shield is connec-

ted with two main problems : up to now BGO single crystals

are available only in relative small sizes and BGO has a

ten times smaller light output compared to Hai as well as

a very high refraction index of n = 2 .15 . Hence the pro-

blems of light collection, transfer to the photomultiplier

and detection have to be treated very carefully, especially

as the whole ACS has to be mode up of several pieces of BGO

while nooptical coupling materials for such high refraction

indices are availob.le up to now . Regarding these problems

the front part of our shield has been designed to consist

of Nal . In this way the detection probability for the back-

scattered y-rays which have the lowest energies may be en-

hanced.
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In order to check the predicted physical properties and

to study the above mentioned technical problems a Proto-

type of the shield has been ordered . Various test experi-

ments have been performed at the different collabarating

institutes up tc now:

1. Initial test of energy and time resolution:

After a preliminary tost of their specified energy

and time resolution ( 20 5 and

	

15 ns respectively)

the individual EGO crystals and the Nal(T1) crystal

have been glued together and canned at the fac-

tory. The ACS was then delivered as a com-

piete unit including a 5" RCA 583006 EMl photomulti-

piier tobe. For this original set up the timing was

measured against a plastic scintillator . A time reso-

lution of fwhm 5 16 ns was obtained for a 60 Co source

disregarding the weck long-term component of the BGO

scintillation decay of 300 os . An energy resolution

could not be determined . The Iight collection or de-

tection properties for the individual crystals appeared

to be too different as to give an uniform pulse height

at the anode of the photomultiplier tube (PMT).

2. Test of luter threshold setting:

Although a good energy resolution is not required

for an ACS, it will affect the loser threshold setting

(LTS) ; lauer threshold is defined here as lowest y-

ray energy significantly detectable . Since the light

output of BG0 is very small the LTS is limited by the

light collection and transfer properties and by the

photomultiplier noise in our System . It was measured

by taking energy spectra of a
2L7

Am source for various

positions of the source . As the width and position of

the 60 keV live in the spectra shifted as a function

of the source position, a position dependent value of

30 keV - 50 keV was obtained . These values are esti-

mated from the depth of the minimum between the 60 keV

line and the noise teil.

3, Investigation of the position dependent response of

the shield to different y-ray energies:

In order to study the observed pulse height variations

in more detail, the position dependent response of the

shield to various y--ray energies ( ''co, 137
Cs, ''-Am )

has beer measured . The position of the source practi-

cally determines, in which of the individual crystals

the y-rays mainly are absorbed . A. strong dependence was

observed in so far, as the lowest output pulse heights

1N re obtained

	

thoseJG crystals Ii1,11 the 0111¢1100c, rat 0a

of optical contact to the PMT cathode . The effect is the

stronger the lauer the incident y-ray energy is . From

this one may conclude that the light generated in one

individual crystal stays more or less inside this crys-

tal during its transfer to the photomultiplier ; only a

small amount of light can penetrate into the neighbou-

ring crystals although they are glued together with

optical cement . This may be due to the -Jorge ratio of

refraction indices of BGO to optical cement (2 .15/1 .6) .

giving an angle of total reflection of less than 450 .

As a final test of the System in its original configura-

tion the Compton-suppression for a reverse electrode

{y-X) detector of 19 % efficiency has been measured . The

ACS was shielded against the 600o source by a tungsten

(densimet) collimator of 30 mm thickness . The maximum

suppression factor of 5 .6 was obtained for the energy re-

gion of 350-400 keV . In the following experiments we tried

to improve this result by changing the configuration of the

System.

Test of different photomultipliers and photomultiplier-

light-guide configurations:

From the previous measurements an imperfect light collec-

tion due to the incompiete area of optical contact to

the photomultiplier cathode was observed for some of the

outer crystals with respect to the others . Diffuse re-

flector material applied on those parts of the crystals

not covered by the photocathode did rot give a gain in

light coliection . Hence several light'-guides (lucite)

has been fabricated in order to improve the adap-

tion of the 133 x 133 mm square shaped extrance windew

of the BG0 to different configurations of PMT's with

round shaped photocathodes : two light-guides of 30 mm

and 50 mm length, respectively, for the adaption to one

5" PMT and four light-guides of 35 mm length for the

adaption to four 3" photomultiplier tubes . The Lest

measurements of the various photomultiplier-light-guide

configurations haue been performed using the 30 mm

tungsten collimator and a 60 Co source with the light-

guides covered by reflector powder . They arm summarized

in table 1.

•Photomultiplier Background suppression .for

	

light guide :l

type 1-	30 mm

	

50 mm

	

4x35 mm i

	

no

IRCA 58300 6 EM

RCA 8854

Volvo XP 2041

khamamatsu R 13071

Volvo PM 2312

6 .9

	

)

	

7 .2

6 .4'`)
1

5 .8

	

1

6 .2

[

	

1

	

I

	

5 .2
l

5 .6

!
5 .2

'fable 1 : Photomultiplier-light guide configurations
tested for the EGO anti-Compton shield . The suppression
factors for the "Co Compton background at ti 350 keV are
given.

`)Different collimator (see text)

The use of the light-guides leads to a substantial im-

provement of the uniformity of light collection ; never-

theless only a slight increase of suppression factor was

obtained in general . The bad performance of the XP2041

is ascribed to its bad noise characteristics . For the

configurations with four photomultipliers the influence

of different coincidence ccnditions between the photo-

multipliers on the lauer threshold setting has been

tested, too . A satisfying result is obtained oely for the

combination of the original PMT with the 50 mm light

guide . lt reproduces the calculated suppression factor

to nearly 90 `5 . However, this is true only for the energy

region above 500 keV . For the low energy region a

value of 7 .6 measured at 150 keV competes with a value of

14 .5 predicted for this energy . Since a relativ strong

backscatter preak was observed in the experimental spec-

tra we ascribed this discrepancy to scattering problems.

A y-ray which is already scattered, e .g . at the collimator,

before it enters the Ge detector produces true background

which cannot be suppressed by the ACS . For the high theo-
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retical suppression factors predicted for our shield

even a small amount of such true background reduces the

measurable suppression factor drastically.

5

	

€0

	

15 20

Figure 2 : Experimentally measurable suppression factor
Smea as a function of the contamination of the Compton
background with true background B for a theoretical
suppression factor of S=15.

Figure 2 shows for a theoretical suppression factor

of 15 the experimenta]ly measurable factor as a func-

tion of the contamination of the Compton-background

with true background.

5. Test of different collimators:

In order to study this effect experimentally background

spectra and suppression factors for different collima-

tors have been measured . A conical lead collimator of

150 mm thickness led to a significant improvement of

the results . The experimental suppression factor of a

configuration which consists of this collimator, the

50 mm Iight guide and the RCA 58300 6 EM1 photomulti-

plier, is compared to the theoretical predictions for

different dimensions of the shield (c .f . ref . 2) in

Fig . 3a . The present prototype compares to B = 80 mm.

The backscattering was not accounted for in the theore-

tical calculations . In Fig . 3b the corresponding

suppressed and unsuppressed spectra are shown.

6. In beam studies:

Several in-beam test have been performed at the accelera-

tors of the different Institutes . Suppression fac-

tors of 3-5 obtained for in-beam singles spectra are

not a measure of the capabi1ities of the shield since

an appreciable amount of true background occurs in in-

beam experiments . The promising features of a spectro -

meter consisting of such ACS's can be better read off

fr m the compar,son of an urshielded with a shielded

detector for an in-beam coincidence measurement as

given in Fig . 4. As the coincidence condition reduces

the true background the observed suppression improves

again with respect to singles spectra . Thus a lot of

new .lines occur

	

in the projection of the suppressed

detector which are not observable at all in the un-

suppressed spectrum.
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Figure 3a : Comparison of the theoretical suppression fac-
tors with the experimental results obtained with the pro-
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BIG KARL

12 .1 .

	

The Magnet Spectrometer BIG KARL

0.?. e . Berg, 5 . B_ inkm Z ler, C- . Hiava tsoh, A, -laniera,

J . Meißburger,

	

Paul, D . Prasuhn, J.G . .'`. °ömer,

P . von Rossen, 0 . Schult, J .L . a'ain

Since the ]magnetiic Spectrograph BIG KARL has been pul 3nto

operation in 1979 it has been the mein user of the cyclo-

tron beam and has proven to be very dependable.

Various nuclear physics experiments were performed which

are oresented in detail elsewhere in this report:

- Gamow-Teller resanances

( 3He,t) on 9O Zr

- Two nucleon transfer

(d, 6Li) an 12 C and (3He, 6Li) an 11 B

- high lying 1 + states

( p , p' ) an 40 Ca

- study of proton hole states

(d, 3 He) an 62 Ni

- T= states dose to the lawest T= states via

( 3 He,n) an 14 C

- study of collective excitations

( 3 He,t) an
120

Sm and 208 Pb

spin-flip reactions to unnatural parity states

(p,p') and (d,d') an 58 Ni

- ( p , p' )
an 143 Nd

Spectrograph Development and Improvements:

During the yearly maintenance period the cryo-vacuum

system was overhauled after being used for five years.

In addition Bach of the cryopumps has been equipped with

a vacuum valve that seals the pump from the vacuum eham-

ber during regeneration.

The central concrete shielding of the scattering ehamber

(IGL00) was dismanteled to replace six of its sixteen air

bearings . Before reassembling, a steel cover has been, add-

ed to its lower part to prevent premature wear down of

those air bearings.

To eliminate the effects of ground movement all elements

of the spectrograph and the last four quadrupoles of the

beam line were optically realigned.

Significant improvements were done on the detector system.

Two sarge area (8 cm x 90 cm) focal plane detectors allow

position and angle discrimination giving an improved back-
grniird rwrfiirtinn and larger enernv ramme_ Extensive Soft-

ware has been developed for fast on-line operation of the

new delay-line readout drift-chambers and the off-line

data analysis . An additional aE-gas-detector with the

same active area as the Morris-drift-chambers improves

the identification between different reaction products.

Especially for the reduction of backcround under extreme

forWard angle the antiscattering slits have obtained
scintiliation detectors at their edges (active slits) to

mark and suppress slit-scattered particles .

BIG KARL CONTROL ANI] FATA ACQUISITION
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Spectrometer Control

B . Brinkmoeller, K . Krwok, J . ?!'eissburger•

A new 128 bit optocoupler box was installed and connected

to various status and error lines of the vacuum and power
supply systems. This will improve visual and automatic
monitoring of the spectrometer status.

A program TTCYC was written to Lest overall power supply

performance with high accuracy in order to detect mal-

runction of Bither host computer, CAMAC 1/0 or internal

power supply electronics.

Another program QBCYC supports test measurements an the

beamline optics . lt allows correlated scaling of the four

last beamline quadrupoies according to user-defined data

and funetion tables . This will eventually be included in

CYCLE as a new command to vary spectrameter dispersion

and reaction angle in a way to preserves matching condi-

tions.

In order to save money an PDP11 hardware and to speed up

program development under RSX-11/M the complete PDP11/40

environment was transferred to the VAX-11/780 Computer in

a fully compatible way . Camac 1/0 is simulated an the VAX

by a set of CAmac SlMulating Interface Rautines CASIMIR

which provide for all necessary IKP Camac library calls .
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MOrris chamber CALibration utility MOCAL
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Data Acquisition and Analysis

B . BrinkmoeLler, R . Korkrums, J. jeissburger,

D. Paul

The VAX is now running Vh1S 3 .3 supporting a new 470

MBytes Winchester disk . All terminals support screen

editing, four of them provide national languages to print

an a letter printer in DIN-A4 format.

A new BRHO plotting utility was written to produce multi-

colour plots of various combinations of variables in re-

action kinematics for multilayer or impure targets includ-

ing energy loss.

The BKARLO energy loss program now accepts symbolic and

structured data input that makes preparation of a spec-

trometer description film a few minutes job.

Major efforts went into the development of all the soft-

ware tools to handle the new Morris detector . The utility

MOCAL provides for interactive data manipulation an cali-

bration spectra as well es for the complex organization

around an- and offline sorting utilities . This includes

the online data acquisition program ACON with it's real-

time subprocess ACQUIRERT, the user-parameter definition

utility ACPARAM, the hardware configuration utility

MEMPH1S, the offline sorting program PLSORT and finally

the documentation utilities ACSTATUS and ACSAVE . A total

of 36 different files are managed by the system in a user

transparent way . Complete and portable documentation of

hard- and software status is guaranteed at all times für

later offline reanalysis .

J. Aleissburger, D . Paul

A one-coordinate particle position in the Morris multi-

wire drift chamber is constructed from three measured Pa-

rameters : The "eire number" delay live signal determining

which anode wire fired next to the particle Crack (8 mm

spacing), the drift time signal providing the position in

between the eire and a sign signal to resolve the left/

right ambiguity . The true particle position is construc-

ted from these values on- or offline by a table lookup

technique . The program MOCAL has been developed as a fast

generation utility für these so-called calibration tables.

The calibrations are done within MOCAL by ar autofit rou-

tine and by an integrating binning routine . MOCAL further

offers interactive graphics for proving or manipulating

the data and uses Big Karl standard command parsing with

same tutorial support . A special initialisation routine

MOINI assembles all necessary data tables and correspond-

.ng software modules for the on- and offline sorting util-

ities ACON and PLSORT and for hardware configuration in

MEMPHIS .
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Detectors at the BIG KARL Spectrometer

G . Htawatsch, D . Paul, G .P .A . Berg , P . von
Brentano +, 3. Brinkrnöller, J . Mei13puraer, C .F.
.`loore

++
, C.L . :'9orris+++, J .G .'0. Römer, y . kogga,

S .J . Seestrom-nforris , G. Sondermann, J .L.

Tain,

	

ZemlJ "

Same effort has been spent to maintain and improve the

detection possibilities at BIG KARL for a variety of

experiments . The operation of the Morris detector l) and

the necessary calibration programs in particular for

different reaction produots (p_ d, 3He t, e) has been

improved considerably . An additional large AE-gas detec

tor for particle identification purposes covering the

active area of the Morris detector was built . A time of

flight (TOF) start detector for the background reduction

in exotic reactions e .g . (3He, 6He) was installed and

tested at the entrance of dipole D1 . The existing AE-E

plastic scintillator blocks had to be replaced due to

surface aging effects . In order to reduce slit scattering

into the spectrometer the entrance slits behind Q1 and

Q2 have been equipped with plastic scintillation counters

which will be tested in the next beam time. In the

following some details of these detectors are given:

Morris detector : For the flexibility of handling this

detector l) which operated at atmospheric pressure a new

detector cencept was initiated . A new detector front

chamber was built and installed with an exit window of

100 cm x 10 cm dimension consisting of 35 - 50 'am Mylar

supported by 0 .5 mm Nylon wires . Several detectors can

be mounted behind this window. For this purpose six

optical bench slides adjustable in height have been

mounted an the steel ground plate behind the window . All

detectors have optical bench feet and can now be posi-

tiened in and behind the focal plane allowing quickly

assembling an optimum set-up for a variety of experiments

More experience has been gaired with the Morris detector.

Problems like high voltage sparks in the detector, un-

efficiencies, and operation instabilities have been

solved . Corresponding investigations showed that mainly

gas impurities and electronic drifts caused the malfunc-

tions . A special start-up procedure with detector and gas

system cleaning by vacuum pumping and a proper gas flow

as well as new electronic modules, especially new matched

preamplifiers have improved the stability . The develop-

ment of calibration and Operation software for the detec-

torl) has been completed . Details are described in another

place in this report . Several combinations of one or two

(for angle determination) of these detectors with AE-gas,

AE-plastic and E-plastic detectors have been used in

various experiments (see this report) for a variety of

particles (p, d, 3He, t).

oE- gas detector : For the identification of particles

(e.g . 4He in the 14 C( 3He, 4He) experiment) a qE-gas

detector was built . It consists of a frame with a

volume of 100 cm x 10 cm x 3 .5 cm closed by 6 rim alumini-

zed Mylar foils at entrance and exit . Eight 20 um gold

plated .tungsten wires are stretched horizontally along

the middle plane of the Windows with a spacing of 1 cm.

The wires, electrically connected together, lead into

an ORTEC 970 0 Charge sensitive preamplifier . The out-

going signals are processed wich conventional spectro-

scopy electronics . As detector gas mixture P10 (10 %

Methane, 90 5 Argon) was used at ca . 1700 V in the

proportional region, Fig, i shptti's the AE spectruni that

allows clear Separation of deuterons and 4He particles.
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	Fig .	 1 : Spectrum of the AE-gas detector in a
14

0( 3 He,a) 13 C

experiment at an angle of o lab = 39° showing clearly

separated peaks of deuteron and a-particles of tne same

Ba-value reaching the focal plane.

Avalanche munter : For background reduction in exotic

reactions (e .g. the 26Mg( 3He, 6He) experiment) the time

start of a newly developed transmission Parallel Plate

Avalanche Counter (PPAC) situated at the entrance of

di pole Dl was used to generate time of flight (TOF)
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B9 =1700±9kG-cm
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Fig .	 Z : Time of flight spectrum measured with a PPAC

against the plastic scintillator . Particles wich the saure

mass to effective Charge ratio have the same flight time

through the spectrometer.
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spectra with the plastic scintillator as stop detector.

lt consists of two thin stretched (ca . 40 ug/cm 2 ) poly-

carbonate foils (area : 7 cm x 10 cm) with a 100 ug/cm 2

gold layer evaporated an one side . Their spacing is 6 mm.

The detector was operated with pure isobutane at a

pressure of 30 mbar and an voltage of 1550 V . In fig . 2

a time spectrum is displaved which shows sufficient time

resolution for the separation of 6He from p, d, and a

particles . Significant reduction of background could be

obtained by gating the
6
He spectra from the particle

identification with the AE-gas detector with the

corresponding 6He line in the TOF spectrum.

Active slits : Another device for background reduction,

so cailed active slits have been installed and put into

operation at the end of the current year . They consist

of four plastic scintillators (0 .4 cm x 5 cm x 16,5 cm

with light guidesca .3,5 cm lang) at the front surfaces of

the entrance slits (copper barst 5 cm x 16 cm x 16,5 cm)

behind 01 and Q2 . The signals from the attached Photo

Multiplier Tubes (PMT) are used in anticoincidence to

the EVENT signal eliminating hereby all particles that

were scattered at the slit surface and reached the

focal plane.

Plastic scintillators ; The existing plastic AE and E

counters were now five years in operation and showed

cracked surfaces originating from material aging . The

resulting deterioration of the energy signals made a re-

placement necessary . In order to maintain the modular

detector concept, two AE (0 .3 cm and 0 .8 cm thick) and

one E counter (10 cm thick) have been built, each in a

separate housing . They are matched in size with the

other focal plane detectors having an active area of

10 cm x 100 cm . As plastic material PLEXIGLAS scintilla-

tor (type 1921 and 1923, Röhm) was chosen . The PMT's are

specially seiected for good energy resolution and sharp

timing (XP2230, VALVO).
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DETECTORS, TARGETS, SPECTROMETERS
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Semiconductor Detectors

A . Hainacher, T . X0yzster•, E . Lamtin, H. Metz,

K . nricoil, D. Protic, G. R1zpe

To be used for charged particie spectroscopy and particie

identification in nuclear reaction experiments (IKP and

visiting groups) 5 large cryostats of different design

(each with 2 detectors) for the 100 cm scattering chamber

and 5 monitor cryostats were kept available . They were

equipped with side-entry Ge(Li)-detectors made by the

detector laboratory . Radiation damaged detectors were

regenerated or replaced by new ones . A series of commer-

cial Si AE-detectors, position-sensitive Si-detectors and

Si(Li)-detectors were tested before and after use in the

experiments.

Two cryostats designed to be mounted at the bottom of the

100 cm scattering chamber were completed . One of them was

equipped with a digitally position-sensitive AE-detector

and a side-entry E-detector (for particles of up to 30 mm

range), both male from HPGe (Figure 1) . The structure of

Figure 1 : Detector arrangement inside the cryostat to be
mounted at the bottom of the 100 cm scattering chamber.

the tE-detector (with a thickness of 1 .5 mm) consists of

9 elements (2 .6 msr each) with an angular spacing of 2 .50 ,

surrounded by a guard-ring (active collimator) . The AE-

information für all elements can be derived from the rear

s l de 0f the detector.

The improved version of a multi-detector cryostat (Figure

2) was equipped with 6 HPGe detectors of a total thickness

of 83 mm (corresponding to the range of 200 MeV protons).

For the fabrication of digitally position-sensitive detec-

tors the technology of photolithography was introduced.

This process combined with plasma etching (SF 6 ) in a Pla-

nar geometry (resulting in anisotropic etch rates) now

enables much finer structures.

For the use in ion beam diagnostics at the cyclotron and

at the beam line Si strip detectors (about 4 mm thick)

with two different patterns were fabricated . These pat-

terns consisted of rows of 14 or 28 strips having a

length of 10 mm inside an area of 10 by 7 .1 mm2 , result-

ing in values for the pitch of 510 and 250 ;,m.

Figure 2 : The improved version of a multi-detector cryostat

To investigate inhomogeneitles of thick materials through

gamma-ray ( 60Co) transmission, a one-dimensional strip

detector (10 mm thick) was made from HPGe having a lith-

ium contact an the rear side . The boron-impianted contact

was divided into 60 strips of 300 pm width and 3 mm

length with grooves of 50 um width in between, surround-

ed by a guard-ring (Figure 3) . Each strip will be conrect-

ed to an individual preamplifier to enable a fast and si-

multaneous read-out (high count rates).

Figure 3 : The one-dimensional strip detector.

A detailed study of strip detectors with e-particles

yieided several interesting resuits . An e-particle inci-

dent to the groove is not lost but recorded .by the two

adjacent strips . Summing both signals one arrives at the

nominal e-energy with a loss of only 3% . Processing the

signals in appropriate electronics can be used to obtain

Position-information.
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Various types of Ge or Si detector-systems - most of them
commercial anes - were regenerated of repaired.
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Target L.aborai;ory

J . P, erfex, C . Riege

To be used in experiments(1KP andvisiting groups) at
the cyciotron, at the research reactor, at the crystai
spectrometer, and at university laboratories about 170
targets (wich and without backing) were prepared from 30
different elements, nostly by vacuum deposition or roll-
ing (after reduction or melting) .Thethicknesses were in
the range from 3 ug/cm 2 to 20 mg/cm2, and the areas were
between 10 and 250 mm 2 .

Again, as in the lastyear, niost of the targets, espe-
ciall ;: those of large area and minor thickness, were pre-
pared for experiments at the magnet spectrograph (BIG
KARL).
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Light particle detection by BGO-scintillators
with photodiode readout

R. GZasow ICH. Kranpart , R . Lfhwsr n r G . Paul

The applicability of a BGO crystal coupled to a photo-
diode for detection of light charged particles from me-
dium energy nucleon reactions in the particle energy
range of some ten to sonne hundred MeV, was investigated
in an experiment using the 172 MeV n beam.

Due to the high density (p = 7 .13 g/cm 3 ) of BGO, the
1 x 1 x 1 cm 3 crystais used are able to t°tally stop pro-
tons of about 70 MeV and a-particles of about 275 McV F}
The particie identification was achieved by the usual
oE-E-technique with a 1000 =am Silicon surface barrier
detector.

The aE-E rest-scatterplotof such an . arrangement deman .-

strates the particle resolution between p, d, t,3He- and
a-particles (Fig . 1) . A peculiarity of this device is

that the punch through particles which directly hit the
depletion layer of the photodiode, give a very high
Erest-signai which therefore does not disturb the lower
mass particie spectra but can potentially be used as an
anticoincidence signal . To determine the energy resolu-
tion of the BGO-detector, the kinematical coincidence
between protons and the recoil a-particles was used.

Figure 2 shows the inclusive (upper part) and the coinci-
dent (lower part) proton spectrum, which viere measured
et 81ab = 45° with a Mylar target . The derived energy
resolution of this elastic proton peak at F p = 52 MeV is
about 1 .5 MeV (fwhm) and therefore comparable to the
values observed with NaI(Tl) scintillators coupled to
photomultipliers.

The great advantages of this detector which make it attrac-
tive as a replacement for classicaI scintiliation courters,
is the very compact construction due to the high stopping
powers of BGO and the small size of the photodiode, the
insensitivity

LaE(fwlam)=le5 MeV
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Figure 2 : Inclusive (upper part) and coincident (iov:er
part) spectra of the reaction p(a,u)p for Eo. = 172 MeV
and B iab = 45° .

E r=52 Mev-

20-

10-

insensitivity to magnetic fields and the absence of a
voltage divider and a high voltage supply.

Further investigations concerning the differential light
eutput and the querehing factors of BG0 are in progress.

+) In our experiment the BGO crystal (HARSHA'P) was glued
to a 51723704Silicon photodiode (HAMAMATSU).

"' Institut für Kernphysik, Universität Münster

Figure 1 : q E-Erest-scatterplot for the reaction
04172 MeV) + 58 )Ji at 8 1ab = 35° .
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Position Sensitive Parallel PlateAvaianche De-

tectors for Fission Fragments

L . Za z6o, G. H7 ü`sch, P . Decowski, H .P . forsch

To proceed with earlier studier of the fission chan-

nel in nuclear reactions five position sensitive fission

detectors were constructed . They are parallel plate gas

counters l) with entrance window openings 30 x 60 nm 2

(see fig . 1) . The cathode consists of 31 strips 1 .8 mm

13 .5 .

	

Small size plastic scintillation counters for

measurement of protons up to 100 MeV

R. Sichert, P . iecowski, E .P. Morsch, M. Kogge

ond T- . Turek

For coincidence experiments with the BIG KARL spectrometer

small size detectors are needed which can stop rather

high energy particles (protons up to 100 MeV) and have a

good time resolution . For this purpose we have made 4

scintillation counters (fig . 1) from plastic material

Figure 1 : Front view of the parallel plate detector.

broad separated by 0 .2 mm connected with the delay line

with a structure 3 ns/strip . The anode is made from gold

ccated 1 .0 um Mylar foil placed at a distance of 2 mm

from the cathode plate . A fast anode signal serves for

triggering purposes . The counters are filled with iso-

butan gas at a pressure of 8 mbar . The operating vol-

tage (~ 500 V) corresponds to the proportional region of

the gas amplification which helps to discriminate fission

events from those of light particles . The counters were

successfully applied in the 238U(a,a'f 1f2 ) experiment des-

cribed in sect . 1 .16 . in which fission fragment velocities

and folding angles were measured.

Reference

1) H . 5telzer,-.Nuci, .. .In.str .-& Meth . 133 (1976) 409

Figure 1 : View of the scintillation detector.

NE 102 .A (2 cm x 2 cm x 8 cm) attached to plexiglass

light guides and small size photomultipliers of the type

RCA 4516 2c (with integrated voltage divider) . The parts

are glued together and ccated with 2 .5 um aluminum . Total

dimensions are 8 cm long and 16 cm wide.

In test measurements the energy resolution was 5 % for

protons of energies of 30 - 90 MeV, the time resolution

was 800 psec . The total efficiency from 90 % at 30 MeV

proton energy decreased to .70.% at 90 MeV . The detectors

were successfully applied in measurements of the reactions

58Ni(a,n'p) and 5 8Ni .( a, 3He p) discussedin sect . 1 .17.
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High Resolution Spectrographs

H . I',teganti*

In measurements of reaction particle momenta, the ulti-

mate resolution is limited by several factors rather

than a well constructed spectrograph itself . Therefore,

one has so far been involved with preparation of uniform

and/or thin targets, matching of the spectrograph with an

associated beam line - and even accelerator - system and

so on.

In general, the momenta of reaction particles emitted

from the target vary with the reaction angle, which in

turn results in the kinematical line broadening . lt

should be noted here that the so called dispersion

matching between the spectrograph and the beam live is

no longer useful when the kinematical effect is appre-

eiabiel) . This means that one has to achieve dynamic

focussing control of the spectrograph as well as its

associated beam line, that is, adjust magnetic multipole

fields in the beam line and the spectrograph on line.

One may use, in such cases, several magnetic elements

for individual multipoles . The practical considerations

on the actual layout, however, usually restrict the

dimensions and shapes of the space in which multipole

fields have to be generated . This l.imitation sometimes

makes it even impracticable to use ..desiredsets of•multi-

poles or to use ordinary magnets with conventional pole

configurations . The spectrographs RAIDEN 2) (QDMDQ type

at RCNP, Osaka), ENMA3) (QMDMDM type ät Japan Atomic

Energy Research Institute) and BIG KARL' (QQDDQ type at

1KP, KFA Jülich) have especially .powerful multipole-

field generating devices. fiere, the abbreviations D, Q

and M stand for dipole-, quadrupole and multipole-magnets,

respectively.

In fig 1 is shown the cross-sectional view of the multi-

pole magnet M installed in the spectrograph RAIDEN . Four

sets of coils have been included to realize the current

distributions, as determined in the way described below,

for the quadrupole (MQ), sextupole (MS), octupole (MO)

and decapole (MD) fields . Each set of coils is connected

to an independent power supply so that each field compo-

nent can be generated independentiy . An example of the

1ines of force distribution calculated numerically for MQ

is shown in fig . 2 together with the coil configuration

assumed.

Fig . 1 : Cross-sectional view of the multipole magnet

Y,c1

zo-~

so

	

x ;cm

Fig .	 2 : Lines of force distribution in the multipole

magnet, calculated for the quadrupole (MQ) component.

In fig . 3 are the field distributions measured in the

symmetry plane at the middle position in the magnetic

axis that is the particle beam direction . lt seeins to be

clean from these-figures that perfect distributions have

been obtained in theentire . aper-Eure of the magnet.

The multipole magnets M have been designed following the

concept of the "Current-Sheet Magnet" This con .sept has

an important advantageof aliowing us not only to design

any multzpoles-in a given-space but`also to obtain -several.

multiples integrated in a single magnet 6) . Magnets with

three dimensional configurations are describable .through

any current sheet an the basis of the present theory ;-,we

shail be concerned here with the two dimensional cases in

the x,y-plane,--for simplicity.

Let usconsider :a cavity of which the conteur is denoted

by C, in a nagneticmedium having infinitely lange per.

meability, as seenin fig . 4.Suppose-•that the cavity .has

a thin layer of electriccurrent (current sheet) on Ehe

surface and the magnetic field generated inside-the cavity

is described by a magneto-static potential

	

In such

cases the desired current j which flows normal to the

Fig . 3 : Field distributions in the multipole magnet,

measured along the x-axis at the middle of the magnet

io-
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x,y-plane has a densi. ty distribution along the contour C

given by

j = d4/ds,

	

(1)

where s denotes the arc length measured along the con-

tour C.

For the 2N-pole field, the potential can be written as

42N

	

k 2N rN sin(NO)

r = ex
77--7-

, 0 =
.
an-1 (y )

	

(2)

where k2N is an appropriate coefficient representing the

strength of the field.

8y inserting eq . (2) into eq . (1) one

Nk2N
rN-1 sin 1c;,-s(N-1)u,

	

finds

	

(3)

where a denotes the inclination angle of the tangent of

the contour C with respect to the x-axis .

ForFor the 2N-pole field, eq. (4) can be rewritten

F = (Area of space enclosed by C) =- (ZIp i , - i+1 I)

	

(5)

Fiere, 4 i and 4i~1 denote the potential where j=0, that is

where the current j changes its flow direction.

The figure of merrit defined above was calculated for

several kinds of multipole magnets . It was found that

except for the dipole case, the figure of merrit strongly

depends an the shape of the contour C, that is the confi-

guration of the magnet especially for higher multipole

cases.

As an example, let us compare two quadrupole magnets which

have the Same quadratic magnet aperture . One is a special

case of the well known Panofsky magnet . For the other one,

the magnet yoke is set at 450 with respect to the x-axis.

Thismagnet with skew quadratic aperture gains in figure

of merrit even more than a factor of two compared to the

Panofsky type magnet yielding remarkable savings in con-

struction of the coils and the associate power supply

System.
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Fig . 4 : Cross section of the cavity in the magnetic

medium with infinitely large permeability . The current

sheet is schematically presented by the shaded area along

the contour.

So far we have confined ourselves to the cases where the

current sheet is very thin and the permeability of the

magnetic medium is infinitely lange . The risk of over-

simplification has been found to be small from the model

calculation in which a finite size of the current sheet

or a finite permeability have been taken into account in

a somewhat simpiified way . The results have shown that

the fractional deviations of the Order of (c/1) 2 and 1/u

in the field distribution might be caused by the finite

thickness (c) and extension (1) of the current sheet and

by the finite permeability (p), respectively.

Now, let us define the quantity F, as figure of merrit of

magnets as,

F = (Area of field space)

	

(total current)

	

(Area of space enclosed by C) - (41jlds)

	

(4)
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COMPUTER DEVELOPMENT

	

14.2 .

	

Off-Line Data Evaluation

14 .1 .

	

Computer Configurations

X.--E . Watztüwik, M. Karnaäi, E. Neilen

Besides work on the VAX-11/780 off-line Computer serving

the evaluation of experimental data and the development

of programs for user application throughout the Institute

as well as an the PDP-11/34 minicomputer used for deve-

loping PDP-11 eser software , the UP-grouip is engaged in

the development of softwars systems and experim ental in-

terface hardware on the following on-line process com-

puter systems:

- 4-parameter analyzer system, SCORPIO, using the process

computer PDP-11/34,

- multiparameter analyzer system, Nuclear-Data ND6660,

- on-line process computer PDP-11/34 for the acquisition

and evaluation of data from the isochronous cyclotron

and data of the beam line System,

- analyzer System of the high-resolution crystal spectro-

meter using the process computer PDP-11/10,

- analyzer system of the detector laboratory, Nuclear

Data ND620, which is iinked with the PEP-11/10 process

Computer for the control of experiments,

- 8-parameter analyzer system using the process computer

PDP-11/24 and CAMAC for the discovery of new types of

particles an reactors,

- analyzer system of the low-energy crystal spectrometer

using the process computer PDP-11/10.

The off-line Computers VAX-11/780 and PDP-11/34 as well

as the analyzer systems SCORPIO and Nuclear-Data ND6660

have been spatially rearranged according to future re-

quirements and received a new configuration with regard

to hardware architecture.

After the evaluation software in Operation on the PDP-

15/50 under the R5X operating system and an the PDP-15/35

under DOS V3 .3 has been implemented an the VAX-11/780

under the VMS V3 .3 operating System, both PDP-15 off-line

computers were put out of service as involving too auch

tost and technical support.

A user room was provided for interactive user operation

on the VAX-11/780, accommodating at present four raster

graphic terminals, three alphanumeric display terminals

and two hard copy terminals.

A DATA SWITCH was conceived in cooperation with the Site

Pianning Department and the Central Institute for Mathe-

matics and commissioned to enable selective communication

between terminals and connected computer systems at our

Institute and the Central Institute for Mathematics .

Fv' tzlamik, M . Karradi

The performance of the off-line Computer VAX-11/780 has

been increased for purposes like the off-line evaluation

of experimental data and the development of software by

hardware expansions such as

- installation of a Winchester disk RA81 (456 M byte

capacity) with UDA 50 controller,

expansion of the main memory to 4 M byte,

- Installation of a terminal multiplexer DMF 32 with DMA

capability and three additional dis play terminals (TAB

132/15).

A further increase in system performance was achieved by

installing and optimizing the operating system VMS Release

3 .3 and by implementing the FORTRAN Compiler V3 .3 and the

PASCAL Compiler V2 .0.

Software development has been further facilitated by the

implementation of a Tektronix 4010/4012/4014 compatible

graphic library GRAF_IX1) on the VAX-11/780 . This software

package makes it possible to generate high-level two- and

three-dimensional graphs and software character sets in

FORTRAN and PASCAL . Selective clearing and modification

of image parts for the raster graphic terminal WESTWARD

1015 has been implemented as an additional option in the

library.

Conversion routines were created and the existing MTIKP

and SORT4PAR programs expanded to the individual data

structure of external analyzer systems (such an G51-Darm-

stadt and CRSAM- Pari s) for the evaluation of Iist mode

data and spectra fites of such analyzers.

A single spectra mode for list mode data of the CANBERA80

analyzer system was implemented in the universal Sort Pro-

gram SORT4PAR.

The fit program SPTFIT für the evaluation of giant reso-

nances which, in the pest, has been capable of being run

on the PDP-15/35 under the DOS V3 .3 operating System was

rewritten for the operating system VAX-11/780 and largely

implemented . For this purpose, the program system was

restructured and the areas of data handling, graphical re-

presentation on the screen and platter es well as inter-

active communication were redeveloped . SPTFIT is a general

FIT program of flexible design with regard to funotional

capability and application . 5pectra can be evaluated in

the interactive mode according to the following criteria:

- Background fitting,

the background is fixed by one or more polynomials of

the degree 1 to 5, which were calculated according to

the least squares method using preset grid points (max.

50) mithin one spectrum . A background spectrum can be

devided into several regions with different polynomials.

Grid points were fixed by Cursor positioning or numeri-

cal coordinate Input on the terminal.

- Peak fitting

A maximum of 10 Gaussian peaks of random position can be

fitted simultaneousiy within one spectrum . The peak Po-

sition, peak width .and peak center are preset in the in-

teractive mode by Cursor positioning or numerical input .



- Spectra modification comprises

the compessing of spectra (e .g. 4 k to 2 k or 4 k to

1 k) by the addition of consecutive channels and the

division of spectra according to the algorithm (spec-

trumi + Ai )/(spectrumj + Aj ) . A i and A j are preset

factors.

- Data handling comprises

the storage of background spectra, modified spectra as

well as peak fit parameters an disks and the plotting

of spectra an the CALCOMP Plotter.

The interactive dialog is effected via a graphic and an

alphanumeric (hard copy) terminai . Chile the alphanumeric

terminal is used for the global dialog and log printout,

spectra are represented and graphical operations performed

on the graphic terminal.

The IBM program "AUTOFIT" was implemented an the VAX-11/

780 for the evalutation of nuclear reaction spectra . This

implementation comprises:

- transcoding of the software according to the require-

ments of the VMS operating system as well as

- modification of the program from batch to interactive

operation.

The interactive operation comprises control functions such

as terminal dialog during program flow, representation of

fitted spectra or spectrum sections an the graphic termi-

nai as weil as plotting the spectra an the CALCOMP plotter.

Furthermore, the development of a program system for the

evaluation of data from the emittance measuring equipment

°EMA" was started, which will be used for beam diagnostics

an the beam line system of the isochronous cyclotron.

Current work covers

- the investigation of methods for direct emittance calcu-

lation from the measured data by approximation of an

ellipse in the (x,x ' ) or (y,y ' ) coordinates as a func-

tion of the rel . beam current as well as

the development of modeis for approximating the beam

profile by means of three-dimensional Gaussian functions

from which the emittance and other relevant variables

were calculated.

Both methods still exhibit unsatisfactory convergence pro-

perties in threshold regions.

14 .3 .

	

On-Line Processing and Data Requisition

X.-H . Wotz ÜoNik, R . Neilen,

	

Diesburg

All the analyzer and computer systems with POP 11 compu-

ters (4 systems), except for the SCORPIO system, were pro-

vided with RLO2 disks (10 M byte Bach) for the purpose of

standardizing and expanding the storage capacity . This

action included both the conversion of existing RLO1 disk

drives and the repiacement of some RKO5 disks by RLO2 disk

drives.

Obsolete operating systems on FDP-11 systems were replaced

by new operating systems optimized for certain units, i .e .:

- the operating system RT11 Single-Job Vers . 4 .0 was in-

stalled an the analyzer systems of the detector labora-

tory and the high- resolution crystal spectrometer and

the user systems were implemented accordingly,

- the foreground background operating system RT11 Vers.

4 .0 was installed for program development an the PDP-

11/34 of the DP-group.

- the operating systems RSX-11M Vers . 4 .0 with FORTRAN

IV V2 .5 or FORTRAN IV Plus V3 .0 were installed an the

PDP-11/34 of the isochronous cyclotron and the DP-group.

A CAMAC driver2) for the CAMAC controller DEC CA11A

(branch controller) as well as single crate controller

BORER type 1533AJ and DEC CA11F was implemented and tested

an the DP-PDP-11/34 under the operating system RSX-11M

for the acquisition of data and control of experiments.

This driver permits the programming of CAMAC systems in

the high-level language FORTRAN.

A new operating and user system MIDAS+E was installed an

the multiparameter analyzer system ND6660 . A one-week

multiparameter data acquisition workshop was held for

users and operators in cooperation with Nuclear Data . Lec-

tures and practical exercises covered the operating system

M1DAS of the analyzer ND6660, programming in FORTRAN and

assembler as weil as data acquisition in the MPA system.

The data acquisition software required for collecting ex-

perimental data on the magnetic spectrograph BIG KARL via

12-fold NIM counter, type 342, and CAMAC I/O modules Borer

1031 was developed and implemented on the on-line VAX-

11/780 of the BIG KARL system.

The analyzer system MEMPHIS 11 3) for the requirements of

the nuclear reaction and nucl ear spectroscopy groups were

further developed in cooperation with the Central Elec-

tronics Laboratory (ZEL) . An 8-parameter system was com-

pleted, new computing function modules (e .g. the 2D Win-

dow Unit) were defined and the overall system was con-

ceived in conformity with extended requirements . A CAMAC

driver4) for the crate controller Borer, type 1533A, was

implemented on the DP-VAX under the operating system VMS

V3 .3 for connection to this overall system.

A CAMAC-oriented 8-parameter analyzer system was conceived

for the acquisition of data and control of an experiment

to discover new types of particles on reactors . The hard-

ware configuration of this system comprises:

- the process computer PDP-11/24 with 256k byte memory,

two disks RLO2 (10 m byte capacity eech), a programm-

able clock KW11P,

- 2 terminals, the system console LA100 and a graphic ter-

minal WESTWARD 1015 with the hard copy printer ANADEX

DP-9500 A as well as

- a CAMAC crate with crate controller Borer 1533AJ and

CAMAC modules for data acquisition and experiment con-

trol as Interface hardware for the experiment.

The analyzer system werks under the real-time operating

system RSX-11M V .4 .0 . A CAMAC driver2) has been implemen-

ted für CAMAC operations permitting the programming of

CAMAC functions in FORTRAN IV . Data of a multi-detector

arrangement mounted an a rotating telescope are collected

during the experiment as a function of the telescope posi-

tion . Experiment control comprises telescope positioning



and measuring time presetting . The following is carried

out for each measuring point defined by the measuring po-

sition and measuring time:

- acquisition of coincident multiparameter events as list

mode data,

- generation of projection spectra for each detector as

well as

- acquisition of summation count rates for detectors and

experiment-accompanying pulse sources.

During the period under review, the computer and CAMAC

hardware of the analyzer system was built up and compo-

nent tests of the interface hardware, especially of CAMAC

components, were carried out . The creation of the data

acquisition and control system was commenced.

Furthermore, the development of an analyzer system for the

new low-energy crystal spectrometer was started . The hard-

ware configuration of this system comprises:

- the process computer POP-11/10 with 64k byte memory, a

programmable Glock KW11P, a terminal interface DL11E and

an RLO2 disk,

- 2 terminals, a VT55 video terminal and an LA100 printer

as well as

- CAMAC Interface hardware for data acquisition and ex-

periment control.
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Software Development

3 . Hoffmann

A graphics packalte for 2-dim representation of data was

designed and implemented on a HP 9836 computer . The pro-

gram was designed in such a way that it is easy to use

even by novice users without giving up the fiexibility

that an experienced user needs . This is achieved by

using menu techniques and a lot of graphical feedback.

Here is a short list of main fe atures:

- up to 10 different datasets can be handled simulta-

neously

- each of them may contain up to 9 graphs (1 x-column,

9 y-columns)

picture may consist of 1 to 8 different viewports

- axes can be chosen to be linear or logarithmic

- Greek character fand

- data manipulation routines including : editor, sorter,

calculator . ..

Hardcopies can be produced on the HP 9872 (DIN A3, 4-

pen) plotter or on a HP 2631 graphics printer . Utility

programs for data transfer from TSS, CMS and VSPC are

available.

A short introduction to this plot program is in prepara-

tion.
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Data Analysis Developments at JOSEF

G . Lherson-reav,, lI, Karnadi, W. 7'e,ate'rt arad

T . Seo

Most of the experiments performed at JOSEF involve y-y-t

coincidences where the date are written in event mode an

magnetic tapes . Therefore euch effort was devoted in

1983 to improve the sorting procedure for these coinci-

dence events as well as for the subsequent data processing.

New routines for OnlOff-line sorting at the Mega Channel

Analysator MECCA at the reactor 01D0 viere implemented,

which allow more flexibility in the selection of gates.

Of particular interest for the life-time determination

of nuclear levels is the facility of sorting up to 2048

time spectra from a gate matrix with 32 x 64 energy

windows.

For Off-line analysis at the VAX Computer of the IKP a

sort program was developed starting from an existing

standard routine . Owing to a new sort algorithm, the

execution speed has been increased by a factor typically

of 4, when compared to the previous version.

In order to minimize manual input, which is always a

source of errors, the data processing has been highly

automatized . One of the crucial steps in the analysis of

coincidence date is the correction for the background

caused in the projections by Compton and random events.

For this purpose we have implemented an algorithm l)

which estimates exactly the correction, irrespective of

the width and position of the gating windows . The basic

assumptions are that background windows are chosen an

both sides of the 'peak' window (See fig . 1) and that

in this channel range the background has a linear be-

haviour according to the following formula:

8(x,Y,z) = Bo(z) + A x( z )( x - xo) ¢ Ay ( z )(Y - yo)

	

( 1 )

Here x,y (resp . z) are channel numbers an the gating

(resp. projected) parameters of the y-e-t event . The

channels x o , y o are chosen close to the peak certroids.

The coefficients B o , A x , Ay describe a projection gated

by the channel pair x,y.

It is shown in ref. 1) that the background corrected

projection C(z) can be expressed as a linear combination

of the various projections P i (z) obtained by combining

the gating windows in all possible ways as shown on

fig . 1 . This yields an expression of the form:

9

C ( z ) =

	

e . P . ( z )

	

(2)

i=1

The index i is shown on fig . 1 . The coefficients ei are

functions of the gating +;rindaw limits anly . If a window

is missing the a i 's in the corresponding row or column

will be zero . (Note that the accuracy will be reduced

since then a constant background is assumed .)

The standard error 0(z) on C(z) is no langer given by

Poisson's statistics but instead by:

9
0(z) = 1

	

a? P i ( z ) 1 112
i=1

fn the case of unfavourable peak to background ratios

the deduced errors might be substant ially underestimated

if one ignores eq . 3 . Therefore, a separate e(z) spectrum

is also generated and the peak analysis routine has been

adapted in order to extract the errors from it.

lo
COrC

l
~
uud
u2,

the present set.. of routines _ a.ll0 . . a festerv

	

f .,rou. .

	

w5

and more accurate data analysis of y--y-t coincidence

events . An example is the background correction described

above . The formalism is presented for 3-parameter events,

but might be easily extended to more dimensions . There-

fore, it can have a broader range of applications in other

coincidence experiments .

xa

Fi g . 1 : Gate matrix
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Electronic Division

R . Labus, J . Bo,jowaZd

1. Soft- and hardwaremodales were developed for the new

low energy bent crystal spectrometer where three rotary

motions must be controlled simultaneously . The actual

values of the motions are the Bragg angle, which is

measured by a 1" resolution HAIDENHAIN encoder, the

angle position of the multiwire detector chamber, which

is measured by a 1' resolution encoder and the direc-

tion of the detector plane which is measured by a po-

tentiometric resolver . To make possible the use of the

control and data acquisition concept of the older high

energy bent crystal spectrometer a special double EURO-

SMP input module was built to convert the encoder data.

The software was written in PL/M-80 on our INTEL-

DS246-software development system and partially tested.

In the vincinity of the position balance point the set

values of the analogue velocity control circuits are

reduced monotonically to zero which gives excellent

settling behavior even at lange dead times . Printed

boards were developed and tested for the multiwire de-

tector chamber to supply its forty hybrid preamplifiers

and to shape their output signais.

(H . Labus, G . Lürken, K. Winkler)

2. The set up to the BIBLIS multidetector AXIOM-experi-

ment was supported. A special photomultiplier base for

the EM-9808K tube was developed with very Small volume

and mechanisms to fasten the 16 units with constant

pressure on lange anti counters of PLEXIGLAS GS-2037.

Six ORTEC model 276 bases were modified to fit for

EMI-9813KB tubes . A MATTKE Serie MTRB servo-amplifier

was used to build a motor control to rotate the 40

tons shielding box to the measurement positions by

manual preset or by the PDP11/10-CAMAC data-acgüisi-

tion system.

(N . Dolfus, W . Ernst, G . Lürken, K, Winkler)

3. investigations were made to expand our INTEL-DS246

software development system to multiuser applications

and to other languages than PL/M preferably PASCAL,

and to 16-Bit-computers as INTEL-8086/8088 . In this

context other hard- and software products are being

tested together with the central electronic lab ZEL.

With the combination of SIEMENS-SMP-Hardware and

DIGITAL-RESEARCH software PASCAL/MT + 85/86 and SPP

Inder CP/M or MP/N it seems to ha ahle to ocr-ruhhing

figure low tost single or multiuser software develop-

ment Systems which would furthermore habe the advan-

tage of using the saure hardware as our application

Systems.

(N . Dolfus, G . Lürken, H . Labus)

4. The old electronic control of beam slit ASI within the

JULIC beam guide system which could only change the

width of two perpendicular, beam limiting windows was

replaced by a new analogue control which allows to

position Bach of the Tour jaws independently . Three

switch seiectable windows with preselectable width and

centerposition can be choosen manually or by computer

controlled DAC's.

(N . Dolfus, H . Labus, G . Lürken, K . Winkler)

5. About 75 repair, manitenance or modification jobs of

NIM- and CAMAC modules, TV-cameras and monitors, power

supplies of all categories, electronically controlled

scattering chambers and beams slits and a great vari-

ety of special instruments from our own or external

production were performed.

(N . Dolfus, W . Ernst, G . Lürken, K . Winkler)
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Radiation Protection

16 .1 . Composition of the radioactive contaminations at

JULIG and sensitivity of the contamination mea-

suring devices

1 . Uras , H . J . Probst

The German Radiation Protection Ordinance prescribes con-

tamination limits in radiation areas . If those limits are

exceeded, certain measures (decontamination, sealing in

foils etc .) have to be taken . In practice this implies

that the amount of contamination have to be determined

quickly during routine operation . For cases where one

handles only a few radioactive nuclides this quick deter-

mination is possibly . Either a methane/propane/butane gas

flow or a Xe-filled proportional counter is used.

The situation at a cyclotron is really complex . It was

therefore considered necessary to investigate whether the

value (count rate) obtained through an usual contamination

measuring device could possibly be used to determine the

amount of the contamination in the cyclotron area also.

For that purpose wipe samples were taken fron many places

in the cyclotron area as well as fron outside . The nu-

clides present in those samples and their activities were

determined by means of a Ge(Li)- or a Si(Li)-detector.

Furthermore, the count rates produced by those different

samples were registred using several contamination mea-

suring devices . In all 19 wipe samples were analysed . The

investigation furnished following essential results:

a) The number of the nuclides identified was large (even

..fier a cool i ng t i me of few day s at least 28 radioac-

tive nuclides with half-lives between 2 .7 days and 5

years were analysed).

b) The nuclidic composition differs strongly at least

partly, fron sample to sample . The highest contami-

nation activities consisted of Re-, W- and Ta-nuclides

(nuclides of the strongly activated tungsten wires of

the deflector) . However, partly 7 Be, 65Zn,
75

Se
169

Yb

were also dominant nuclides.

c) The sensitivity of the contamination measuring devices

varies by more than a factor of 10 for the different

wipe samples . The trends in the sensitivities of the

different measuring devices are the saure for the dif-

ferent wipe samples.

d) The sensitivities are in some cases very low (only

small fractions of the background count rate) . The Xe-

counter has by a factor of 3 to 6 higher sensitivity.

e) Small covers over the samples and distances of a few

centimeters between sample and counter reduce the sen-

sitivity strongly.

Details on points a) to e) are described in ref . 1), 2).

The results allow to make the following two important

statements:

a) Because of the great differences in the sensitivity

the value of the contamination activity cannot be de-

duced fron the count rate of the usually used contami-

nation measuring devices.

b) Because of the low sensitivity, in many cases the count

rate of the contamination measuring devices correspond-

ing to the contamination limits is so small that this

value cannot be used for practical purposes.
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Routine Duties

H.J. Probst, I . Uray +, H.J. Hintzen, K . Krafft

Since the personnei safety system operates well, in 1983

the major emphasis was piaced an the dangers during han-

dling of partiy strongly activated cyclotron components.

lt is especiaily critical during the annual maintenance.

This is evident from figure 1 which shows the distribution

of the ß-y-dose rate in the cyciotron vault at the begin-

ning of the maintenance.

It is satisfying that in spite of the high dose rates and

the extremely inhomogenecus distribution the resulting

man-rem-dose amounts only to 0 .11 Sv (11 rem), thereby

showing a slow decrease in comparison to 1982 . Only one

person got a dose of 15 m Sv (1,5 rem) . This is somewhat

higher than the annual dose of 10 m Sv which we internal-

ly try to observe . Moreover, regulary examinations of the

persons handling unsealed radioactive materials were per-

formed but no incorporations were detected . Also the ex-

tremity doses were negiigibiy low . Contaminations could

be kept within Limits so that no special measures were

necessary.

Figure 1 : Distribution of the 13-y-dose rate in the cyclo-
tron vault at the start of the maintenance . The
values are given in m Sv/h (1 m Sv/h = 100
mrem/h).

*IAEA fellow, permanent address : Institute of iuclear
Research of the Hung . Acad . Sci ., P .0 .S . 51, H-4001
Debrecen, Hungary
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Gamma-Neutron Radiation Field in the Cyclotron

Vault

1 . Uray ; h . J . Probst

The mixed gamma-neutron radiation field was investigated

in the cyclotron vault of the JULIC isochronous cyclotron.

Knowiedge of this field at an accelerator operating long

since provides us with important information for the ac-

cidental dosimetry which, often based on an incomplete

measured data set, can give an uncertain estimation of

the dose only . The goal of these studies was to obtain a

comprehensi've picture over the in-operation status of the

cyclotron l) and, to search for a possible way of a sim ple

but sufficient control of the accidental doses t) .

The operating cyclotron is a very intense source of fast

neutrons and, because of slowing down processes, inter-

mediate and thermalized neutrons are always present, as

well . Different kinds of nuclear processes are producing

also considerable gamma radiation . According to our gamma

dose measurements the proportion of the gamma dose near

the accelerator is negligible compared to the neutron

dose equivalent, amounting to a few per cent of it only.

This means, that the control of the gamma dose alone is

insufficient for the accidental dosimetry inside the

shielded area.

A possible accidental dosimetrical use of activation de-

tectors and thermoluminescent materials was investigated.

Moreover to identify the produced neutron spectra the ac-

tivation sets of In, Cu, Al and Fe materials viere used.

in first order the ratio of the thermal, epithermal and

intermediate energy neutrons depends on the size of the

room, while the type of the reaction investigated is only

a modifying factor . In the measured thermal flux Propor-

tion moreover there is a significant differente when the

measurements are carried out in air or on the surface of

a moderating phantom or of the wall . However fast neutrons

are giving the decisive part of the neutron dose because

of their much higher biological harm . Consequently their

dose contribution is responsible nearly for the whole

neutron dose equivalent.

Long-term dose equivalent rate measurements viere carried

out employing a Studsvik 2002 B Neutron Radiation Meter,

controling the radiation status and testing other mea-

suring methods, respectively . Fig . 1 shows a characteris-

tic fraament of these measurements . lt has been found,

that

1.) the neutron dose equivalent rate in the cyclotron

vault can exceed the value of 1 mSv/h (100 rarem/h) even at

the entrance of the cyclotron vault, where the radiation

level is relatively .low . (Close . to the cyclotron the dose

equivalent rate is much higher .)

2.) the operating conditions of this cyclotron influence

the dose equivalent rate, which is frequently and consid-

erably changing even at the Same place . At such circum-

stances the common use of activation accidental dosemeters

is unadvisable.

3,) the LiF thermoluminescent dosemeters offer a possible

solutionfor the accidental dosimetry . Their gamma and

thermal neutron responses can be selected on the basis of

the differentes of their glow curves . Furthermore it is

possible from these data, having some knowledge about the

neutron spectra, to give an acceptable estimation for the

neutron dose equivalent, as well.

Figure 1 : The hourly changes of the neutron dose equiv-
alent rate H at the entrance of the cyclotron vault be-

tween 26 .06 .83 and 01 .07 .83 in mSv/h units (1 mSv =-
100 rem) . The particles accelerated, their energy and the
highestinternal currents are given.
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Skin Dose of the Contaminations at JULIC

H.T. Probst, I . Uray{

In the first part of the Radiation Protection contribution

it has been shown that the value of a contamination ex-

isting in the cyclotron area cannot be deduced fron the

count rate of a contamination measuring device . Long ex-

perience has shown that contaminations at JULIC are im-

portant almost exclusively for causing radiation dose to

the skin . Therefore, for radiation protection reasons, it

is im portant to know if and which relationship exists be-

tween the count rate of a contamination measuring device

and the radiation dose to the skin caused by this conta-

mination.

To clarify this question 7 wipe samples were taken fron

different places in the cyclotron area as well es fron out-

side . In order to be able to measure the skin dose caused

by these contaminations with the help of 3 layers of

TLD 1 ' 2) which are often used in the KFA, and to achieve

rather good homogenity, disks of 12 mm diameter were

punched out of the wipe samples . The subsequent investiga-

tions were carried out using these samples : determination

of the nuciidic composition, of the activity and of the

count rate of contamination measuring devices . The result-

ing sensitivity of the measuring devices varies considera-

bly for the different samples, es shown in figure la (the

sensitivities for 90Sr/90Y and 204 T1 are given for com-

parison) . The skin dose produced by these samples was

measured by means of 3 layers of TLD as mentioned above.

The exposure was carried out for periods between 1 and 7

days depending an the activity of the sample . Figure lb

shown the skin dose rate factor . lt is the quotient be-

tween the measured dose per exposure time and the measured

activity per area . The values of 90Sr/90Y and 204T1 are

also given for comparison . As can be seen, the values

differ rather strongly . The arrow at wipe samle no . 7 in

the figure la and lb denotes that due to the non-detection

of all the y-lines of the sample no . 7 the activity is a

little higher than the value taken for calculating the

sensitivity and the skin dose rate factor, respectively.

Therefore, the sensitivity and the skin dose rate factor

are a little smaller.

Finally, the quotient of the skin dose rate factor and the

sensitivity of the measuring device was determined . This

value describes the skin dose rate produced by a contami-

nation corresponding to 1 cps per cm or contamination

area . lt is naticeahle that all the wipe samples have about

the Same quotient . Since this value is less than the val-

ues for 90Sr/ 90Y and
204

T1, it offers an advantageous pos-

sibility to set count rate limits an the contamination

measuring devices for contaminations of unknown composi-

tion : The count rate produced by a 90Sr/90Y- or 204T1-cal-

ihration source having a known activity which is accepted

or givenas deciding value may be used for unknown con-

taminations, too . Of course, the activity of the unknown

contamination is in general higher than the values given

in the Radiation Protection Ordinance, as seen in figure

la, but the skin dose produced by this contamination - and

this should be the criterion - is less than the values of

90Sr/ 90Y or
204

T1 for instance, as seen in figure 1c).
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rieure	 1:
ifSensitivity of the contamination measuring device
H1370 (Fa . Herfurth, F .R . Germany) for 7 different wipe
samples and the calibration sources 90Sr/90Y and 204Tl.
For sample 4 see text.
b) Experimentally determined skin dose rate factors für 7
different wipe samples . The values for 90 Sr/ 90 Y and 204T1
are given for comparison . For details see text.
c) Quotient of the skin dose rate factor (figure lb) and
the sensitivity (figure la) . lt describes the skin dose
rate per count rate (of a contamination measuring device)
normalized to the unit area . For details see text.
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Engineering Office and Mechanical Workshop

G1. Bri41l, D. Gross, H . Haddenel:, A. Fetz, U . Ri'nd-

fieisch,

	

Schwan:

In 1983 the werk of the engineering office was concen-

trated on the realization of the ISIS project (see status

report p . 122).

A great part of the mechanical workshop's capacity was

dedicated to a complete Service on the vacuum system of

the magnet spectrometer BIG KARL and to a major repair of

its air pads supporting the concrete shielding . A new

vacuum chamber with a big (100 x 10 cm) window in front of

the focal plane detectors went into operation . Active

slits behind the first and second quadrupole were built

in.

Besides the service and the scheduled maintenance of the

cyclotron, improvements on the vacuum System were

achieved during the annual shutdown period . For the In-

stallation of three 10 .000 1/s cryo-pumps the cyclotron

vacuum chamber was equipped with additional pump sockets

(NW 500) . Due to higher internal beam currents the radia-

tion damage of the extraction elements increased signifi-

cantly . Three new septum blades had to be produced since

the repair of the highly activated components was not

possible in most cases.

A new crystal spectrometer for experiments with low ener-

gy X-rays was designed . The production is in progress

(see figure 1) . To satisfy the requested accuracy for

1

	

2

	

~_

;12
1) detector 2) detector rotation 3) eneoder 4) detec-
tor angular eneoder 5) crystal 6) motor for crystal
movement 7) motor for detector movement 8) wire ball
bearing 9) (source)-crystal angular eneoder 10+11) gear
system for crystal and detector drive 12) source

positioning and rotation, high requirements in bearing,

measuring and production have to be met . The two indepen-

dent supporting arms of the crystal and the detector are

centered by a double wire ball bearing system and are po-

sitioned by separate driving elements . The relative angle

measurement is performed by two angular encoders with an

accuracy of less than 5 seconds of are from the source to

the crystal and less than 1 second of arc from the crystal

to the detector . The detector support is rotatable around

its center . Driving is done by 12 Volt CC motors.

The mechanical components for two experiments searching

for penetrating particles (axions) at nuclear reactors

were designed and constructed . At the FRJ-1 reactor an

experimental set-up was installed which changes the angu-

lar position of the radiation deteetors and the shielding

periodically . The construction of a similar improved de-

vice consisting essentially of a low radiation background

rotatable chamber weighing 30 tons is in progress .
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